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Db2 Mirror
IBM Db2 Mirror for i is a continuous availability solution which offers the ability to keep database files
synchronized between two nodes and can provide a recovery time objective close to zero.
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What's new for IBM i 7.4
The following information was added or updated in this release of the information:
• This topic was added in IBM i 7.4

What’s new since the first 7.4 publication
The following revisions or additions were made to the Db2 Mirror topic after the first 7.4 publication:
• April 2021 update
– Replication support for user index (*USRIDX) and user space (*USRSPC) objects: “User indexes” on
page 203 and “User spaces” on page 203
– Replication support for entries in a data queue (*DTAQ) object: “Data queues” on page 200
– Performance improvements have been introduced. See the Db2 Mirror Performance FAQs for more
specific details about Db2 Mirror performance. https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/QYGKQJMK
• October 2020 update
– Support for software reclone
- “Software reclone” on page 250
- “Reclone services” on page 413
– New takeover IP address group option for automatic switchback.
- “Managing takeover IP address groups” on page 325
- “CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 395
- “CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 396
• April 2020 update
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– New takeover IP address groups
- “Managing takeover IP address groups” on page 325
- “ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure” on page 391
- “CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 396
- “DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 398
- “MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view” on page 403
- “REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure” on page 405
- “SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 411
– New support for configuring Db2 Mirror on systems using internal storage
- “Manual storage cloning considerations” on page 47
- “Cloning SYSBAS using save and restore” on page 99

How to see what's new or changed
To help you see where technical changes have been made, this information uses:
• The

image to mark where new or changed information begins.

• The

image to mark where new or changed information ends.

To find other information about what's new or changed this release, see the Memo to users.

Introduction and architecture
IBM Db2 Mirror for i enables a continuous availability solution for data on IBM i. This solution allows for
the availability of Db2 for i content across two independent LPARs to provide a solution to reduce or
eliminate common downtime windows.
There are many additional use case considerations for how this technology can be used to help your
company gain an advantage.

Technology overview
IBM Db2 Mirror for i is a licensed program product, 5770DBM. There are many software, application,
disaster recovery, and hardware considerations that may need to be reviewed as you consider Db2 Mirror.
This section provides an overview of what Db2 Mirror is, how it can be leveraged, and the basic hardware
requirements.
The starting point for Db2 Mirror is POWER8®, POWER9™, or higher systems. Db2 Mirror requires two IBM i
LPARs that are connected together using the RDMA over Converged Ethernet, or RoCE, network protocol
and its associated hardware.
The figure below shows two LPARS, which are called nodes in Db2 Mirror, each with their own separate
database. The Db2 Mirror product provides the ability to have the operating system keep native and SQL
database objects synchronized across the two nodes. As data change requests occur on either node, Db2
Mirror automatically uses synchronous replication to keep the two instances identical. When one of the
nodes is not available, Db2 Mirror will track every change to replicated objects on the active node. Once
the mirrored pair is reconnected, all changes are synchronized between the nodes so that once
resynchronized both databases are again identical. Db2 Mirror supports libraries and objects that reside
either in SYSBAS or an IASP.
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NODE 1

Applications and users running
on both nodes using replicated
objects

Application

Application

Database
Row A
Row B

NODE 2

RoCE
Database
Row A
Row B

db2mi0201

Synchronous replication of
IBM i objects and data

Figure 1. Basics of Db2 Mirror

Db2 Mirror advantages
Db2 Mirror is easy to deploy and adopt. Users and applications are largely unaware that synchronous
replication is keeping the two nodes identical. The data on both nodes is available for production use.
You can choose to run your application on one of the nodes, with the other node in active standby mode
with live production data ready to use. This is referred to as an active/passive environment. If your
business has the requirement for real-time analysis of data, with Db2 Mirror there is an accessible copy of
the production data on the second node. You can choose to run your production environment on one of
the nodes, while running real-time queries and business intelligence on the second node with no
performance impact to the production node.
For load balancing purposes, you can distribute users and applications across the nodes. This is called an
active/active environment. Since updates to the replicated data are synchronous, users on both nodes see
the same data. Within the IBM i operating system, locking is implemented across the nodes to ensure the
integrity of changes across the nodes. If a node becomes unavailable, users and applications can be
redirected to the active node.
In each of these environments, with no application changes, you will see a reduction in production
downtime due to outages.
One of the common pain points within a production environment is any outage required to perform
system or application maintenance. Db2 Mirror can reduce and, in some cases, eliminate production
outages due to planned IPLs and updates. With the ability to temporarily suspend replication, one node
can continue processing transactions while the second node is IPLed or maintenance is applied. Once the
IPL is complete and communication has been reestablished between the nodes, the changes that were
tracked by the active node are pushed to the second node to make the database files identical again.
Then the process can be reversed by suspending replication again and IPLing or performing maintenance
on the first node.
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A similar rolling upgrade strategy can be used to update your server or storage hardware. One node can
be upgraded while replication is suspended and production continues on the other node. Replication can
be resumed to bring the data up to date on the upgraded node. Then replication can be suspended again
to upgrade the second node.
By implementing an architecture that uses an active/active database you can reduce the time to switch
over and minimize data loss in an unplanned outage. The Db2 Mirror product helps facilitate that goal
within a data center and is compatible with most existing disaster recovery strategies.
Because the data is synchronously replicated between the nodes, the recovery point objective (RPO) and
recovery time objective (RTO) for outages can be reduced to near zero. Application changes are not
required to see a reduction in production downtime due to outages. Further RTO improvements can be
seen if your applications are designed to run in an continuously available environment.

Application architecture
In a Db2 Mirror environment, the data is synchronously replicated between the nodes. The recovery time
and recovery point objectives for your users will depend on the application architecture.
The application architecture model shown below is common today. The application is designed to be
accessed and run on a specific IBM i node.

NODE 1

NODE 2
Application running on
Node 1.

Database
Row A
Row B

RoCE

Database
Row A
Row B

db2mi0105

Updates made
synchronously on
Node 2.

Figure 2. Classic application architecture
You can continue to run these applications in either an active/passive or active/active environment. If a
node becomes unavailable because of a planned or unplanned outage, users might need to take action to
switch to the remaining node. Application state data may need to be included in the replicated data. In
this application environment, in addition to the load balancing or business intelligence opportunities
available with the synchronous data transfer, Db2 Mirror generally allows for faster switchovers of the
application than other high availability solutions since the data is immediately available on the remaining
node.
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Takeover IP address groups is a Db2 Mirror concept which can help manage the access to applications
across the Db2 Mirror environment. IP addresses can be associated with an application and switched
between the Db2 Mirror nodes when a node becomes unavailable for updates and the application is
moved to the other node.
Applications that have been separated into an application and a data layer may be able to exploit Db2
Mirror to achieve an even lower recovery time objective as shown in this figure.

APPLICATION LAYER

NODE 1

RoCE

Database
Row A
Row B

db2mi0104

Database
Row A
Row B

NODE 2

Figure 3. Continuously available applications
If your applications already have a separate application layer (running on IBM i or some other platform)
and are using a connection technology such as JDBC, your entire application may easily be ready for
continuous application availability. The JDBC layer has the ability to have a secondary connection to
another node. If the first node is no longer available, the JDBC connection will automatically switch to the
secondary node. There are other types of connections that can be considered here as well that have built
in failover.

Data center architecture
Due to the synchronous design of Db2 Mirror, the distance between the nodes is limited to within a data
center for most cases. There are multiple configurations supported, both for a data center Db2 Mirror
implementation and for the addition of a disaster recovery solution. Several options are shown in this
section as examples. Your specific implementation will depend on your business resilience requirement.

Db2 Mirror environment with one storage server
Using one storage server is a basic configuration for using Db2 Mirror. From a setup perspective, this has
some advantages. When you use one storage server you can take advantage of FlashCopy® to set up your
configuration very quickly. If you have a disaster recovery strategy to provide storage resiliency this might
be a configuration to consider. You can choose to reduce your hardware footprint further by implementing
Db2 Mirror across two LPARs on the same POWER® server, at a cost of decreased resiliency.
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HMC

RoCE

2 POWER Servers

db2mi0106

Storage Server

Figure 4. Basic configuration with one storage server

Basic environment with two storage servers
Using multiple storage servers provides additional redundancy by helping to ensure that the active node
remains running and available during a storage outage. With two storage servers, remote copy
technologies will be used instead of FlashCopy to set up Db2 Mirror. Multiple HMCs provide an additional
layer of redundancy and are fully supported by the Db2 Mirror setup process.
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2 HMCs
2 POWER Servers
2 Storage Servers

db2mi0107

RoCE

Figure 5. Basic configuration with two storage servers

Db2 Mirror and disaster recovery considerations
Db2 Mirror is a continuous availability solution. It is not to be considered a disaster recovery (DR) solution.
Db2 Mirror can be used within your DR strategy to greatly improve your availability even within a disaster
situation. This example is one way that Db2 Mirror can be configured to include disaster recovery.
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RoCE

db2mi0108

Metro or Global Mirror

Figure 6. Db2 Mirror with DR considerations
On the left are the continuously available Db2 Mirror nodes. These need to be in close proximity as the
maximum distance between the POWER servers is 200 meters. The configuration on the right side is the
disaster recovery location. Here you have many options. You can have a single POWER server (as shown)
that may or may not have a mirrored pair running, or you can have multiple POWER servers and multiple
storage servers.
The communication between the continuous availability site (left) and the disaster site (right) can be
achieved using various technologies such as PowerHA® Metro/Global Mirror with IASPs, full system
replication, or one of the many logical replication solutions that are on the market.

Additional disaster recovery options
Using a mirrored pair within the disaster site provides additional protection in the event you are required
to role swap to the DR location. With this configuration, even in DR you have a continuously available
environment.
The next figure shows a topology that includes multiple POWER servers in both the continuously available
primary data center as well as a continuously available solution in the disaster recovery site.
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RoCE

RoCE

db2mi0109

Metro or Global Mirror

Figure 7. Common DR configuration for Db2 Mirror
The next two figures show configurations that provide additional redundancy with multiple POWER
servers as well as multiple storage servers.

RoCE

RoCE

db2mi0110

Metro or Global Mirror

Figure 8. Common DR configuration for Db2 Mirror with multiple storage servers
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db2mi0111

Metro or Global Mirror

Figure 9. Full storage redundancy DR configuration for Db2 Mirror
Db2 Mirror can also support DR configurations that use logical replication as shown below. Check with
your logical replication vendor for supported configurations.

JO

JO

JO

Logical Replication

db2mi0113

RoCE

JO

Figure 10. Basic logical replication DR configuration for Db2 Mirror
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Db2 Mirror concepts
This section describes the basic concepts you need to understand when working with Db2 Mirror.

Architecture
The Db2 Mirror architecture consists of two nodes that are paired together to create a synchronous
environment. The nodes are independent, and both can access and update the data that is synchronously
replicated in both directions. Db2 Mirror supports replication of data in SYSBAS and in independent
auxiliary storage pools (IASPs). Applications can use either SQL or traditional record level access (RLA) to
work with replicated data.
For example, the following figure shows separate instances of the same application running on each node
using a synchronously replicated database file. The database file can exist either in SYSBAS or within an
IASP. When Row A is changed on Node 1, it is synchronously written to the file on both Node 1 and Node
2. When Row B is changed on Node 2, it is synchronously written to the file on both Node 2 and Node 1.

NODE 1

Applications and users running
on both nodes using replicated
objects

Application

Application

Database
Row A
Row B

NODE 2

RoCE
Database
Row A
Row B

db2mi0201

Synchronous replication of
IBM i objects and data

Figure 11. Db2 Mirror architecture
The configuration of the Db2 Mirror environment begins with one node that may be an established
production environment. During the setup process, the second node will be initialized as an identical copy
of that source node. For details on how the setup process works see “Overview of the setup process” on
page 35.
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RDMA over Converged Ethernet
The two nodes in a mirrored pair require a high-speed network connection to perform synchronous data
operations.
The high-speed connection interface being used is Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over Converged
Ethernet (RoCE). Adapters that support RoCE must be installed in both nodes. Details on the hardware
requirements can be found in “Network adapters” on page 41.
The ports on the RoCE adapters can be cabled directly together or connected through a switch. IP
addresses are configured on the line description associated with each port of the RoCE adapters. A pair of
IP addresses, one from each node, is used to identify each physical RDMA link between the two nodes.

Network Redundancy Groups
A Network Redundancy Group (NRG) is a construct that hides the complexity associated with automated
physical network redundancy, failover, and load balancing of connections between the two nodes.
An NRG consists of one or more physical Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) enabled links between
nodes.
From an application perspective, the NRG is a single logical link to the target node. The RDMA network
stack transparently handles all processing that is related to which physical link is used at any given time
based on the NRG configuration.
The following five NRGs are defined for the Db2 Mirror environment.
• Db2 Mirror Environment Manager
• Database Replication
• System Object Replication
• IFS Replication
• Resynchronization
By default, all links are available for use by all NRGs. However, the links can be configured to have a higher
priority for a particular NRG by changing the default configuration. For more information on configuring
your NRGs, see “Managing NRGs” on page 314.

Replication states
The Db2 Mirror replication state needs to be understood and monitored. The replication state indicates
whether replication is active, tracking, or blocked.
Replication within database independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs) is a separate process from
replication within SYSBAS. Each database IASP has its own replication state. See “Independent auxiliary
storage pools” on page 17 for more information about database IASPs.

Active replication state
The normal state for Db2 Mirror is active replication. During active replication, any creates, updates, or
deletes of objects included in replication occur on both nodes. When Db2 Mirror replication is active, the
replication state on both nodes is ACTIVE.

Tracking/blocked replication state
When a node is not available or if communication is interrupted between the nodes, active replication is
suspended. This causes Db2 Mirror to go into TRACKING/BLOCKED replication state to prevent conflicting
changes to objects. One node is allowed to continue operations affecting replicated objects and its
replication state is set to TRACKING. The other node is blocked from making changes to replicated
objects and its replication state is set to BLOCKED. The node that is BLOCKED is allowed to make changes
to non-replicated objects and can query replicated objects. There are a few changes to replicated objects
12 IBM i: Db2 Mirror

allowed on the BLOCKED node. See “Object types that allow changes while blocked” on page 210 for
details.
Replication role
The determination of which node is set to TRACKING and which node becomes BLOCKED is made by the
primary and secondary node designation. During the initial configuration of Db2 Mirror, the setup source
node is designated as the primary node and the setup copy node becomes the secondary node. This
designation can be switched by the administrator to control which node allows changes to replicated
objects when an outage occurs.
Database IASPs have a separate replication role from SYSBAS. During normal operation, the replication
role of an active database IASP will match the replication role of SYSBAS. However, if an IASP is varied off
on either node, the replication role of the IASP will be adjusted separately from the SYSBAS replication
role.
Object Tracking List (OTL)
The Object Tracking List is the mechanism used to track changes when the replication state is not ACTIVE.
Since IASPs may have separate state transitions from SYSBAS, there is an OTL for SYSBAS and a separate
OTL for each database IASP. Each OTL on a node contains the changes which must be sent to the other
node during the resynchronization process.

Suspending replication
The transition from ACTIVE state to TRACKING/BLOCKED state can occur for different reasons.
User initiated suspend
The administrator can suspend replication between the nodes. This will affect replication of SYSBAS and
all database IASPs. This might be done for planned maintenance on the secondary node. There are two
different types of user initiated suspend:
1. Suspend - A normal suspend changes the state of the nodes to TRACKING and BLOCKED. Network
Redundancy Groups (NRGs) and Db2 Mirror system jobs remain running. Most PTFs can be applied
during a normal suspend.
2. Maintenance - A suspend for maintenance changes the state of the nodes to TRACKING and
BLOCKED. NRGs and Db2 Mirror system jobs are ended. Suspending for maintenance is only required
in these situations:
• To perform maintenance on the Network Redundancy Groups (NRGs).
• To apply and activate a limited set of Db2 Mirror related PTFs. This will be identified in the PTF cover
letter.
System initiated suspend
A system initiated suspend takes place when a node is powered down or if a node detects that
communication is not available with the other node. Based on the replication role of the node that can no
longer communicate, it will change its state from ACTIVE to either TRACKING or BLOCKED.
If a database IASP is varied off while both the SYSBAS replication state and the IASP replication state are
ACTIVE, the replication state of the IASP that is still varied on will change to TRACKING. User initiated
suspends are not supported for IASPs, so varying off the IASP on either node is the recommended
process for suspending replication on an IASP without affecting SYSBAS replication.

Resuming replication
Depending on why replication was suspended, resuming replication can also be user or system initiated.
If a user initiated the suspend, then the user must also initiate the resume. If the suspend was system
initiated, then a resume might automatically occur when the nodes are able to communicate or it might
require user intervention.
Resynchronization
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As part of resuming replication, the BLOCKED node must be brought up to date with any changes that
occurred on the TRACKING node. Resynchronization is the process by which tracked changes are applied
to the other node.
While the nodes are still in TRACKING and BLOCKED state but communicating with each other, the
resynchronization process is started. Resynchronization is divided into two phases.
• Phase one
Phase one processes all operations other than database I/O and spooled file operations. During phase
one, the primary node remains in TRACKING state and the secondary node remains in BLOCKED state.
By the end of phase one, locks have been acquired on both the primary and secondary nodes to prevent
any object definition changes for each database physical file that still requires I/O resynchronization.
These locks do not prevent data change operations on the primary node, but applications on the
secondary node are prohibited from performing data change operations on a file until the I/O
resynchronization on the file is complete. Read-only operations are permitted on the secondary node.
• Phase two
Phase two processes database I/O and spooled file operations. During phase two, the primary and
secondary nodes are in ACTIVE state. I/O resynchronization is performed concurrently while
applications are allowed to access and change replicated objects that do not conflict with the
resynchronization.
The Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO SQL view can be used to monitor the resynchronization
status and progress. See “Resynchronization” on page 219 for more details

Replication-eligible objects
The Db2 Mirror environment supports replication of the object types that are typically updated in user
applications.

IBM i objects
The following table lists the IBM i object types that are eligible for replication by Db2 Mirror. More
replication details for specific object types are contained in “Object replication details” on page 193.
Table 1. List of Db2 Mirror eligible IBM i object types
Object Type

Description

*AUTL2

Authorization list

*DTAARA

Data area

*DTAQ

Data queue

*ENVVAR1

Environment variable

*FCNUSG1,2

Functional usage

*FILE3

File

*JOBD

Job description

*JOBQ

Job queue

*JRN

Journal

*LIB

Library

*OUTQ4

Output queue

*PGM

Program

*SECATR1,2

Security attribute
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Table 1. List of Db2 Mirror eligible IBM i object types (continued)
Object Type

Description

*SQLPKG5

SQL package

*SQLUDT

SQL user-defined type

*SQLXSR

SQL XML schema repository

*SRVPGM

Service program

*SYSVAL1

System value

*USRIDX

User index

*USRPRF2

User profile

*USRSPC

User space

Notes:
1. This is a pseudo object type defined for use by Db2 Mirror. The default inclusion state does not apply
to this type.
2. Objects of this type are always included in replication through Db2 Mirror.
3. Device files and save files cannot be replicated.
4. Spooled files are not specified as replicated objects. An output queue can be specified as a
replicated object, which causes all spooled files within that output queue to be replicated.
5. Extended dynamic packages cannot be replicated.
Definition only
You might need to replicate only the definition of an object and not replicate the content. This option is
supported within Db2 Mirror for the object types of *DTAQ, *FILE, and *LIB. A data queue or file can be
replicated either as DEFINITION or all the content can be replicated as well. For a library, you can
replicate only the library object, or you can replicate the library and all the replication-eligible objects
within the library; the objects are subject to additional rules that may exclude them.

Integrated File System objects
Integrated File System (IFS) objects are made accessible on both Db2 Mirror nodes using a different
technology than the replicated IBM i object types. To be accessible, the IFS objects must be contained
within an IASP and the IASP must be part of a PowerHA cluster resource group (CRG). This is described in
greater detail in “IFS IASPs” on page 17.

Replication Criteria List
The Replication Criteria List (RCL) is a rules engine used by Db2 Mirror to determine whether an object
should be replicated.
The RCL consists of a set of rules identifying groups of objects that should or should not be replicated. The
rules, combined with the default inclusion state, provide a concise process to determine the replication
status of any existing or future object. See “Managing the Replication Criteria List” on page 273 for more
details about the RCL.
Since Db2 Mirror supports objects in SYSBAS as well as objects that reside within a database IASP, an
independent RCL exists for each IASP registered with Db2 Mirror. The following figure shows that an RCL
is stored in each pool of objects.
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Figure 12. Db2 Mirror environment showing separate RCLs

Default inclusion state
The most important rule for the RCL is called the default inclusion state. This is the highest level rule and
it has two possible settings:
• Exclude - No objects will be replicated by default. If you want specific objects or libraries to be included
in replication, you need to create rules to identify the objects that are to be included.
• Include - All eligible objects will be replicated by default. You can create additional rules to exclude
objects from replication.
The default inclusion state for SYSBAS or a database IASP can only be set during the initial setup process
prior to the clone. It can only be changed by recloning SYSBAS or the IASP and removing all existing rules.

System rules
When the default inclusion state is set for SYSBAS or for a database IASP, Db2 Mirror adds some system
defined object rules to the RCL. These rules are for objects that are always replicated by Db2 Mirror or for
objects that will never be replicated by Db2 Mirror. These rules cannot be modified or overridden by a user
rule.

User rules
After the default inclusion state has been defined and the RCL has been primed with the system rules,
user rules can be added. The system administrator is responsible for adding rules governing which
replication-eligible objects and pseudo objects are to be included or excluded from replication. The scope
of a rule can be for a library, for an object type within a library, or for a specific object.
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Independent auxiliary storage pools
For objects to be replicated in an independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP), the IASP must be registered
so that it is known to Db2 Mirror. If the IASP is not registered, no objects within the IASP will be
replicated.
There are two types of IASPs that can be registered in Db2 Mirror.
1. Database IASP: A database IASP can replicate all system object types supported by Db2 Mirror. The
IASP is available on both nodes and replicated objects within the IASP are kept synchronized. IASPs
are not required for replication of database objects.
2. Integrated File System (IFS) IASP: An IFS IASP is used to reference only IFS objects. The IASP is
attached to one node and the IFS data is made accessible to the other node. During an outage, the
IASP may need to switch to the other node before IFS activity can resume.
You cannot mix database objects and IFS objects in the same IASP and have all the objects replicated. If
you have existing IASPs with a mix of database and IFS object types, the objects need to be split into
separate IASPs in order to use Db2 Mirror replication.

Database IASPs
All Db2 Mirror supported objects types listed in “Replication-eligible objects” on page 14 that are
supported in an IASP can be replicated within a database IASP. These object types are replicated within
an IASP using the same replication method as objects in SYSBAS.
The default inclusion state and Replication Criteria List that are defined during Db2 Mirror setup of
SYSBAS only apply to SYSBAS objects. Each IASP has its own default inclusion state and Replication
Criteria List. Each default inclusion state setting is independent. For example, you can have a default
inclusion state of exclude for SYSBAS objects, include for one database IASP, and exclude for another
database IASP.
To start replicating objects within an IASP, the IASP must be added to the Db2 Mirror configuration. This
can be done during initial setup of the Db2 Mirror environment, or an IASP can be added later when
SYSBAS replication is active.
To be added to the Db2 Mirror environment, the IASP must exist on only one of the nodes. When it is
added, the IASP will be cloned to the target node in the same manner as the initial setup of SYSBAS.
An IASP can be removed from the Db2 Mirror configuration. This will end all replication within the IASP.
An IASP can also be recloned which will start with an identical copy of the source IASP.

IFS IASPs
IFS objects are made accessible on both Db2 Mirror nodes using an IFS client/server technology called
the Mutable File System. For an IFS object to be accessible on both nodes, it must be stored within an
IASP and that IASP must be added to the Db2 Mirror configuration as an IFS IASP.
IFS IASPs are different than SYSBAS and database IASPs in that all IFS objects in the IASP are accessible
on both nodes. There is no Replication Criteria List or default inclusion state for an IFS IASP. It is
important to note that when an IASP is registered as an IFS IASP, only the IFS objects in the IASP are
accessible on both Db2 Mirror nodes. Any objects other than IFS objects, such as database files or other
system objects, are only available on the Db2 Mirror node where the IASP is varied on.
The following figure shows how an IFS IASP is handled as part of Db2 Mirror.
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Figure 13. IFS IASP attached to the Db2 Mirror environment
The IFS infrastructure within the Db2 Mirror node pair is comprised of a Server File System and a Client
File System. The server instance resides on the node that owns the IASP and where the IASP is active.
The client instance resides on the other node. When a request to access an IFS file is received on the
client node, that request is seamlessly sent to the server node using RoCE. The results are then sent back
to the client node, so it appears that the request was processed locally.
Db2 Mirror replication states do not apply to IFS IASPs since the IFS replication model is different.
PowerHA-managed hardware replication or LUN-level switching is used to make the IFS IASP available in
the case of an outage. The IFS IASP is varied on for the server node and varied off for the client node. If
the server node becomes unavailable, the client node mutates to become the new server node, and the
IFS IASP becomes available on this new server node.

Disaster recovery
Db2 Mirror is a continuous availability option within the data center. Many environments also require a
disaster recovery solution. Various technologies exist for disaster recovery solutions, such as IBM
PowerHA SystemMirror for i, logical replication, and full system hardware replication.
Db2 Mirror combined with IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i is one option for local availability plus disaster
recovery. PowerHA replication is based upon IASP technology, which is also supported within Db2 Mirror.
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As shown in the following figure, the replicated data is contained in either a database or IFS IASP and is
synchronized between nodes 1 and 2 by Db2 Mirror. Nodes 3 and 4 are a separate Db2 Mirror
environment at a disaster recovery location. If it is necessary to switch the production environment from
nodes 1 and 2 to nodes 3 and 4, PowerHA technology would be used to make the IASPs available on
nodes 3 and 4. The system environment characteristics such as user profiles can be synchronized using
cluster administrative domain technology.
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Figure 14. Db2 Mirror and PowerHA
For more information on configuring and managing Db2 Mirror combined with PowerHA, see “Disaster
recovery considerations ” on page 366.
To further protect your data in a replication environment, it is recommended that you regularly perform
backups of the primary and secondary nodes to removable media. For more information about backup
and recovery using removable media, see “Backup and recovery” on page 355.
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User interface
When setting up, managing, and monitoring the Db2 Mirror environment, there are two interfaces that can
be used: the IBM Db2 Mirror for i Graphical User Interface (GUI) and SQL services, consisting of SQL
procedures, functions, and views.

Db2 Mirror GUI
The Db2 Mirror GUI interface is a web based interface that runs on the IBM i. It can run on either of the
two Db2 Mirror nodes or on a separate, third, IBM i node. The GUI is shipped in the base of the Db2 Mirror
(5770DBM *BASE) which does not require a license key. If the GUI is run on a third IBM i node, no other
Db2 Mirror product options are required for the GUI to run and manage Db2 Mirror environments. While
the GUI can run on a Db2 Mirror node for management and monitoring purposes, it must be run from a
third node for initial setup or when doing reconfiguration.
The GUI interface provides the necessary interfaces to set up and manage all aspects of the Db2 Mirror
environment as seen here.

Figure 15. Db2 Mirror graphical user interface
For details on setting up and using the GUI, see “Introduction to the Db2 Mirror GUI” on page 133.

SQL Services
As a programmatic alternative to the Db2 Mirror GUI, SQL services are provided to control and monitor
Db2 Mirror. No IBM i CL commands or APIs are provided. See “Db2 Mirror services” on page 372 for the
services that are available. Useful examples of using SQL services to manage Db2 Mirror are included in
Insert from Examples, part of IBM i Access Client Solutions (ACS) Run SQL Scripts.
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Terminology and definitions
Terms used when working with Db2 Mirror are defined in this section.
ACTIVE replication state
The replication state when Db2 Mirror is running normally. Db2 Mirror is keeping replication-eligible
objects synchronized.
BLOCKED replication state
The replication state on the secondary node when active replication is suspended. Changes to most
replicated objects will be blocked until active replication is resumed.
Client File System (CFS)
The integrated file system (IFS) Mutable File System instance on the node where the independent
auxiliary storage pool (IASP) is not varied on. The CFS sends IFS requests to the corresponding Server
File System node.
Clone
The initial action during configuration and setup that results in the two nodes being identical. A clone
is also performed when defining a database IASP.
Cluster
A set of IBM i partitions called cluster nodes. Cluster technology provides the critical infrastructure to
enable high availability solutions. It provides mechanisms for defining resilient resources in an
environment, detecting outages, and responding to these failures.
Cluster monitor
Cluster monitors are used for advanced node failure detection when communication between cluster
nodes has failed unexpectedly. Cluster monitors provide the capability to query the Hardware
Management Console (HMC) for the status of other cluster nodes.
Cluster node
An IBM i partition that is a member of a cluster. Cluster nodes can share resources that are required to
be highly available for your business with other nodes in the cluster. This allows other nodes in the
cluster to provide backup in the case of an outage.
Cluster resource group (CRG)
An entity within a cluster that provides the mechanisms to monitor and manage the switching of
resources between cluster nodes.
Cold cloning
The setup source node is powered off during the cloning process. This ensures the most accurate copy
of all data on the source node because no changes are being made while the copy takes place.
Copy node
The node that is modified by the software reclone process. Replicated objects on this node are
replaced with versions from the source node. Contrast with source node.
Database IASP
An independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) that contains database and non-database objects
eligible for replication by Db2 Mirror.
Default inclusion state
A value that indicates the inclusion state for an object when the Replication Criteria List has no defined
rule that applies to the object. A default inclusion state is defined for SYSBAS and for each database
IASP.
Hardware reclone
A type of reclone operation where hardware replication, either FlashCopy or storage copy services
technology, is used to make the two nodes or database IASPs identical again. Contrast with software
reclone.
IFS IASP
An independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) that contains IFS objects. The IFS objects within the
IASP are accessible from both nodes.
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Inclusion state
The replication action associated with an object. The default inclusion state along with rules in the
Replication Criteria List determine whether an object should be included or excluded from replication.
Mutable File System (MFS)
An IFS file system type that is used by Db2 Mirror to provide switchable file systems for switchable
IFS IASPs in the Db2 Mirror environment.
Network Redundancy Group (NRG)
A collection of one or more physical Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) enabled links to a target
system. NRGs provide automated physical network redundancy, failover, and load balancing for Db2
Mirror connections between the nodes. The five system defined NRGs for Db2 Mirror are:
MIRROR_DATABASE, MIRROR_ENGINE, MIRROR_IFS, MIRROR_OTHER, and MIRROR_RESYNC.
Network Time Protocol (NTP) server
A server used to automatically synchronize the system clocks of the primary node and secondary
node.
Node
A partition used by Db2 Mirror.
NOT MIRRORED replication state
The replication state when Db2 Mirror is not installed or has not completed initial configuration.
Object Tracking List (OTL)
The list that contains information about object operations that need to be replicated between the
nodes and information about objects that have already been resynchronized. The OTL is also used to
perform some active replication operations; for example, when a rule is added to the Replication
Criteria List that requires an object to be replicated to the other node.
Primary node
The node that will enter TRACKING state when active replication is suspended between the nodes.
Contrast with secondary node.
Pseudo object type
A special object type used in the Replication Criteria List and in the Object Tracking List to reference an
entity that is not a system object. Pseudo object types are defined for system level environment
variables (*ENVVAR), security attributes (*SECATR), system values (*SYSVAL), and function usage
identifiers (*FCNUSG).
Quorum data
Cluster-wide data that is stored on all the nodes in the cluster. It is used by Db2 Mirror to verify status
and information about the nodes when they are unable to communicate.
Quorum node
A third node added to the cluster to ensure the reliability of quorum data.
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over Converged Ethernet (RoCE)
The hardware adapters that are required by Db2 Mirror that provide a fast network connection with
low latency and high bandwidth between the two nodes.
Reclone
A clone that is performed after Db2 Mirror has already been operational.
Replication Criteria List (RCL)
A rules engine used to determine whether objects are included or excluded from replication.
Replication criteria rule
A rule in the Replication Criteria List that defines the inclusion state for an object or a group of objects.
Each rule contains criteria for IASP name or SYSBAS, library name, object type, and object name.
Replication state
The current state of replication. The states can be different for SYSBAS and for each database IASP.
The states are ACTIVE, BLOCKED, NOT MIRRORED, and TRACKING.
Resynchronization
The replication of changes between the primary node and the secondary node when replication is
resumed after being in the TRACKING state and BLOCKED state. When phase one of resynchronization
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is complete and resynchronization has obtained necessary locks for the objects to be replicated, the
replication state will become ACTIVE.
Secondary node
The node that will enter BLOCKED state when active replication is suspended between the nodes.
Contrast with primary node.
Server File System (SFS)
The integrated file system (IFS) Mutable File System instance on the node where the independent
auxiliary storage pool (IASP) is varied on. The SFS node is where IFS requests against the IASP are
processed. Requests initiated from the Client File System (CFS) are received, executed, and the
appropriate response is sent back to the CFS.
Setup copy node
The node that is created by the setup process. It is created by cloning the setup source node and then
configured by Db2 Mirror automatically during its first IPL. After the setup process is complete, this
will be the secondary node. Contrast with setup source node.
Setup source node
An IBM i partition that is often an already established production partition where your applications are
running. The setup process will make an identical copy of this node and establish the Db2 Mirror
environment. After the setup process is complete, this will be the primary node. Contrast with setup
copy node.
Software reclone
A type of reclone operation where only the replicated objects are copied from the source of the
reclone to the target. Objects which are dependent on those replicated objects may be affected on the
target node, but other non-replicated data, as well as the OS and products on the target will not be
affected. A software reclone can be done on SYSBAS or on a database IASP. Contrast with hardware
reclone.
Source node
1. The node that initiated the replication-eligible operation. Contrast with target node.
2. The node that initiated the software reclone. Replicated objects from this node are saved and
restored to the copy node. Contrast with copy node.
Takeover IP address
An IP address which is part of a takeover IP address group.
Takeover IP address group
A group of IP addresses which can be switched between Db2 Mirror nodes as one entity.
Target node
The node that did not initiate the replication-eligible operation. Contrast with source node.
TRACKING replication state
The replication state on the primary node when active replication is suspended. Db2 Mirror tracks all
replication-eligible operations in the Object Tracking List.
Warm cloning
The setup source node is not powered off during the cloning process. This allows changes to occur on
the setup source node during the cloning process. The changes to replicated objects will be tracked by
Db2 Mirror. Following the clone, the tracked changes will be synchronized to make the replicated
objects consistent between the nodes.

Application considerations
The design of your production applications will affect the recovery time objective possible with IBM Db2
Mirror for i. Changes to your application architecture can provide added benefits in a Db2 Mirror
environment.
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Application Evaluation
The Db2 Mirror GUI includes an Application Evaluation feature that can assist with preparing to use Db2
Mirror. This feature comes at no charge and is part of the base 5770-DBM product. The product requires
an IBM i 7.4 partition, but is capable of connecting to and analyzing other partitions that could be using
IBM i 7.4, 7.3, or 7.2.
Application Evaluation provides different perspectives into what types of IBM i objects are being used, the
replication eligibility of those objects, and even some operational insight for a subset of object types.
Use Db2 Mirror’s Application Evaluation to:
• Discover insight into the IBM i objects you use today
• Understand how those IBM i objects fit into Db2 Mirror replication
• Identify opportunities for performance tuning that could help immediately and within a Db2 Mirror
environment

Application Evaluation of a non-mirrored IBM i
From any IBM i 7.4 partition with the base 5770-DBM product installed, the Db2 Mirror GUI can be used
to evaluate one or more existing, non-mirrored IBM i partitions.
As shown below, the first time the Db2 Mirror GUI is used for Application Evaluation, a dashboard of IBM i
systems that are ready for evaluation will be empty.

Figure 16. IBM i partitions that are configured for Application Evaluation
The GUI dialog allows existing IBM i partitions to be added. Enter the IBM i host name, user name, and
password, verify the connection to the IBM i and add the IBM i to the dashboard.
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Figure 17. Adding an IBM i to Application Evaluation
In the next figure, the connection to the IBM i is established and Application Evaluation has begun.

Figure 18. Launch Application Evaluation of an IBM i
The initial application evaluation perspective is seen below. All libraries within *SYSBAS are shown, with
an indication of whether the library itself is replication eligible. The dialog also indicates the total object
count within the library, along with the breakdown of the number of objects in the library which are
eligible for replication, not eligible for replication, and the number of objects which could be replicated as
definition only. The dialog includes all the powerful and easy to use controls found elsewhere in the Db2
Mirror GUI.
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Figure 19. Library level Application Evaluation perspective
From any library, a right-click on the row reveals analysis actions that could be pursued. For example, the
use and configuration of journaling at the object level could be studied in depth. These and other actions
are possible at the IBM i system level, library level, and object level within Application Evaluation.

Figure 20. Application Evaluation – Library level analysis
To evaluate the potential object replication detail for the STORE42 library, click on the row to drill into an
object specific dialog, as shown here.
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Figure 21. Application Evaluation – Object type breakdown for a library
When clicking on any of the object type rows, an object detail perspective is seen. This dialog contains
many object attribute and object statistical columns. The column display is controlled using the
Customize Table Columns (three vertical grey dots) configuration control.

Figure 22. Application Evaluation – *FILE object details for a library
The Application Evaluation GUI provides a dynamic interface to drill into and then back out of libraries,
object types, and object detail analysis. By adding object specific detailed columns, the dialog can provide
different perspectives of the IBM i objects.
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Application considerations for database replication
When running database applications in a Db2 Mirror environment, you should be aware of the replication
job and activation group interactions

QDBMSRVR jobs
Db2 Mirror’s synchronous database replication applies to SQL and native data definition and data
changes. That is, the database will replicate object level changes and data within database files as those
changes occur. To accomplish the task of replication, the source node job has an associated QDBMSRVR
job on the target node. Db2 Mirror uses this partner QDBMSRVR job for implementing the replication
activities. For more information about QDBMSRVR jobs, see “Db2 Mirror jobs” on page 343.
Db2 Mirror database replication corresponds to a QDBMSRVR job based on the activation group used by
the source node. When the first database replication action is executed within a job on the source node in
an actively replicating environment, a remote connection is established to a QDBMSRVR job on the target
node, based on the activation group in use. The CPI9170 informational message is written to the joblog
on the source node, indicating the qualified jobname that has been established as the partner job on the
target node. When the remote connection is established, a corresponding CPI9172 informational
message is written to the joblog on the target node, indicating the qualified jobname of the application or
user on the source node.
The associated QDBMSRVR job will remain active and connected to the source job until either the source
job ends, the activation group is reclaimed, or Db2 Mirror replication is suspended.
The following two figures show a pair of CPI9170 and CPI9172 messages. The message replacement
tokens provide insight into what caused replication to begin and the identity of the partner job.
Applications and users do not need to use this replication information for Db2 Mirror to function, but the
insight is useful if joblogs need to be reviewed for an entire replication operation.

Figure 23. CPI9170 informational message when a QDBMSRVR job is established

Figure 24. CPI9172 informational message indicates which application job is using this QDBMSRVR job
When the connection ends, a CPI9171 informational message is written to the joblog on the source node.
The corresponding informational message on the target node is CPI3E02.
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If the joblog on the source system has been deleted, or if it's necessary to track backwards from the
QDBMSRVR job, the connection logger may be of use.
To find all the target QDBMSRVR jobs which connected to the local job, run the following SQL, providing
the qualified job name for the local job:
SELECT * FROM QUSRSYS.MIRROR_CONNECTION_LOG
WHERE LOCAL_JOB = '123456/QSYS/JOBNAME'
ORDER BY TIME ASC

To find all the source jobs which used a target side QDBMSRVR job, run the following SQL, providing the
qualified job name for the remote job:
SELECT * FROM QUSRSYS.MIRROR_CONNECTION_LOG
WHERE REMOTE_JOB = '123456/QUSER/QDBMSRVR'
ORDER BY TIME ASC

Inquiry messages
Two of the most commonly encountered database inquiry messages are:
• CPA32B2 - Change of file &1 may cause data to be lost.
• CPA7025 - Receiver &1 in &2 never fully saved.
With Db2 Mirror, these inquiry messages are encountered only on the source node.
Db2 for i issues other, less common, inquiry messages. These other inquiry messages always appear on
the source node, but in some cases could also appear on the target node. If they are not included in the
system reply list on the target node, your job can appear to hang while waiting for a reply.
In general, if you use the system reply list for such inquiry messages, the best practice is to use matching
system reply list entries on both nodes of the pair.

Activation groups
A single job can use more than one activation group, with each activation group using its own unique
transaction and associated QDBMSRVR job. For example, if a job has three activation groups and a
database replication action has been executed in each activation group, there will be three messages in
the joblog, identifying the three associated QDBMSRVR jobs.
When commitment control is being used, pending changes will appear in the activation group of choice in
the user’s job and within the default activation group (*DFTACTGRP) of the corresponding QDBMSRVR job.
When a COMMIT or ROLLBACK is issued for the activation group in the user’s job, the action is also taken
to the corresponding QDBMSRVR job. If the user’s job is running on the primary node and communication
is severed, the transaction is rolled back in the QDBMSRVR job on the secondary node and tracked on the
primary node.
A special case exists if the Start Commitment Control (STRCMTCTL) CL command is used with the
Commitment definition scope (CMTSCOPE) set to *JOB. For this situation, Db2 Mirror continues to use one
QDBMSRVR job per activation group, even though the source job is treating all activation groups as a
single unit of work. As such, when CMTSCOPE is set to *JOB, it’s possible to encounter lock conflicts if
different activation groups are used for transactional activity or explicit lock acquisition.

Interacting with the corresponding QDBMSRVR job
If you need to execute an SQL statement within the QDBMSRVR job, a special form of SQL and 3-part
naming can be used.
By using QIBM_DB2M_00nnn (where nnn is 000 for SYSBAS or the ASP number being used ) as the RDB
name, the SQL statement will execute in or against the corresponding QDBMSRVR job. The activation
group in effect when the statement is executed will determine which QDBMSRVR job is used for execution
of the SQL statement.
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Applications and users should avoid using 3-part naming to initiate a replication-eligible operation. If
such an operation is initiated within a QDBMSRVR job, the replication of the action will not use the
application connection.
The QIBM_DB2M_00nnn form of 3-part naming for Db2 Mirror uses the MIRROR_DATABASE NRG. If this
NRG is unavailable, use of this 3-part name will fail with SQ30080.
When 3-part names are used to interact with a QDBMSRVR job, the statement and cursor will fail when
the replication state changes from ACTIVE to any other replication state. The failure symptom is
unpredictable.
For more detail and for setup steps, see “Relational database directory entries” on page 59.

SQL Plan Cache
The SQL Plan Cache is an IBM i temporary construct that represents database query activity since the last
IPL. The plan cache includes access plans, maintained temporary indexes, and other structures to aid in
query optimization and implementation.
Db2 Mirror does not replicate the SQL Plan Cache. If the Db2 Mirror configuration is active/passive, you
might want to build and execute performance critical queries on the passive node to partially populate the
plan cache. This will improve the performance characteristics of query execution after a role swap.

JTOpen JDBC driver support for application availability
The JTOpen JDBC driver includes features that can help application developers reduce or eliminate
application downtime in a Db2 Mirror environment.
1. The application can identify alternate servers to use if the connection to the current server is dropped.
When using Db2 Mirror, you might want to set the alternate servers to be the primary node, the
secondary node, and/or the disaster recovery (DR) partition.
2. Configured number of seconds between automatic attempts to reestablish the connection
3. Configured number of attempts to reestablish the connection before failing.
4. Control for whether to attempt to reestablish the connection with the preferred node.
For additional JTOpen JDBC alternate server detail, see: http://jt400.sourceforge.net/doc/com/ibm/
as400/access/doc-files/JDBCProperties.html#alternate

Job queues and job scheduled entries
Db2 Mirror includes partial support for replicating Job Queues (*JOBQ). When a job queue is replicated,
the structural elements of the job queue are established and kept in sync, but the job queue entries are
not replicated. If a job needs to be submitted or scheduled to run on both nodes, the user must submit or
schedule the job on both nodes.

Adding and removing data queue entries
Data queue entries can be added and removed from either node in an active/active environment.
However, active/passive may be preferred since applications might not be prepared to use the same
named data queue from both nodes simultaneously. Applications that use data queues should be
examined before replicating the data entries to ensure that the application will function properly and not
interfere with jobs or threads running on the other node.
Data queue entries are replicated when using the Send Data Queue (QSNDDTAQ), Receive Data Queue
(QRCVDTAQ), and Clear Data Queue (QCLRDTAQ) APIs, and the corresponding IBM i services
QSYS2.SEND_DATA_QUEUE, QSYS2.RECEIVE_DATA_QUEUE, and QSYS2.CLEAR_DATA_QUEUE.
Updates made directly to a data queue using the Enqueue (ENQ) or Dequeue (DEQ) MI instructions are
not replicated and should be replaced by either the APIs or IBM i services listed above.
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Adding and removing entries on a user index
The Add User Index Entry (QUSADDUI) and Remove User Index Entry (QUSRMVUI) APIs can be used to
update user indexes. User index updates are only replicated when using these API interfaces. Updates
made directly to user indexes using the Insert Independent Index Entry (INSINXEN) and Remove
Independent Index Entry (RMVINXEN) MI instructions are not replicated.
Applications should be examined to understand whether the MI instructions are being used. If the
application must use the MI instructions to update a replicated user index, the application can be updated
to asynchronously replicate the object by calling the Add or Remove User Index Entry APIs after a block of
updates is made with the MI instructions. A call to QUSADDUI or QUSRMVUI API will cause the entire
user index to be replicated, via a save of the user index and restore on the target.
The active/passive environment is recommended when using MI instructions to avoid conflicting updates
which may be overwritten. If active/active replication is required, it may be achieved by locking the user
index object in the application code before adding or removing entries. The Allocate Object (ALCOBJ)
command can be used with the MIRROR(*YES) parameter to lock the object on both nodes.
There may be additional locking considerations if the application will be running during resynchronization
processing.

Making changes to a user space
The Change User Space (QUSCHGUS) API can be used to change both system domain and user domain
user spaces. Updates to user spaces are only replicated when using this API.
User spaces can be updated directly by using the Retrieve Pointer to User Space (QUSPTRUS) API to get a
pointer to the object and then writing directly into the space. However, these updates made directly to the
user space are not replicated.
Applications should be examined to understand if user spaces are updated directly by using the
QUSPTRUS API. If the application must write directly into a replicated user space, the application can be
updated to asynchronously replicate the object by adding a call to the QUSCHGUS API after a block of
updates are made to the user space. A call to the QUSCHGUS API will cause the entire user space to be
replicated, via a save of the user space and restore on the target.
The active/passive environment is recommended when writing directly into the user space to avoid
conflicting updates which may be overwritten. If active/active replication is required, it can be achieved
by locking the user space object in the application code before making updates to the user space. The
Allocate Object (ALCOBJ) command can be used with the MIRROR(*YES) parameter to lock the object on
both nodes.
There may be additional locking considerations if the application will be running during resynchronization
processing.

Querying data from a replicated database file
Replicated data is available to be read on either Db2 Mirror node. When the Db2 Mirror replication state is
ACTIVE and the replication detail is REPLICATING, the data is being kept identical through synchronous
replication. When the data is queried or read, Db2 Mirror processing is not involved because the
necessary data is already local to the source node.
If the Db2 Mirror replication state is BLOCKED, you are running on the secondary node and Db2 Mirror
replication is suspended. Users and applications are allowed to read data from replicated database files,
but it is possible that the data within those files is no longer is the same as on the primary node.
When running on the secondary node, if the Db2 Mirror replication state is ACTIVE and the replication
detail is not REPLICATING, Db2 Mirror is in some stage of resynchronization. Until resynchronization
completes, the data on the secondary node can be accessed, but that data may not be identical to the
primary node because resynchronization has not completed.
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Database trigger considerations
Trigger programs are used to establish business rules related to point-of-time triggering events. With Db2
Mirror, the trigger events related to INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE occur on both nodes as part of
synchronous replication. By default, all trigger programs, SQL and native, are run only on the source node.
When a trigger program only fires on the source node, the trigger is considered to be MIRROR NO.
The following items need to be considered for triggers defined with the MIRROR YES option:
• The developer of a trigger can choose to have the trigger configured to run on both the source and target
nodes for each trigger event, which is considered to be MIRROR YES.
You should review the business logic within the trigger before using MIRROR YES. Many triggers include
business logic that would not need to be implemented twice for each database I/O operation.
For example, consider a BEFORE INSERTING OR UPDATING trigger which exists for the purpose of
upper casing character data before the data becomes part of the file. The trigger program will run before
the database inserts or updates the row. For a replicated file, the row image that is replicated to the
target node will already have the trigger changes and therefore would not need to run a second time.
• When a MIRROR YES trigger is used, the call stack for the target side trigger invocation differs from what
is typically seen by a trigger. If the trigger program includes logic that is specific to the application
jobname, the stack of the thread, or anything else unique to the application job, that logic is unlikely to
work as expected because the trigger is being run in a QDBMSRVR job that exists for Db2 Mirror
database replication.
• A MIRROR YES trigger is only run on both nodes when the replication state is ACTIVE and the replication
detail is REPLICATING. When replication is TRACKING, the trigger will run on the primary node.
However, MIRROR YES triggers are not fired on the secondary node during Db2 Mirror resynchronization
processing.
• MIRROR YES triggers created as BEFORE triggers are not allowed to modify the record image on the
target node. MIRROR YES triggers created as AFTER triggers are not allowed to update the data in the
row that was just inserted or updated. These changes are not allowed because they could cause the
data to become out of sync. Violations of this rule will fail with SQLCODE = -7061 and SQLSTATE =
'55019', and the SQL7061 message will appear with reason code 76 in the joblog.

Db2 Mirror exit points
Exit points for Db2 Mirror actions provide application developers with a programmatic solution for
important changes in Db2 Mirror.
The pre and post clone exit points provide a mechanism for application providers to automate actions that
need to occur before or after a Db2 Mirror clone operation.
The software reclone exit point is called when synchronization has completed for a Db2 Mirror software
reclone for SYSBAS or any database IASP.
The role change exit point is called when a node changes from primary to secondary or vice versa.
The replication state change exit point is called whenever the replication state changes between ACTIVE
and TRACKING or ACTIVE and BLOCKED.
The replication detail change exit point is called whenever the replication state changes and also
whenever the replication detail changes, for example between SYNCHRONIZING and REPLICATING.
Table 2. Db2 Mirror exit points
Exit point

Exit point format

Description

QIBM_QMRDB_PRECLONE

PREC0100

Db2 Mirror ASP pre-clone

QIBM_QMRDB_POSTCLONE

PSTC0100

Db2 Mirror ASP post-clone

QIBM_QMRDB_ROLE_CHG

RCHG0100

Db2 Mirror replication role
change
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Table 2. Db2 Mirror exit points (continued)
Exit point

Exit point format

Description

QIBM_QMRDB_SOFTCLONE

SFTC0100

Db2 Mirror ASP post software
reclone

QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG

SCHG0100

Db2 Mirror replication state
change

QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG

SCHG0200

Db2 Mirror replication state
change

For full details on these exit points, see “Monitoring using exit points” on page 346.

Application behavior when replication state is BLOCKED
An application needs to be aware of errors that it can encounter when the Db2 Mirror replication state is
BLOCKED.

SQL application behavior when the replication state is BLOCKED
SQL applications that run on the secondary node should be coded to handle a failure when the Db2 Mirror
replication state is BLOCKED.
SQL statements that encounter a blocked condition in Db2 Mirror can fail with either SQLCODE = -7061
and SQLSTATE = '55019' or SQLCODE = -918 and SQLSTATE = '51021'.
• Any SQL statement that attempts to modify a replicated database object from the secondary node could
return SQLCODE = -7061 with reason code 71.
– 71 -- Replication has been interrupted and mirroring is currently blocked.
In the corresponding application joblog, the SQL7061 escape message will appear, with 71 as the
reason code.
• SQL applications using a commitment control isolation level other than *NONE or *NC could fail with
SQLCODE = -918.
The SQLCODE = -918 indicates that not only did the attempt to modify the replicated database object
from the secondary node fail, but also that the job in question is in a state where the transaction is
required to rollback.
The requirement to rollback on the secondary node when a transaction encounters a failure related to
BLOCKING protects replicated objects from getting out of sync.

RPG behavior when the replication state is BLOCKED
No new RPG status codes are associated with application failures due to running on the secondary node
when the replication state is BLOCKED.
When a blocked node failure occurs during an open operation for a file defined to be output-capable,
update-capable, or delete-capable, the RPG status code will be either 1216 for an implicit open or 1217
for an explicit open. When a failure occurs during an write, update, or delete I/O operation, the RPG status
code will be 1299.
For an error during an explicit open operation or an I/O operation, the subfield in positions 46 to 52 in the
File Information Data Structure (INFDS) for the file will contain the message ID causing the error. RPG
programs can check that subfield for CPF411F to determine whether the error was due to a DML failure.
RPG exception messages (RNX1216, RNX1217, or RNX1299 for ILE RPG) or inquiry messages (RNQ1216,
RNQ1217, or RNQ1299 for ILE RPG or RPG1216, RPG1217, or RPG1299 for OPM RPG) will show the
error message causing the error.
In addition, the CPF411F failure message will remain in the job log.
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COBOL behavior when the replication state is BLOCKED
ILE COBOL and OPM COBOL have different handling for application failures due to running on the
secondary node when the replication state is BLOCKED.
For ILE COBOL, a new COBOL file status key value is associated with failures related to running on the
secondary node when the replication state is BLOCKED. When a blocked node failure occurs during a file
open or I/O operation, file status 9Z will be set if the FILE STATUS clause was specified for the file.
For OPM COBOL/400, no new COBOL file status code is associated with blocked node failures. Rather,
when a blocked node failure occurs during a file open or I/O operation, file status 90 will be set if the FILE
STATUS clause was specified for the file.
If you don't have a FILE STATUS clause or a USE PROCEDURE to handle the error, then in ILE COBOL you
will get an error such as LNR7057, LNR7200, or LNR7207, and in OPM COBOL you will get an error such
as LBE7200 or LBE7207.
In addition, the CPF411F failure message will remain in the joblog.

C behavior when the replication state is BLOCKED
When a blocked node failure causes an I/O error in a C program, it will surface as a normal I/O error with
errno 3101.

CL command behavior when the replication state is BLOCKED
IBM i CL commands that try to create or change replicated objects will fail when the replication state is
BLOCKED. The CPFC901 escape message is returned for these failures. The message contains details
about the failure.

XA distributed transaction environment
With Db2 Mirror, the XA distributed transaction environment is partially supported. Db2 Mirror database
transactional activity is based on the application job having a corresponding QDBMSRVR job on the target
node. The corresponding QDBMSRVR job is logically linked with the application job for the unit of work.
For Db2 Mirror, XA distributed NTS transactions can be used as long as certain restrictions are met.
1. An XID identifying a global transaction may only be used in one job (i.e. JDBC or other client
connection) on the node once mirrored resources are accessed by the transaction. This means that
xa_start, xa_end, xa_prepare, xa_commit, or xa_rollback for a given XID must all be done in the same
job. For example, if job A uses a global transaction with a given XID, then job B will not be allowed to
use a global transaction with the same XID. An attempt to use the global transaction from a second job
will result in application failure. If this situation is encountered, an error is returned to the application
and the global transaction is set to rollback only.
2. If an XID is used for a global transaction on a source node, the same XID should not be used on the
target node. If the application is designed to run Active/Active, the application must use unique XID’s
when running from both the primary and secondary nodes. If a specific XID is used at the same time,
initiating from both nodes, the application activity will not be protected with a failure and could
encounter lock conflicts.

IBM MQ and Db2 Mirror
IBM MQ has limited support for Db2 Mirror.
The IBM MQ LPPs (5724H72, 5724L26 and 5725M50) can be cloned in a Db2 Mirror environment as well
as Queue Manager configuration data (both libraries and IFS). However, IBM MQ is not available in an
active/active configuration. You cannot configure and start the same queue manager on both nodes in a
Db2 Mirror environment. Additionally, an IBM MQ Queue Manager should not be configured to use a Db2
Mirror IFS IASP as its data directory. High availability solutions such as PowerHA can be used to provide
availability of IBM MQ Queue Managers as well as native MQ solutions such as Clustering.
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With Db2 Mirror, the same Queue Manager can exist on both nodes, but the Queue Manager can only be
active on one node. The user or administrator needs to manage shifting the active Queue Manager
between nodes keeping in mind that it will now be running on a system with a different system name.
Remotely connected applications need to account for this. Local applications that were previously running
on the failed system can be restarted on the now active system and interact with Queue Manager objects
as before.

Planning and setup
Many decisions need to be made as you prepare and step through the Db2 Mirror setup process. Db2
Mirror configuration concepts should be understood before starting in order to make the right decisions
for your business.
This section is intended to help guide you through the process. It provides information about the
hardware, software, and networking items that need to be considered.

Overview of the setup process
Db2 Mirror is initially configured on a single partition called the setup source node. During the setup and
configuration process, the setup source node is cloned to create the second node of the Db2 Mirror pair
called the setup copy node. The setup copy node is configured and initialized automatically by Db2 Mirror
during its first IPL.
The Db2 Mirror configuration and setup process supports both external and internal storage. For external
storage, the copy services functions available on external storage systems are used during the cloning
process. IBM or non-IBM external storage systems can be used, but IBM storage systems are
recommended because the cloning process is automated. Non-IBM storage systems require manual
steps to be taken on the storage system to perform the cloning process. Setting up Db2 Mirror on systems
using internal storage is also a manual process.
Db2 Mirror automates the cloning for the following IBM storage systems:
• IBM Spectrum® Virtualize family
• IBM System Storage® DS8000® family
The cloning technologies used for IBM storage systems are FlashCopy and remote copy. FlashCopy is
used when both Db2 Mirror nodes connect to the same IBM storage system. Remote copy is used when
the Db2 Mirror nodes are connected to different IBM storage systems.
The process for setting up Db2 Mirror on systems with internal storage is a manual process. The system
objects and all licensed programs on the source node must be manually saved to a tape or optical device.
The copy node is then manually booted and installed from the save media. Db2 Mirror automatically
configures and initializes the copy node and then clones all replicated objects by adding them to the
object tracking list and begins synchronization of the objects.
Both cold cloning and warm cloning are supported by the Db2 Mirror setup process. A cold clone requires
the setup source node to be shut down during the cloning portion of the setup process. A warm clone
allows the setup source node to remain active during the entire Db2 Mirror setup and configuration
process.
Db2 Mirror synchronously replicates data between two IBM i nodes. The Db2 Mirror environment consists
of those two nodes plus additional nodes for managing the environment depending on how you choose to
setup and manage the Db2 Mirror environment. The recommended environment consists of three IBM i
nodes, as seen in the figure below.
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Figure 25. Db2 Mirror Environment with managing node
During the setup and configuration of Db2 Mirror, the three nodes are referred to with the following
names:
Managing Node
The managing node, sometimes called the third node, is where you initiate and manage the Db2 Mirror
setup process by either launching the setup wizard in the Db2 Mirror GUI or calling the db2mtool
command line tools.
You must use a third IBM i node as the managing node while setting up Db2 Mirror.
It is recommended that you continue using the third node after setting up Db2 Mirror to manage the
environment. Since the Db2 Mirror GUI is a web based interface, it requires http or https to be
accessed. Using a third node keeps this http traffic off your production servers. Another reason to use
a third node is to protect the reliability of the quorum data by adding the third node to the same
cluster as the Db2 Mirror nodes. See “Clustering” on page 56 for more details.
Setup Source Node
The setup source node is an IBM i partition that is often an already established production partition
where your applications are running. The setup process will make a copy of this node and establish
the Db2 Mirror environment. After the setup process is complete, the setup source node will be the
primary node.
Setup Copy Node
The setup copy node is created by the setup process. It is created by cloning the setup source node
and then configured by Db2 Mirror automatically during its first IPL. After the setup process is
complete, the setup copy node will be the secondary node.

Db2 Mirror setup process steps
The complete Db2 Mirror setup process can be described by the following five high level steps:
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Step 1: Pre-configuration
Before starting to configure Db2 Mirror, you must do the following:
• Read and understand the planning considerations. See “Planning considerations” on page 38.
• Verify all environment requirements. See “Planning considerations” on page 38.
• Gather required information needed during the setup process. See “Planning checklist” on page 60.
• Create the setup copy partition. See “Hardware Management Console (HMC) requirements” on page
42.
• Configure the storage. See “Storage requirements” on page 42.
Step 2: Configure Db2 Mirror settings
The easiest way to configure Db2 Mirror is by using the setup wizard that is part of the Db2 Mirror GUI.
This will guide you through all the steps and control the cloning process used to create the Db2 Mirror
pair. See “Setting up Db2 Mirror using the GUI setup wizard” on page 65.
Alternatively, you can manually set up Db2 Mirror using SQL services and other command line interfaces
provided by Db2 Mirror. See “Setting up Db2 Mirror using commands” on page 155.
Step 3: Verify Db2 Mirror configuration is complete and valid
After the configuration choices are made, but before the cloning process can be performed, a validation
step must be done to verify that Db2 Mirror has been successfully configured. This process performs the
necessary checks to ensure the clone process will be successful and that active replication can begin
successfully after the clone.
The validation step is done automatically at the end of the Db2 Mirror setup wizard, described in
“Validation and cloning” on page 93.
If not using the GUI, the validation step is completed by using the db2mtool command with the precheck
action, described in the db2mtool command reference “action=precheck” on page 164.
Step 4: Perform the cloning process
After the validation step is completed successfully, the cloning process can begin. The setup source node
is cloned to create the setup copy node. The setup copy node is configured and initialized automatically
by Db2 Mirror during its first IPL.
The cloning process will begin automatically at the end of the Db2 Mirror GUI setup wizard, described in
“Validation and cloning” on page 93.
If not using the GUI, the cloning process can be started by using the db2mtool command with the start
action, described in the db2mtool command reference “action=start” on page 165.
Step 5: Verify clone completed successfully
The final step after cloning is another validation step. This validation step verifies the cloning process was
successful and active replication between the two Db2 Mirror nodes began successfully.
The validation step will begin automatically at the end of the Db2 Mirror GUI setup wizard, described in
“Validation and cloning” on page 93.
If not using the GUI, the validation step can be performed using the db2mtool command with the
checksysbas action, described in the db2mtool command reference “action=checksysbas” on page 162.
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Planning considerations
This section describes the planning considerations including the hardware and software requirements
necessary to configure and use Db2 Mirror.

Software requirements
There are software requirements for the Db2 Mirror environment.

IBM i operating system
Db2 Mirror requires IBM i 7.4 or higher.
Before beginning the setup process to configure the Db2 Mirror environment, you should install the latest
level of the following PTF Groups on the setup source node:
• IBM i Cumulative PTF package
• Db2 Mirror PTF Group
• Db2 for IBM i PTF Group
On the managing node you should have the latest level of the following PTF Groups:
• Db2 Mirror PTF Group
• IBM HTTP Server for i PTF Group
• Java™ PTF Group

IBM i options and products
There are software requirements for the Db2 Mirror nodes themselves as well as specific software
requirements for any node that is being used to manage the environment.
License keys
Two copies of product license keys are required for the two nodes of the Db2 Mirror pair.
Add all the license keys required for the setup copy node on the setup source node prior to the clone. The
keys will be automatically applied after the clone completes.
This can be done using the ADDLICKEY command using the system serial numbers. The SERIAL
parameter defaults to *LOCAL, but by specifying the serial number for the setup copy node, you can add
the key on the setup source node before cloning.
For example, if the setup source node has serial 1111111 and the setup copy node is 2222222, you can
run the following CL commands on the setup source node:
ADDLICKEY PRDID(5770DBM) LICTRM(V7R4M0) FEATURE(5101) SERIAL(1111111)
LICKEY(CB5BB1 7D91C5 B07D01) USGLMT(*NOMAX) EXPDATE('*NONE')
ADDLICKEY PRDID(5770SS1) LICTRM(V7R4M0) FEATURE(5120) SERIAL(1111111)
LICKEY(5C93AC 55D141 9F2501) USGLMT(*NOMAX) EXPDATE('*NONE')
ADDLICKEY PRDID(5770DBM) LICTRM(V7R4M0) FEATURE(5101) SERIAL(2222222)
LICKEY(B5EBC2 1869B9 AEEB01) USGLMT(*NOMAX) EXPDATE('*NONE')
ADDLICKEY PRDID(5770SS1) LICTRM(V7R4M0) FEATURE(5120) SERIAL(2222222)
LICKEY(9AA16D 0C1762 76C001) USGLMT(*NOMAX) EXPDATE('*NONE')

If you don’t add the keys to the setup source node before the clone, you will need to manually add the
license keys required for the setup copy node after the Db2 Mirror setup is complete.
For more information on how to add license keys, see Adding license key information.
Products and options required for the setup source and managing nodes
The setup source node and the managing node must have the options and products installed as indicated
in the following table.
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Table 3. Required Products and Options for Setup Source and Managing Nodes
Product and
Option

Description

Notes

Setup Source
Node

Managing Node

5770SS1 Option 3

Extended Base
Directory Support

For jt400.jar

X

X

5770SS1 Option
12

Host Servers

X

X

5770SS1 Option
26

DB2® Symmetric
Multiprocessing

5770SS1 Option
30

Qshell

5770SS1 Option
33

Portable
Application
Solutions
Environment
(PASE)

For parallel degree
used by
resynchronization

Required on the
setup source node
for time
synchronization
using NTP.

X (optional)

X

X

X

X (optional)

Required on the
managing node for
cloning IBM
Spectrum
Virtualize storage.
See #unique_71/
unique_71_Connec
t_42_isvrequireme
nts.
5770SS1 Option
34

Digital Certificate
Manager

Required on any
node that will be
running a cluster
monitor.

X (optional)

5770SS1 Option
39

International
Components for
Unicode

Required for
software reclone
via the GUI and for
the
QSYS2.CONFIRM_
RECLONE_SECURI
TY_OBJECTS view.

X

5770SS1 Option
41

High Availability
Switchable
Resources

Required for
cluster device
domain.

X

5770SS1 Option
48

Db2 Data Mirroring

X

5770JV1 *BASE

IBM Developer Kit
for Java

X

X

5770JV1 Option
16

Java SE 8 32 bit

X

X

5770JV1 Option
17

Java SE 8 64 bit

X

X
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Table 3. Required Products and Options for Setup Source and Managing Nodes (continued)
Product and
Option

Description

5733SC1 *BASE

Setup Source
Node

Managing Node

IBM Portable
Utilities for i

X

X

5733SC1 Option 1

OpenSSH,
OpenSSL, zlib

X

X

5770DG1 *BASE

IBM HTTP Server
for i

X (optional)

X

5770DBM *BASE

IBM Db2 Mirror for
i

X

X

5770DBM Option 1 Db2 Mirror
Enablement

DS CLI

Notes

Required for the
Db2 Mirror GUI

Db2 Mirror
Enablement is not
required for the
managing node

X

DS8000 Command Required on the
Line Interface
managing node for
cloning IBM
System Storage
DS8000. See
#unique_71/
unique_71_Connec
t_42_ds8000requir
ements.

X (optional)

Open source packages
There are several open source software packages that are required. These packages are delivered in RPM
(Redhat Package Manager) packages and installed using the YUM installer.
The following RPMs (listed version or greater) must be installed on the setup source node.
• python2-six-1.10.0-1.ibmi7.1.noarch.rpm
• python2-ibm_db-2.0.5.8-1.ibmi7.1.ppc64.rpm
• cloud-init-1.2-0.ibmi7.1.ppc64.rpm
Instructions for installing the open source environment for IBM i can be found here: https://bitbucket.org/
ibmi/opensource/src/master/docs/yum/

Hardware requirements
There are hardware requirements for the Db2 Mirror environment.

POWER servers
Db2 Mirror requires two POWER servers. The POWER servers are not required to be the same make or
model.
Db2 Mirror can be configured and run on a single POWER server, but that diminishes the goal of
continuous availability if the server has an outage.
Table 4. Minimum required firmware levels
POWER8

FW860.60

POWER9

FW930
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Note: Support for Live Partition Mobility of a Db2 Mirror node requires POWER9 and FW940.

Network adapters
Db2 Mirror requires a fast network with low latency and high bandwidth between the nodes. Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) networking technology is used to achieve
this.
Adapters that support RoCE must be installed in both partitions. The adapters can be directly cabled
together or optionally connected through a switch. The maximum physical distance between the two
nodes is limited by the length of the cables.
The following tables list all the supported adapters. A 100Gb adapter is recommended.
For cable and slot planning, follow the links to the adapter documentation.
Table 5. POWER9 RoCE adapters - SR-IOV or dedicated mode
Adapter

Documentation link

PCIe3 2-port 10 Gb NIC & RoCE SR/Cu adapter

PCIe3 2-port 10 Gb NIC & RoCE SR/Cu adapter (FC
EC2R and EC2S; CCIN 58FA)

(FC EC2R and EC2S; CCIN 58FA)

PCIe3 2-port 25/10 Gb NIC & RoCE SFP28 adapter PCIe3 2-port 25/10 Gb NIC & RoCE SFP28 adapter
(FC EC2T and FC EC2U; CCIN 58FB)
(FC EC2T and FC EC2U; CCIN 58FB)
PCIe3 2-port 100 GbE NIC & RoCE QSFP28
Adapter

PCIe3 2-port 100 GbE NIC & RoCE QSFP28
Adapter (FC EC3L and EC3M; CCIN 2CEC)

(FC EC3L and EC3M; CCIN 2CEC)
PCIe4 2-port 100 GbE RoCE x16 adapter
(FC EC66 and EC67; CCIN 2CF3)

PCIe4 2-port 100 GbE RoCE x16 adapter (FC EC66
and EC67; CCIN 2CF3)

Note: If using SR-IOV, be sure to modify the RoCE adapter physical port Maximum SR-IOV Logical Ports
options setting from the HMC to allow RoCE logical ports.
Table 6. POWER8 RoCE adapters - dedicated mode only
Adapter

Documentation link

PCIe3 2-port 100 GbE NIC & RoCE QSFP28
Adapter

PCIe3 2-port 100 GbE (NIC and RoCE) QSFP28
Adapter (FC EC3L and EC3M; CCIN 2CEC)

(FC EC3L and EC3M; CCIN 2CEC)
For more information on Ethernet adapters, see Ethernet input/output adapters.
Each physical connection between adapters corresponds to an RDMA link that is defined by the
configured IP addresses on the adapter ports. Db2 Mirror supports between one and sixteen RDMA links,
but only one is required. The connection between the adapters is point-to-point and can be connected by
a single cable or through a switch. The following figure shows the point-to-point connections between the
RoCE adapters on the two nodes.
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Figure 26. RoCE adapter connections

Hardware Management Console (HMC) requirements
The Db2 Mirror nodes must be managed by a Hardware Management Console (HMC).
The IBM i partition that will be used as the setup copy node for the cloning process must be created
before beginning the Db2 Mirror configuration process. The partition does not need to be installed with
the operating system, but it does need to be defined on the HMC and have all its hardware assigned to it.
This partition can be defined on the same HMC or on a different HMC from the setup source node.
The HMC REST service must be running and using the default port 12443.
Table 7. Minimum required HMC firmware levels
POWER8

V8R8.6.0

POWER9

V9R1.930.0

Storage requirements
The Db2 Mirror environment can be created on systems using any type of storage. There are different
requirements and considerations for different types of storage.
IBM storage systems are recommended but not required. IBM System Storage DS8000 or IBM Spectrum
Virtualize storage is recommended because the cloning operations during Db2 Mirror setup is automated.
Third party or other IBM external storage systems can be used but the storage cloning operations during
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the setup process will need to be done manually. Setting up Db2 Mirror on systems using internal storage
is also a manual process.
The supported methods of cloning the setup source node to create the setup copy node are different,
depending on the type of your storage.

Cloning method
There are several options for cloning the setup source node to create the setup copy node.
The following storage copying methods are supported:
• FlashCopy: The FlashCopy technology of the IBM storage server is used to make an instant point-intime copy of the setup source node. This method is the fastest and most reliable way to create an exact
duplicate of the source node. The storage for both the setup source and setup copy nodes must be on
the same storage server.
• Remote Copy: The Global Copy or Global Mirror technology is used to make a copy of the setup source
node into the storage identified for the setup copy node. This method must be used when the storage
for the two nodes resides on different IBM storage servers.
• Manual Copy: You must manually perform the actions required to create the copy of the source node.
You will be guided through the entire setup process and instructed when to perform the manual actions.
There are two types of manual copy:
– Storage Server Copy Tools: Selecting this method requires you to manually perform the storage
cloning operations using the storage replication services available on your external storage system to
create an identical copy of the setup source node.
– IBM i Save and Restore Copy Process: Selecting this method requires you to manually perform a
save of system objects and all licensed programs on the source node to a tape or optical device. The
boot and install of the copy node from the save media also must be performed manually. This method
must be used for internal storage.
The cloning can be done using either a cold or a warm clone:
• Cold cloning: The setup source node is powered off during the cloning process. This guarantees the
most accurate copy of all data on the source node because no changes are being made while the copy
takes place.
• Warm cloning: The setup source node remains up and running during the entire setup process.
Changes to replicated objects on the source node will be tracked and then resynchronized. The setup
source node must reach a quiesce point before tracking changes can begin. If a quiesce point cannot be
reached within the specified timeout, then the setup process will not proceed.

IBM storage systems requirements

IBM storage systems are recommended in the Db2 Mirror environment but not required. IBM System
Storage DS8000 or IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage is recommended because the storage cloning
operations during Db2 Mirror setup is automated.

Host and volume planning
Before you begin configuring Db2 Mirror, you must define the storage hosts and assign volumes to the
hosts to be used by the setup copy node.
You must have the same number of storage hosts, volumes, and the same size volumes defined for the
setup source node and setup copy node. Each storage host for the setup source node needs a
corresponding storage host for the setup copy node with the same number of volumes.
The Db2 Mirror storage cloning process pairs storage volumes between the setup source and setup copy
nodes. Only volumes with the same size and type can be paired.
SYSBAS
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The following figure shows a SYSBAS storage configuration. The storage host and volumes for SYSBAS
must be predefined for the setup copy node before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror. The setup source
and setup copy nodes must have the same number and sizes of disks in SYSBAS.
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Figure 27. SYSBAS storage
Database independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs)
The following figure shows an IASP storage configuration. The storage host and volumes for any database
IASPs must be predefined for the setup copy node before beginning to add a database IASP to Db2 Mirror.
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Figure 28. Database IASP storage

Native or Virtual I/O Server (VIOS) attachment
The Db2 Mirror storage cloning process for IBM System Storage DS8000 or IBM Spectrum Virtualize
requires Fibre Channel adapters with native attachment or attachment with VIOS N_Port ID Virtualization
(NPIV).

Space efficient volumes
The Db2 Mirror storage cloning process only supports standard volumes for IBM System Storage DS8000.
The volumes cannot be space-efficient or thin-provisioned.
For IBM Spectrum Virtualize, the volumes can be thin-provisioned.

Remote copy cloning requirements
Db2 Mirror remote copy cloning uses the following Copy Services operations to copy the setup source
node volumes to the setup copy node volumes.
• IBM Spectrum Virtualize:
– Global Mirror for cold clone.
– Global Mirror with change volumes for warm clone.
• IBM System Storage DS8000:
– Global Copy for cold clone.
– Global Copy and Metro Mirror for warm clone.
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If you plan to perform the remote copy during a planned outage window, you need to make sure that your
bandwidth between storage systems is sufficient to complete the remote copy during that period of time.
The Db2 Mirror cloning process does not provide the capability to pause the cloning and then resume it
later. Thus, you need to plan enough time for the remote copy to complete.
Zoning is how Storage Area Networks (SANs) keep devices isolated from each other. The storage devices
must be correctly zoned so the Db2 Mirror cloning process can perform the remote copy.
For IBM System Storage DS8000, the Remote Mirror and Copy paths and links between storage systems
must be manually created before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror.
For IBM Spectrum Virtualize, the Copy Services partnership between storage systems must be manually
created before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror.

IBM System Storage DS8000 requirements
DS8000 firmware requirements:
• DS8870 V7.2.0 or higher is required to use the setup tools from the command line.
• DS8880 V8.2.0 or higher is required to use the setup wizard provided by the Db2 Mirror GUI.
To use DS8000 and FlashCopy to set up the Db2 Mirror environment:
• Install DS CLI on the managing node.
• Make sure the REST service on the DS8000 Hardware Management Console (HMC) has been started.
To use DS8000 and remote copy to set up the Db2 Mirror environment:
• Install DS CLI on the managing node.
• Make sure the REST service on the DS8000 HMC has been started.
• Your DS8000 must be managed by IBM Copy Services Manager (CSM).
The storage server user ID must have the user role of Administrator.
DS CLI
The IBM DS command-line interface (DS CLI) is used to manage Copy Services functions performed by
Db2 Mirror for IBM System Storage DS8000. DS CLI must be installed on the managing node. For details
on installing and configuring DS CLI, see “Install DS command-line interface (DS CLI)” on page 138.
IBM Copy Services Manager (CSM)
To perform remote copy for IBM System Storage DS8000, CSM is required by Db2 Mirror to manage Copy
Services functions.
CSM can run on a DS8000 or on a standalone server. The CSM version must be 6.2.3 or higher.
The CSM user ID must have access level of Administrator.
You cannot use a CSM server with Dual Control enabled.
Before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror, CSM must be configured to manage both the setup source and
setup copy storage systems. You also can optionally configure a standby CSM server.

IBM Spectrum Virtualize requirements
Db2 Mirror communicates with IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage systems using Secure Shell (SSH) to
manage Copy Services functions.
The storage server user ID must have the user role of Administrator.
The following products and options must be installed on the managing node:
• 5733SC1 *BASE - IBM Portable Utilities for i
• 5733SC1 Option 1 - OpenSSH, OpenSSL, zlib
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For details on how to create an SSH key pair, see “Creating an SSH key file for accessing IBM Spectrum
Virtualize storage” on page 138.
Attach the SSH public key to a user on the IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage system. The corresponding
private key file must be uploaded to the managing node so it can be used during Db2 Mirror configuration.

Manual storage cloning considerations

Manually performing the actions to create the copy of the setup source node is an option when setting up
the Db2 Mirror environment. The Db2 Mirror GUI will guide you through the entire setup process and
instruct you when to perform the manual actions.
There are two types of manual copy:
• Storage Server Copy Tools: Selecting this method requires you to manually perform the storage cloning
operations using the storage replication services available on your external storage system to create an
identical copy of the setup source node.
• IBM i Save and Restore Copy Process: Selecting this method requires you to manually perform a save
of system objects and all licensed programs on the setup source node to a tape or optical device. The
boot and install of the setup copy node from the save media also must be performed manually. This
method must be used for internal storage.

Storage Server Copy Tools
Non-IBM storage systems require manual steps to be taken on the storage system to perform the cloning
process.
When preparing to perform the cloning operations manually using the storage replication services
available for your external storage system, you must take the following into consideration:
• Remote data replication technology or point-in-time data copy technology must be enabled on the
external storage.
• The storage copy must be done in such a way to ensure that the target volumes are a consistent copy.
• If point-in-time copy technology is used, the copy must be done when instructed by the Db2 Mirror GUI
to copy the storage data manually.
• If remote data replication technology is used, the storage replication can be started before being
instructed by the Db2 Mirror GUI to copy the storage data manually.
When using the Db2 Mirror GUI setup wizard, select the Manual Copy cloning method and the Storage
Server Copy Tools option, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 29. Select the Manual Copy cloning method and Storage Server Copy Tools option
At the end of the setup wizard after the validation step has completed, you will be guided through the
steps to complete the clone process. For more information, see “Cloning storage manually using storage
server copy tools” on page 96.

IBM i Save and Restore Copy Process
To set up a Db2 Mirror environment on systems with internal storage, a manual process using save and
restore can be used to create a copy of the setup source node. Using this method requires you to
manually perform a save of system objects and all licensed programs on the setup source node to a tape
or optical device. The boot and install of the setup copy node from the save media also must be
performed manually.
When preparing to perform the cloning operations manually using the save and restore method, you must
take the following into consideration:
• All licensed programs and options should be verified that they are installed correctly before beginning
this process or they will fail to save. To do this, run command CHKPRDOPT for each installed licensed
program.
• If planning to use tape libraries, see “Using tape libraries when cloning SYSBAS” on page 153
When using the Db2 Mirror GUI setup wizard, select the Manual Copy cloning method and the IBM i Save
and Restore Copy Process option to clone *SYSBAS using save and restore, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 30. Select the Manual Copy cloning method and IBM i Save and Restore Copy Process option
At the end of the setup wizard after the validation step has completed, you will be guided through the
steps to complete the clone of *SYSBAS using save and restore. For more information, see “Cloning
SYSBAS using save and restore” on page 99.

Network
A high-speed network connection between the two Db2 Mirror nodes is required.
The internet address of the TCP/IP interface associated with the line description of a RoCE adapter port is
used to identify each physical RDMA link. Each RDMA link is assigned to all five Db2 Mirror Network
Redundancy Groups (NRGs) by default.
Note: An Ethernet line description and a TCP/IP interface for each RoCE adapter port must be manually
created on the setup source node before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror.
The following five NRGs are used for Db2 Mirror.
• Db2 Mirror Environment Manager
• Database Replication
• System Object Replication
• IFS Replication
• Resynchronization
The five NRGs allow you to control the network resources that are used for various Db2 Mirror activities.
For more information on changing the default configuration of your NRGs, see “Managing NRGs” on page
314.
The following figure shows four RDMA links shared across the five Db2 Mirror NRGs.
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Figure 31. Db2 Mirror NRGs

Db2 Mirror network planning worksheet
• What are the performance goals for your network?
• How much data will be flowing between your Db2 Mirror primary and secondary nodes?
• How will failover be handled to minimize the impact of the failure of one or more links between your
primary and secondary nodes?
• How many RDMA-capable adapters will you need to meet your goals for mirroring?
– Each adapter supports up to 2 physical links.
– Each Network Redundancy Group (NRG) can be configured to specify up to 16 RDMA links.
– For a given NRG, each RDMA link must map to a unique physical link.
• How many IP addresses are needed for all the network adapters on both your primary and secondary
nodes?
– An RDMA link is defined by an IP address pair between the primary and secondary nodes.
– Each IP address should be a static address and be assigned by your network administrator.
– Each primary and secondary address pair must be in the same subnet.
– Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported.
– An RDMA link can be used by more than one NRG. In other words, a given RDMA link can be used as a
default link for data communication for one or more NRGs while also being configured as a failover
link for another NRG.
– Host names are not required for the IP addresses since they are not used when configuring NRGs.
• How many links are needed in order to achieve the performance goals for mirroring your objects or
application data?
– Do you have high priority applications that need dedicated connections?
– Can your workloads be balanced across multiple connections?
– How many address pairs are needed for failover in order to minimize the impact of communication
failures?
For more information to help with planning for your network, see “Managing NRGs” on page 314.

TCP/IP ports required for Db2 Mirror GUI
In order to manage the Db2 Mirror environment using the Db2 Mirror GUI, the following ports need to be
open:
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• Managing node:
– HTTP Web Admin - port 2001
– Db2 Mirror GUI - port 2006
• Db2 Mirror nodes:
– Host servers: For the complete list of all the IBM i Access servers and ports, see https://
www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=nas8N1019667.

Exit points
To programmatically monitor for state and role changes, you can register exit programs for when the
replication state changes or for when a node changes its primary or secondary role. In addition, there are
exit points for preclone and postclone processing, as well as for software reclone. These exit programs
must be added on each node where they are to be called.
See “Monitoring using exit points” on page 346 for the definition of these exit points.

Security and auditing
There are security considerations and audit journal entries for the configuration and management of Db2
Mirror.

Authority needed to use Db2 Mirror services
To be able configure or manage Db2 Mirror, a user needs to be authorized to the SQL services that are
used for configuration and management. Access to the SQL services can be managed using the Db2 Mirror
GUI Authorization Management interface as shown below. The services that are checked for the *PUBLIC
row are the ones that are available to any user by default. Other users can be given access to perform
different configuration or management tasks. For the Configure Db2 Mirror Communication category, in
addition to access to the service a user must also have *IOSYSCFG special authority.

Figure 32. Authorization Management view from Db2 Mirror GUI
See “Db2 Mirror services” on page 372 for the details of the services provided.

Db2 Mirror audit journal entries
You can audit the configuration, management, and state of the Db2 Mirror environment. Auditing needs to
be turned on before starting the configuration.
To audit Db2 Mirror actions:
• The QAUDCTL system value must contain the *AUDLVL value.
• The QAUDLVL or QAUDLVL2 system value must contain the *SYSMGT value.
– See Security auditing journal entries for a description of actions that are audited when *SYSMGT is
specified, and which Db2 Mirror actions will write an audit record.
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The Change Security Auditing (CHGSECAUD) command can be used before cloning to set the system
values and create the QAUDJRN journal, if it does not already exist.
The following audit journal entries will be written to the QAUDJRN journal from the Db2 Mirror
environment:
• M0 (Db2 Mirror Setup Tools) journal entries
• M6 (Db2 Mirror Communications Services) journal entries
• M7 (Db2 Mirror Replication Services) journal entries
• M8 (Db2 Mirror Product Services) journal entries
• M9 (Db2 Mirror Replication State) journal entries
Audit journal entries can be viewed and managed from the Db2 Mirror GUI. Hover over the security icon
(lock) and click on Audit Records.

Figure 33. Launch Audit Records from Db2 Mirror GUI
This shows you all the mirror-related audit records for both the primary and secondary nodes.

Figure 34. Audit Records interface from the Db2 Mirror GUI
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Time synchronization using NTP
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) client must be used in the Db2 Mirror environment to keep the system
clocks synchronized. The two Db2 Mirror nodes also must use the same local time and time zone.
There are three options for configuring time synchronization for Db2 Mirror:
External time server
Both nodes reference the same external time server.
Chained time server
The setup source node references an external time server.
The setup copy node references the setup source node.
Peer time server
The setup copy node references the setup source node.
For more information about NTP, see ADD_TIME_SERVER procedure and NTP client.
Note: If you are currently using the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) client to keep your system
clock synchronized, be aware that the SNTP and NTP clients cannot run simultaneously. The time
adjustment system value (QTIMADJ) is set to QIBM_OS400_SNTP when the SNTP client starts or
QIBM_OS400_NTP when the NTP client starts.
Note: If you plan to specify more than one external NTP time server, you should not use two or three
preferred NTP time servers; four NTP servers is the recommended minimum. The reason for this is that
when NTP gets information from two or three time sources and the times provided do not fall into a small
enough range, the NTP client cannot determine which time source is correct.
Note: To ensure the system clocks stay synchronized, even while powered down, it is recommended to
configure a Time Reference Partition on your POWER servers. For more information about Time Reference
Partitions, see Time and Date Management with PowerVM®.

External time server
The external time server configuration option has both Db2 Mirror nodes reference the same time server
as shown below.
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Figure 35. External time server
Each node will independently check and adjust to the time supplied by the external time server and thus
remain synchronized with each other. The time server could be a server within your local network or a
public time server. The time server should be accessible through a reliable and low latency network link to
minimize jitter. A local network time server is highly recommended.

Chained time server
The chained time server configuration option configures the setup source node to reference an external
time server and the setup copy node references the setup source node as the preferred time server.
The setup source node will be configured as an SNTP server.
The external time server could be a server within your local network or it could be a public time server. As
mentioned before, the external time server should ideally be accessible through a reliable and low latency
network link to minimize jitter, so a site time server is highly recommended.
As shown in the configuration below, the NTP client on the setup copy node will be configured to also
reference the external time server as a non-preferred server. It will automatically failover to synchronize
directly with the external time server when the setup source node is unavailable as the preferred time
server.
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Figure 36. Chained time server

Peer time server
The peer time server configuration option configures the setup copy node to reference the setup source
node as the preferred time server.
The setup source node will be configured as an SNTP server.
As shown in the configuration below, this option uses no external time servers.
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Clustering
A cluster is a component of Db2 Mirror that is required for independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP)
management, maintaining quorum data, and advanced node failure detection.
The following figure is an example of a Db2 Mirror cluster.
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Figure 38. Cluster configuration
Db2 Mirror nodes can be added to a new or existing cluster.
Db2 Mirror requires the cluster version to be 9 or higher.
For more information, see “SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER procedure” on page 407 and Planning clusters.

Cluster monitors
Cluster monitors are used by Db2 Mirror for advanced node failure detection when communication
between the nodes has been unexpectedly lost. Cluster monitors provide the capability to query the
Hardware Management Console (HMC) for the status of the other node. It is required to configure cluster
monitors on the Db2 Mirror nodes.
In order to configure a cluster monitor, you must have a digital certificate from the HMC. See “Digital
certificate for cluster monitors” on page 137 for details.
Note: If cluster monitors are not configured and the primary node fails, the secondary node will not be
able to automatically take over as the primary node.
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Note: If cluster monitors are not configured and the IFS server node fails, the client node will not mutate
to become the new server node.

Quorum data
Quorum data is cluster-wide data that is stored on all the nodes in the cluster. It is used by Db2 Mirror to
verify status and information about the nodes when they are unable to communicate.
Adding a third node to the cluster, referred to as the quorum node, is recommended because it helps
ensure the reliability of the quorum data.

Independent auxiliary storage pools
An independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) can be configured for Db2 Mirror as either an integrated file
system (IFS) IASP or a database IASP. IASPs that contain both types of data will only be able to make one
type of data highly available in the Db2 Mirror environment.

Database IASP considerations
Adding an IASP to Db2 Mirror as a database IASP enables Db2 Mirror to synchronously replicate eligible
database and system objects between the IASPs on the two nodes.
Before adding a database IASP to Db2 Mirror, you must add the disk units to be used for the IASP on the
other node. See “Storage requirements” on page 42 for storage considerations and requirements.

IFS IASP considerations
Adding an IASP to Db2 Mirror as an IFS IASP enables the IFS data within the IASP to be accessible from
both nodes. The data in an IFS IASP is not synchronously replicated by Db2 Mirror. Instead, the Db2
Mirror environment allows both nodes to access objects in an IASP that is varied on to only one node. If
the node where the IASP is varied on has an outage, planned or unplanned, the IFS IASP can switch
between the nodes and remain accessible.
To use IFS IASPs in the Db2 Mirror environment, PowerHA is required. PowerHA provides the
technologies to replicate the data and switch the IASP. The IASP must be configured as part of a Cluster
Resource Group (CRG) and use PowerHA data replication technologies to make the IASP highly available.
The following PowerHA data replication technologies can be used to make the IFS IASP highly available
and switchable between the Db2 Mirror nodes:
• Geographic mirroring
• Metro Mirror
• Global Mirror
• Switched logical units
• HyperSwap®
For information on PowerHA data replication technologies, see PowerHA data replication technologies.
The IFS IASP in the Db2 Mirror environment can be any type of IASP. If journaling is required, then a
Primary IASP type must be used. Any database or system objects in a Primary IASP that has been
registered with Db2 Mirror as an IFS IASP cannot be added to the Replication Criteria List (RCL) for
replication.
Performance may differ depending on which node a file system operation is being initiated from. Users on
the node where the IASP is varied on, known as the server node, may experience faster response times
than users on the client node.
All maintenance operations must be performed on the node where the IASP is varied on. This includes
maintenance functions such as IBM i save and restore. Save and restore cannot be performed from the
client node.
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Auditing activities can only occur on the node where the IASP is varied on. The auditing activity on that
node will capture operations that were initiated from both the client and server nodes.

Relational database directory entries
Review the relational database (RDB) directory entries on the setup source node.
The RDB name for *LOCAL and the RDB names for mirrored independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs)
must be identical on the Db2 Mirror nodes. To change the *LOCAL RDB name, first remove the current
*LOCAL RDB name using RMVRDBDIRE. Reply 'G' to the CPA3E01 inquiry message. Prior to removing
*LOCAL, it is recommended that you record the values for CHGDDMTCPA because they will be reset to
their defaults.
For an explicit connection between the nodes in a Db2 Mirror pair, an additional *MIRROR RDB directory
entry can be added for each database you intend to connect to. Specify a new relational database alias
name and the actual relational database name on the ADDRDBDIRE command.
For Db2 Mirror, a special internal RDB can be used to execute SQL statements over an RDMA connection
without needing to define a traditional RDB directory entry using the ADDRDBDIRE command. This RDB
name is defined as follow:
• The prefix is QIBM_DB2M_
• This is followed by a 5 digit ASP number NNNNN, where NNNNN is the ASP number of the target
relational database you are connecting to.
Specify ASP numbers 00000 - 00032 for a Db2 Mirror database connection to SYSBAS on the target
node. Specify ASP numbers 00033-00255 for a Db2 Mirror database connection to the corresponding
IASP on the target node.
For example, to run an SQL statement in SYSBAS on the target node for Db2 Mirror, you can always use
the RDB name QIBM_DB2M_00000.
This RDB uses the MIRROR_DATABASE Network Redundancy Group (NRG). Unlike traditional RDB
directory entries, these special RDBs are not listed in the WRKRDBDIRE command. The IASP number for
an IASP can be programmatically obtained by querying the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view.

Object replication considerations
You must determine which objects you want replicated for Db2 Mirror. The Replication Criteria List (RCL)
is where you register the rules for objects.
The RCL is a set of rules that define the objects that are to be replicated. To understand how the RCL
works, see “Managing the Replication Criteria List” on page 273.

Default inclusion state
The highest level rule for the RCL is called the default inclusion state. This must be defined for SYSBAS as
part of the initial configuration. It must be defined for each database independent auxiliary storage pool
(IASP) before the IASP is added to the Db2 Mirror environment. The default inclusion state has two
possible settings:
• EXCLUDE - No objects will be replicated by default. You must create rules to identify the objects that are
to be included in replication.
• INCLUDE - All eligible objects will be replicated by default. You can create additional rules that identify
objects to be excluded.
Once set, the default inclusion state cannot be changed during the course of normal RCL management.
The default inclusion state can only be set during the initial Db2 Mirror setup process or if a pair of nodes
is recloned and all existing rules are removed during the reclone process.
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Object considerations
Most objects used by applications are supported to be replicated in the Db2 Mirror environment. The list
of supported objects is listed in “Replication-eligible objects” on page 14. Objects that are not supported
for replication need to be considered as part of your Db2 Mirror implementation plan. For additional
details of what needs to be considered in your applications, see “Application considerations” on page 23.
It is highly recommended that if any object in a group of related objects is replicated, all objects in the
group should be replicated. For example, if a view that you plan to replicate references two tables and
three functions, the view, the tables, and the functions should all be replicated. In addition, any objects
that the functions reference should be replicated as well.

Database IASPs
Each registered database IASP contains an independent set of objects that can be included in Db2 Mirror
replication. Each IASP has its own RCL and its own default inclusion state. Rules defined for an IASP only
apply to the objects that reside in that IASP.

Planning checklist
This planning checklist provides a list of the information required during the configuration of the Db2
Mirror environment.
Table 8. Planning checklist
Category

Data Required

IBM i managing node

IP address or host name
User name and password

HMC information for setup
source node

HMC host name or IP address
HMC user name and password
Managed system name
Partition name

HMC information for setup copy
node

HMC host name or IP address
HMC user name and password
Managed system name
Partition name

IBM i LPAR information for setup
source node

Host name
IP address
System name
User name and password
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Table 8. Planning checklist (continued)
Category

Data Required

IBM i LPAR information for setup
copy node

Host name
System name
IP address
Communication port location
Line description
Subnet mask (for IPv4 only)
Prefix length (for IPv6 only)
Virtual LAN identifier (for IPv6 only)
Gateway
Domain search list
Domain Name Server (DNS) IP addresses

Clustering

Cluster name
Device domain name
Setup source cluster node id
Setup source cluster IP addresses
Setup copy cluster node id
Setup copy cluster IP addresses
Digital Certificate Manager (DCM) *SYSTEM password
Quorum node cluster node id (optional)
Quorum node cluster IP addresses (optional)

Network Time Protocol (NTP)
client configuration

Host name or IP address of the time server

Network Redundancy Groups

Setup source node IP addresses for RoCE ports
Setup source node communication port locations for RoCE ports
Setup source node line descriptions for RoCE ports
Setup source node subnet mask (for IPv4 only)
Setup source node prefix length (for IPv6 only)
Setup source node virtual LAN identifier (for IPv6 only)
Setup copy node IP addresses for RoCE ports
Setup copy node communication port locations for RoCE ports
Setup copy node line descriptions for RoCE ports
Setup copy node subnet mask (for IPv4 only)
Setup copy node prefix length (for IPv6 only)
Setup copy node virtual LAN identifier (for IPv6 only)
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Table 8. Planning checklist (continued)
Category

Data Required

IBM System Storage DS8000
FlashCopy

DS8000 host name or IP address
DS8000 user name and password or password file
DS8000 image ID

IBM System Storage DS8000
remote copy

Setup source DS8000 host name or IP address
Setup source DS8000 user name and password or password file
Setup source DS8000 image ID
Setup copy DS8000 host name or IP address
Setup copy DS8000 user name and password or password file
Setup copy DS8000 image ID
Copy Services Manager (CSM) host name or IP address
CSM port number
CSM user name and password
Existing session name (optional)
Standby CSM host name or IP address (optional)
Standby CSM port number (optional)
Standby CSM user name and password (optional)

IBM Spectrum Virtualize
FlashCopy

SVC host name or IP address
SVC user name and SSH private key file
Hosts containing the volumes for the setup source node
Hosts containing the volumes for the setup copy node

IBM Spectrum Virtualize remote
copy

Setup source SVC host name or IP address
Setup source SVC user name and SSH private key file
Hosts containing the volumes for the setup source node
Setup copy SVC host name or IP address
Setup copy SVC user name and SSH private key file
Hosts containing the volumes for the setup copy node

Database IASPs

IASP names

IFS IASPs

IASP names

Replication Criteria List (RCL)

Default inclusion state
Replication rules
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Pre-clone configuration
The process of Db2 Mirror cloning uses a copy of the setup source node to create the setup copy node.
Some IBM i tools and products require unique settings on each node and require actions to be performed
prior to the clone in order to change configuration settings or save data.
The steps to perform pre-clone configuration must be done before beginning the Db2 Mirror cloning
process. Many of these products and tools also require additional steps after cloning. See post-clone
configuration for those details.
The following products and tools may require pre-clone configuration:
• Digital Certificate Manager (DCM)
• Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
• IBM Cloud Storage Solutions for i (ICC)
• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
• OptiConnect
• System Distribution Directory (SDD) entries

Digital Certificate Manager (DCM)
A digital certificate assigned to an application that was defined only for the setup source node will not
work on the setup copy node after cloning.
There are two options for generating digital certificates for the setup copy node:
1. Pre-clone: A multi-domain certificate using the Subject Alternative Name (SAN) field lets you specify
multiple domain names to be protected in a single certificate. Using a multi-domain certificate allows
you to create the certificate before the clone so that both nodes in the Db2 Mirror pair can use the
certificate after the clone is complete.
a. Open the DCM GUI for the setup source node and generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR)
using the steps provided in Managing public Internet certificates for SSL/TLS communications
sessions.
b. Use the CSR text from the DCM GUI when creating a multi-domain certificate from a well known
Internet Certificate Authority (CA), such as the DigiCert Secure Site Multi-Domain Certificate
(www.digicert.com/secure-site-ssl/multi-domain-ssl).
c. When creating the multi-domain certificate, specify each domain name for the setup source and
copy nodes.

Figure 39. Creation of multi-domain certificate
d. Import the multi-domain certificate using the steps provided in Managing public Internet
certificates for SSL/TLS communications sessions.
Multi-domain certificates will work on the setup copy node after the clone. No additional post-clone
steps are required.
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2. Post-clone: Generate new certificates for the setup copy node after the clone is complete. See postclone configuration for the details.

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
If the DHCP server is enabled to automatically start when TCP/IP starts, this setting should be disabled
before a Db2 Mirror clone.
Prior to starting the Db2 Mirror clone process, run the following command on the setup source node:
CHGDHCPA AUTOSTART(*NO)

After cloning, the DHCP server configuration on the Db2 Mirror nodes will have overlapping IP address
ranges and this can result in address conflicts if both DHCP servers are running at the same time. See
post-clone configuration for more information.

IBM Cloud Storage Solutions for i (ICC)
ICC requires a valid digital certificate on the setup copy node. Perform the DCM pre-clone or post-clone
steps.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
If the LDAP server is enabled to automatically start when TCP/IP starts, this setting should be disabled
before a Db2 Mirror clone.
Db2 Mirror cannot be used as a high availability solution for LDAP because the Db2 Mirror environment
cannot replicate all of the LDAP data. However, LDAP peer replication can be used to obtain high
availability functions similar to those provided by Db2 Mirror. For more information about LDAP peer
replication, see Creating a complex topology with peer replication.
Prior to starting the Db2 Mirror clone process, perform the following steps on the setup source node:
1. Disable the LDAP server from automatically starting when TCP/IP starts.
Run the following command on the setup source node:
CHGTCPSVR SVRSPCVAL(*DIRSRV) SVRNAME(*ALL) AUTOSTART(*NO)

2. Disable Db2 Mirror replication of LDAP data.
All LDAP libraries should be excluded from replication by adding EXCLUDE rules to the Replication
Criteria List (RCL).
The following SQL statement can be used to exclude a library from Db2 Mirror replication:
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'XXX')

There may be two or three libraries for an LDAP instance. The default naming convention for LDAP
libraries is:
• Configuration library: Instance name followed by CF. For example, an LDAP instance named
QUSRDIR will have library QUSRDIRCF.
• User database library: Instance name followed by DB. For example, an LDAP instance named
QUSRDIR will have library QUSRDIRDB.
• Change log library: Instance name followed by CL. For example, an LDAP instance named QUSRDIR
will have library QUSRDIRCL. The change log library will only exist when the change log is enabled.
By default, the libraries for an LDAP instance are created in SYSBAS. However, they can be created in
an independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP). If the libraries are in an IASP, specify the correct IASP
name for the IASP_NAME parameter on the QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA SQL statement. To
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determine which ASP contains the libraries, find the ibm-slapdDbName attribute in the file /QIBM/
UserData/OS400/DirSrv/idsslapd-XXX/etc/ibmslapd.conf. Replace XXX in the path with
the LDAP instance name.
If default library names were not used when creating the LDAP instance, you can find the library
names in the file /QIBM/UserData/OS400/DirSrv/idsslapd-XXX/etc/ibmslapd.conf.
Replace XXX in the path with the LDAP instance name. Find the ibm-slapdDbInstance attribute to find
the names of the user database library and change log library. Both the user database and change log
libraries will be specified for the ibm-slapdDbInstance attribute. For example,
ibm-slapdDbInstance: /QSYS.LIB/QUSRDIRDB.LIB

See post-clone configuration for instructions to follow after cloning.

OptiConnect
To use OptiConnect on the setup copy node, you must enable Virtual OptiConnect on the Hardware
Management Console (HMC) for the setup copy node. The Db2 Mirror cloning process does not copy this
HMC setting.
It is recommended that any advanced program-to-program communications (APPC) controllers of type
*HPRIP be created with local internet address value *SYS. This avoids having to update the local internet
address for the controller on the setup copy node after cloning.
See post-clone configuration for the steps to perform after cloning.

System Distribution Directory (SDD) entries
Before performing a Db2 Mirror reclone, you can save the SDD entries on the setup copy node so they can
be restored after cloning. For more information about the reclone process, see “Reclone process ” on
page 241. The Importing System Distribution Directory Entries technote explains how to save SDD entries
to a physical file: https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=nas8N1015151.

Administration Runtime Expert (ARE) plug-ins
ARE plug-ins can be used during the reclone process to save and restore values for the setup copy node
for your products or applications.
For details about creating ARE plug-ins, see “Custom plugins for Db2 Mirror using IBM Administration
Runtime Expert for i” on page 147.
For more information about the reclone process, see “Reclone process ” on page 241.

Setting up Db2 Mirror using the GUI setup wizard
The setup wizard is the interface that will guide you through the process of configuring two IBM i nodes
into a Db2 Mirror pair.
When setting up the Db2 Mirror environment using the setup wizard that is part of the Db2 Mirror GUI, you
must run the GUI on a third IBM i node. Access the GUI using the link http://hostname:2001/db2mirror.
Replace hostname with the IP address or hostname of the third node. For more information about
accessing the GUI, see “Introduction to the Db2 Mirror GUI” on page 133.
Before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror, make sure you understand the hardware requirements
described in “Hardware requirements” on page 40, understand the software requirements described in
“Software requirements” on page 38, and have the information described in “Planning checklist” on page
60.

Launching the Setup Db2 Mirror wizard
There are several different ways to access the setup wizard.
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• First time using the Db2 Mirror GUI
The first time into the GUI, select Configure a new Db2 Mirror pair and click the Next button.

Figure 40. Db2 Mirror dashboard the first time in
The Setup Db2 Mirror wizard starts, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 41. Setup Db2 Mirror wizard
• Add new pair from dashboard tray
At the bottom center of any page in the Db2 Mirror GUI is a small up arrow. Hover over the small up
arrow to open the dashboard tray. Click the Add New Pair button in the dashboard tray to launch the
setup wizard.
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Figure 42. Click the Add New Pair button from the dashboard tray
Select Configure a new Db2 Mirror pair and then click the Next button to start the Setup Db2 Mirror
wizard.
• Directly launch Setup Db2 Mirror from setup menu
Click the Setup Db2 Mirror button from the left navigation setup menu to launch the setup wizard.
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Figure 43. Launch the Setup Db2 Mirror wizard directly from the setup menu
• Unfinished pair in tray
You do not have to complete the entire setup wizard in one sitting. You can choose to update a part of
the wizard, leave the wizard, and then come back again at any time. When you exit the wizard, an icon
for a partially configured pair is added to your dashboard tray. You can launch the wizard by double
clicking the partially configured pair in the tray.

Figure 44. Dashboard tray showing partially configured pairs

General introduction to the setup wizard
The setup wizard will prompt you for information and guide you through all the necessary steps in the Db2
Mirror setup process.
• You can go to the next step only after the current panel of information is completed.
• Settings and data you specify are saved when a Next or Save and Continue button is clicked. This
means you can exit and reenter the wizard and not lose your updates
• Only the same user can continue configuring a partially configured pair.
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• You can set up multiple pairs at the same time.
• While waiting for a request to be processed, the wizard panel will be disabled with a loading icon.
• An icon description is seen when hovering over the icon.
• General information about the icons used in the setup wizard:
– Step icons are disabled if a dependent required step is not completed.
– Step icons will be marked as completed when information is completed, verified, and saved.
– Each icon step may have several tabs to configure or that show related information.
– Panel tabs are disabled when the previous tab is not completed.

Source and copy node configuration
The first step in setting up Db2 Mirror is to provide the information for the setup source node and setup
copy node.

HMC information

Specify the HMC information for the setup source and setup copy LPARs from the LPAR list on the HMC.
The LPARs can be managed by the same HMC or by different HMCs.
In the following configuration, the setup source and setup copy LPARs are managed by one HMC:

Figure 45. HMC information - Single HMC for both source and copy
In the following configuration, the source and copy LPARs are managed by different HMCs:
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Figure 46. HMC Information - Different HMCs for source and copy
Click Yes or No to open or close the HMC entry fields. Enter the requested information.
Note: HMC REST services are used by Db2 Mirror during the setup and configuration process. The HMC
REST services are provided through https, which may require Db2 Mirror to install a certificate. You will
see the dialog shown below before the certificate is installed. Verify the certificate information before
clicking OK to add the certificate.

Figure 47. HMC Certificate Install confirmation
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After you have specified the HMC address, user, and password, click Select to get the LPAR list from the
HMC.

Figure 48. Select the LPARs managed in each HMC
The LPARs are grouped by the names of the POWER systems managed by the HMC. If there is only one
POWER system managed by the HMC, then the list will be expanded by default. Otherwise, the lists are
collapsed as shown below.

Figure 49. Select source and copy from list of LPARs
Select your source and copy LPARs. The OK button will be enabled when both source and copy LPARs
have been selected, as shown below.
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Figure 50. Source and copy LPARs are selected
Click OK to proceed.
Note: If you are using the setup wizard to reconfigure a Db2 Mirror pair, see Reclone using the GUI
Interface for more information about the reconfigure options available at this point on the reset dialog
box.

Node information

Define the setup source node and setup copy node for your Db2 Mirror pair.

The GUI will attempt to populate the node information for you if the node is active. The GUI will use the
LPAR name and the user name and password of the user currently signed in to the GUI to access the
setup source and setup copy nodes. If the GUI fails to retrieve the system information for the setup
source node, a dialog box will be shown.
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Figure 51. Specify Accessible Host name or correct user name and password
This error can occur when the LPAR name selected in the HMC is not part of the system host name. In
order to proceed, the system host name and a valid user name need to be specified. Additionally, the host
servers might not be running and will need to be started. Enter the requested information.
For the Node Information tab, the details are retrieved from the setup source and setup copy nodes if
possible. The setup source node is required to be up and running. If the setup copy node is up and
running, the details are retrieved; otherwise, you must enter the values manually.

Figure 52. Node Information Tab
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Review and update the information as needed. After you specify the node information, click Next to verify
the prerequisites and the setup source node Db2 Mirror status.
If prerequisites are not met on the setup source node or GUI system, the following dialog box is shown.
See “Software requirements” on page 38 for prerequisite information.

Figure 53. Prerequisite failure dialog
If you are following these steps for a reclone operation and the setup source node has already been
configured in a Db2 Mirror pair, you will see the Reconfigure Db2 Mirror dialog box. For more information
on re-configuring Db2 Mirror, see Reclone using the GUI Interface.
Before going to the next tab, the GUI will add this new source-copy pair to the list of Db2 Mirror pairs
along with the current configuring state. It will also set this pair as the current managed pair.
If you exit the wizard, you can re-enter the wizard with the data saved from Setup Db2 Mirror. This can be
done through left navigation when this pair is selected, or from the dashboard tray when this pair is not
selected.

Figure 54. Dashboard tray with partially configured systems

Cloning method

The cloning method defines how to copy the data from the setup source node to the setup copy node.
There are two options that must be specified.
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Figure 55. Cloning method
You need to select both a cloning method and the cloning process to use.
Cloning method:
• FlashCopy: The FlashCopy technology of the IBM storage server is used to make an instant point-intime copy of the setup source node. This method is the fastest and most reliable way to create an exact
duplicate of the source node. The storage for both the setup source and setup copy nodes must be on
the same storage server.
• Remote Copy: The Global Copy or Global Mirror technology is used to make a copy of the setup source
node into the storage identified for the setup copy node. This method must be used when the storage
for the two nodes resides on different IBM storage servers.
• Manual Copy: You must manually perform the actions required to create the copy of the source node.
You will be guided through the entire setup process and instructed when to perform the manual actions.
– Storage Server Copy Tools: Selecting this method requires you to manually perform the storage
cloning operations using the storage replication services available on your external storage system to
create an identical copy of the setup source node. For more information, see “Cloning storage
manually using storage server copy tools” on page 96.
– IBM i Save and Restore Copy Process: Selecting this method requires you to manually perform a
save of system objects and all licensed programs on the source node to a tape or optical device. The
boot and install of the copy node from the save media also must be performed manually. This method
must be used for internal storage. For more information, see “Cloning SYSBAS using save and
restore” on page 99.
Cloning process:
• Cold Cloning: Both the setup source and setup copy nodes are powered down while the copy is made.
This process guarantees there are absolutely no changes happening to any objects during the copy
process. The setup source node will be powered down as part of the setup process. You can specify
whether the power down should be Controlled or Immediate.
• Warm Cloning: The setup source node remains up and running during the entire setup process.
Changes to replicated objects on the source node will be tracked and then resynchronized. The setup
source node must reach a quiesce point before tracking changes can begin. If a quiesce point cannot be
reached within the specified timeout, then the setup process will not proceed.
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Click Next to save the cloning attributes.

Cluster information

Db2 Mirror uses clustering for IASP management, maintaining quorum data, and advanced node failure
detection.
The Cluster Information tab is shown below. For more information, see “Clustering” on page 56.

Figure 56. Cluster information

Time server

A time server must be used to keep the clocks of the nodes synchronized.
The panel for configuring NTP time servers is shown below. Click Add to add a time server.

Figure 57. Configure Time Server
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Note: A warning message will appear if the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) client is currently being
used to keep the clock synchronized, as shown in the figure below. The SNTP and NTP clients cannot run
simultaneously.

Figure 58. SNTP Warning
There are three options for configuring time synchronization as discussed in “Time synchronization using
NTP” on page 53. The instructions below describe how to configure each option.
• External time server
– Click Add to add a time server to the setup source node. You can add up to 10 time servers.
– For Specify NTP server information for copy node, select Use the same external time server as
the source node.
• Chained time server
– Click Add to add a time server to the setup source node. You can add up to 10 time servers.
– For Specify NTP server information for copy node, select Use source node as the chained time
server .
• Peer time server
– Do not add a time server to the setup source node.
– For Specify NTP server information for copy node, select Use source node as the chained time
server .

Network Redundancy Group configuration
To configure the Network Redundancy Groups (NRGs), you need to specify the IP addresses for each
RoCE adapter port.
A Network Redundancy Group (NRG) allows you to control and manage the flow of objects and activity
within the Db2 Mirror environment. All IP address pairs added from the setup wizard are assigned to all of
the Db2 Mirror NRGs. For more details on NRGs, see “Managing NRGs” on page 314.
IP addresses are used on each node to represent each RoCE adapter port. These IP addresses are paired
together to represent each physical link between the RoCE adapter ports on each node. Make sure that
each IP address in an IP address pair is assigned to the correct port so that the IP address pair accurately
represents the physical link that exists between the RoCE adapter ports. An IP address pair must be in the
same subnet.
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Note: An Ethernet line description and a TCP/IP interface for each RoCE adapter port must be manually
created on the setup source node before beginning to configure Db2 Mirror.
The following figure shows the panel where you define each IP address pair.

Figure 59. Network Redundancy Group Configuration panel
To add an IP address pair, click Add to specify the IP addresses and corresponding details.
The detailed IP address information will be loaded from the setup source node. If the setup copy node is
accessible, its detailed IP address information will also be loaded. Otherwise, you will be required to enter
the information manually. Only IP addresses and communication port locations for RoCE adapters will be
shown when adding IP address pairs.

Figure 60. Add IP Address Pair dialog
If IP address pairs have already been defined on the setup source node but not all required values have
been configured, an icon will appear next to the IP address pair that has incomplete information. Click on
the yellow triangle to be prompted to enter the missing information.
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Figure 61. Incomplete information for an IP address pair
Select IP addresses that have already been defined from the drop-down, as shown below. When a setup
source IP address is selected, additional sub-fields are shown.

Figure 62. Add IP Address Pair dialog with source IP address selected
To edit an existing IP address pair, select an existing entry from the IP address pair table. Click Update to
access the details about the IP address pair and make any changes.
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Figure 63. Update IP Address Pair dialog
To delete an IP address pair, select a row and click Delete. A confirmation dialog will be shown.

Figure 64. Delete IP address confirmation
The next figure shows a Network Redundancy Group configuration with two IP address pairs specified.
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Figure 65. Multiple IP address pairs for NRG example
Click Save and Continue to save the Network Redundancy Group configuration.

Storage configuration
This section of the setup wizard helps you define the storage information for the setup source node and
setup copy node. If you select manual copy as your cloning method, this section of the wizard will be
skipped.

Configuring the storage server

Specify the storage server information for the setup source and setup copy nodes.
The authority level for the user ID on the storage server must be set to Administrator or higher. If the
authority level is set to Copy Operator, the user ID will not be able to perform all required functions.

The setup wizard supports IBM Spectrum Virtualize and IBM System Storage DS8000 storage systems in
an automated manner and also includes a manual option that can be used for third party storage. Each of
the storage servers are accessed in different ways, so first you must specify the type of storage server.
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Figure 66. Select the storage server type
Click Next to continue.
Configuring IBM System Storage DS8000
The IBM System Storage DS8000 family of storage servers are supported by Db2 Mirror. The setup and
configuration process requires IBM Copy Services Manager (CSM) for remote cloning.
Specify the host name or IP address along with the user and password for the DS8000 storage server.
Once the storage server has been accessed with the provided credentials, click Browse to list and select
the correct image ID.

Figure 67. Specify storage server DS8000
If the storage server is authenticated, the Specify the Image ID dialog is shown. By default, the first image
is selected.
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Figure 68. List of Image IDs from the DS8000
In addition to the details for the DS8000, you also must specify the CSM server details for remote cloning.

Figure 69. CSM server configuration details
If the storage for the setup source and setup copy nodes is on different storage servers, click No to
specify the storage details for both storage servers.
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Figure 70. Specify the storage details for both storage servers
After the storage server information is specified, click Next to continue.
Configuring IBM Spectrum Virtualize
The IBM Spectrum Virtualize family of storage servers are supported by Db2 Mirror.
Specify the IP address or host name for the IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage server and the server user
name as shown.

Figure 71. IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage server access information
The setup and configuration process accesses the storage server through the use of an SSH private key. In
order to access the storage server, you must have the SSH private key loaded on the GUI managing node.
Specify the path to where the SSH private key file is located or click Browse to navigate to the path where
the key file is stored. To set up and configure the key file see “Creating an SSH key file for accessing IBM
Spectrum Virtualize storage” on page 138.
Click Browse to select the SSH private key file.
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Figure 72. Browse the IFS on the local GUI system to specify the SSH private key
Once the wizard has connected to the storage server, the *SYSBAS storage selection and association page
is shown.

Figure 73. Storage configuration for SVC
Click Select to connect to the storage server and specify the storage host that has been previously
created for the setup copy node.
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Figure 74. Select the storage host for the copy node
The setup wizard will review the disks and do an auto assignment of the storage. Each disk on the setup
source node must have a matching disk of the same size on the setup copy node.
While the setup wizard will do an auto mapping for you, you may want to have more control over the
assignments. Disks can be moved manually by dragging and dropping disks that have not been selected
by the auto mapper. This allows you to manually assign and change the disk assignments.

Figure 75. *SYSBAS storage disk assignments
Click Advanced to see and update controls that the storage server will use when creating the clone. The
following figure shows the supported settings. It's important to understand the impact of these settings
on your storage server. While increasing the values may cause your clone process to proceed at a faster
rate, it may cause impacts to other workloads running on the storage server.
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Figure 76. Advanced setting for *SYSBAS clone process
After storage server information is specified, click Next to go to next step.

Configuring *SYSBAS hosts

This step defines the storage used for SYSBAS for the setup source node and for the setup copy node.
It may take a some time to load the hosts and volumes information for the setup source node and the
hosts list for the setup copy node.
A list of existing storage hosts will be displayed for you to select from for the storage host for the setup
copy node.
The GUI setup wizard will automatically map the disks so that the same number and sizes are used. On
the GUI, disks can be moved manually by dragging and dropping disks to rearrange the pairing and select
disks that have not been selected by the auto mapper.
Once all the hosts and volumes have been retrieved, they will appear in the table where you can select the
corresponding storage for the setup copy node.
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Figure 77. View and select storage for the source and copy nodes
When you click Select for copy host, the following dialog will be shown. All hosts on the storage server
except hosts for the setup source node are listed.

Figure 78. Specify host for the copy node
To set up the source and copy node pair, the source and copy volumes must have the same capacity. For
DS8000 storage, the volumes must also be the same data type. When you click Next, the GUI will
automatically match a volume with the same capacity in the copy host for each source volume.
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Configuring IASP hosts

This section of the setup wizard focuses on setting the correct storage information for any required
database IASPs.
Along with cloning SYSBAS storage, you can also specify database IASPs to be cloned as part of the setup
process. There are 2 types of IASPs that are supported by Db2 Mirror:
• Database IASP - An IASP that is designated for database and other system objects that will be
replicated by Db2 Mirror. These IASPs require storage on both the setup source and setup copy nodes.
During the setup process, the data that resides in the IASP on the source node will be copied into the
identified storage on the copy node. Just like the SYSBAS requirement, the IASP storage must be the
same capacity.
• IFS IASP - An IASP that will be used only for integrated file system (IFS) data. It will not be replicated
by Db2 Mirror. There is only one copy of the data. The setup wizard does not allow an IFS IASP to be
configured during the initial setup process. You can define an IFS IASP after the clone has completed.
See “Adding IFS IASPs to Db2 Mirror” on page 116.
Each IASP found on the source node that might be a database IASP is listed. You must identify the usage
of each IASP. For each IASP, select DB IASP Only or Ignore. Remember that IFS IASPS are configured
after the clone has completed.
Primary and secondary IASPs are treated as a group. Only the primary IASP is registered to the Db2 Mirror
environment. For each database IASP, a copy host must be provided.

Figure 79. Specify the required IASP
In order to select an IASP Usage, the IASP on the setup source node must be varied on. If it is not varied
on, select the row and click Vary On. This will run the vary on action for this IASP. The vary on may take a
few minutes to complete
Once the IASP is varied on, select the DB IASP Only option from the select box.
Advanced button
The type of storage server and cloning method determine the options available.
• For IBM Spectrum Virtualize Flash Copy, the copy rate can be selected.
• For a warm clone, you have the option to automatically vary on database IASPs on the copy node after
cloning.
• For a cold clone, you have two options.
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– Automatically vary off database IASPs on the source node before cloning. Having an IASP varied off
provides a cleaner copy during the clone process.
– Automatically vary on database IASPs on the source and copy nodes after cloning is complete.

Figure 80. Advanced Settings for IASPs
Click Save and Continue. The GUI will select a volume with the same capacity in the setup copy hosts for
each setup source volume.

Replication Criteria List configuration
Before cloning can be performed, the default inclusion state must be selected and any initial replication
rules must be defined.

Mirror Options
On the mirror options page you must select the default inclusion state for *SYSBAS and each IASP that
you have specified to be part of the Db2 Mirror environment.
For each entry listed, choose the default inclusion state from the selection list.
For additional information on the Replication Criteria List (RCL) and the default inclusion state, see
“Replication Criteria List” on page 15.
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Figure 81. Specify Mirror options for SYSBAS and any specified IASP
Click Next to continue. The RCL for SYSBAS and for each of the listed IASPs will be initialized. After this
point, if you decide you want to change your default inclusion state, you will be required to Reset the RCL
which will remove any specific rules you specify in the following steps.

Rules - *SYSBAS
You are now shown the list of rules for *SYSBAS. You can review the system specified rules and add new
user defined rules. This is where you specify rules to determine whether an object should be included in
replication. For more details on adding rules to the RCL see “Managing the Replication Criteria List” on
page 273.

Figure 82. RCL Rules for *SYSBAS
Click Next to continue.
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Rules - IASPs
If you have one or more database IASPs that are to be included as part of the Db2 Mirror environment,
you can specify rules to determine which objects in each IASP are to be included in replication.

Figure 83. RCL Rules for registered IASPs

Inspect
As you add rules to the RCL, you may want to understand how the rules will affect an object. Click Inspect
in the upper middle of the Replication List Configuration panel. This will switch to the Inspect view as
shown below.
In this view you see all the replication-eligible objects that reside in this IASP and how the specified rules
affect the replication state for each object. This can be a useful tool for determining which objects are
replicated and which objects are not replicated.

Figure 84. RCL Inspect view
Click Save and Continue to go to the final step.
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Validation and cloning
After defining all the details for your Db2 Mirror environment, it is time to do validation and run the cloning
process.
The summary information for the Setup Db2 Mirror configuration is shown.

Figure 85. Setup Db2 Mirror Summary page
Click Finish to launch the setup. The GUI setup wizard will perform validation and begin the cloning
process.
If validation does not pass, the following error and dialog will be shown.

Figure 86. Validation step failed
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If validation passes, there could be warning messages.

Figure 87. Validation step successful
After you have reviewed the warnings and addressed any concerns, you can either run validation again or
you can ignore the warnings and run the setup process.
The Setup Progress console log is shown when the automated setup process runs. For manual cloning
methods, you will be guided through the steps required to complete the clone process.

Figure 88. Setup Progress console
When setup is finished, the top message will change from Setting up... to Setup completed!.
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Figure 89. Setup completed successfully
While the setup process is running, you can close the Db2 Mirror Setup Progress window and re-open it at
any time. From left navigation, click on the Setup icon and select View Setup Details. This will re-open
the Setup Progress window if the setup process is still active. If the setup has completed, the View Setup
Details page is shown.
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Figure 90. View Setup Details page

Cloning storage manually using storage server copy tools

Non-IBM storage systems require manual steps to be taken on the storage system to perform the cloning
process. Using this method requires you to manually perform the storage cloning operations using the
storage replication services available on your external storage system to create an identical copy of the
setup source node.

At the end of the setup wizard after the validation step has completed, you will be instructed to perform
the necessary steps to complete the clone process, as shown in the figure below. Click the Launch button
to begin an automated step.
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Figure 91. Click Launch to begin an automated step
After completing the manual steps to copy the storage data outside of the wizard, click the Complete
button.
Attention: If remote data replication is used, the copy must be complete, the data in sync, and the
replication ended before continuing to the next step.
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Figure 92. Click Complete after completing a manual step
After completing all the steps, each step will be marked with a green check mark, as shown in the figure
below. Click the Close button to return to the home page. Db2 Mirror should be Active and replicating,
indicating that the configuration has completed successfully.
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Figure 93. Each step will be marked with a green check mark

Cloning SYSBAS using save and restore
A manual process using save and restore can be used to create a copy of the setup source node.
At the end of the setup wizard after the validation step has completed, you will be guided through the 12
steps to complete the clone of SYSBAS using save and restore.

Step 1: Set mirror state to blocked on source node before save
Set the Db2 Mirror state before the save operation to block changes to mirrored objects on the setup
source node. Click the Launch button to automatically complete this step, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 94. Click the Launch button to begin the automated step
When the automated step is complete, a check mark will appear in the highlighted green circle at the top
of the panel, as shown in the figure below. Click the Next button to continue to the next step.

Figure 95. Automated step is complete
The figure below shows that a red x will appear in the highlighted red circle at the top of the panel if an
automated step fails. Click on the View Details Log button to view the detailed error messages. See
“db2mtool result codes” on page 124 for the recovery steps for different result codes. Fix the problem
based on the result code and error messages and then perform the step again by clicking the Launch
button.
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Figure 96. Automated step failed

Step 2: Save system objects on source node
Perform the following steps from the console of the setup source node to save system objects.
Attention: All licensed programs and options should be verified that they are installed correctly
before beginning this process or they will fail to save. To do this, run command CHKPRDOPT for
each installed licensed program.
1. Save system objects and all licensed programs using Work with Licensed Programs menu option 40
(Create Distribution Media).
a. Type GO LICPGM at a command prompt to display the Work with Licensed Programs menu.
b. Select option 40 (Create Distribution Media) from the menu.
c. On the Specify Command Defaults display, type your choices and then press the Enter key.
• Devices: Specify up to four stand-alone tape device names or one optical device name.
Note: Work with Licensed Programs menu option 40 (Create Distribution Media) does not
support saving to a tape library. However, tape drives in a tape library can be used as standalone
devices. See “Using tape libraries when cloning SYSBAS” on page 153 for specific instructions.
• Check for active files: Specify N (No) to write over any active files on the save media without
warning you.
• Message queue delivery: Specify *NOTIFY to only have the save operation be interrupted by
severity 99 messages sent to QSYSOPR that are associated with the save operation.
• End TCP/IP wait time: Specify the number of seconds to delay the job to allow TCP/IP processing
to end before ending all subsystems. Optional: Specify *NONE to end all subsystems without
ending TCP/IP processing first.
• Print joblog: Specify Y (Yes) to print the joblog when the save operation ends.
• Start controlling subsystem: Specify Y (Yes) to start the controlling subsystem when the save
operation ends.
d. On the End Subsystem (ENDSBS) display, type your choices and press the Enter key.
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e. On the Specify Installation Profile display, type *NONE for the Installation Profile. Press the Enter
key.
f. On the Save System (SAVSYS) display, type your choices and then press the Enter key.
g. On the Save Library (SAVLIB) display for saving QGPL, type your choices and then press the Enter
key.
h. On the Save Library (SAVLIB) display for saving QUSRSYS, type your choices and then press the
Enter key.
i. On the Save Licensed Programs display, type a 1 next to each Licensed Program. After selecting all
Licensed Programs, press the Enter key.
j. On the Save Options prompt display, type your choices and then press the Enter key.
• Specify *LEAVE for End of media option.
k. If the save completes successfully, the following message will appear: The Save or restore
option completed successfully.
2. Save other required objects using the following commands.
SAVOBJ OBJ(MIRROR_RCL MIRROR_RCI) LIB(QSYS2) ENDOPT(*LEAVE)
SAVOBJ OBJ(QUSEXRGOBJ) LIB(QUSRSYS) ENDOPT(*LEAVE)

3. Save other required directories using the following command.
SAV DEV('/QSYS.LIB/xxxxxxxx.DEVD') OBJ(('/QOpenSys/pkgs') ('/QIBM/UserData/OS400/TCPIP/NTP')
('/QIBM/UserData/ICSS')) SUBTREE(*ALL) SAVACT(*YES)

After saving the system objects has completed successfully, click the User Completed button, as shown
in the figure below. Then click the Next button to continue to the next step.

Figure 97. Click User Completed after saving system objects
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Step 3: Change mirror state on source node after save
Change the Db2 Mirror state to tracking after saving the system objects. Changes to mirrored objects on
the setup source node will be allowed and the changes will be tracked.
Attention: Avoid making changes to user profiles, authorization lists, function usage, or security
attributes on the setup source node while Db2 Mirror is being set up using the save and restore
method.
Click the Launch button to automatically complete this step, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 98. Click Launch to begin the automated step
When the automated step is complete, a check mark will appear in the highlighted green circle at the top
of the panel. Click the Next button to continue to the next step.

Step 4: Activate copy node from alternate restart device
Using the HMC GUI, change the tagged I/O settings of the setup copy node to identify the save media as
the alternate restart device. Then activate the setup copy node with keylock position set to manual and
IPL type set to D.
The following steps can be used to change the current configuration of the setup copy node to identify the
save media as the alternate restart device..
1. Select the partition and then select General Properties.
2. Click on the Advanced button and then click the Tagged I/O Settings button.
3. On the Tagged IO Device Details display, select the appropriate resource for Alternate Restart Device.
Click the Ok button to save the change to the current configuration.
The following steps can be used to activate the setup copy node from the current configuration with
keylock position set to manual and IPL type set to D.
1. Select the partition and then select Partition Actions > Operations > Activate.
2. For Operation Type, select Activate.
3. For Partition Configuration, select Current Configuration.
4. Click on Advanced Settings.
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5. For Keylock Position, select Manual.
6. For IPL Type, select D.
7. Click on the Finish button to activate the setup copy node.
After activating the copy node from the alternate restart device, click the User Completed button, as
shown in the figure below. Then click the Next button to continue to the next step.

Figure 99. Click User Completed after activating copy node from alternate restart device

Step 5: Install Licensed Internal Code on copy node
Perform the following steps from the console of the setup copy node to initialize the system and install
Licensed Internal Code.
1. On the Install Licensed Internal Code display, select option 1 (Install Licensed Internal Code).
• If a valid and functional load source disk unit was not detected, the Select Load Source Device
display will appear. Select the disk unit which you want to become the load source.
2. On the Install Licensed Internal Code (LIC) display, select option 2 (Install Licensed Internal Code and
Initialize System). Press F10 to confirm the initialization and to continue the install.
• The Initialize the Disk - Status display will appear while the load source disk is initialized.
• The Install Licensed Internal Code - Status display will appear while the Licensed Internal Code is
installed.
• If the Disk Configuration Attention Report display appears, press F10 to accept any problems and to
continue.
After the installation of Licensed Internal Code is complete, click the User Completed button, as shown in
the figure below. Then click the Next button to continue to the next step.
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Figure 100. Click User Completed after installing Licensed Internal Code is complete

Step 6: Configure SYSBAS disk units on copy node
From the console of the setup copy node, perform the following steps to add disk units to SYSBAS.
1. On the IPL or Install the System display, select option 3 (Use Dedicated Service Tools (DST)). Sign on
to DST as service tools user QSECOFR with the password QSECOFR in all uppercase letters. Change
the password on the Change Service Tools User Password display.
2. Add disk units to the system ASP.
a. Select option 4 (Work with disk units).
b. Select option 1 (Work with disk configuration).
c. Select option 3 (Work with ASP configuration).
d. Select option 3 (Add units to ASPs).
e. Select option 3 (Add units to existing ASPs).
f. Enter the ASP number 1 next to the disk units you want to add to the system ASP. After selecting
the units, press Enter.
• If the Problem Report display appears, press F10 to ignore problems and continue.
g. On the Confirm Add Units display, press F10 to confirm adding the units to the system ASP and
balancing data on the units.
The Function Status display will show the percentage of completion.
When adding the units to the system ASP is complete, the following message will appear: Selected
units have been added successfully.
3. If you require more than ASP 1 configured, create additional ASPs by selecting 1 to create unencrypted
ASPs or selecting 2 to create encrypted ASPs.
4. Press F3 or F12 until you see the Exit Dedicated Service Tools (DST) display. Select option 1 to exit DST
and press Enter.
Configuring the disk units for SYSBAS is complete. Click the User Completed button, as shown in the
figure below. Then click the Next button to continue to the next step.
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Figure 101. Click User Completed after configuring SYSBAS disk units

Step 7: Install operating system on copy node
From the console of the setup copy node, perform the following steps to install the operating system.
1. On the IPL or Install the System display, select option 2 (Install the Operating System).
2. On the Install Device Type Selection display, select the installation device type.
3. On the Select a Language Group display, select to install the primary language feature that is on your
save media.
4. On the Install the Operating System display, select option 2 (Change install options). If the date and
time are not correct, type new values.
5. On the Specify Install Options display, specify the following installation options:
• Restore option: 1=Restore programs and language objects from current media set
• Job and output queues option: 2=Keep
• Distribute IBM i on available disk units: 1=Yes
6. On the Specify Restore Options display, you must specify 1 for the following options:
• System information
• Edit descriptions
• Message reply list
• Job descriptions
• Subsystem descriptions
The IBM i Installation Status display will show the installation progress of the IBM i operating system.
7. On the Sign On display, logon as user QSECOFR. You do not need to enter a password at this time.
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Note: It is expected that the system name on the Sign On display is the system name of the setup
source node. The setup copy node temporarily has this system name until it is automatically
configured during the IPL in step 10.
8. On the IPL options display, type correct values for the system date, time, and time zone. Only the
following options should be set to Y:
• Start system to restricted state
• Set major system options
• Define or change the system at IPL
Attention: Do not leave restricted state on the setup copy node until after the IPL in step 10.
9. On the Set Major System Options display, specify Y next to Enable automatic configuration.
10. On the Define or Change the System at IPL display, select option 3 (System Value Commands).
a. On the System Value Commands display, select option 3 (Work with System Values).
b. On the Work with System Values display, change the following system values:
• QFRCCVNRST to 0
• QINACTITV to *NONE
• QIPLTYPE to 2
• QJOBMSGQFL to *PRTWRAP
• QJOBMSGQMX to minimum of 30 with a suggestion of 64
• QLOGOUTPUT to *JOBLOGSVR
• QMAXSIGN to *NOMAX
• QPWDEXPITV to *NOMAX
• QSCANFSCTL add *NOPOSTRST
• QVFYOBJRST to 1
c. After the system values are changed, press F3 twice to return to the Define or Change the System
at IPL display.
d. On the Define or Change the System at IPL display, press F3 to exit and continue the IPL.
11. On the Change Password display, type QSECOFR as the current password and type a new password.
Installing the operating system is complete. Click the User Completed button, as shown in the figure
below. Then click the Next button to continue to the next step.
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Figure 102. Click User Completed after installing the operating system
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Step 8: Restore system data and licensed programs on copy node
From the console of the setup copy node, perform the following steps to restore system data and all
licensed programs
1. Use the following command to restore user profiles.
RSTUSRPRF USRPRF(*ALL)

2. Type the following command to restore other required objects.
RSTOBJ OBJ(QUSEXRGOBJ) SAVLIB(QUSRSYS)

3. Type GO LICPGM at a command prompt to display the Work with Licensed Programs menu. Select
option 1 (Install all).
4. On the Manual install display, specify the following options:
• Install option: 2=All products
• Replace if current: N=No
• Nonaccepted agreement: 2=Display software agreement
• Automatic IPL: N=No
Note: A tape is automatically rewound and unloaded after the installation ends. Some optical devices
will eject the volume after the installation ends. Reinsert the device before continuing.
5. Use the following command to restore other required objects.
RSTOBJ OBJ(MIRROR_RCL MIRROR_RCI) SAVLIB(QSYS2)

6. Use the following command to restore other required directories.
RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/xxxxxxxx.DEVD') OBJ(('/QOpenSys/pkgs') ('/QIBM/UserData/OS400/TCPIP/NTP')
('/QIBM/UserData/ICSS')) SUBTREE(*ALL)

7. Use the following command to restore private authorities.
RSTAUT USRPRF(*ALL)

8. Use the following command to update program temporary fix (PTF) information for all PTF save files in
library QGPL.
UPDPTFINF

The restore of system data and licensed programs is complete. The setup copy node should still be in
restricted state. Click the User Completed button, as shown in the figure below. Then click the Next
button to continue to the next step.
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Figure 103. Click User Completed after restoring system data and licensed programs

Step 9: Enable automatic configuration of copy node after restore
From the console of the setup copy node, perform the following steps to enable the automatic
configuration of the setup copy node to occur during the next IPL.
1. Type the following command to change the type of IPL to unattended IPL.
CHGSYSVAL SYSVAL(QIPLTYPE) VALUE('0')

2. Type the following command to enable automatic configuration to occur during the next IPL.
CALL PGM(QSYS/QAENGCHG) PARM(*ENABLECIR)

If the program completes successfully, you will see the following message: THE RESTORED ENGINE
DATA IS FIXED UP. THE CLOUD INIT IS ENABLED FOR NEXT IPL.
If the program completes successfully, click the User Completed button, as shown in the figure below.
Then click the Next button to continue to the next step.
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Figure 104. Click User Completed after enabling automatic configuration during the next IPL

Step 10: IPL copy node
The setup copy node will be automatically configured during the IPL. Click the Launch button to have the
GUI automatically perform a normal IPL of the setup copy node.
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Figure 105. Click Launch to begin the automated step
When the automated step is complete, a check mark will appear in the highlighted green circle at the top
of the panel. Click the Next button to continue to the next step.

Step 11: Post check for SYSBAS
This step verifies the Db2 Mirror pair has been configured successfully. Click the Launch button to have
the GUI automatically complete this step
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Figure 106. Click Launch to begin the automated step
When the automated step is complete, a check mark will appear in the highlighted green circles at the top
of the panel. Click the Next button to continue to the next step.

Step 12: Clone replicated objects in SYSBAS
This step adds all replicated objects to the object tracking list and begins synchronization of the objects.
Click the Launch button to have the GUI automatically complete this step, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 107. Click Launch to begin the automated step
Note: This step will fail if you did not avoid making changes to user profiles, authorization lists, function
usage, or security attributes on the setup source node while setting up Db2 Mirror using the save and
restore method. Click on the View Details Log button to view the detailed error messages. See “db2mtool
result codes” on page 124 for the recovery steps for different result codes. Fix the problem based on the
result code and error messages and then perform the step again by clicking the Launch button.
After completing all the steps, each step should be marked with a check mark, as shown in the figure
below. Click the Finish button to return to the home page. Db2 Mirror should be Active and Replicating,
indicating that the configuration of Db2 Mirror has completed successfully.
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Figure 108. All completed steps should be marked with a check mark

After setup is complete
Once the setup process has finished, the two nodes will be actively replicating.
If you want to review the setup details, hover over the Setup icon and select View Clone Configuration to
see the values used during the setup process.

Figure 109. View Clone Configuration
The details from the previous clone process are shown.
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Figure 110. Previous Clone Configuration Details View

Adding IFS IASPs to Db2 Mirror
Integrated file system (IFS) data within an independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) is accessed using a
client-server model where both nodes in the Db2 Mirror environment access the same IASP as if it were
local.
To use IFS IASPs in the Db2 Mirror environment, PowerHA is required. PowerHA provides the
technologies to replicate the data and switch the IASP.
To add an IASP to the Db2 Mirror environment, follow these steps:
1. Add the IASP to a cluster resource group (CRG).
Both Db2 Mirror nodes must be in the recovery domain for the IASP to be switchable.
See Making an independent disk pool highly available
2. Make the IASP highly available by configuring geographic mirroring, Metro Mirror™, Global Mirror™, LUN
switching, or HyperSwap in PowerHA.
See the following for additional information:
• Configuring geographic mirroring
• Configuring Metro Mirror
• Configuring Global Mirror
• Configuring switched logical units (LUNs)
• Configuring DS8000 HyperSwap with independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs)
3. Add the IASP to the Db2 Mirror environment.
Click IFS IASP - Add from left navigation under Independent Auxiliary Storage Pools.
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Figure 111. IASP navigation
4. Select the IASP(s) you want to add and click Next.

Figure 112. Add IFS IASP
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5. Confirm your selection and click Finish.
To perform this step using the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP SQL procedure, see “ADD_MIRROR_IASP
procedure” on page 389.

Post-clone configuration
The process of Db2 Mirror cloning uses a copy of the setup source node to create the setup copy node.
Some IBM i products and tools require unique settings on each node and require actions to be performed
on the secondary node after the clone is complete.
The post-clone configuration steps must be performed after the Db2 Mirror cloning process is complete.
Because this section describes actions to perform after cloning, the setup source node and setup copy
node are referred to as the primary node and secondary node, respectively.
The following products and tools require post-clone configuration:
• Common Information Model (CIM)
• Digital Certificate Manager (DCM)
• Domain Name System (DNS)
• Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
• Electronic Service Agent (ESA)
• IBM Cloud Storage Solutions for i (ICC)
• Kerberos
• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
• Management Central (MC)
• NetServer
• Network File System (NFS) Netgroup
• OpenSSH Server (SSHD)
• OptiConnect
• QFileSvr.400 and IBM i NetClient file system (QNTC)
• Remote journals
• Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
• System Distribution Directory (SDD) entries
• WebSphere® Application Server (WAS)
Note: There may be host names or IP addresses stored in configuration files, policies, preferences,
settings, or other objects (configured sessions, database connections, database requests, saved
commands, etc.) for products or tools that are not listed above. You may need to manually change these
attributes on the secondary node after cloning.
The post-clone configuration for some products and tools is performed automatically by Administration
Runtime Expert (ARE) plug-ins. See “Custom plugins for Db2 Mirror using IBM Administration Runtime
Expert for i” on page 147 for more information. Other products and tools require you to manually perform
the post-clone configuration steps.
Some of these products and tools also require you to perform steps before cloning. See pre-clone
configuration for those details.
Note: The system defaults from the primary node before the clone will be copied to the secondary node
during the Db2 Mirror cloning process. If you want different system defaults on the secondary node after
cloning, you will need to perform manual steps to set them as desired.

Common Information Model (CIM)
After cloning, CIM subscriptions on the secondary node need to be manually deleted and recreated.
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For additional information about the cimsub command, see cimsub usage information.
Perform the following steps on the secondary node:
1. Start PASE by running the following command:
CALL QP2TERM

2. List all the CIM subscriptions by running the following command:
cimsub -ls

3. Run the following command for each CIM subscription to delete it:
cimsub -ra

4. Run the following commands for each CIM subscription you want to create:
cimsub -cf
cimsub -ch
cimsub -cs

Digital Certificate Manager (DCM)
A digital certificate assigned to an application that was defined only for the primary node will not work on
the secondary node after cloning.
There are two options for generating digital certificates for the secondary node:
1. Pre-clone: Use multi-domain certificates. This allows you to create the certificate before the clone so
that both nodes in the Db2 Mirror pair can use the certificate after the clone is complete. See pre-clone
configuration for more details.
2. Post-clone: Generate new certificates for the secondary node after the clone is complete. Perform the
following steps in the DCM GUI on the secondary node:
a. Click Select a Certificate Store and choose to open the *SYSTEM certificate store.
b. Click Create Certificate and choose to create a new server or client certificate. Specify the
secondary node in the common name field.
c. After the certificate is successfully created for the secondary node, select the applications that will
use the new certificate and click Replace to have the application use the new certificate.
d. Depending on the application using the certificate, the server application may need to be stopped
and restarted for the new certificate to be used.

Domain Name System (DNS)
After cloning, DNS server instances will fail to start on the secondary node if they are still configured to
use the IP address and host name of the primary node.
To run a DNS server instance on the secondary node after a clone, the listen-on IP address and host name
settings must be changed to be the IP address and host name of the secondary node. This can be done
using the IBM Navigator for i web-based console. Open Network-> Servers-> DNS Servers.
The post-clone configuration for DNS server instances can be completed by an ARE plug-in. The plug-in
will automatically replace the IP address and/or host name of the primary node with the corresponding IP
address and/or host name of the secondary node after cloning.

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
After cloning, the DHCP server configuration on the Db2 Mirror nodes will have overlapping IP address
ranges and this can result in address conflicts if both DHCP servers are running at the same time.
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After the clone, the DHCP server should only run on one node at a time. If you want to have the DHCP
server running on both nodes simultaneously, configure the DHCP server on the primary and secondary
nodes so the IP address pool ranges do not overlap.
Starting the DHCP server automatically when TCP/IP starts should have been disabled before cloning. See
pre-clone configuration for those details. You may re-enable this setting after the Db2 Mirror clone is
complete.

IBM Cloud Storage Solutions for i (ICC)
ICC requires a valid digital certificate on the secondary node. Perform the DCM pre-clone or post-clone
steps.

Electronic Service Agent (ESA)
After cloning, ESA configuration needs to be reset on the secondary node.
An ARE plug-in will automatically run the following commands on the secondary node after the Db2 Mirror
clone is complete:
DLTDTAARA DTAARA(QSRVAGT/QS*)
CLRPFM FILE(QUSRSYS/QAEDCDBPF)

Kerberos
If Kerberos is used on the primary node and you want to also use it on the secondary node, you will need
to manually configure Kerberos on the secondary node after cloning. Kerberos configuration or keytab
files contain information unique to the node they were configured on. These need to be re-configured on
the secondary node after cloning.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
Db2 Mirror cannot be used as a high availability solution for LDAP because the Db2 Mirror environment
cannot replicate all of the LDAP data. However, LDAP peer replication can be used to obtain high
availability functions similar to those provided by Db2 Mirror. For more information about LDAP peer
replication, see Creating a complex topology with peer replication.
Perform the following actions on the secondary node after the clone is complete:
1. Delete all the LDAP instances on the secondary node that were cloned from the primary node.
For information on managing LDAP instances, see Managing instances.
2. Disable Db2 Mirror replication of LDAP data before creating new LDAP instances.
All LDAP libraries should be excluded from replication by adding EXCLUDE rules to the Replication
Criteria List (RCL).
The following SQL statement can be used to exclude a library from Db2 Mirror replication:
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'XXX')

There may be two or three libraries for an LDAP instance. The default naming convention for LDAP
libraries is:
• Configuration library: Instance name followed by CF. For example, an LDAP instance named
QUSRDIR will have library QUSRDIRCF.
• User database library: Instance name followed by DB. For example, an LDAP instance named
QUSRDIR will have library QUSRDIRDB.
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• Change log library: Instance name followed by CL. For example, an LDAP instance named QUSRDIR
will have library QUSRDIRCL. The change log library will only exist when the change log is enabled.
By default, the libraries for an LDAP instance are created in SYSBAS. However, they can be created in
an independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP). If you plan to create the libraries in an IASP, specify the
correct IASP name for the IASP_NAME parameter on the QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA SQL
statement.
3. Create new LDAP instances.
For information on managing LDAP instances, see Managing instances.
Starting the LDAP server automatically when TCP/IP starts should have been disabled before cloning. You
may re-enable this setting after the Db2 Mirror clone is complete. See pre-clone configuration for the
complete list of LDAP configuration steps that must be performed before cloning.

Management Central (MC)
After cloning, the Management Central server needs to be ended and restarted on the secondary node.
An ARE plug-in will automatically run the following commands on the secondary node after the Db2 Mirror
clone is complete:
ENDTCPSVR SERVER(*MGTC)
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*MGTC)

NetServer
If a NetServer name is assigned, it cannot be the same on both nodes. For NetServer to be started on both
nodes, one of the NetServer names must be changed. For this reason, the NetServer name is
automatically updated on the secondary node during the Db2 Mirror cloning process. No manual action is
required, but you should be aware that the NetServer name change will occur on the secondary node.

Network File System (NFS) Netgroup
After cloning, the NFS netgroup list may need to be updated on the secondary node. If the local system
name is included in the NFS netgroup list, you must update the ROOT-LIST with the system name of the
secondary node before NFS will work correctly on the secondary node.
If you are not sure if this applies to you, check the human-readable stream file at /etc/netgroup. If the
file does not exist, then no netgroups have been defined and no action is needed.

OpenSSH Server (SSHD)
The SSHD host keys on the secondary node must be updated after a Db2 Mirror clone.
Perform the following steps on the secondary node:
1. Start PASE by running the following command:
CALL QP2TERM

2. Remove the existing keys by running the following commands:
cd /QOpenSys/QIBM/UserData/SC1/OpenSSH/etc
rm ssh_host_dsa_key ssh_host_ecdsa_key ssh_host_ed25519_key ssh_host_key
ssh_host_rsa_key ssh_host_dsa_key.pub ssh_host_ecdsa_key.pub ssh_host_ed25519_key.pub
ssh_host_key.pub ssh_host_rsa_key.pub

3. Start the SSH daemon. This step will create new keys:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*SSHD)
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OptiConnect
To use OptiConnect on the secondary node, you must enable Virtual OptiConnect on the Hardware
Management Console (HMC) for the secondary node. The Db2 Mirror cloning process does not copy this
HMC setting.
After cloning, advanced program-to-program communications (APPC) controllers must be manually
changed on the secondary node:
• For APPC controllers of type *HPRIP:
– If the local internet address is not *SYS, you must change the local internet address for the controller
on the secondary node to be the IP address of the secondary node:
CHGCTLAPPC CTLD(controller-name) LCLINTNETA(secondary-node-IP-address)

– If the controller will be used to communicate between the Db2 Mirror nodes and the primary and
secondary nodes use the same network identifier, you must change the remote internet address and
remote control point for the controller on the secondary node:
CHGCTLAPPC CTLD(controller-name) RMTINTNETA(primary-node-IP-address)
RMTCPNAME(secondary-node-control-point)

– If the controller will be used to communicate between the Db2 Mirror nodes and the primary and
secondary nodes use different network identifiers, you must change the remote internet address,
remote network identifier, and remote control point for the controller on the secondary node:
CHGCTLAPPC CTLD(controller-name) RMTINTNETA(primary-node-IP-address)
RMTNETID(primary-node-network-identifier) RMTCPNAME(primary-node-control-point)

• For APPC controllers of type *OPC:
– All devices that are attached to *OPC controllers must be deleted and recreated on the secondary
node. Location names cannot be updated for existing devices.
– Any TCP interfaces for *OPC line descriptions must be manually added on the secondary node. These
interfaces are used for TCP over OptiConnect.

QFileSvr.400 and IBM i NetClient file system (QNTC)
IBM i file server file system (QFileSvr.400) and QNTC can be used to access data on another server. After
cloning, verify that the QFileSvr.400 or QNTC settings are correct on the secondary node. If the primary
node was configured to connect to the secondary node before the clone, the secondary node will point to
itself after the clone. This must be manually fixed on the secondary node after the clone.

Remote journals
After cloning, any remote journals that exist on the secondary node are not usable and should be deleted.
To find and delete all remote journals, the following SQL procedure can be run:
CALL SYSIBMADM.DELETE_REMOTE_JOURNALS();

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
The secondary node can serve as an SMTP server after cloning. The SMTP configuration settings of the
primary node will be copied to the secondary node during the Db2 Mirror cloning process.
After cloning, check the SMTP server configuration on the secondary node. For an SMTP server for
directory type *SMTP, make sure the SMTP users are properly configured. For an SMTP server for directory
type *SDD, make sure the system distribution directory (SDD) entries are properly configured.
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System Distribution Directory (SDD) entries
The SDD entries from the primary node are copied to the secondary node during the Db2 Mirror cloning
process. The SDD entries on the secondary node may need to be fixed after the clone.
When performing a Db2 Mirror reclone, you can save the SDD entries on the setup copy node before
cloning so they can be restored after cloning. For more information about the reclone process, see
“Reclone process ” on page 241. See the Importing System Distribution Directory Entries technote that
explains how to restore SDD entries from a physical file: https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=nas8N1015151.

Websphere Application Server (WAS)
Perform the following steps after cloning to update the host name for WAS on the secondary node:
1. Launch the wsadmin tool
wsadmin -lang jython

2. List the contents of the server configuration file
AdminConfig.list('ServerIndex')

3. In the output, find the ServerIndex object for the application server node
cells/isthmusCell16/nodes/isthmusNode06|serverindex.xml#ServerIndex_1

4. Modify the host name for the application server node
AdminConfig.modify('(cells/isthmusCell16/nodes/isthmusNode06|
serverindex.xml#ServerIndex_1)',
"[[hostName new_host_name]]")

5. Save the configuration
AdminConfig.save()

6. Stop webadmin
ENDTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(*ADMIN)

7. Wait for all admin jobs to stop
WRKACTJOB SBS(QHTTPSVR)

8. Restart webadmin
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP HTTPSVR(*ADMIN)

Administration Runtime Expert (ARE) plug-ins
ARE plug-ins can be used during the reclone process to save and restore values for the setup copy node
for your products or applications.
For details about creating ARE plug-ins, see “Custom plugins for Db2 Mirror using IBM Administration
Runtime Expert for i” on page 147.
For more information about the reclone process, see “Reclone process ” on page 241.
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Configuration in a disaster recovery environment
A disaster recovery component can be added to your Db2 Mirror configuration for increased resilience. If
you plan to implement Db2 Mirror at your disaster recovery site, there are some differences in configuring
that environment.
A second Db2 Mirror configuration can be implemented at a disaster recovery site, and IBM PowerHA
SystemMirror for i can be used to replicate production data stored on IASPs between the two pairs. The
steps to configure Db2 Mirror at the disaster recovery site are different because you are sharing the data
and the Db2 Mirror configuration values within the IASP(s) across the two sites. See “Disaster recovery
using PowerHA” on page 366 for more information.

Setup troubleshooting guide
This section describes what should be done when encountering errors during setup using the Db2 Mirror
GUI or the db2mtool command.

Precheck validation failures
The precheck validation step must complete with a result code of SUCCESS or WARNING before cloning
SYSBAS. If it ends with a result code other than SUCCESS or WARNING, fix the problem based on the
result code and error messages and perform the precheck validation step again. See “db2mtool result
codes” on page 124 for the recovery steps for different result codes.

SYSBAS clone failures
If an error occurs during the step of performing the storage copy of SYSBAS, fix the problem based on the
result code and error messages and then start the clone again from the beginning. See “db2mtool result
codes” on page 124 for the recovery steps for different result codes.
You may need to run the db2mtool “action=cleanup” on page 163 command before starting the clone
again to remove objects on the storage system that were left from the previous failed clone.

Check SYSBAS clone validation failures
If the check SYSBAS validation step completes with a result code other than SUCCESS or WARNING, fix
the problem based on the result code and error messages and perform the validation step again. See
“db2mtool result codes” on page 124 for the recovery steps for different result codes.
A result code of WARNING is returned if cluster monitors fail to create. The cluster monitors that failed to
create during the automated setup process must be manually created using PowerHA interfaces or
db2mtool action=cluster commands.

Database independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) clone failures
If an error occurs while cloning database IASPs, fix the problem based on the result code and error
messages. Depending on the error, you may need to start the clone of the database IASPs again from the
beginning. See “db2mtool result codes” on page 124 for the recovery steps for different result codes.

db2mtool result codes
A result code is returned by the db2mtool command when it completes. The db2mtool command is
used by the GUI as well as by a user directly. These result codes are applicable to either use.
The result code indicates whether the command failed or completed successfully. If the command failed,
the result code indicates why the command failed. Different errors can return the same result code. The
messages in the log file should be reviewed to determine the exact cause of the error.
The table below lists common result codes and suggested recovery steps. For any result codes not listed
in the table below, check previous messages in the log file. They may clarify the problem and provide
potential approaches for recovery. If the problem resolution cannot be determined, contact IBM support.
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Table 9. db2mtool result codes
Result code

Result code meaning

Result code recovery

CSM_ONLY_STANDBY_SPECIFIED_
ERROR

Only a standby IBM Copy
A standby CSM server cannot
Services Manager (CSM) server be used for cloning. You must
has been specified.
specify an active CSM server.

DS8KRESTSIGNONERROR

An error occurred
authenticating to the IBM
System Storage DS8000.

EXITPOINTERROR

An error occurred when calling Check previous messages in
exit programs.
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

FILENOTFOUND

File cannot be found.

Check previous messages in
the log file to determine what
file could not be found.

HMC_CERTIFICATE_ALREADY_
INSTALLED_ERROR

The Hardware Management
Console (HMC) certificates for
cluster monitors are already
installed.

None.

HMC_CERTIFICATE_INSTALL_ERROR

Installing the HMC certificates
for cluster monitors failed.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

HMC_CERTIFICATE_PASSWORD_
NOT_VALID_ERROR

The keystore password is
incorrect when installing HMC
certificates for cluster
monitors.

Make sure the correct keystore
password has been specified.

IBM_i_ARE_ERROR

An error occurred when
running Administration
Runtime Expert (ARE) plugins.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

IBM_i_ASP_ACTIVE_JOBS_ERROR

There are active jobs running
against an IASP preventing it
from being varied off.

Use command WRKASPJOB to
see what jobs are still using
the IASP. Vary off the IASP
manually.

IBM_i_ASP_FORCEWRITE_ERROR

An error occurred when
forcing memory to disk during
the warm clone.

Check previous messages in
the log file and start the clone
again.

IBM_i_ASP_SUSPEND_ERROR

An error occurred while
suspending the initiation of
new commitment control
transactions during the warm
clone.

Check previous messages in
the log file. If unable to reach a
state where there were no
incomplete commitment
control transactions, try
increasing the quiesce timeout
and start the clone again.

Make sure the correct user and
password has been specified.
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Table 9. db2mtool result codes (continued)
Result code

Result code meaning

Result code recovery

IBM_i_CLONE_INFO_CONFIG_
CHANGED_ERROR

The configuration of the setup
source node has changed
since the last clone.

Walk through the setup wizard
in the GUI again with prompts
or update the clone_info.json
file before cloning.

IBM_i_CLUSTER_CHECK_FAIL

The cluster configuration for
Db2 Mirror is incorrect.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They will clarify the
problem and provide potential
approaches for recovery.

IBM_i_CONFIG_FILE_CHECK_FAIL

The JSON configuration files
cannot be found or the file
format is incorrect.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

IBM_i_IASP_CHECK_FAIL

IASP configuration is
incomplete for one of the
following reasons:

Make sure the list of database
IASPs in clone_info.json
matches the list of database
IASPs returned from
QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO.

• The IASPs specified in the
clone_info.json configuration
file are not registered with
Db2 Mirror.
• IASPs registered with Db2
Mirror are not specified in
the clone_info.json
configuration file.
IBM_i_IASP_CLONE_NOT_THE_
SAME_RUN_STATE

All database IASPs must be
cloned the same way, either
warm or cold.

Walk through the setup wizard
in the GUI again with prompts
or update clone_info.json so
all database IASPs have the
same value for attribute
coldflashcopy.

IBM_i_IASP_CLONE_VARY_OFF_FAIL

The vary off process for
database IASPs failed.

Vary off the IASPs manually.

IBM_i_IASP_CLONE_VARY_ON_FAIL

The vary on process for
database IASPs failed.

Vary on the IASPs manually.

IBM_i_IASP_CLONE_WRONG_STATE

The database IASP state is
incorrect.

For warm clone, vary on the
IASPs. For cold clone, vary off
the IASPs.

IBM_i_IP_SETTING_CHECK_FAIL

The IP addresses that are
configured for NRGs are in the
wrong format.

Correct the addresses and try
again.

IBM_i_META_DATA_CONFIG_
CHANGED_ERROR

The configuration of the setup
source node has changed
since the last clone.

Walk through the setup wizard
in the Db2 Mirror GUI again
with prompts or update the
meta_data.json file before
cloning.
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Table 9. db2mtool result codes (continued)
Result code

Result code meaning

Result code recovery

IBM_i_MIRROR_STATE_CHECK_FAIL

The replication state of Db2
Mirror is not the expected
state.

See previous messages in the
log file for details.

IBM_i_NRG_CONFIG_FAIL

An error occurred when
configuring the Network
Redundancy Groups (NRGs).

On both nodes, make sure the
NRGs are configured correctly
and the line descriptions for
the IP addresses are varied on.
Then resume Db2 Mirror to
start the NRGs.

IBM_i_NRG_IP_PAIR_CHECK_FAIL

The NRGs are configured
incorrectly.

Check the previous messages
in the log file. Fix the problems
and retry.

IBM_i_NRG_START_FAIL

The NRGs are not started.

On both nodes, make sure the
NRGs are configured correctly
and the line descriptions for
the IP addresses are varied on.
Then resume Db2 Mirror to
start the NRGs.

IBM_i_NTP_SNTP_CHECK_FAIL

Network Time Protocol (NTP)
check failed.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They will clarify the
problem and provide potential
approaches for recovery. See
“Monitoring NTP time
synchronization” on page 342
for additional information.

IBM_i_PING_FAIL

Cannot connect to a node.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They will clarify the
problem and provide potential
approaches for recovery.

IBM_i_POST_CHECK_REFERENCE_
CODE_FAIL

The reference code is not
00000000.

One of the nodes failed to IPL.
Check the HMC reference code
for recovery actions.

IBM_i_POST_CHECK_SYSBAS_DISK_
FAIL

The setup copy node is using a
different disk configuration for
SYSBAS than what was used
for cloning SYSBAS, as
specified in clone_info.json.

Correct the volumes used for
the setup copy node when
cloning SYSBAS and start the
clone again from the
beginning.

IBM_i_POST_STATE_CHECK_
CLUSTER_ERROR

The cluster configuration
failed.

Check the QMRDBECTLR job
log for errors.

IBM_i_POST_STATE_CHECK_
CLUSTER_WARNING

The cluster configuration is not Check the QMRDBECTLR job
complete yet.
log for errors.

IBM_i_POWEROFF_FAIL

An error occurred when calling Try issuing the PWRDWNSYS
the PWRDWNSYS command.
command directly on the node
instead.
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Table 9. db2mtool result codes (continued)
Result code

Result code meaning

Result code recovery

IBM_i_REPLICATE_OBJECTS_ERROR

An error occurred when calling Review the error messages in
QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATE the job log. Fix the errors and
D_OBJECTS.
retry the action.
• If user profiles (*USRPRF),
authorization lists (*AUTL),
or function usage
information (*FCNUSG) are
out of sync, follow these
steps:
1. Save function usage to a
save file on the setup
source node.
SAVOBJ
OBJ(QUSEXRGOBJ)
LIB(QUSRSYS)

2. Save security data to
another save file on the
setup source node.
SAVSECDTA

3. Copy the save files from
the setup source node to
the setup copy node.
4. End all subsystems on
the setup copy node.
ENDSBS SBS(*ALL)
OPTION(*IMMED)

5. Restore function usage
from the save file on the
setup copy node.
RSTOBJ
OBJ(QUSEXRGOBJ)
SAVLIB(QUSRSYS)

6. Restore user profiles
from the save file on the
setup copy node.
RSTUSRPRF
USRPRF(*ALL)

7. Restore private
authorities.
RSTAUT USRPRF(*ALL)

8. Start the controlling
subsystem. For example:
STRSBS SBSD(QCTL)
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• If security attributes user ID
number (UID) or group ID
number (GID) are out of
sync, then change the values
on the setup source node to
match the values on the

Table 9. db2mtool result codes (continued)
Result code

Result code meaning

IBM_i_REQUIRED_PRODUCT_CHECK_ Required products or PTFs are
not installed on the setup
FAIL
source node.

Result code recovery
Review previous messages in
the log and install products or
PTFs that were identified as
not installed.

IBM_i_SETUP_COPY_LOAD_SOURCE_
CHECK_FAIL

The current load source disk of Correct the volumes used for
the setup copy node was not
the setup copy node when
specified for cloning SYSBAS. cloning SYSBAS to include the
current load source disk and
try again.

IBM_i_SYSBAS_CHECK_FAIL

Not all disks for SYSBAS on the Correct the volumes used for
setup source node were
the setup source node to
specified for cloning SYSBAS. include all SYSBAS disks.

IBM_i_SYSNAME_CHECK_FAIL

The system names of the
setup source and setup copy
do not match the Db2 Mirror
primary and secondary node
names.

Check previous messages in
the log file for details. Use the
QSYS2.SETUP_MIRROR SQL
procedure to change the
primary and secondary node
names if necessary.

IBM_i_SYSVAL_CHECK_FAIL

System value QSTRUPPGM is
set to QAENGCLDP.

System value QSTRUPPGM
should not be set to
QAENGCLDP. Run CALL
PGM(QSYS/QAENGCHG)
PARM(*DISABLE) or change it
to another value.

PASSWORDENCRYPTDECRYPTERROR

An error occurred when
encrypting or decrypting
passwords from the JSON
configuration files.

Check the JSON file to confirm
the master key is correct.

POWEROFF_FAIL

The partition power off
process failed on the HMC.

Sign on to the HMC to check
the details.

POWERON_FAIL

The partition power on
process failed on the HMC.

Sign on to the HMC to check
the details.

PRECHECK_CSM_STATUS_ERROR

CSM precheck failed.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

PRECHECK_DS8K_ERROR

DS8000 precheck failed.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They will clarify the
problem and provide potential
approaches for recovery.

PRECHECK_DS8K_HOSTNAME_
ERROR

The host name for the DS8000 Make sure the correct host
is invalid.
name has been specified.

PRECHECK_DS8K_SIGNON_ERROR

An error occurred
authenticating to the DS8000.

Make sure the correct user and
password has been specified.
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Table 9. db2mtool result codes (continued)
Result code

Result code meaning

Result code recovery

PRECHECK_HMC_LOGON_ERROR

An error occurred
authenticating to the HMC.

Make sure the correct user and
password have been specified.

PRECHECK_HMC_VERSION_ERROR

The firmware level of the HMC
is not supported.

Update the HMC to a
supported firmware level.

PRECHECK_IBMI_SIGNON_ERROR

An error occurred
authenticating to the IBM i
node.

Make sure the correct user and
password have been specified.

PRECHECK_SVC_ERROR

The IBM Spectrum Virtualize
(SVC) precheck failed.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They will clarify the
problem and provide potential
approaches for recovery.

PRECHECK_SVC_HOSTNAME_ERROR

The host name for the SVC is
invalid.

Make sure the correct host
name has been specified.

PRECHECK_SVC_SIGNON_ERROR

An error occurred
authenticating to the SVC.

Make sure the correct user and
password has been specified.

RETRIEVE_UUID_ERROR

An error occurred when
retrieving the partition UUID
from the HMC.

Use the HMC GUI to get the
UUIDs of the setup source
node and setup copy node.

SUCCESS

The command completed
successfully.

None.

SVC_GMCV_ASSIGN_CHANGE_
VOLUME_FAIL

An error occurred when
running the
chrcrelationship
command on the SVC.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

SVC_GMCV_CREATE_CHANGE_
VOLUME_FAIL

An error occurred when
running the mkvdisk
command on the SVC.

Check previous messages in
the log file. They may clarify
the problem and provide
potential approaches for
recovery.

SVC_GMCV_NORMAL _CLEANUP_FAIL

The cleanup for SVC remote
cloning failed.

Sign on to the SVC to manually
clean up any remaining
objects.

SVC_VOLUME_NOT_FOUND

A volume specified for cloning
cannot be found on the SVC.

Walk through the setup wizard
in the Db2 Mirror GUI again
with prompts or update the
clone_info.json file to contain
the correct volumes.
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Table 9. db2mtool result codes (continued)
Result code

Result code meaning

Result code recovery

TIMEOUT

The partition power on or
power off process did not
complete on the HMC.

Sign on to the HMC to check
the partition details. If the
power on or power off is still
progressing, continue to wait
for it to complete.
The timeout parameter can
be specified on the db2mtool
command to wait longer for a
power on or power off to
complete. The default value is
10800 seconds (3 hours).

UNKNOWNHOST

The host name cannot be
resolved.

Check previous messages in
the log file for details.

UNMAPVOLUMEERROR

An error occurred when
running command chhost on
the DS8000.

Check previous messages in
the log file for the failed
commands. Run the failed
commands on the DS8000 and
then reclone the failed
database IASPs.

WARNING

The command completed
successfully but there were
warnings.

Review all WARNING
messages in the log file to
determine if any warnings are
critical.

WRONG_MIRROR_STATE

The Db2 Mirror replication
state is incorrect to perform
the action specified.

See previous messages in the
log file for details.

WRONG_PARTITION_UUID

The partition UUIDs specified
on the command are different
from the ones retrieved from
the HMC.

Make sure the UUIDs specified
on the command are correct.
The UUIDs are used to select
the correct JSON configuration
files. If you specify the
incorrect UUIDs, the wrong
JSON configuration files could
be used.

WRONG_USAGE

A parameter to the command
was invalid or missing.

See previous messages and
command help text. Fix the
problem and run the command
again.

Db2 Mirror GUI Error Messages
The table below describes error messages that you could encounter while using the Db2 Mirror GUI setup
wizard.
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Table 10. Db2 Mirror GUI Error Messages
Error

Error message

Error recovery

DBM_301020

This storage server does not contain the
Make sure the storage server information
source volume for SYSBAS of the specified has been entered correctly.
source node. Check the storage server
information and try again.

DBM_301025

Gateway for copy IP address {0} is not
valid. Check the value and try again.

Specify an IP address and gateway in the
same subnet.

DBM_301027

No image is found on the storage server.
Check the storage information and try
again.

Make sure the following information has
been entered correctly for the IBM System
Storage DS8000:
• Storage server: IP address or hostname
of storage server
• User: Must have Administrator or higher
authority on the storage server
• Password

DBM_ 301029

The volume {0} in copy host has already
been in an existing FlashCopy mapping.
Check your copy host or delete the
mapping from the storage server.

Make sure the correct volume has been
selected for the copy node.
Remove any FlashCopy relationships for
the volume on the storage server.

DBM_301031

There is no volume in copy host with the
same capacity or data type for source
volume {0}.

Make sure the volumes under the copy
host have the same capacity as the source
volumes. For DS8000, the volumes also
must be the same data type.

DBM_ 301041

There is no volume in copy host with the
same capacity for source volume {0}
under IASP {1}.

Make sure the volumes under the copy
host have the same capacity as the source
volumes. For DS8000, the volumes also
must be the same data type.

DBM_301042

Error happened when registering IASP {0}. An error occurred when calling
QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP. Review the
error details for additional information.

DBM_301043

Error happened when removing the
registered IASP {0}.

DBM_301047

The Source LPAR has been configured as a Make the source LPAR a primary node
secondary node of Db2 Mirror pair with
before continuing.
system {0}. Only primary node can be reconfigured.

DBM_301048

The source node is currently configured in
a Db2 Mirror pair with node {0}, and the
Db2 Mirror environment on the source
node is still active. To reconfigure the
source node in a new Db2 Mirror pair,
suspend Db2 Mirror on the source node
from either GUI or the command line
before continuing.
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An error occurred when calling
QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP. Review
the error details for additional
information.

Suspend Db2 Mirror on the source node
from either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the
command line before continuing.

Table 10. Db2 Mirror GUI Error Messages (continued)
Error

Error message

Error recovery

DBM_301049

Copy host is not set for IASP {0}. IASP to
be registered as DB IASP Only must be
specified with copy host.

Select the storage host that is mapped
with the volumes for the IASP on the copy
node.

DBM_301061

The Db2 Mirror environment on the source Suspend Db2 Mirror on the source node
node is still active. Suspend Db2 Mirror on from either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the
the source node from either GUI or the
command line before continuing.
command line before continuing.

DBM_301064

Node {0} is currently being set up. Wait for Wait for the setup process to complete
the setup process to complete before
before continuing.
continuing.

Additional setup topics
This section contains additional topics that may be required during the setup process.

Introduction to the Db2 Mirror GUI
The Db2 Mirror GUI is a web based interface.
The web interface runs on the IBM i. It can be run on a node that is part of the Db2 Mirror environment, or
on a separate, or third, IBM i node. The GUI is shipped in the base of the Db2 Mirror product (5770-DBM).
No additional Db2 Mirror product options are required for the GUI to run and manage a Db2 Mirror pair.
The node where the GUI is run does not require a license for the Db2 Mirror product. The Db2 Mirror pair
will need to be fully licensed for Db2 Mirror and have all the necessary product options installed. See
“Software requirements” on page 38 for all necessary product options and additional software.
The Db2 Mirror product installs the GUI war file to the GUI ProdData directory: /QIBM/ProdData/
QDB2MIR/MRDB/GUI
GUI configuration files, preferences, and session data will be stored in the UserData directory: /QIBM/
UserData/QDB2MIR/MRDB/GUI

Recommended configuration
The GUI interface is a client that is running on an IBM i. The Db2 Mirror GUI interface does not need to run
on either of the nodes in the Db2 Mirror pair. It is recommended that you run the GUI on a third node, not
on one of the production nodes. This third node could be a node dedicated to just running the Db2 Mirror
GUI, a test node, or even a development node. However, the third node should have access to a full
processor (shared or dedicated) and sufficient memory.
The advantages of running the GUI on a third node are:
• Required when doing a cold clone
• Keeps HTTP Traffic on the third node, not on the production servers
• Connects to the active node during planned or unplanned outages
• Allows for a single management location if multiple Db2 Mirror pairs are defined
The base operating system 5770-SS1 Option 3 (Extended Base Directory Support) ships as part of the
operating system. This option contains the necessary web server infrastructure needed by the Db2 Mirror
GUI. The GUI runs in the ADMIN3 admin web container job. ADMIN3 will be running the IAS server that is
based on the latest version of Liberty. The ADMIN3 job only needs to be running on the node that will be
used to manage the mirrored pair. The web container job is Java based and will run on the latest level of
Java that has been installed on that node. The GUI requires Java 1.8 64 bit or newer.
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The default URL to the Db2 Mirror GUI is: http://hostname:2001/Db2mirror. The default URL is
routed to the ADMIN HTTP Apache web server running on the GUI node. The default URL is not case
sensitive. This URL is listened for by the default admin Apache server and will route this web request to
the ADMIN3 server using the URL below.
Once the ADMIN HTTP Apache web server receives the Db2 Mirror GUI request, it redirects the request to
the Db2 Mirror Application server using the following URL: http://hostname:2006/Db2Mirror. This
URL is case sensitive.
The Db2 Mirror GUI is shipped with TLS/SSL not enabled. You can easily configure the Db2 Mirror GUI for
HTTPS by using the TLS/SSL Wizard from the Web Admin GUI. The Web Admin GUI can be accessed at
http://hostname:2001/HTTPAdmin. Manage the ADMIN3 server and click the Configure SSL wizard
link from the left navigation pane.
This interface will reconfigure the ADMIN3 server to use HTTPS using the certificate of your choice. It will
also handle all the necessary configuration within the Digital Certificate Manager (DCM) in addition to
configuring the server correctly.

Supported browsers
Since the Db2 Mirror GUI interface is a web based interface, this requires the use of a browser. The
intention is for the GUI to support most modern browsers. This includes the latest levels for the following:
• Chrome
• Edge
• Firefox
• Safari
When installing a PTF that updates the GUI, it may be necessary to update and clear the cache on your
browsers to ensure all the latest code is activated.

Sign on
The sign on for Db2 Mirror GUI is accessed from the following URL: http://hostname:2001/
Db2Mirror, where hostname is the name of your partition.
You must enter a valid IBM i user and password for the partition.

Figure 113. Db2 Mirror Welcome
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Access authority
Any user profile used to access the Db2Mirror environment requires the correct level of authority to the
various Db2 Mirror services. See “Security and auditing” on page 51 for details on how to set the correct
authority.
When a wrong user name or password is entered, the user is disabled, or the password has expired, an
error message will be displayed. The user cannot change their password from this interface. The 5250 or
the web navigator interface will need to be used to change the password.
Once you have signed on to the GUI interface, you can either add an already configured mirror pair or you
can run the setup wizard to start configuring a new mirrored pair. You can click on the Add New Pair link
and from there either add an already configured pair or start the configuration process.

Figure 114. Db2 Mirror initial setup

Working with list displays
Within the Db2 Mirror GUI, you can customize the appearance of lists. This includes selecting which
columns are shown, the order of the columns, and the width of each column. The actions described here
apply to the RCL rules, the Object Tracking List, the list of NRGs, and the compare tools. To demonstrate
some of the actions, the RCL is used in this section. Similar interfaces exist for other lists.
To see a list of all the columns that can be selected and arrange the order of the columns, click on the icon
that looks like three dots stacked upon each other in the upper right corner of the table as seen below. A
pull down menu is shown.
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Figure 115. Viewing list actions in the Db2 Mirror GUI
Click on the Customize Columns option in the pull down menu. The Customize Table Columns interface is
opened as seen here.

Figure 116. Customize Table Columns in the GUI
After clicking on a column name, use the control arrows to move the column up or down in the list or to
move the column between the list of Available Columns and the list of Selected Columns.
A reset button is provided to reset the columns back to their default settings.
When looking at a list, you can drag and drop columns to change the viewable order. Simply click on a
column title and drag the column to where you want it to appear. In the following figure, the Object Name
column is being moved. If it is released where it is shown, it will be located before the Action column as
indicated by the visible up and down arrows.
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Figure 117. Repositioning a column using drag and drop in the GUI
Columns can be resized directly within the table. Hover over the line separating the column headings,
grab the line, and slide it to the right or left to make the column wider or narrower.
When viewing a list, more information can be accessed by right clicking on a cell. A customized list of
options is shown based on the context. The following figure shows the list of options available from a right
click on the object name cell for the DATA output queue.

Figure 118. Right click in GUI to see customized list of options
In addition, the following actions can be performed:
• Hover over any icon to see descriptive text.
• A double arrow in a column heading box indicates the column can be sorted. Click to change the sort
order.
• Many lists have filter criteria to allow the list to show a specific subset of items.
• Many of the GUI dialogs include a View SQL icon in the upper right portion of the screen. If you click
View SQL, you can see the SQL and copy it for your own use.

Digital certificate for cluster monitors
Setting up the cluster monitors is done as part of Db2 Mirror configuration. On the Db2 Mirror GUI cluster
configuration panel, the Digital Certificate Manager (DCM) *SYSTEM password is a required field to
configure the cluster monitor on the mirrored pair. It is also required for the third node if you choose to
configure cluster monitoring on that node. The password is required to store and retrieve the digital
certificate from the HMCs.
To access a REST server on an HMC, the digital certificate from the HMC must be obtained and stored on
the node before adding a cluster monitor referencing the HMC. The digital certificate is stored in the
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*SYSTEM certificate store. If the *SYSTEM certificate store does not exist, it will be created using this
password. If it does exist, the password must match the existing password for the certificate store.
The step of retrieving and storing the certificate is done automatically within the Db2 Mirror GUI when
configuring the cluster monitor. If not using the GUI to configure Db2 Mirror, the db2mtool QShell
command can be used with an action of installCertificate or listCertificate to install or display the
certificate.
Detailed instructions for obtaining and storing the digital certificate are included in the configuring
advanced node failure detection topic: Configuring advanced node failure detection on hardware
management console (HMC) with REST server.

Install DS command-line interface (DS CLI)
To perform FlashCopy on IBM System Storage DS8000, you need to install DS CLI on your managing node.
To install DS CLI on the managing node:
1. Sign on to your DS8000 to find the version.

Figure 119. DS8000 version
The screen image above shows what the version text will look like. Download the matching version
from the following link: https://www-945.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/. Type DS8 in the product
selector and select your DS8000 product.
2. Reference the following support document for install steps “How to Install DSCLI for IBM i”: http://
www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=nas8N1022421.

Creating an SSH key file for accessing IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage
When configuring Db2 Mirror for storage that is located in an IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage server, the
cloning process requires the use of an SSH key file to authenticate and access the storage server. This
section covers the required steps to create the RSA-based key and the steps for registering the RSA key in
the SVC storage server.
The setup and cloning process requires making a connection to the SVC storage servers using an SSH key.
This type of connection is a handshake where the outside system (in this case the IBM i that is driving the
cloning process) establishes an SSH connection with a user (SVC user ID), and then passes the RSAbased key file along on the connection. The SVC server verifies that the user ID on the storage server has
the corresponding public version of the key file. If the files match up, the SSH connection is authenticated
and processing can continue.
It is important to create the SSH key file the correct way.
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Software requirements
On the IBM i managing node, you will need the following:
• 5733SC1 *BASE IBM Portable Utilities for i
• 5733SC1 Option 1 OpenSSH, OpenSSL, zlib
• 5770SS1 Option 33 Portable Application Solutions Environment

Creating the SSH key file
The SSH key is created on the IBM i partition. Open a 5250-emulator session using Access Client
Solutions. Your profile must be authorized to use SSH-related functions.
From the green screen enter QSH to start the Qshell environment.
Create a HOME directory on the IBM i to store your SSH-related objects. This can be any directory name.
One convention is to create it based on the storage server user name.
mkdir /home/username

For our example, we are creating a user named db2mssh as shown below.

Figure 120. Making the directory
Set permissions on the user's home directory. This is an important step. If the file is created without the
correct permissions, it will be rejected by the SSH connection.
chmod 755 /home/username

If the user already has a home directory, check if a /.ssh directory already exists. If it does, it is
important that you remove it before continuing. The SSH key creation process needs to create that
directory along with the RSA keys.
For our example we are setting the authority for user db2mssh.
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Figure 121. Setting the proper authority
The ssh-keygen command handles the creation of the RSA-based key file. It will create both a public and
a private key. These two key files are used to establish the authenticated connection when accessing the
storage server. The private key will remain on the IBM i, and the public key is assigned to the user that is
registered in the storage server. It is important to create this SSH key without a passphrase. If a
passphrase is included, the authentication request will fail.
To simplify the process of creating the key file, change the home directory for the IBM i user profile you
are currently signed in with to the directory you created above.
From the command line enter:
CHGUSRPRF USRPRF(MYPROFILE) HOMEDIR('/home/db2mssh')

The rest of the commands are entered from QSH.
Then enter the following:
ssh-keygen -t rsa

Press the Enter key when prompted for the file. Since we added the directory as your user profile’s home
directory, you can see that the default is pointing to the correct place. In this example it is /home/
db2mssh/.ssh/id_rsa.
The .ssh directory as well as the file id_rsa do not exist at this time. That is expected since the key
generation process will create them.

Figure 122. ssh-keygen file name
Press the Enter key twice without entering any other values to set the passphrase to blank as shown
below.
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Figure 123. ssh-keygen passphrase
After you pressed enter to pass over the passphrase value, the SSH public and private keys are created as
shown here.

Figure 124. ssh-keygen key image
To view the created files, enter:
cd /home/db2mssh/.ssh/
ls

There will be an id_rsa file as well as an id_rsa.pub file.
During key generation, SSH will check to see if there is a .ssh folder in the user's home directory. If one
does not exist, the folder will be created in the user's home directory and the public/private key pair will
be stored in it. The public key will have a .pub extension; for example, id_dsa.pub or id_rsa.pub. The
private key will be the one without the extension; for example, id_dsa or id_rsa. You will also be
prompted for a passphrase. Do not enter one. Just press Enter twice and the key file will be generated
without a passphrase.
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Configuring the User ID for the IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage
You can send the SSH key to your SAN administrator and have them handle the setup or follow the steps
in this section. The displays shown are only a guide as the GUI interface may change over time.
1. Sign on to the storage server
2. From the left navigation, hover over the Users icon and select Users.

Figure 125. Storage sign in
For our example, we are going to create a new user in the User Group – SecurityAdmin. Follow the
security practices for your company when creating your users. You can also choose to assign this
newly created SSH key to an existing user ID.
3. Click on the Create User tab as shown below.

Figure 126. Create user
4. On the Create user panel:
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• Enter the name of the user ID.
• For Authentication mode select Remote
• Enter a password
• Click on Choose File to select the location that you have downloaded the id_rsa.pub file.

Figure 127. Create user panel
5. Click Create to create this new user ID.
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Figure 128. Create new user ID
Now that the user has been created to use the key file, it is time to verify that everything works.
Verifying the certificate
There are two ways to verify the certificate: walk through the setup wizard, or connect using SSH to the
storage server using your newly created certificate.
To verify your certificate using SSH, sign on to a 5250-emulator session on your IBM i.
Type qsh on the command line to enter Qshell.
Enter the following to establish an SSH connection with the storage server to verify your SSH key has been
set up correctly:
ssh –i /home/db2mssh/.ssh/id_rsa db2mssh@1.2.3.4

This command is invoking an SSH connection. The -i provides the path to find the SSH key. In our
example, it is the location we specified when we created it. If you moved this key to a different location or
system, then specify that path value. The last part of the command specifies what user ID to use to
establish the connection, and the target IP address or host name.
The first time you connect, you might be prompted to verify that you want to connect to this target server.
Type yes to proceed.
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Figure 129. Verify certificate
This will add the storage server host as a trusted IP address as shown below. Future requests will not
prompt you again.

Figure 130. Storage server host as trusted IP
You should expect to see the message Invalid argument. You should also see a message that
confirms that you are connected to the storage server. If your certificate is not correct, there are a several
messages that could appear instead.
Type exit to close the SSH connection and return to the normal QSH prompt.

Uploading the SSH Key file on the managing node
When setting up a new managing node, the RSA key for the storage server you want to connect to must be
in the IFS directory on that node.
The following instructions show you how to put the SSH key file into an IFS directory on the system where
you are initiating the cloning process.
Create and download the key file
Create the RSA key file if one is not available to you for the storage you are using.
Download the id_rsa file. Note that the file with the .pub extension is only used when setting up a user id
in the storage server.
Create the directory for the file and upload to IBM i
Follow the steps in this section to set access permissions so that the key file can be accessed whether
using the GUI or command line Toolset.
There are strict access restrictions on the SSH key file and the directory:
• The SSH key file needs to be private.
• The permission settings cannot be too open.
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• The user profile running the command is required to have read access.
• No group profile access is allowed.
1. Sign on to a 5250-emulator session on your IBM i and open Qshell using qsh.
2. Create a directory on the IFS to store the key file. If you are going to connect to multiple storage
servers, you will need to create a separate directory for each storage server to help eliminate
confusion. A recommended format is:
/home/sshkeys/storage_server_name/db2mssh

3. Once you have created a directory using the mkdir command, you need to set the correct authority on
the directory. The SSH key needs to be private. Use the chmod command to set access to the directory
as read and write for the owner only.
chmod 600 /home/sshkeys/storage_server_name/db2mssh

Use ls -lL to verify authority settings as shown below.

Figure 131. Directory access
4. Use the CL command WRKLNK option 9 to grant users (other than the key file owner) read access to
the directory. Add *R for any additional user profiles that will need to be able to access the key file.
This allows the user profile to access the key file when using the GUI or command line setup tools.

Figure 132. Work with Authority
5. Upload the file to the IFS directory using the Access Client Solutions interface or your preferred
method.
Set permissions for the file
If you upload the id_rsa file before setting the permissions on the directory, you will also need to change
permissions on the key file itself. In QSH use the chmod command to restrict access on the file to make it
private.
chmod 600 /home/sshkeys/storage_server_name/db2mssh/id_rsa
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Now the file access is private so it is not accessible by any user profile except the key file owner.

Custom plugins for Db2 Mirror using IBM Administration Runtime Expert for i
Custom plugin is an interface of IBM Administration Runtime Expert for i (ARE). It’s flexible because you
can customize a plugin to your specifications. This makes it suitable for handling Db2 Mirror pre-clone and
post-clone configuration requirements.
The Db2 Mirror clone or reclone process results in some configuration information copied from the setup
source node that is not correct for the setup copy node. Configuration files need to be updated to contain
the values required on the setup copy node. These configuration files can include system defined entities
like TCP/IP host table entries, RDB entries, and job scheduler entries. User created entities could also be
affected, such as web servers or other applications where the host name or other node-centric details
may be stored in an application configuration file. ARE provides an automated ability to handle these
setup copy node updates. There is a Db2 Mirror custom plugin for ARE that you can update and build. It is
called during the clone process.
You will need to install the 5733ARE product on one partition, preferably on the managing node for Db2
Mirror. The ARE GUI interface is used to build your Db2 Mirror customized plugins into an ARE template.
The ARE template is what is run as part of the clone process.
The plugins will be called by Db2 Mirror during the cloning process, both pre-clone and post-clone. This
will happen whether you are running the clone through the GUI or using the db2mtool commands. If you
write the plugins and build the template, the plugins will be called automatically.
You can access the customized Db2 Mirror template from the ARE ftp server: ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/
systems/i/are.

Writing a Db2 Mirror custom plugin
For background and more details on writing ARE custom plugins, refer to public.dhe.ibm.com/
systems/i/are/systems_i_are_writing_custom_plugins.pdf.
For a Db2 Mirror custom plugin, you need to extend the Java class
com.ibm.are.plugin.MirrorPlugin.
The MirrorPlugin class contains the AS400 object of the setup source node and setup copy node. During
pre-clone, you could perform some clean up jobs on the setup source node or backups of the system
configuration on the setup copy node. At post-clone time, you could restore the configuration settings that
are needed for the setup copy node. The usage scenario determines which partition the plugin will be
running on.

Required parameters
It is essential to initialize two parameters in the custom plugin’s constructor function, custStage and
custRmtSys. These two parameters are used to identify which node and at what stage your plugin will be
processed.
• custStage supports values for four stages:
PRE_CLONE
before the clone of SYSBAS
POST_CLONE
after the clone of SYSBAS
PRE_IASP_CLONE
before the clone of an IASP
POST_IASP_CLONE
after the clone of an IASP
• custRmtSys supports values for two nodes:
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SOURCE
setup source node
COPY
setup copy node
Each plugin will be processed once on a specific node for a specific stage. If you want to run the plugin on
both nodes or during multiple stages, you will need to write a plugin for each node and stage combination.
The following example indicates that the plugin is defined to be run on the setup copy node during postclone processing:
public MirrorCustomPlugin() {
this.custStage = MirrorPlugin.POST_CLONE;
this.custRmtSys = MirrorPlugin.COPY;
}

You need to override four abstract methods. The first three, getCommonName(), getDescription()
and initPluginVersion() are referenced in Writing a custom plugin. The fourth, CustomProcess(),
is specific to Db2 Mirror and will perform your service code. It will define the actions your plugin will
perform.
@Override
public String getCommonName() {
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
return null;
}
@Override
public String getDescription() {
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
return null;
}
@Override
protected Version initPluginVersion() {
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
return null;
}
@Override
ResultInfo CustomProcess() {
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
return null;
}

The custom plugin is run on the managing node. Since the managing node may not be the setup source
node, you can get the managing node’s AS400 object with IBMi.getAS400():
AS400 localSystem = IBMi.getAS400();

Adding a plugin to the Db2 Mirror template
An ARE template is required to deploy the custom plugin. The template operations require using the ARE
console that is in product 5733ARE. You can access the ARE console using http://hostname:12401/
are. Sign in with your IBM i user profile and password.
Create a template named plugin4mirror as shown here.
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Figure 133. Creating template
Open the Advanced section and click on the Custom Plugins option. Then click Build template as shown
below to prepare your Db2 Mirror plug in.
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Figure 134. Build template
After the template is built successfully, you will need to export the template and upload the jar file to the
managing node that will be running the Db2 Mirror tools. Upload the file to the directory /QIBM/
ProdData/QDB2MIR/MRDB/TOOLS/plugin4mirror.jar.
Note: The directory and jar file name must be exactly as shown, so that the plugin will be recognized and
processed by the Db2 Mirror configuration tools.
For information on templates, refer to https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=isg3T1027249.

Db2 Mirror template
For Db2 Mirror tools to make use of your plugin, it needs to be added to the Db2 Mirror ARE template,
called plugin4mirror. There is only one template for Db2 Mirror. Many custom plugins can be added to
that template. Each component or LPP requiring a custom plugin must be added to the same Db2 Mirror
deployment template.

Example: A full Db2 Mirror custom plugin
This custom plugin example fixes up the host table entries. Two plugins are created:
• Save the host table entries from the setup copy node before cloning is performed
• Restore the host table entries to the setup copy node after the clone is finished
Back up the host table entries pre-clone:
package com.ibm.are.mirror;
import java.io.BufferedInputStream;
import java.io.BufferedOutputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
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import java.io.InputStream;
import java.io.OutputStream;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

com.ibm.are.common.Version;
com.ibm.are.platform.impl.IBMi;
com.ibm.are.plugin.MirrorPlugin;
com.ibm.are.plugin.ResultInfo;
com.ibm.as400.access.AS400;
com.ibm.as400.access.IFSFile;
com.ibm.as400.access.IFSFileInputStream;
com.ibm.as400.access.IFSFileOutputStream;

public class HostTablePre extends MirrorPlugin {
private static final String HOST_TABLE_FILE_NAME = "/QIBM/USERDATA/OS400/TCPIP/QTOCHOSTS";
private static final String ARE_TEMP_DIR = "/QIBM/PRODDATA/ARE/TEMP";
private static final String ARE_TEMP_HOST_TABLE_FILE = "/QIBM/PRODDATA/ARE/TEMP/QTOCHOSTS";
public HostTablePre() {
//specify the plugin is to run before the clone on the setup copy node
this.custRmtSys = MirrorPlugin.COPY;
this.custStage = MirrorPlugin.PRE_CLONE;
}
@Override
public String getCommonName() {
return "HostTablePre";
}
@Override
public String getDescription() {
return "Pre process for Host Table Entry";
}
@Override
protected Version initPluginVersion() {
return new Version(1, 0, 0);
}
@Override
protected ResultInfo CustomProcess() {
AS400 localAS400 = IBMi.getAS400();
AS400 remoteAS400 = this.cpySysObj;
boolean retVal = false;
try {
retVal = preClone(localAS400, remoteAS400);
} catch(Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
reportError("Exception: " + e.getMessage());//method reportError could log the
error message
}
return new ResultInfo(retVal);
}

file

private boolean preClone(AS400 localSystem, AS400 targetSystem) throws Exception {
IFSFile areTempDir = new IFSFile(localSystem, ARE_TEMP_DIR);
if(!areTempDir.exists()) {//if /QIBM/PRODDATR/ARE/TEMP not exists, create the directory
areTempDir.mkdirs();
}
IFSFile tempHostTable = new IFSFile(localSystem, ARE_TEMP_HOST_TABLE_FILE);
if(tempHostTable.exists()) {//if /QIBM/PRODDATR/ARE/TEMP/QTOCHOSTS exists, delete the
tempHostTable.delete();
}
tempHostTable.createNewFile();//create a new QTOCHOSTS file

IFSFileInputStream inStream = new IFSFileInputStream(
new IFSFile(targetSystem, HOST_TABLE_FILE_NAME));
IFSFileOutputStream outStream = new IFSFileOutputStream(
new IFSFile(localSystem,
ARE_TEMP_HOST_TABLE_FILE));

}

streamXfer(inStream, outStream);
inStream.close();
outStream.close();
return true;

private static void streamXfer(final
IOException {
final BufferedInputStream b_in =
final BufferedOutputStream b_out
final byte [] buf = new byte[8 *

InputStream in, final OutputStream out) throws
new BufferedInputStream(in);
= new BufferedOutputStream(out);
1024];
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}

}

int bytesRead = 0;
while (-1 != (bytesRead = b_in.read(buf))) {
b_out.write(buf, 0, bytesRead);
}
b_out.flush();

Restore the host table entries post-clone
package com.ibm.are.mirror;
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedReader;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileInputStream;
java.io.InputStreamReader;

import
import
import
import
import

com.ibm.are.common.Version;
com.ibm.are.plugin.MirrorPlugin;
com.ibm.are.plugin.ResultInfo;
com.ibm.as400.access.AS400Message;
com.ibm.as400.access.CommandCall;

public class HostTablePost extends MirrorPlugin {
private static final String ARE_TEMP_HOST_TABLE_FILE = "/QIBM/PRODDATA/ARE/TEMP/QTOCHOSTS";
public HostTablePost() {
//specify the plugin is to run after the clone on the setup copy node
this.custStage = MirrorPlugin.POST_CLONE;
}
@Override
public String getCommonName() {
return "HostTablePost";
}
@Override
public String getDescription() {
return "Post process for Host Table Entry";
}
@Override
protected Version initPluginVersion() {
return new Version(1, 0, 0);
}
@Override
protected ResultInfo CustomProcess() {
boolean retVal = true;
try {
BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(
new FileInputStream(new File(ARE_TEMP_HOST_TABLE_FILE))));
String line = null;
while((line=reader.readLine()) != null) {
if(!line.contains("::1") && !line.contains("127.0.0.1")) {
retVal &= addTCPHostEntry(line);
}
}
reader.close();
} catch(Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
reportError("Exception: " + e.getMessage());//method reportError could log the
error message
}
return new ResultInfo(retVal);
}
private boolean addTCPHostEntry(String line) throws Exception {
//example: 123.123.123.123 HOSTNAME1 HOSTNAME2 HOSTNAME3 # DESCRIPTION
boolean retVal = true;
String[] para = line.split(" ");
if(para.length > 2) { //at least there are two strings, IP and hostname
String IP = para[0];
String description = null;
String hostname = " ";
if(line.contains("#")) {
description = line.substring(line.indexOf("#")+2);
}
for(int i=1; i<para.length; i++) {
if(para[i].equals("#")) {
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break;
}
hostname += "(" + para[i] + ") ";

}
String command = "ADDTCPHTE INTNETADR('" + IP + "') HOSTNAME(" + hostname.trim() +

")";

}

if(description != null) {
command += " TEXT('" + description + "')";
}
reporter.reportInfo("Adding host entry: " + command);
CommandCall cmdCall = new CommandCall(this.cpySysObj, command);
if(!cmdCall.run()) {
AS400Message[] list = cmdCall.getMessageList();
for(AS400Message msg : list) {
if(!msg.getID().equalsIgnoreCase("TCP1904")) {//ip already exists
reporter.reportError(msg.toString());
retVal = false;
}
}
}

}

}
return retVal;

Using tape libraries when cloning SYSBAS
Follow these steps to use a tape device in a tape library as a standalone device when cloning SYSBAS
using save and restore.

Before saving system objects and all licensed programs on setup source node
Before using Work with Licensed Programs menu option 40 (Create Distribution Media) on the setup
source node, perform these actions to use a tape device in a tape library as a standalone device.
1. Mount a tape cartridge in a tape library.
• If you know the device name of the tape library and the cartridge id, use command CHKTAP
DEV(TAPMLBxx) VOL(xxxxxx) to mount a cartridge.
• Otherwise, use the command WRKMLBSTS to work with tape libraries and their resources. Use option
9 (Work with volumes) next to a tape library to work with tape cartridges. Then use option 15 (Check
tape) next to a cartridge to mount it. The cartridge status will change to Mounted.
2. Use the output from the following command to find the resource name of the tape device where the
cartridge is mounted.
DSPTAPSTS DEV(TAPMLBxx)

For example, the figure below shows cartridge DEN044 is mounted in tape device TAP41.
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Figure 135. Display Tape Status Information panel
3. Deallocate the tape device from the tape library using the following command. For RSRCNAME, specify
the resource name of the tape device where the cartridge is mounted.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPMLBxx) CFGTYPE(*MLBRSC) STATUS(*DEALLOCATE) RSRCNAME(TAPxx)

4. Vary on the tape device using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPxx) CFGTYPE(*DEV) STATUS(*ON)

Use the resource name of the tape device where the cartridge is mounted when saving system objects
and all licensed programs using Work with Licensed Programs menu option 40 (Create Distribution
Media).

Before activating setup copy node from alternate restart device
Before activating the setup copy node from the alternate restart device, perform these actions to allocate
the tape device back to the tape library and remount the cartridge.
1. Vary off the tape device using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPxx) CFGTYPE(*DEV) STATUS(*OFF)

2. Allocate the tape device back to the tape library using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPMLBxx) CFGTYPE(*MLBRSC) STATUS(*UNPROTECTED) RSRCNAME(TAPxx)

3. Mount the tape cartridge in the tape library again using the following command.
CHKTAP DEV(TAPMLBxx) VOL(xxxxxx)

The cartridge in the tape library is now ready to be used as the alternate restart device.

Before restoring system data and licensed programs on setup copy node
Before restoring system data and licensed programs on the setup copy node, perform these actions to use
a tape device in a tape library as a standalone device.
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1. Use the output from the following command to find the resource name of the tape device where the
cartridge is mounted.
DSPTAPSTS DEV(*ALL)

Note: The tape library device and tape device might not have the same names as on the setup source
node.
2. Deallocate the tape device from the tape library using the following command. For RSRCNAME, specify
the resource name of the tape device where the cartridge is mounted.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPMLBxx) CFGTYPE(*MLBRSC) STATUS(*DEALLOCATE) RSRCNAME(TAPxx)

3. Vary on the tape device using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPxx) CFGTYPE(*DEV) STATUS(*ON)

Use the resource name of the tape device where the cartridge is mounted when restoring user profiles
and licensed programs on the setup copy node.

After restoring licensed programs on setup copy node
A tape is automatically unloaded after the installation of licensed programs using GO LICPGM option 1
ends. The tape cartridge needs to be remounted before continuing to restore system data.
1. Vary off the tape device using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPxx) CFGTYPE(*DEV) STATUS(*OFF)

2. Allocate the tape device back to the tape library using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPMLBxx) CFGTYPE(*MLBRSC) STATUS(*UNPROTECTED) RSRCNAME(TAPxx)

3. Mount the tape cartridge in the tape library again using the following command.
CHKTAP DEV(TAPMLBxx) VOL(xxxxxx)

4. Use the output from the following command to find the resource name of the tape device where the
cartridge is mounted.
DSPTAPSTS DEV(TAPMLBxx)

5. Deallocate the tape device from the tape library using the following command. For RSRCNAME, specify
the resource name of the tape device where the cartridge is mounted.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPMLBxx) CFGTYPE(*MLBRSC) STATUS(*DEALLOCATE) RSRCNAME(TAPxx)

6. Vary on the tape device using the following command.
VRYCFG CFGOBJ(TAPxx) CFGTYPE(*DEV) STATUS(*ON)

Use the resource name of the tape device where the cartridge is mounted when restoring the rest of the
system data on the setup copy node.

Setting up Db2 Mirror using commands
Db2 Mirror can be configured without using the GUI. Perform these steps to set up and clone using SQL
procedures and Qshell commands.
SQL procedures are used as well as the Qshell command db2mtool. The commands provided by Db2
Mirror are referred to as the Db2 Mirror tools. See “db2mtool command reference” on page 157 for more
details on the db2mtool command and “Db2 Mirror services” on page 372 for more information on the
SQL procedures.
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1. Define node names and host names for Db2 Mirror on the setup source node.
• Use SQL procedure: QSYS2.SETUP_MIRROR
“SETUP_MIRROR procedure” on page 409
2. Configure network redundancy groups (NRGs) on the setup source node.
• Network planning considerations: “Network” on page 49
• Use SQL procedures: QSYS2.ADD_NRG_LINK, QSYS2.REMOVE_NRG_LINK,
QSYS2.CHANGE_NRG_LINK, QSYS2.CHANGE_NRG
“ADD_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 375
“REMOVE_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 386
“CHANGE_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 379
“CHANGE_NRG procedure” on page 378
3. Set the default inclusion state for SYSBAS objects on the setup source node.
• Object replication planning considerations: “Object replication considerations” on page 59
• Use SQL procedure: QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE
“SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure” on page 406
4. Add independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs) to Db2 Mirror on the setup source node.
• IASP planning considerations: “Independent auxiliary storage pools” on page 58
• Use SQL procedure: QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP
“ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure” on page 389
5. Configure the replication criteria list (RCL) on the setup source node.
• Object replication planning considerations: “Object replication considerations” on page 59
• Use SQL procedures: QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA,
QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA, QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA
“ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on page 425
“REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on page 444
“PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on page 443
6. Configure the cluster on the setup source node.
• Clustering planning considerations: “Clustering” on page 56
• Use SQL procedure: QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER
“SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER procedure” on page 407
7. Configure the Network Time Protocol (NTP) client on the setup source node.
• Time synchronization using NTP planning considerations: “Time synchronization using NTP” on
page 53
• Use SQL procedure: QSYS2.ADD_TIME_SERVER
ADD_TIME_SERVER
8. Store setup copy node configuration settings in the meta_data.json configuration file.
• “JSON files used by the db2mtool command” on page 170
• “meta_data JSON file” on page 177
• Use Qshell commands:
– db2mtool action=new
“action=new” on page 161
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– db2mtool action=update
“action=update” on page 162
– db2mtool action=save
“action=save” on page 162
9. Store storage and cloning attributes in the clone_info.json configuration file.
• “JSON files used by the db2mtool command” on page 170
• “clone_info JSON file” on page 172
• Use Qshell commands:
– db2mtool action=new
“action=new” on page 161
– db2mtool action=update
“action=update” on page 162
– db2mtool action=save
“action=save” on page 162
10. Install hardware management console (HMC) security certificates on the managing node.
• Use Qshell command: db2mtool action=installCertificate
“action=installCertificate” on page 163
11. Run precheck.
• Use Qshell command: db2mtool action=precheck
“action=precheck” on page 164
12. Clone SYSBAS.
• Use Qshell command: db2mtool action=start
“action=start” on page 165
13. Verify SYSBAS clone is complete.
• Use Qshell command: db2mtool action=checksysbas
“action=checksysbas” on page 162
14. Clone database IASPs.
• Use Qshell command: db2mtool action=iaspcopy
“action=iaspcopy” on page 163

db2mtool command reference
This section contains the command reference information for the Qshell command db2mtool.
These functions are provided by db2mtool:
• Configuration file actions. These actions manipulate the JSON configuration files.
• Cloning actions. These actions perform the cloning process.
• Cluster actions. These actions configure clustering.
To display help and usage examples, use:
db2mtool action=help
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Parameters for the db2mtool command

The db2mtool command has many parameters.
The following parameters are required for most db2mtool actions:
• setupSrcAddress: IP address or host name for the setup source node
• setupSrcUser: the user profile name
• setupSrcPassword: the password
• setupSrcSysName: the system name of the setup source node
• setupCpySysName: the system name of the setup copy node
Specifying the optional parameters setupSrcUUID and setupCpyUUID is highly recommended but not
required. If the system names of the setup source and copy nodes are not unique in your network, then
specify the UUIDs to uniquely identify each node.
The setup tools need to read the JSON configuration files from the setup source node, so you should
always provide the parameters from the list above for all cloning action commands. These parameters are
not needed when using configuration action commands: help, new, update, save, restore,
reversecloneinfo, retrieveuuid, and cluster.
The config parameter is required for some operations such as poweron and poweroff when the JSON
file cannot be retrieved from the setup source node. Use the config parameter to pass the JSON
configuration file path and name. The setup tools will read the JSON from this file instead of retrieving it
from the database table on the setup source node.
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Table 11. db2mtool parameters
Parameter

Description

action

Action

Type of action

“action=checksysbas” on page 162

cloning action

“action=cleanup” on page 163

cloning action

action=cluster

cluster action

“action=flashcopy” on page 163

cloning action

action=help

command help

“action=iaspcopy” on page 163

cloning action

“action=installCertificate” on page 163

cloning action

“action=listCertificate” on page 164

cloning action

“action=new” on page 161

configuration file action

“action=postiaspcopy” on page 165

cloning action

“action=poweroff” on page 164

cloning action

“action=poweron” on page 164

cloning action

“action=precheck” on page 164

cloning action

“action=preiaspcopy” on page 165

cloning action

“action=reclonereplicatedobjects” on page 165

cloning action

“action=remotecopy” on page 165

cloning action

“action=restore” on page 161

configuration file action

“action=retrieveuuid” on page 161

configuration file action

“action=reversecloneinfo” on page 162

configuration file action

“action=save” on page 162

configuration file action

“action=start” on page 165

cloning action

“action=startengine” on page 166

cloning action

“action=startiaspwarmclone” on page 166

cloning action

“action=startsaverestoreclone” on page 166

cloning action

“action=startwarmclone” on page 166

cloning action

“action=update” on page 162

configuration file action

config

Specifies the path and file name of the JSON configuration file on the current node. This file will be used instead of
using the JSON configuration information stored in the QMRDBJSON file in QUSRSYS on the setup source node.
Ignored if both setupSrcSysName and setupCpySysName parameters are specified.

dbIaspAutoVaryOff

Optional. Indicates if the DB IASPs should automatically be varied off at the beginning of the cloning process.
This parameter is ignored for warm clone.

dbIaspAutoVaryOn

Optional. Indicates if the DB IASPs should automatically be varied on at the end of the cloning process.

dbiaspname

Optional. Specifies the names of the primary DB IASPs to clone. Multiple IASPs can be listed separated by a comma
without any spaces.
If this parameter is omitted, then all DB IASPs defined in the JSON file will be cloned.
The specified IASPs and all its secondary IASPs must be added to JSON configuration file first.

dscli

Optional, valid only for DS8000 storage. Used to specify the location of your DS CLI. Default is /ibm/dscli/dscli.

ibmikspass

Optional. The password for the *SYSTEM certificate store of the node on which a cluster monitor is running. It is
required for cluster monitor when installing certificates.

jsonDB

The DB information where the JSON configuration file is stored.

jsonFile

The JSON configuration file path

jsonType

Specify the JSON file type. Valid values are: clone_info.json and meta_data.json

ksPass

Optional. Used for actions installCertificate and listCertificate only. Indicates the Java KeyStore file password. You
must specify the correct password on the command.
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Table 11. db2mtool parameters (continued)
Parameter

Description

lclPowerHmcPass

Optional parameter for passing the local HMC user profile password. Use lclPowerHMCUser and lclPowerHMCPass
together.

lclPowerHMCUser

Optional parameter for passing the local HMC user profile name. Use lclPowerHMCUser and lclPowerHMCPass
together.

lclStgFile
lclStgPass
lclStgUser

Optional parameters, which are the Storage users/passwords/password file (DS8000), Storage users/key file (IBM
Spectrum Virtualize) and POWER HMC users/passwords. Local and remote values might be same if you only have one
storage system or one POWER HMC. If they are specified, the values will override the ones in clone_info.json.

logFile

Optional. Specifies the path and file name to use for the log file. The default path is used if this parameter is not
specified.
The default path is: /qibm/userdata/qdb2mir/mrdb/tools/toolkit.setup.log

lpar

Optional. Used for poweroff and poweron actions only. Indicates which system you want to power on or off. Valid
values are: source, copy, both, uuid.

operation

Used for poweroff and poweron actions only. Parameter operation is optional; it indicates the type of shutdown
performed for the setup source node. Valid values are:
osshutdown_immed
immediate IBM i shutdown
osshutdown_cntrld
controlled IBM i shutdown
shutdown
HMC shutdown

partitionName

The HMC information used to retrieve partition UUID. Enter the partition name.

powerHMCHost

The HMC information used to retrieve partition UUID. Enter the HMC host name or IP address.

powerHMCPass

The HMC information used to retrieve partition UUID. Enter the HMC password.

powerHMCUser

The HMC information used to retrieve partition UUID. Enter the HMC user name.

poweroffCopy

Optional. Indicates whether the clone or cleanup process shuts down the setup copy node if it is active. Valid values
are yes and no. The default value is yes.

pwEncrypted

Optional parameter to indicate whether or not the passwords stored in the JSON file are encrypted. This should only
be used if the JSON file was edited directly to specifically not save encrypted passwords. Valid values are yes and no.
The default value is yes.

rmtPowerHMCPass

Optional parameter for passing the remote HMC user profile password. Use rmtPowerHMCUser and rmtPowerHMCPass
together

rmtPowerHMCUser

Optional parameter for passing the remote HMC user profile name. Use rmtPowerHMCUser and rmtPowerHMCPass
together.

rmtStgFile
rmtStgPass
rmtStgUser

Optional parameters, which are the Storage users/passwords/password file (DS8000), Storage users/key file (IBM
Spectrum Virtualize) and POWER HMC users/passwords. Local and remote values might be same if you only have one
storage system or one POWER HMC. If they are specified, the values will override the ones in clone_info.json.

section

Optional parameter to indicate which section of the JSON configuration file to be updated. If not specified, the default
is to update all sections.
If jsonType=clone_info, valid values are: ibmi, storage, csm, hmc, and iasp.
If jsonType=meta_data, valid values are: systemname, hostname, network, nrgdb2, nrgifs, nrgres, nrgorm, and
nrgmgr.

setupCpySysName

System name of the setup copy node. If this and setupSrcSysName are both specified, the parameter config is ignored.

setupCpyUUID

Partition UUID of setup copy node

setupSrcAddress

The host name or IP address of the setup source node

setupSrcPassword

Password for the setup source node user profile

setupSrcSysName

System name of the setup source node. If this and setupCpySysName are both specified, the parameter config is
ignored

setupSrcUser

User profile on the setup source node

setupSrcUUID

Partition UUID of setup source node

svcCleanRate

Optional, only valid for IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage systems, indicates the FlashCopy clean rate.

svcCopyRate

Optional, only valid for IBM Spectrum Virtualize storage systems, indicates the FlashCopy copy rate.

systemName

The HMC information used to retrieve partition UUID. Enter the POWER system name.
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Table 11. db2mtool parameters (continued)
Parameter

Description

timeout

Optional. Default value is 10800. Power on and off time out interval in seconds

Log files for the db2mtool command

There are two log files generated by the setup tools. They each serve a different purpose.
1. Setup tools command output log file
This file contains the output from running db2mtool commands. It can be used for diagnosing errors
and debugging problems.
A custom log file path and filename can be specified using parameter logFile on any db2mtool
command.
If the logFile parameter is not specified, the default log file is: /QIBM/UserData/QDB2MIR/MRDB/
TOOLS/toolkit.setup.log.
2. Setup tools recovery log file
This file is used by the setup tools for recovery.
A custom recovery log file path and filename can be specified using parameter stepLog.
If the stepLog parameter is not specified, the default log file is: /tmp/
db2mirrorConfigSteps_{your_IBMi_userid}_{source partition name}_{copy
partition name}.log.

Action parameter for the db2mtool command

The db2mtool command has different action parameters for working with the configuration files,
performing cloning operations, and configuring clustering.
Configuration file actions
This section describes the actions that work with the JSON configuration files.

action=new
Use db2mtool action=new to interactively create and populate a new JSON configuration file. The
command will prompt you to enter all the required information.
The JSON configuration file will be saved to the following locations:
• The QMRDBJSON database table in library QUSRSYS on the setup source node.
• The path and file name specified for parameter jsonFile on the node where the command is run.
db2mtool action=new jsonType=[clone_info|meta_data] jsonFile=/home/xxx

action=restore
Use db2mtool action=restore to download a JSON configuration file from the setup source node. This
command will copy the contents of a JSON configuration file from the QMRDBJSON database table in
library QUSRSYS on the setup source node to the path and file name specified for parameter jsonFile on
the node where the command is run.
db2mtool action=restore jsonType=[clone_info|meta_data] jsonFile=/home/xxx

action=retrieveuuid
If the system names of the Db2 Mirror nodes are not unique in your network, it is recommended to use
both system name and partition UUID to uniquely identify the JSON configuration files for each Db2 Mirror
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pair. The db2mtool action=retrieveuuid command can be used to retrieve the partition UUID from the
hardware management console (HMC).
db2mtool action=retrieveuuid powerHMCHost=xxx powerHMCUser=xxx powerHMCPass=xxx
systemName=xxx partitionName=xxx

action=reversecloneinfo
The db2mtool action=reversecloneinfo command generates the clone_info.json configuration file that
is used for cloning in the opposite direction and saves the resulting JSON configuration file to the setup
source node in the QMRDBJSON database table in library QUSRSYS.
The clone_info.json configuration file contains the storage and cloning settings for both the setup source
and setup copy nodes. However, to clone in the opposite direction, these settings must be reversed. After
updating the clone_info.json for one direction, use this command to automatically generate the reverse.
db2mtool action= reversecloneinfo setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx

action=save
Use db2mtool action=save to upload a JSON configuration file to the setup source node. This
command copies contents of the JSON configuration file specified for parameter jsonFile located on the
node where the command is run to the QMRDBJSON database table in library QUSRSYS on the setup
source node.
If the JSON files are created or updated manually instead of using db2mtool action=new or db2mtool
action=update, use the db2mtool action=save command to save the JSON configuration files to the
setup source node. The JSON configuration files should always be stored on the setup source node in the
QMRDBJSON database table in library QUSRSYS for future use.
db2mtool action=save jsonType=[clone_info|meta_data] jsonFile=/home/xxx

action=update
Use db2mtool action=update to interactively update a JSON configuration file. The command will
prompt you to enter all the required information.
The updated JSON configuration file will be saved to the following locations:
• The QMRDBJSON database table in library QUSRSYS on the setup source node.
• The path and file name specified on parameter jsonFile on the node where the command is run.
db2mtool action=update jsonType=[clone_info|meta_data] jsonFile=/home/xxx [section=xxx]

Clone actions
This section describes the actions used for cloning operations.

action=checksysbas
The db2mtool action=checksysbas command verifies that the cloning of SYSBAS and the configuration
of the setup copy node has completed successfully.
The checksysbas process verifies the following information:
• The setup copy node can be connected to by TCP/IP.
• The Db2 Mirror state is ACTIVE.
• The cluster is configured correctly.
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If the command returns successfully, SYSBAS cloning is complete and the setup copy node has been
successfully configured. The command must complete with a return code of SUCCESS or WARNING
before beginning to clone any database independent axillary storage pools (IASPs).
A return code of WARNING is returned if cluster monitors fail to create. The cluster monitors that failed to
create during the automated setup process must be manually created using PowerHA interfaces or
db2mtool action=cluster commands.
db2mtool action=checksysbas setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./checksysbas.log]

action=cleanup
The db2mtool action=cleanup command cleans up objects on the storage system that were created
by Db2 Mirror during the cloning process.
If the cloning process fails, FlashCopy or remote copy mappings may get left on the storage system. This
command can be used to remove them so that the cloning process can be re-started from the beginning.
The default value for parameter powerOffCopy is yes. This will power off the setup copy node.
db2mtool action=cleanup setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
powerOffCopy=[yes|no] [logFile=./cleanup.log] [dscli=xxx]

action=flashcopy
The db2mtool action=flashcopy command performs the FlashCopy process on the storage.
db2mtool action=flashcopy setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./flashcopy.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx] [dscli=xxx]

action=iaspcopy
The db2mtool action=iaspcopy command performs the entire automated database IASP clone
process.
db2mtool action=iaspcopy setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
dbiaspname=xxx,xxx,xxx dbIaspAutoVaryOff=xxx dbIaspAutoVaryOn=xxx
[logFile=./iaspcopy.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx] [dscli=xxx]

Parameter dbiaspname is used to specify the names of the primary IASPs to clone, which are separated
by a comma without any spaces. If this parameter is omitted, then all IASPs defined in the clone_info.json
will be cloned.
Parameters dbIaspAutoVaryOff and dbIaspAutoVaryOn are used to indicate if the setup tools should vary
off the IASPs before the clone and vary on the IASPs after the clone. dbIaspAutoVaryOff is ignored for
warm clone.

action=installCertificate
The db2mtool action=installCertificate command installs the security certificates that are required
when connecting to the hardware management consoles (HMCs) of the setup source and setup copy
nodes.
db2mtool action=installCertificate setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[ksPass=xxx] [ibmiksPass=xxx] [copyKeyStore=yes|no]
[logFile=./installCertificate.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]
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action=listCertificate
The db2mtool action=listCertificate command lists the security certificates that will be used when
connecting to the HMCs of the setup source and setup copy nodes.
db2mtool action=listCertificate setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[ksPass=xxx] [logfile=./listCertificate.log]

action=poweroff
The db2mtool action=poweroff command powers off the setup source or setup copy node using the
HMC shutdown operation.
db2mtool action=poweroff setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
lpar=[source|copy|both|uuid] [operation=xxx]
[logFile=./poweroff.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

Parameter operation is optional. It indicates the type of shutdown to perform. Valid values are:
• osshutdown_immed: Immediate IBM i shutdown
• osshutdown_cntrld: Controlled IBM i shutdown
• shutdown: HMC shutdown

action=poweron
The db2mtool action=poweron command powers on the setup source or setup copy node using the
HMC activate operation.
db2mtool action=poweron setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
lpar=[source|copy|both|uuid] [logFile=./poweron.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=precheck
The db2mtool action=precheck command must be run before cloning SYSBAS. It performs validation
to ensure the whole cloning process will complete successfully. The command must complete with a
return code of SUCCESS or WARNING before cloning SYSBAS.
The precheck process verifies the following information:
• Storage
– Sign on validation
– Source and target volumes are the same type and capacity
– Existing FlashCopy or remote copy relationships do not exist
• HMC
– Sign on validation
– IPL mode and key lock position for setup copy
– Setup copy has Ethernet and Fibre Channel adapters configured
• IBM i
– Sign on validation
– Required products
– Primary/secondary node names
– Network and NRG
– Cluster
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– IASP configuration
db2mtool action=precheck setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./precheck.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx] [dscli=xxx]

action=preiaspcopy
The db2mtool action=preiaspcopy command performs the pre-IASP copy steps. This command is
used when cloning storage manually using storage server copy tools.
db2mtool action=preiaspcopy setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./preiaspcopy.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=postiaspcopy
The db2mtool action=postiaspcopy command performs the post-IASP copy steps. This command is
used when cloning storage manually using storage server copy tools.
db2mtool action=postiaspcopy setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./postiaspcopy.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=reclonereplicatedobjects
The db2mtool action=reclonereplicatedobjects command is used to add all replicated objects in
SYSBAS to the object tracking list and begin synchronization of the objects. This command is used when
cloning SYSBAS using save and restore.
db2mtool action=reclonereplicatedobjects setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./reclonereplicatedobjects.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=remotecopy
The db2mtool action=remotecopy command performs the remote copy process on the storage.
db2mtool action=remotecopy setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./remotecopy.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx] [dscli=xxx]

action=start
The db2mtool action=start command begins the entire automated SYSBAS cloning process.
When the command completes successfully, the storage for SYSBAS has been cloned and the setup
source and setup copy nodes are active and have a reference code of 00000000 on the HMC. Even though
both nodes appear to be active at this point, the setup copy node is still being configured during its first
IPL.
db2mtool action=start setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./start.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx] [dscli=xxx]

Instead of running the entire SYSBAS cloning process using command db2mtool action=start, the
process can be separated into multiple steps.
Cold clone
1. Power off setup source node using db2mtool action=poweroff.
2. Clone the storage using db2mtool action=flashcopy or db2mtool action=remotecopy.
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3. Power on the setup source and setup copy nodes using db2mtool action=poweron.
Warm clone
1. Clone the storage using db2mtool action=flashcopy or db2mtool action=remotecopy.
2. Power on the setup copy node using db2mtool action=poweron.

action=startengine
The db2mtool action=startengine command is used to change the Db2 Mirror state to tracking after
saving the system objects. Changes to mirrored objects on the setup source node will be allowed and the
changes will be tracked. This command is used when cloning SYSBAS using save and restore.
db2mtool action=startengine setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./startengine.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=startiaspwarmclone
The db2mtool action=startiaspwarmclone command starts Db2 Mirror tracking and flushes main
memory on the setup source node for IASPs. This command is used when cloning storage manually using
storage server copy tools.
db2mtool action=startiaspwarmclone setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./startiaspwarmclone.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=startsaverestoreclone
The db2mtool action=startsaverestoreclone command sets the Db2 Mirror state before manually
performing the save operation. Changes to mirrored objects will be blocked on the setup source node
after running this command. This command is used when cloning SYSBAS using save and restore.
db2mtool action=startsaverestoreclone setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./startsaverestoreclone.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

action=startwarmclone
The db2mtool action=startwarmclone command starts Db2 Mirror tracking and flushes main memory
on the setup source node for SYSBAS. This command is used when cloning storage manually using
storage server copy tools.
db2mtool action=startwarmclone setupSrcAddress=xxx setupSrcUser=xxx
setupSrcPassword=xxx setupSrcSysName=xxx setupCpySysName=xxx
[logFile=./startwarmclone.log] [setupSrcUUID=xxx setupCpyUUID=xxx]

Cluster actions
The db2mtool action=cluster parameter provides a command line interface to all the cluster functions.
This allows you to configure and change cluster settings when using Db2 Mirror without PowerHA.
The db2mtool action=cluster commands are not as robust in functionality as the related PowerHA CL
commands. Use action=cluster with the cl parameter to indicate which cluster interface function you
want to perform.

cl=addcluinterface
Add a cluster interface to a cluster node
db2mtool action=cluster cl=addcluinterface node=xxx ip1=xxx
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cl=addclumon
Add a cluster monitor
db2mtool action=cluster cl=addclumon node=xxx restsvr=xxx restuser=xxx
restpassword=xxxx

cl=addclunode
Add a node to the cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=addclunode node=xxx ip1=xxx [ip2=xxx] start=xxx

cl=addclupcy
Add a cluster policy
db2mtool action=cluster cl=addclupcy policy=xxx domain=xxx dmntype=xxx [qualifier=xxx]
[value=xxx]

cl=adddevdmne
Add a cluster node to a device domain
db2mtool action=cluster cl=adddevdmne node=xxx devdmn=xxx

cl=chgcluinterface
Change a cluster interface of a cluster node
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgcluinterface node=xxx ip1=xxx newip1=xxx

cl=chgclumon
Change a cluster monitor
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgclumon node=xxx
newrestuser=xxx newrestpassword=xxx

restsvr=xxx newrestsvr=xxx

cl=chgclunodsts
Change the status of a cluster node from partition to failed
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgclunodsts

cl=chgclupcy
Change a cluster policy
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgclupcy policy=xxx domain=xxx
dmntype=xxx [qualifier=xxx] [value=xxx]

cl=chgcluver
Change the cluster version
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgcluver
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cl=chgcrg
Change a cluster resource group
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgcrg source=xxx sourcerole=xxx
copy=xxx copyrole=xxx

cl=chgcrgpri
Initiate the switchover of a cluster resource group
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgcrgpri crg=xxx

cl=crtclu
Create a cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=crtclu cluster=db2mclu node=xxx ip1=xxx [ip2=xxx]

cl=dltclu
Delete the cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=dltclu

cl=dspclu
Display the cluster name, cluster version, and cluster nodes
db2mtool action=cluster cl=dspclu

cl=dspclupcy
Display cluster policies
db2mtool action=cluster cl=dspclupcy

cl=dspcrginf
Display a cluster resource group
db2mtool action=cluster cl=dspcrginf crg=xxx

cl=dspdevdmn
Display the nodes in a device domain
db2mtool action=cluster cl=dspdevdmn devdmn=xxx

cl=endclunod
End a cluster node
db2mtool action=cluster cl=endclunod node=xxx option=xxx

cl=endcrg
End a cluster resource group
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db2mtool action=cluster cl=endcrg crg=xxx

cl=lstclu
Display the nodes in the cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=lstclu

cl=lstclumon
Display the cluster monitors for a node in the cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=lstclumon node=xxx

cl=lstcrgcfgobj
Display the configuration objects in a cluster resource group
db2mtool action=cluster cl=lstcrgcfgobj crg=xxx

cl=lstcrgrcydmn
Display the recovery domain of a cluster resource group
db2mtool action=cluster cl=lstcrgrcydmn crg=xxx

cl=lstdevdmn
Display the device domains in the cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=lstdevdmn

cl=rmvcluinterface
Change a cluster node by removing a cluster interface
db2mtool action=cluster cl=rmvcluinterface node=xxx ip1=xxx

cl=rmvclumon
Remove a cluster monitor
db2mtool action=cluster cl=rmvclumon node=xxx

cl=rmvclunode
Remove a node from the cluster
db2mtool action=cluster cl=rmvclunode node=xxx

cl=rmvclupcy
Remove a cluster policy
db2mtool action=cluster cl=rmvclupcy policy=xxx domain=xxx dmntype=xxx
[qualifier=xxx]
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cl=rmvdevdmne
Remove a node from a device domain
db2mtool action=cluster cl=rmvdevdmne node=xxx devdmn=xxx

cl=strclunod
Start a cluster node
db2mtool action=cluster cl=strclunod node=xxx

cl=strcrg
Start a cluster resource group
db2mtool action=cluster cl=strcrg crg=xxx

JSON files used by the db2mtool command
Files containing JSON are used to maintain the cloning information for the setup source and setup copy
nodes.
There are two types of JSON files used by the Db2 Mirror tools:
• clone_info.json
• meta_data.json

JSON configuration file
When saving to the setup source node, two files are saved for clone_info and two files are saved for
meta_data. They are used for cloning each direction to support reclone. They are named:
1. clone_info_A_B_UUIDA_UUIDB.json
2. clone_info_B_A_UUIDB_UUIDA.json
and
1. meta_data_A_B_UUIDA_UUIDB.json
2. meta_data_B_A_UUIDB_UUIDA.json
where A and B are the system names for the setup source and setup copy nodes, and UUIDA and UUIDB
are the partition UUIDs for the setup source and setup copy nodes.

QMRDBJSON database table
The QUSRSYS.QMRDBJSON database table contains all the JSON file data. It has three columns:
• JSON_FILE - file name
• JSON_STR - file content
• MOD_TIME - timestamp
This file is added to the Replication Criteria List so that the JSON files will be kept in sync between the
setup source and setup copy nodes.
To see the content of the file, run this SQL query:
SELECT * FROM QUSRSYS.QMRDBJSON;
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JSON files with Setup Tools
When using the Db2 Mirror setup tools instead of the GUI wizard, several actions need to be performed to
correctly handle all the processing with the JSON files that is done for you with the wizard. To help with
this process, consider using the GUI to build the JSON files for you and then use the files with the manual
process thereafter. Follow the steps thoroughly when using the setup tools directly.
With the db2mtool setup tool, actions new, update, save, and restore are used to create, update, upload,
and download JSON configuration files. These actions invoke an interactive Java program which prompts
you to provide the necessary information. This is saved in JSON files on the current node or in a database
table on the setup source node.
When using the Db2 Mirror setup tools, you will need to save the JSON files to the setup source node. All
cloning actions will retrieve the JSON files from this location. The JSON files on the managing node are
used only as a backup copy.
Note: You only need to create one clone_info<xxx>.json with the setup tools. The setup tools will retrieve
all the necessary information and store two clone_info.json files to the setup source node, one for each
clone direction.
If clone_info<xxx>.json is created and updated directly without the setup tools, you need to make sure
that both clone_info.json files are uploaded to the setup source node by issuing the db2mtool
action=save command.
It is highly recommended to save JSON configurations to the setup source node using the save action.
Otherwise you will be required to upload them to the setup source system with a separate setup tools
command.

Clone_info.json
The clone_info<xxx>.json files contain information for both setup source and setup copy nodes. The files
for the two directions are similar, but with reversed information for fields that refer to setup source and
setup copy node information. You only need to save clone_info<xxx>.json for the current direction. When
clone_info<xxx>.json is created, the setup tools save clone_info.json for both directions automatically by
reversing the system names.
For example, if the current setup source is A and setup copy is B, you need to create one
clone_info<xxx>.json for the current direction and save it as clone_info_A_B_UUIDA_UUIDB.json to the
setup source node. The setup tools will reverse the names and save clone_info_B_A_UUIDB_UUIDA.json
automatically.

Meta_data.json
The meta_data<xxx>.json is for the setup copy node. You only need to input the information for the
current setup copy node. When meta_data<xxx>.json is created, the setup tools automatically retrieve
the necessary information from the current setup source node, and will save two copies of
meta_data.json, one for setup copy and one for if the copy node becomes the source.
You only need to create meta_data<xxx>.json for the current setup source node
meta_data_A_B_UUIDA_UUIDB.json. The setup tools will automatically generate file meta_data_B_A_
UUIDB_UUIDA.json using information for the current copy source system B and save both files to the
setup source node.

Passing user names and passwords from the command line
The user names and passwords for HMC, storage systems, and IBM i are stored in JSON configuration file
clone_info<xxx>.json. If you do not want to store the passwords, they can be passed in from the
command line. The following command shows how it can be done for HMC passwords using the optional
parameters:
db2mtool action=start setupSrcAddress=hostname setupSrcUser=user
setupSrcPassword=password setupSrcSysName=sysA setupCpySysName=sysB
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lclPowerHMCUser=user1 lclPowerHMCPass=pass1
rmtPowerHMCUser=user2 rmtPowerHMCPass=pass2

Store unencrypted passwords in JSON file
It is strongly recommended to store only encrypted passwords in the JSON file. The setup tools encrypt
them for users when the commands are used to create or update JSON files.
You can edit JSON configuration files directly. In this way the setup tools support unencrypted passwords.
This command shows how to indicate that the passwords are not encrypted:
db2mtool action=start setupSrcAddress=hostname setupSrcUser=user
setupSrcPassword=password setupSrcSysName=sysA setupCpySysName=sysB
pwEncrypted=no

Note that all passwords need to be encrypted or all passwords must not be encrypted.

IBM i key management
You can use Cryptographic services key management to secure the passwords in clone_info<xxx>.json. To
use this, you need to have related knowledge about the Cryptographic services key management IBM i
feature. Otherwise, the default mechanism is used to encrypt all passwords.

clone_info JSON file

The storage and cloning attributes must be stored in a JSON configuration file named clone_info.json. This
file will be used by Db2 Mirror to automatically perform the storage cloning actions.
The following table lists the information saved in clone_info.json for IBM storage systems.
Table 12. clone_info.json
Clone settings
stgtype

Storage Type
• svc: IBM Spectrum Virtualize family
• ds8000: IBM System Storage DS8000 family
• internal: internal storage
• custom: any type of external storage

copytype

Copy Type
• fc: FlashCopy
• rc: remote copy
• sr: save and restore

coldflashcopy

Clone Type
• 0: warm
• 1: cold

dbIaspAutoVaryOff

Vary off IASPs before cloning

dbIaspAutoVaryOn

Vary on IASPs after cloning

SYSBAS volume pairs
sourceid

Volume ID numbers of setup source SYSBAS
volumes

targetid

Volume ID numbers of setup copy SYSBAS
volumes
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Table 12. clone_info.json (continued)
Clone settings
Independent Auxiliary Storage Pool (IASP) volume pairs
iaspname

IASP name

primary

Primary or secondary IASP indicator
• 0: Secondary IASP
• 1: Primary IASP

sourceid

Volume ID numbers of setup source IASP volumes

targetid

Volume ID numbers of setup copy IASP volumes

Hardware Management Console (HMC) information for setup source node
powerhmc

Host name or IP address of HMC

poweruser

HMC user name

powerpassword

HMC password

managedsystem

Managed system name

partitionname

Partition name

shutdownoption

How to shutdown the setup source node before
cold cloning
• osshutdown_immed - immediate IBM i shutdown
• osshutdown_cntrld - controlled IBM i shutdown
• shutdown - HMC shutdown

HMC information for setup copy node
powerhmc

Host name or IP address of HMC

poweruser

HMC user name

powerpassword

HMC password

managedsystem

Managed system name

partitionname

Partition name

shutdownoption

How to shutdown the setup copy node before
cloning
• osshutdown_immed - immediate IBM i shutdown
• osshutdown_cntrld - controlled IBM i shutdown
• shutdown - HMC shutdown

IBM i information for setup source node
hostname

Host name or IP address of setup source IBM i
node

user

IBM i user name

password

IBM i password

IBM i information for setup copy node
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Table 12. clone_info.json (continued)
Clone settings
hostname

Host name or IP address of setup copy IBM i node

user

IBM i user name

password

IBM i password

Storage information for IBM System Storage DS8000 FlashCopy and remote copy
stghmc

Host name or IP address of DS8000

stguser

DS8000 user name

stgpassword

DS8000 password

stgimg

DS8000 image ID

Storage information for IBM System Storage DS8000 remote copy
hostname

Host name or IP address of Copy Services Manager
(CSM)

port

CSM port number

user

CSM user name

password

CSM password

copysitesession

Existing CSM session name (Optional)

refreshInterval

How often to check the status of the remote copy
in seconds (Optional)

standbyhostname

Standby CSM host name or IP address (Optional)

standbyport

Standby CSM port number (Optional)

Storage information for IBM Spectrum Virtualize (SVC) FlashCopy
stghmc

Host name or IP address of SVC

stguser

SVC user name

fullkeypath

Path and name of SVC SSH private key file on
managing node

copyrate

FlashCopy copy rate (Optional)

cleanrate

FlashCopy clean rate (Optional)

Storage information for SVC remote copy
stghmc

Host name or IP address of SVC for setup source
node

stguser

SVC user name

fullkeypath

Path and name of SVC SSH private key file on
managing node

stghmc

Host name or IP address of SVC for setup copy
node

stguser

SVC user name

fullkeypath

Path and name of SVC SSH private key file on
managing node
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Table 12. clone_info.json (continued)
Clone settings
Cluster monitors
nodeName

Cluster node ID

hmcHostName

Host name or IP address of the HMC for the cluster
node

hmcUser

HMC user name

hmcPassword

HMC password

If you choose to populate the clone_info.json file manually from the clone_info.json configuration file
example below, then use the Qshell command db2mtool to save the clone_info.json file to the setup
source system:
db2mtool action=save

For more information, see “action=save” on page 162

Example clone_info.json file
The following is an example of a clone_info.json file for a DS8000 warm remote copy.
{

"sysbas": [
{
"sourceid": "0A44",
"targetid": "0469"
},
{
"sourceid": "0A45",
"targetid": "046A"
},
{
"sourceid": "0A46",
"targetid": "046B"
},
{
"sourceid": "0A4C",
"targetid": "046C"
}
],
"dbiasp": [
{
"iaspname": "IASP1",
"primary": "1",
"coldClone": "0",
"iaspvolumepairs": [
{
"sourceid": "0A47",
"targetid": "046D"
},
{
"sourceid": "0A48",
"targetid": "046E"
},
{
"sourceid": "0A49",
"targetid": "046F"
},
{
"sourceid": "0A4A",
"targetid": "0470"
}
],
"secondary": [
{
"iaspname": "IASP1SEC",
"primary": "0",
"coldClone": "0",
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]

}

"iaspvolumepairs": [
{
"sourceid": "0A4B",
"targetid": "0471"
}
]

}
],
"setupsource": {
"ds8000": {
"stglogin": {
"stghmc": "ds8ka.my.company.com",
"stguser": "superuser",
"stgpassword": "Yv/4i33sAxeBH2QfwN3WcQ=="
},
"stgimg": "IBM.2107-75ACK61"
},
"hmc": {
"managedsystem": "a402e-9080-M9S-SNXXXXXXX",
"partitionname": "myprdsys",
"shutdownoption": "osshutdown_immed",
"hmclogin": {
"powerhmc": "db2mhmca.my.company.com",
"poweruser": "hscroot",
"powerpassword": "C5X+9Zzax7SAGnXMeJfNyQ=="
}
},
"ibmi": {
"login": {
"hostname": "MYPRDSYS.MY.COMPANY.COM",
"user": "db2m",
"password": "UJ9ad28qpI9K7YqmEG5RAw=="
},
"quiesceTimeout": 300
}
},
"setupcopy": {
"ds8000": {
"stglogin": {
"stghmc": "ds8kb.my.company.com",
"stguser": "superuser",
"stgpassword": "aDAPRsW9Ve1OR4V4KdAbFA==",
},
"stgimg": "IBM.2107-75FPT91"
},
"hmc": {
"managedsystem": "a503e-9080-M9S-SNXXXXXXX",
"partitionname": "mysystem",
"shutdownoption": "osshutdown_immed",
"hmclogin": {
"powerhmc": "db2mhmcb.my.company.com",
"poweruser": "hscroot",
"powerpassword": "C5X+9Zzax7SAGnXMeJfNyQ=="
}
},
"ibmi": {
"login": {
"hostname": "MYSYSTEM.MY.COMAPNY.COM",
"user": "db2m",
"password": "UJ9ad28qpI9K7YqmEG5RAw=="
},
"quiesceTimeout": 300
}
},
"coldflashcopy": "0",
"stgtype": "ds8000",
"copytype": "gc",
"csm": {
"hostname": "db2mcsm1.my.company.com",
"port": "9559",
"user": "db2m",
"password": "9e5Xmv2JPVCR4DjCM/IBcg==",
"refreshInterval": 60,
"standbyhostname": "db2mcsm2.my.company.com",
"standbyport": "443"
},
"clustermonitor": [
{
"nodeName": "MYPRDSYS",
"hmcHostName": "db2mhmca.my.company.com",
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},
{

}

"hmcUser": "hscroot",
"hmcPassword": "C5X+9Zzax7SAGnXMeJfNyQ=="
"nodeName": "MYSYSTEM",
"hmcHostName": "db2mhmcb.my.company.com",
"hmcUser": "hscroot",
"hmcPassword": "C5X+9Zzax7SAGnXMeJfNyQ=="

}
],
"dbIaspAutoVaryOff": "yes",
"dbIaspAutoVaryOn": "yes"

meta_data JSON file

The setup copy node configuration settings must be stored in a JSON configuration file named
meta_data.json. This file will be used by Db2 Mirror to automatically configure the setup copy node during
the first IPL after the storage clone.
The following table lists the information saved in meta_data.json.
Table 13. meta_data.json
General configuration
hostname

Host and domain name for setup copy node

name

System name of setup copy node

Network configuration information for each setup copy IP address
dns_search

Domain search list

dns_nameservers

Up to three Domain Name Server (DNS) IP addresses

ipv6 or ipv4

IPv4 or IPv6 interface

broadcast

Subnet-directed broadcast address

netmask

Subnet mask (for IPv4 only)

cmnlocation

Ethernet port location

lind

Line description

address

Internet address

gateway

Internet address of an internet protocol (IP) router or gateway

prefixLen

Prefix length (for IPv6 only)

vlanID

Virtual LAN identifier (for IPv6 only)

Network Redundancy Group (NRG) configuration information for each Db2 Mirror NRG
groupName

NRG name: MIRROR_DATABASE, MIRROR_IFS, MIRROR_RESYNC,
MIRROR_OTHER, MIRROR_ENGINE

groupDescription

NRG description

loadBalLinkCount

Load balance link count

localAddr

IP address on the setup copy node

remoteAddr

IP address on the setup source node

pairPriority

Priority of the link

localLind

Line description for the IP address on the setup copy node (required
for IPv6 link-local addresses only)
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Table 13. meta_data.json (continued)
General configuration
localVLANID

Virtual LAN identifier for the IP address on the setup copy node
(required for IPv6 link-local addresses only)

If you choose to populate the meta_data.json file manually from the meta_data.json configuration file
example below, then use the Qshell command db2mtool to save the meta_data.json file to the setup
source node.
db2mtool action=save

For more information, see “action=save” on page 162

Example meta_data.json file
The following is an example of a meta_data.json file.
{

"mrdb": true,
"hostname": "MYSYSTEM.MY.COMPANY.COM",
"name": "MYSYSTEM",
"network_config": {
"content_path": "/latest/meta_data.json",
"name": "network_config",
"details": [
{
"device": "eth0",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "10.5.57.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C2-T1",
"lind": "ETHLINE",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"10.5.57.154"
],
"gateway": "10.5.57.1"
},
{
"device": "eth1",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.10.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C4-T1",
"lind": "RDMA10",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.10.22"
]
},
{
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},
{

},
{

},
{

"device": "eth2",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.20.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C6-T1",
"lind": "RDMA20",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.20.22"
]
"device": "eth3",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.30.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C7-T1",
"lind": "RDMA30",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.30.22"
]
"device": "eth4",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.40.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C8-T1",
"lind": "RDMA40",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.40.22"
]
"device": "eth5",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.50.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
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},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{
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"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C9-T1",
"lind": "RDMA50",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.50.22"
]
"device": "eth6",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.60.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C10-T1",
"lind": "RDMA60",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.60.22"
]
"device": "eth7",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.70.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C11-T1",
"lind": "RDMA70",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.70.22"
]
"device": "eth8",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [
"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": false,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"broadcast": "192.168.80.255",
"netmask": "255.255.255.0",
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V22-C12-T1",
"lind": "RDMA80",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": true,
"address": [
"192.168.80.22"
]
"device": "eth9",
"hwaddress": "ff: ff: ff: ff: ff: ff",
"dns_search": [

]

}

"MY.COMPANY.COM"
],
"auto": true,
"ipv6": true,
"dns_nameservers": [
"10.5.175.8"
],
"bootproto": "static",
"cmnlocation": "U9119.MHE.109CD87-V48-C8-T1",
"lind": "ETHLINE2",
"ipcategory": "eth",
"ipgroup": 1,
"ipv4": false,
"address": [
"2002:905:150e:501:9:5:90:192"
],
"prefixLen": "64",
"vlanID": "*NONE"

},
"nrgs": [
{
"groupName": "MIRROR_DATABASE",
"groupType": 1,
"groupDesc": "Database Replication",
"loadBalLinkCount": 8,
"nrgIPAddrPairs": [
{
"localAddr": "192.168.10.22",
"localLind": "RDMA10",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.10.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.20.22",
"localLind": "RDMA20",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.20.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.30.22",
"localLind": "RDMA30",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.30.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.40.22",
"localLind": "RDMA40",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.40.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.50.22",
"localLind": "RDMA50",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.50.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.60.22",
"localLind": "RDMA60",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.60.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.70.22",
"localLind": "RDMA70",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.70.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.80.22",
"localLind": "RDMA80",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.80.23",
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}

},
{

},
{

"pairPriority": 1

],
"pairCount": 8
"groupName": "MIRROR_OTHER",
"groupType": 1,
"groupDesc": "System Object Replication",
"loadBalLinkCount": 8,
"nrgIPAddrPairs": [
{
"localAddr": "192.168.10.22",
"localLind": "RDMA10",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.10.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.20.22",
"localLind": "RDMA20",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.20.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.30.22",
"localLind": "RDMA30",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.30.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.40.22",
"localLind": "RDMA40",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.40.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.50.22",
"localLind": "RDMA50",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.50.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.60.22",
"localLind": "RDMA60",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.60.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.70.22",
"localLind": "RDMA70",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.70.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.80.22",
"localLind": "RDMA80",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.80.23",
"pairPriority": 1
}
],
"pairCount": 8
"groupName": "MIRROR_IFS",
"groupType": 1,
"groupDesc": "IFS Replication",
"loadBalLinkCount": 8,
"nrgIPAddrPairs": [
{
"localAddr": "192.168.10.22",
"localLind": "RDMA10",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.10.23",
"pairPriority": 1
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},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

"localAddr": "192.168.20.22",
"localLind": "RDMA20",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.20.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.30.22",
"localLind": "RDMA30",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.30.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.40.22",
"localLind": "RDMA40",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.40.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.50.22",
"localLind": "RDMA50",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.50.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.60.22",
"localLind": "RDMA60",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.60.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.70.22",
"localLind": "RDMA70",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.70.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.80.22",
"localLind": "RDMA80",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.80.23",
"pairPriority": 1

}
],
"pairCount": 8

"groupName": "MIRROR_RESYNC",
"groupType": 1,
"groupDesc": "Resynchronization",
"loadBalLinkCount": 8,
"nrgIPAddrPairs": [
{
"localAddr": "192.168.10.22",
"localLind": "RDMA10",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.10.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.20.22",
"localLind": "RDMA20",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.20.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.30.22",
"localLind": "RDMA30",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.30.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.40.22",
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},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

"localLind": "RDMA40",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.40.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.50.22",
"localLind": "RDMA50",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.50.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.60.22",
"localLind": "RDMA60",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.60.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.70.22",
"localLind": "RDMA70",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.70.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.80.22",
"localLind": "RDMA80",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.80.23",
"pairPriority": 1

}
],
"pairCount": 8

"groupName": "MIRROR_ENGINE",
"groupType": 1,
"groupDesc": "Db2 Mirror Environment Manager",
"loadBalLinkCount": 8,
"nrgIPAddrPairs": [
{
"localAddr": "192.168.10.22",
"localLind": "RDMA10",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.10.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.20.22",
"localLind": "RDMA20",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.20.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.30.22",
"localLind": "RDMA30",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.30.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.40.22",
"localLind": "RDMA40",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.40.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.50.22",
"localLind": "RDMA50",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.50.23",
"pairPriority": 1
},
{
"localAddr": "192.168.60.22",
"localLind": "RDMA60",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.60.23",
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},
{

},
{

}

]

}

"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.70.22",
"localLind": "RDMA70",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.70.23",
"pairPriority": 1
"localAddr": "192.168.80.22",
"localLind": "RDMA80",
"localVLANID": 0,
"remoteAddr": "192.168.80.23",
"pairPriority": 1

}
],
"pairCount": 8

Managing and monitoring Db2 Mirror
To facilitate continuous availability of your applications, it is necessary to understand how to monitor the
Db2 Mirror environment, how to manage planned and unplanned outages, and how to maintain your Db2
Mirror environment as your production environment evolves.

Understanding the Db2 Mirror environment
There are some differences in managing a two node Db2 Mirror production environment compared to a
typical one node production environment. Some commands behave differently depending on whether the
objects being operated upon are replicated. Some object types are always replicated while others must
be added to the Replication Criteria List (RCL). This section explains the details behind some of the
concepts introduced earlier.

Replication state
The replication state indicates whether replication is active, tracking, or blocked.
There are several ways to display the replication state and other details about the Db2 Mirror
environment. Here are three of them.
1. The following figure shows the home page for the Db2 Mirror GUI.
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Figure 136. GUI showing active replication
2. This figure shows the home page of the Db2 Mirror GUI with the DBIASP1 database IASP selected
from the bottom of the panel.

Figure 137. GUI showing active replication of an IASP
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3. You can also query the MIRROR_INFO view for SYSBAS and the registered database IASPs. In this
example some of the columns relating to replication state are selected.
SELECT IASP_NAME, REPLICATION_STATE,
REPLICATION_DETAIL, REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO,
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT,
PRIMARY_NODE, SECONDARY_NODE
FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO;

Figure 138. MIRROR_INFO view showing active replication

Role
The role of primary and secondary only matters when the two nodes cannot communicate. The node with
the role of primary will be allowed to continue making changes to replicated objects. The updates will be
tracked so that when communication resumes, those updates can be sent to the secondary node. The
node with the role of secondary will be blocked from making changes to replicated database objects and
most other replication-eligible objects.
In GUI showing active replication, the role is displayed above the icon for the node. In MIRROR_INFO
view showing active replication, the primary and secondary node are columns that can be included in the
query of QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO.
A subset of replication-eligible objects can be changed from the secondary node regardless of the
replication state. These exceptions are described in “Object types that allow changes while blocked” on
page 210. Those changes are tracked on the secondary node and are resynchronized with the primary
node when communication resumes.

State
The replication state is the current state of replication between the two nodes. There is a separate
replication state for SYSBAS and for each registered database IASP.
There are four states.
NOT MIRRORED
The node or IASP has not completed its initial configuration. If active replication is terminated, this
state also applies. When the state is NOT MIRRORED, the two nodes are independent and no object
changes are replicated.
ACTIVE
The Db2 Mirror nodes and/or database IASPs are communicating with each other and are actively
sending and receiving updates to replicated objects.
TRACKING
This state is reported on the primary node when communication between the nodes is suspended.
This state applies to an IASP when the IASP on the other node is varied off. Changes to replicated
objects are allowed on this node or IASP, and those changes will be tracked by Db2 Mirror. Tracked
changes are used to resynchronize the nodes when replication resumes. Once resynchronization is
complete, the state will change to ACTIVE.
BLOCKED
This state is reported on the secondary node when replication cannot occur. This state applies to an
IASP when changes have been tracked on the other node and phase one of resynchronization has not
completed. In general, replicated objects can be referenced but not changed until communication
resumes. Once phase one of resynchronization is complete, the state will change to ACTIVE.
There are some precedence rules between SYSBAS and database IASPs regarding state.
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• If the IASP is not varied on, the replication state is not reported. The replication state will be
determined when the IASP is next varied on.
• If the replication state of SYSBAS is NOT MIRRORED, the state of all varied on IASPs will also be NOT
MIRRORED.
• If the replication state of SYSBAS is TRACKING or BLOCKED, the replication state of the IASP cannot be
ACTIVE. It is possible for SYSBAS to be in TRACKING state and an IASP on the primary node to be in
BLOCKED state or vice versa if the IASP had been varied off on one node and had not finished its
resynchronization process before the SYSBAS state changed.
• If the replication state of SYSBAS is ACTIVE, any state for the IASP is possible. It will be NOT
MIRRORED if the setup process is not complete. It could be TRACKING or BLOCKED if the IASP is varied
off on one of the nodes.
In GUI showing active replication, the replication state of ACTIVE is shown below each node. In GUI
showing active replication of an IASP, the replication state of ACTIVE is shown below each IASP. In
MIRROR_INFO view showing active replication, the replication state column is shown for SYSBAS and
each IASP.

Replication details
It is important to understand the Db2 Mirror processing that corresponds to the current replication state.
STARTING
The initial startup of replication between the two nodes is in progress.
SYNCHRONIZING
Resynchronization between the two nodes is in progress. There are two main phases of
resynchronization. In phase one, the replication state will remain TRACKING and BLOCKED on the
nodes. In phase two, the replication state will become ACTIVE.
REPLICATING
Replication is active.
SUSPENDING
Replication is being suspended.
SUSPENDED
Replication has been suspended. Limited internal Db2 Mirror communication between the nodes may
be available depending on the reason replication has been suspended.
MAINTENANCE
Replication has been suspended for maintenance. All Db2 Mirror communication and system jobs are
ended.
RESUMING
Replication is resuming after previously having been suspended. Resynchronizing has not yet begun.
In GUI showing active replication and GUI showing active replication of an IASP, the replication detail of
Replicating is shown below the replication state of Active. In MIRROR_INFO view showing active
replication, the REPLICATION_DETAIL column returns REPLICATING.

Replication information
When replication is not active, there is detailed information available to understand why Db2 Mirror
replication is not occurring.
In the following figure, the replication state of node B2PU, the primary node, is TRACKING, and the state
of B2PV, which is the secondary node, is BLOCKED. The replication detail for both nodes is Suspended.
The hover text below B2PU shows that the node is Suspended because of a user initiated suspend
request.
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Figure 139. GUI after a user initiated suspend
The next figure describes the same environment using the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view. The
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO column shows reason code 212 for SYSBAS and 284 for the IASPs. The
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT column contains a corresponding description for each reason code.
SELECT IASP_NAME, REPLICATION_STATE,
REPLICATION_DETAIL, REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO,
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT,
PRIMARY_NODE, SECONDARY_NODE
FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO;

Figure 140. MIRROR_INFO after a user initiated suspend
The reason codes can be surfaced in multiple places and always have the same associated text.
• Within the Db2 Mirror GUI, when hovering over the replication state or replication detail
• When querying the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view, within the REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO and
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT columns
• Within any M9 (Db2 Mirror Replication State) Audit journal records
• Within any CPIC901 or CPIC902 messages sent to the QSYSOPR message queue
The reason codes and their corresponding text are listed in “Replication detail info” on page 189.

Replication detail info

This section defines the replication detail values.
The following values can be returned when the REPLICATION_DETAIL column in QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO
contains the value SUSPENDED:
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REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT

200

Suspended due to warm clone in progress on this node

202

Suspended due to suspend for maintenance made on this node

204

Suspended due to save and restore clone in progress on this
node

210

Suspend pending restart of limited connections between nodes

212

Suspended due to user initiated suspend request

214

Suspended due to reclone replicated objects required

216

Suspended due to reclone replicated objects in progress

218

Suspended due to auto resume disabled for *SYSBAS

220

Suspended due to NRG down on this node

222

Suspended due to restricted state on this node

224

Suspended due to end TCP/IP on this node

226

Suspended due to node powered down

228

Suspended due to end of the QMRDBECTLR job on this node

230

Suspended while waiting for started NRGs to become active on
this node

232

Suspended while waiting for connections between
QMRDBECTLR jobs on both nodes

234

Suspended while waiting for environment checks to complete
on this node

240

Primary replication role forced while suspended

242

Suspended due to suspend for maintenance made on the other
node

244

Suspended due to reclone replicated objects in progress on the
other node

262

Suspended due to restricted state on the other node

264

Suspended due to end TCP/IP on the other node

266

Suspended due to the other node powered down

268

Suspended due to end of the QMRDBECTLR job on the other
node

282

Suspended due to auto resume disabled for the IASP

284

Suspended due to *SYSBAS replication is suspended on this
node

286

Suspended due to the IASP is unavailable on one of the nodes

288

Suspended due to resume IASP replication verification pending
between the nodes

290

TRACKING state forced while suspended

8100

Permanently suspended due to main store loss on this node
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REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT

8102

Permanently suspended due to invalid engine data on this node

8104

Permanently suspended due to invalid RCL data on this node

8106

Permanently suspended due to invalid clone data

8110

Permanently suspended due to invalid replication role between
both nodes

8112

Permanently suspended due to invalid lock source setting
between both nodes

8140

Suspended due to permanent suspend on the other node

8200

Suspended due to synchronization failure for *SYSBAS

8202

Suspended due to synchronization failure on the other node

8210

Suspended due to an existing synchronization job for *SYSBAS

8212

Suspended due to shared engine data synchronization failure
for *SYSBAS

8214

Suspended due to synchronization job failure for *SYSBAS

8216

Suspended due to RCL synchronization failure for *SYSBAS

8218

Suspended due to synchronization failure for the QSECOFR
password

8220

Suspended due to OTL synchronization preparation failure

8240

Suspended due to synchronization failure getting OTL status

8242

Suspended due to synchronization cannot proceed with
potential OTL conflicts

8244

Suspended due to OTL phase 1 synchronization failure for
*SYSBAS

8246

Suspended due to OTL phase 1 synchronization not completed
for *SYSBAS

8248

Suspended due to OTL synchronization failure for *SYSBAS

8260

Suspended due to relcone replicated objects failure for
*SYSBAS

8262

Suspended due to relcone replicated objects failure for
*SYSBAS on the other node

8300

Permanently suspended due to main store loss for the
database IASP

8302

Permanently suspended due to invalid engine data on the
database IASP

8304

Permanently suspended due to invalid RCL data on the
database IASP

8306

Permanently suspended due to invalid clone data for the
database IASP

8310

Permanently suspended due to failure detected during vary on
of the database IASP
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REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT

8312

Permanently suspended due to invalid replication state for the
database IASP

8314

Permanently suspended due to invalid configuration state for
the database IASP

8400

Suspended due to synchronization failure for the database
IASP

8402

Suspended due to synchronization failure for the database
IASP on the other node

8410

Suspended due to an existing synchronization job for the
database IASP

8412

Suspended due to synchronization job failure for the database
IASP

8414

Suspended due to RCL synchronization failure for the database
IASP

8440

Suspended due to synchronization failure getting OTL status for
the database IASP

8442

Suspended due to synchronization cannot proceed with
potential OTL conflicts for the database IASP

8444

Suspended due to OTL phase 1 synchronization failure for the
database IASP

8446

Suspended due to OTL phase 1 synchronization not completed
for the database IASP

8448

Suspended due to OTL synchronization failure for the database
IASP

8480

Suspended due to an error preventing IASP resume

8600

Suspended due to one or more NRGs failed to start

8602

Suspended due to QMRDBECTLR job connection failure

8604

Suspended due to QMRDBECTLR job detected communication
loss – the other node may be down

8606

Suspended due to QMRDBECTLR job communication failure

8620

Suspended due to QMRDBORM job failure

8640

Suspended due to a severe database IASP error

8700

Suspended due to Boss Option 48 not installed

8702

Suspended due to Boss Option 48 does not have a valid license
key

8704

Suspended due to IBM Db2 Mirror for i not installed

8706

Suspended due to IBM Db2 Mirror for i does not have a valid
license key

8708

Suspended due to an NTP client or SNTP client is not running
on this node
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REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT

8710

Suspended due to an excessive time difference between the
nodes

8712

Suspended due to an NTP client or SNTP client is not running
on either node

8714

Suspended for maintenance due to a failure upgrading internal
data on this node

8716

Suspended for maintenance due to a QMRDBECTLR job failure
on this node

8800

Suspended due to an error on the other node

The following values can be returned when the REPLICATION_DETAIL column in QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO
contains the value SYNCHRONIZING:
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT

310

Synchronization phase 1 processing in progress

320

Synchronization phase 2 processing in progress

The following values can be returned when the REPLICATION_DETAIL column in QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO
contains the value STARTING or RESUMING:
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT

400

Waiting for NRGs to be configured and ready to use on this
node

402

Waiting for configuration initialization to complete on this node

410

Waiting for TCP/IP to become available on this node

412

Waiting for started NRGs to be up on this node

414

Waiting for connections between QMRDBECTLR jobs on both
nodes

416

Waiting for validation message from the QMRDBECTLR on the
other node

420

Waiting for Quorum operation to get status to complete on this
node

422

Waiting for Quorum operation to clear entry to complete on this
node

430

Waiting for secondary ready message from the QMRDBECTLR
job on the other node

432

Waiting for synchronization to start

Object replication details
Db2 Mirror keeps objects synchronized between two nodes. This section defines the objects and actions
that can be replicated.
When you create, change, or delete a replicated object on a node, that node is called the source node of
the operation. Db2 Mirror will synchronously take the same action on the other node (called the target
node) so that when the operation is complete, the object is synchronized on both nodes. Since changes to
replicated objects can occur on both Db2 Mirror nodes, one node may be the source node for some
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changes and the target node for other changes. The source and target nodes do not correlate to the
primary and secondary node designation.

Objects that are always replicated

All user profiles and authorization lists are replicated in order to keep object ownership and authorities
synchronized for replicated objects. Additionally, function usage information and security attribute
information are replicated.
Authorization lists
In a Db2 Mirror environment, all authorization list objects are replicated in order to guarantee that object
authorities are the same on both nodes.

Restoring authorization lists in Db2 Mirror
Authorization lists are restored when all user profiles are restored using the Restore User Profile
(RSTUSRPRF) command. A RSTUSRPRF of all user profiles requires the node to be in restricted state, so
the replication state for the node will be either TRACKING or BLOCKED. A restore of an authorization list
will always be processed as if the replication state is TRACKING, even if the state is BLOCKED (see
“Behavior of specific object types when replication state is BLOCKED” on page 209). During the restore,
the authorization list will be created if it does not already exist. It will not be replicated immediately.
Instead, a CRTAUTL action will be added to the Object Tracking List (OTL).
User profiles
In a Db2 Mirror environment, all user profile objects are replicated.
The following user profile attributes are not replicated.
• The profile being disabled because of too many invalid signon attempts.
• The EIM Association (EIMASSOC) parameter on Create User Profile (CRTUSRPRF) and Change User
Profile (CHGUSRPRF).
• The previous sign on date and last used date for the user profile.

Create User Profile (CRTUSRPRF) and Change User Profile (CHGUSRPRF)
considerations
A user profile has associated objects such as initial program, initial menu, job description, and output
queue. Not all of these object types are eligible for replication. You must ensure that the objects
associated with a user profile exist on both nodes so that the user profile is usable on both nodes.
Note: Changes made to system-supplied user profiles using the Reset Profile Attributes (QSYRESPA) API
are made on the source node only and will not be changed on the target node. The API must be called on
both nodes.

Delete User Profile (DLTUSRPRF) considerations
The DLTUSRPRF command will fail if SYSBAS is in BLOCKED state. The DLTUSRPRF command will also fail
if a database IASP on the source node is either varied off or its replication state is BLOCKED, and the IASP
on the target node has a replication state of TRACKING. For the command to successfully process all
objects for which the user is the owner or primary group, the IASP must be varied on and performing
active replication. It is recommended that DLTUSPRF should only be run when the replication state is
ACTIVE for SYSBAS and all IASPs, whenever possible.
If OWNOBJOPT(*DLT) is specified on DLTUSRPRF, the owned objects will be deleted on both the source
and target nodes. Before deleting a user profile, you should verify on both nodes that all the replicated
and non-replicated objects that are owned by the profile should be deleted.
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Restore User Profile (RSTUSRPRF) considerations
A RSTUSRPRF of all user profiles requires the node to be in restricted state. That means the replication
state during the restore will be either TRACKING or BLOCKED. The RSTUSRPRF action is always
processed as if the replication state is TRACKING, even if the command is run on the BLOCKED node (see
“Behavior of specific object types when replication state is BLOCKED” on page 209). During the restore,
the user profile is either created (if it does not already exist) or changed (if it exists). It will not be
replicated immediately. Instead, a CRTUSRPRF or CHGUSRPRF action will be added to the Object
Tracking List (OTL).
While in restricted state, in order to do a RSTUSRPRF USRPRF(*ALL) followed by a Restore Authority
(RSTAUT), the RSTUSRPRF and RSTAUT must be done on the primary node where the replication state is
TRACKING. This is because the RSTAUT does a Grant Object Authority (GRTOBJAUT) which is not allowed
for most objects when the replication state is BLOCKED.
Function usage information
In a Db2 Mirror environment, all function usage information is replicated. Function usage is an alternative
method for controlling access to perform certain functions and is displayed using the WRKFCNUSG
command.

Restoring function usage information in Db2 Mirror
The information for the registered functions is stored in the QUSEXRGOBJ object, type *EXITRG, in
QUSRSYS. When this object is restored, changes to the function registration information will be replicated.
Note that this object contains all of the exit points and exit programs defined for a node, so use caution
when restoring this object from another node. When replication is suspended, this object must be
restored on the primary node where the replication state is TRACKING. This is because the replication
processing might require a Deregister Function (QSYDRGFN, QsyDeregisterFunction) call, which is not
allowed when the replication state is BLOCKED.
The usage information for the registered functions is restored when all user profiles are restored using the
Restore User Profile (RSTUSRPRF) command followed by a Restore Authority (RSTAUT) command. A
RSTUSRPRF of all user profiles requires the node to be in restricted state. That means the replication
state during the restore will be either TRACKING or BLOCKED. While in restricted state, in order to do a
RSTUSRPRF USRPRF(*ALL) followed by a Restore Authority (RSTAUT), the RSTUSRPRF and RSTAUT must
be done on the primary node where the replication state is TRACKING. This is because the RSTAUT will do
a Change Function Usage Information (QSYCHFUI) API call, which is not allowed when the replication
state is BLOCKED.
Security attribute information
In a Db2 Mirror environment, any change from the Change Security Attributes (CHGSECA) CL command is
replicated.

Objects that are eligible for replication

Database files and several other common object types are optionally replicated. The Replication Criteria
List (RCL) defines the rules that determine which objects are replicated.
The following database objects are eligible for replication using Db2 Mirror:
• File (*FILE)
– Alias and DDM file (DDMF attribute)
– Index and Keyed Logical File (LF attribute)
– Table and Physical File (PF attribute)
– View and Logical File (LF attribute)
• Program and Service Program
– Global Variable (*SRVPGM)
– SQL and External Function (*PGM or *SRVPGM)
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– SQL and External Procedure (*PGM or *SRVPGM)
– SQL and Native Trigger (*PGM)
• SQL package (*SQLPKG)
• Schema (*LIB)
• Sequence (*DTAARA)
• SQL XML schema repository (*SQLXSR)
• User-defined type (*SQLUDT)
Additionally, the following library-based objects can be replicated:
• Library (*LIB)
• Journal (*JRN)
• Data area (*DTAARA)
• Data queue (*DTAQ)
• Job description (*JOBD)
• Job queue (*JOBQ)
• Output queue (*OUTQ). Spooled files (*SPLF) cannot be replicated individually, but will be replicated if
they are on a replicated output queue.
• Program (*PGM)
• Service program (*SRVPGM)
• User index (*USRIDX)
• User space (*USRSPC)
The following non-library based pseudo objects can be replicated:
• System values (*SYSVAL)
• Environment variables (*ENVVAR)
You manage the replication for database and the other library-based objects using the Replication Criteria
List (RCL) by adding a rule to include or exclude the object by name, by library, or by object type within a
library. The object may reside in SYSBAS or on an IASP.
Some libraries, including QGPL, QTEMP, QSYS, and QUSRSYS, have restrictions for adding user-defined
rules for replication. To see the full list of libraries that have replication restrictions, look in the RCL. See
“System defined rules” on page 290 for details.
For more detailed information on the Replication Criteria List, including how to add rules for replicated
objects, see “Managing the Replication Criteria List” on page 273.
Database objects
Objects that are used for working with the database are eligible for replication unless otherwise noted.
The support for inclusion and exclusion from replication is granular. When you create a replication
strategy for database objects, you can select a subset of objects to replicate from a specific database
dependency network. If you choose to exclude a portion of the dependency network, you are responsible
for managing object level changes for the excluded objects between the nodes. The best practice is to
fully review object dependencies for each database network of objects and include all database objects in
replication if any of the objects require replication. The all or none strategy for database replication will
prevent confusion or failures related to dependent objects being dissimilar on the two nodes due to a
portion of the network being excluded from replication.
Since objects that depend on each other are frequently in the same library, one way to include all the
objects in a database dependency network is to add the library that contains the objects to the
Replication Criteria List (RCL) with an include rule.
Replication for some dependencies, such as referential integrity, is required by Db2 Mirror. The
enforcement occurs at runtime.
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Some dependencies are not enforced and can lead to unexpected behavior. For example, you could have
DATALIB and VIEWLIB libraries and choose to only replicate the VIEWLIB objects. Db2 Mirror allows this
usage, but will not synchronize the data within the DATALIB objects, nor manage the views in VIEWLIB on
both nodes as the physical files in DATALIB are altered.
Other situations to be aware of include:
• Objects referenced in SQL code bodies, such as procedures and functions, are not required to be
replicated. This can cause unintended objects to be used. For example, referencing table T1 using the
library list could find a completely different T1 on each node.
• If a subset of database objects is included in replication in a library, differences and potentially failures
could be encountered if long SQL names are used for objects and the system names for those objects
are not specified on the create statement. For example, if the SQL table LONGTABLENAME is created
without the FOR SYSTEM NAME LONGT1 clause, the database generates a system name like
LONGT00001, using the first available object name on the source node. The generated name is not
guaranteed to be consistent between the nodes for any object that is not replicated. Views rely on the
system name for a table reference, so could end up using different tables on both nodes.
To avoid this concern, include all database objects within a library in replication or strictly control the
system names for database objects.
Database files and SQL tables
SQL tables and most *FILE objects can be replicated.
SQL triggers, masks, permissions, constraints, and field procedures are considered part of the *FILE
object; they are replicated if the file is replicated. To replicate logical files, views, aliases, indexes, and
materialized query tables (MQTs), the corresponding *FILE object needs to be included in replication. For
any of these entities, it is highly recommended that any associated objects should be replicated as well.
Certain attributes disqualify a file from being included in replication. These are:
• The file is a device file.
• The file contains an identity column defined with CYCLE.
• The file contains one or more DataLink columns with FILE LINK CONTROL.
• The file is a Db2 Multisystem file.
Other file rules are enforced to maintain consistent behavior on both nodes.
• If the file is a temporal table or a history table, both the temporary table and the history table need to be
replicated or neither one can be replicated.
• If a file is part of a referential constraint with a file that is not replicated, it cannot be replicated.
• When a partition is attached to or detached from a table, both tables need to be replicated or neither
one can be replicated.
• A trigger or field procedure cannot be added to a file if the program is not replicated.
Certain files are never eligible for replication:
• IDDU files.
• Database monitor files. These are identified as having a record format name of QQQDBMN.
• Files used for debug source for SQL routines. Any file named QSQDSRC is never replicated.

Behavior of files with a replication state of DEFINITION
When the inclusion state for a file is set to DEFINITION, it is normal for data within the file to be different
between the nodes because Db2 Mirror is not actively replicating the content.
When a replicated file is restored, the inclusion state of DEFINITION for the file is disregarded and the
entire file, including its contents, is restored to both nodes.
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Triggers
Trigger definitions are replicated if the file, table, or view they are defined on is replicated. For Db2 Mirror,
triggers can be defined to fire on only the source node or on both nodes.

MIRROR YES and MIRROR NO trigger option
By default, native and SQL triggers are fired only on the node that initiated the data change operation.
Both native and SQL triggers can be configured so the trigger fires on both the source and target nodes.
To control which nodes fire a trigger:
• For native triggers, the MIRROR(*YES) or MIRROR(*NO) parameter can be used on the Add Physical File
Trigger (ADDPFTRG) and Change PF Trigger (CHGPFTRG) commands.
• For SQL triggers, the MIRROR YES or MIRROR NO clause can be specified on the CREATE TRIGGER and
ALTER TRIGGER statements.
The NO value indicates the trigger is only fired on the source node; this is the default. The YES value
indicates the trigger should be fired on both nodes.
By examining the trigger body, it should be clear whether the default behavior of MIRROR NO is
appropriate. For example, if the trigger program sends an email, it is unlikely that you would want the
email sent twice. Similarly, if the trigger updates a second replicated file, the change should only be made
on the source node since replication will cause the change on the target node.
MIRROR YES is not allowed for INSTEAD OF or MODE DB2SQL triggers.
For more information about MIRROR YES triggers, see “Database trigger considerations” on page 32.

Trigger program replication considerations
An SQL trigger cannot be created if the library containing the file object excludes program objects from
replication.
To add a native trigger to a replicated file, the program for the native trigger must be included in
replication.
If an SQL trigger program for a replicated file gets deleted on both nodes, it will be recreated on each
node independently when it is fired on that node.
SQL functions and procedures
Functions and procedures, both SQL and external, are eligible for replication.
For external functions and procedures, replication requires the external program or service program
object to be included in replication. Replication is not associated with the function or procedure name.
For a Java routine, you must maintain the class file or jar file used by Java routine on both nodes if the file
is not stored in an IFS IASP.
If an object referenced in a default value for a routine parameter does not exist on both nodes, the routine
will fail to create.
SQL global variables
SQL global variables are eligible for replication.
SQL global variables are implemented as *SRVPGM objects. To add a specific rule for a global variable to
the RCL, you must add a rule for its *SRVPGM object using the system name for the global variable.
If an object referenced in the default value for a global variable does not exist on both nodes, the global
variable will fail to create.
SQL packages
SQL packages can be replicated. Extended dynamic packages are not eligible to be replicated.
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SQL schemas
To add a specific rule for a schema to the RCL, you need add a rule for the corresponding *LIB object using
the library name associated with the SQL schema.
SQL sequences
Sequences are eligible for replication.
Sequences are implemented as *DTAARA objects. To add a specific rule for a sequence to the RCL, you
must add a rule for the corresponding *DTAARA object using the system name for the sequence.
Db2 Mirror considerations for the use of a sequence are described in “Database object replication details”
on page 209.
SQL user defined types
User defined types are eligible for replication.
To add a specific rule for a user defined type to the RCL, you must add a rule using the system name for
the *SQLUDT object.
SQL XML schema repository objects
SQL XML schema repository objects are implemented as *SQLXSR objects. These objects are created
when the SYSPROC.XSR_REGISTER procedure is called.
On that procedure call, the XML schema repository name is specified. Replication control for an *SQLXSR
object type requires the associated system name of the *SQLXSR object to be used.
Libraries
A library is both an object and a container for other object types.
There are two choices when you add a rule to the RCL for a library:
1. The rule can apply to only the library object. Only the definition of the library will be replicated. This
library rule must be specified as Definition only.
2. The rule can apply to the library object plus all the replication-eligible objects within the library, unless
a more specific rule is defined for the objects.
Some system libraries, including QGPL, QSYS, QTEMP, and QUSRSYS, are either not eligible for replication
or have restrictions for object replication. To get the full list of restricted libraries, look in the RCL. See
“System defined rules” on page 290 for details.
Journals
Journals, except for remote journals, can be replicated. Journal receivers and the contents of the journal
receivers are not eligible for replication. Not all attributes of a journal are replicated; attributes related to
management of journal receivers are not replicated.
The Apply Journaled Changes (APYJRNCHG) and Remove Journaled Changes (RMVJRNCHG) CL
commands are not allowed with Db2 Mirror. Message CPF70CA will be issued if you attempt to use these
commands on an IBM i that has 5770DBM installed.
The best practice is to replicate journals which are used to journal any object included in replication. If the
journal is not replicated or if the sequence of establishing replication does not start with the journals, it is
possible to have replicated objects that are being managed by Db2 Mirror, but some objects are not
journaled on one of the Db2 Mirror nodes. A mismatch of journaling will result in a failure to use
commitment control. This is indicated by SQL7008, reason code 3.
Data areas
Most data areas can be included or excluded from replication by adding a rule to the RCL.
Local data areas (*LDA), Group data areas (*GDA) and Program initialization parameter data areas (*PDA)
are not eligible for replication since they are temporary objects associated with a specific job.
SQL sequence objects are data area objects that are used to generate sequential values. See “SQL
sequences” on page 199 for information specific to replicating sequence objects.
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Data queues
Data queue objects can replicate the definition only, or both the definition and the contents.
Updates made directly to a data queue using the Enqueue (ENQ) and Dequeue (DEQ) Machine Interface
(MI) instructions are not replicated.

Restoring replicated data queues
A replicated data queue cannot be restored over an existing data queue with the same name. If you want
to restore a data queue and the data queue already exists, you must either first delete the existing data
queue, or restore the data queue to another library. You should verify that the data queue is not in use on
either side of the Db2 Mirror pair before deleting a replicated data queue.

Locking considerations for data queues
No object lock is held on the data queue while waiting for messages with the Receive Data Queue
(QRCVDTAQ) API. Therefore, it is important to check both the source and the target nodes of the Db2
Mirror pair to make sure the data queue is not in use before deleting the data queue.
Job descriptions
The rules defined in the RCL determine which job descriptions are replicated.
Some of the parameters on the CRTJOBD and CHGJOBD command can reference objects that might not
be replicated, such as the job queue, print device, output queue, libraries, and workload group. You must
ensure that all objects referenced by the command on the source node also exist on the target node to
avoid unexpected results when using the replicated job description on the target node.
Job queues
The rules defined in the RCL determine which job queues are replicated. Only the job queue itself is
replicated. Jobs that are submitted to a replicated job queue are not replicated.
Output queues and spooled files
When replicating output queues using Db2 Mirror, both the output queue and its spooled files are
replicated.
Some system libraries including QGPL and QUSRSYS have output queues that cannot be replicated. To
see the list of output queues that are excluded from replication, look in the RCL. See “System defined
rules” on page 290 for details.

Autostart of remote writers
You can define a remote system (RMTSYS) to send spooled files to when a remote writer is started to the
output queue. In the Db2 Mirror environment, the Writers to Autostart (AUTOSTRWTR) parameter is not
replicated on the Create Output Queue (CRTOUTQ) or Change Output Queue (CHGOUTQ) command to
allow customization of this setting on each node. The AUTOSTRWTR parameter should be set to *NONE
on at least one of the two nodes to avoid printing each spooled file twice.

Performance considerations when determining which output queues to replicate
Replicating spooled files can put an additional burden on your system since it doubles the number of
spooled files produced for each replicated output queue. It can also increase the time needed for
resynchronization. Care should be taken when selecting which output queues to replicate.
Output queues with high volumes and low retention of spooled files are not good candidates for
replication since it puts an unnecessary load on your system to replicate spooled files that are not
intended to be retained.
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Using an output queue with an associated data queue
Output queues can have an associated data queue that is used for status notifications. These notifications
only apply to the local node and therefore should not replicate the data queue messages. Data queues
associated with a replicated output queue should be excluded from replication, or only the data queue
definition should be replicated. Use the Work with Output Queue Description (WRKOUTQD) command to
determine if an output queue has a data queue defined.
Replicating spooled files
In a Db2 Mirror environment, all spooled files that are put on a replicated output queue will be replicated.
The status of a spooled file will be HLD (Held) after being replicated to the target node. When a spooled
file is created during active replication, the job creating the spooled file does not wait for the spooled file
to be created on the target node.

Asynchronous replication of spooled files
Since spooled files do not change after they are created, there is no reason to wait for the spooled file to
be created on the target node before returning control to the program or user. Therefore, spooled file
replication is implemented using an asynchronous method, which runs in a server job QSPMRSYNC.
The QSPMRSYNC job waits for spooled file requests so that it can combine multiple requests into a single
replication operation. This reduces the overhead on your system.

Changing the interval for asynchronous updates
The replication of spooled files is processed on an interval basis. This interval can be customized by using
the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR SQL procedure. Once the spooled file is
closed, it will be replicated at the next interval.
To configure the spooled file processing interval from the Db2 Mirror GUI, on the main dashboard click
Manage the selected Db2 Mirror pair. For each node, right click on the node and select Properties, then
set the Wait time for spooled file replication to a value from 2-3600 seconds.

Replication of spooled files during blocked state
Spooled file operations are allowed on both the source and the target node at all times. You may continue
to create, delete, and move spooled files during active, tracking, and blocked replication states.

Active/passive replication of spooled files
The primary reason for replicating spooled files is so that there is a backup copy readily accessible if one
node becomes unavailable. While it is possible to work with spooled files on the same replicated output
queue from both nodes at the same time (active/active), it is better to only process them from one node
and use the replicated queue on the target node as a backup (active/passive) to prevent the same spooled
file from being processed on both nodes at the same time. This processing could cause duplicate output
to be produced, or spooled file error entries to be added to the Object Tracking List (OTL).

Replication of existing spooled files when adding a new rule to the RCL
When adding a new rule to the RCL to include a library and its contents, if the library contains an output
queue with spooled files, both the output queue and its existing spooled files will be replicated to the
target.
However, when adding a rule to the RCL to replicate an output queue, only new spooled files that are
created after the rule has been added will be replicated. Spooled files that already exist on the output
queue (on either node) are not synchronized at the time the rule is added. If you want the spooled files to
be identical on both nodes, you must delete the output queue on the target, if one exists, add the output
queue rule, then save all the spooled files from the source node and restore them on the target node.
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Finding replicated spooled files
When a spooled file is replicated to the target, it is detached from the job that created it on the source
node since the source job does not exist on the target.
To locate replicated spooled files on the target node, use the Work with Spooled Files (WRKSPLF)
command and specify the job name (JOB) or use the Work with Output Queues (WRKOUTQ) command.
Work Job (WRKJOB), Work User Job (WRKUSRJOB), and Work Subsystem Job (WRKSBSJOB) can only be
used to locate spooled files on the node where they were created (assuming they have not been detached
(SPLFACN(*KEEP)).

Moving spooled files from one output queue to another
There are special considerations for moving spooled files from one output queue to another. It is
important to understand if one or both output queues are mirrored, and if only one is mirrored, whether it
is the source or the target of the move.
Replicated to replicated
If you move a spooled file from a replicated output queue to another replicated output queue, the
spooled file will also be moved on the target node.
Replicated to non-replicated
If you move a spooled file from a replicated output queue to a non-replicated output queue, the
spooled file will be deleted from the replicated output queue on the target node.
Non-replicated to replicated
If you move a spooled file from a non-replicated output queue to a replicated output queue, the
spooled file is moved to the new output queue on the source node and then the spooled file will be
restored into the replicated output queue on the target node. If the spooled file already exists on the
target node (for example, because it was on an output queue that was cloned to the target, or because
the non-replicated output queue was replicated at one time), the restore operation will fail on the
target node.

Restoring replicated output queues
When restoring a replicated output queue, the output queue along with the spooled files (if saved with
SPLFDTA(*ALL)) will be restored on both the source and target nodes. The spooled files may not be
available immediately on the target node after a restore because of the asynchronous processing.
The spooled files status will be HLD (Held) after being restored on the target node (unless the status was
SAV at the time of the save operation, in which case the status will remain as SAV).

Troubleshooting replication of spooled files
If at any time you do not find a spooled file on the target node as expected, check the Object Tracking List
for possible errors during the replication process, or outstanding requests that have not yet been
processed.
The QSPMRSYNC job processes spooled file replication requests asynchronously. This job runs in the
background and does not report errors back to the job that performed the spooled file operation. This job
must be active in order for spooled file requests to be replicated. Check the joblog for QSPMRSYNC for
any possible errors while replicating spooled files. If the spooled file is created in an IASP, this processing
is done in a job named QSPMR000nn, where nn is the number that corresponds to the IASP.
If there are no errors, check the value for Wait time for spooled file replication in the Db2 Mirror GUI or by
using the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view. The defined interval can be up to an hour.
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Programs and service programs
Application programs and service programs are eligible to be replicated. Both OPM and ILE programs
created in RPG, COBOL, C, C++, and CL can be replicated. Module objects are not replicated.
Operating system programs that reside in QSYS and other product libraries are not replicated. Licensed
programs, including the operating system, must be installed separately on each node. Likewise, changes
to licensed programs that are delivered via PTF must be applied individually on each node.
User indexes
User indexes, including the entries in the index can be replicated.
Index entries that are added or removed from a replicated user index with the Add User Index Entry
(QUSADDUI) or the Remove User Index Entry (QUSRMVUI) APIs will be added or removed on the target
node by saving the object on the source node and restoring it to the target node.
Changes made to a user index, by using the Insert Independent Index Entry (INSINXEN) and Remove
Independent Index Entry (RMVINXEN) MI instructions to add or remove entries to or from the index are
not replicated.
User spaces
Changes made to a user space using the Change User Space (QUSCHGUS) API are replicated by saving
the object on the source node and restoring it to the target node.
Changes made to a user space by using the Retrieve Pointer to User Space (QUSPTRUS) API to get a
pointer to the object and then writing directly into the space with an assignment statement in the program
are not replicated.
Changes made to a user space using an integrated file system interface will not be replicated. This
includes calling an integrated file system API, using the Edit File (EDTF) command, or through a server
such as the IBM i NetServer.
Environment variables
Add, change, and remove environment variable actions can be replicated for system-level environment
variables using Db2 Mirror. Job level environment variables are not eligible for replication.
The RCL is primed with a system defined rule to exclude all environment variables from replication. A user
rule must be added for each system-level environment variable that is to be included in replication. There
is no option to replicate all system-level environment variables.
Environment variables have a pseudo object type of *ENVVAR. To add a rule for a system-level
environment variable use the name that is shown on the Work with Environment Variables (WRKENVVAR
LEVEL(*SYS)) display.
System values
Some system values must be the same on both the source and the target nodes in order for replication to
function properly in a Db2 Mirror environment. Other system values are specific to a partition and will
never be replicated.
The RCL is primed with a system defined rule to include all system values in replication by default. There
are additional system defined rules to include or exclude specific system values; these rules cannot be
changed or removed. A user rule to exclude a system value can be defined for any system value that is not
explicitly included by a system rule.
To view the system defined rules look in the RCL. See “System defined rules” on page 290 for details.

System values that are always replicated
Some system values are always replicated. For example, date and time system values, and certain
security and language related system values must be the same on both nodes.
The following system values are always replicated. Each of these system values has a system defined rule
set to include.
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Table 14. System values that are always replicated
QALWOBJRST
QCCSID
QCENTURY
QCHRID
QCHRIDCTL
QCNTRYID
QCRTAUT
QCRTOBJAUD

QCURSYM
QDATE
QDATETIME
QDATFMT
QDATSEP
QDAY
QDECFMT
QFRCCVNRST

QHOUR
QIGCCDEFNT
QIGCFNTSIZ
QKBDTYPE
QLANGID
QMINUTE
QMONTH
QPWDLVL

QSECOND
QSECURITY
QSRTSEQ
QTIME
QTIMSEP
QTIMZON
QVFYOBJRST
QYEAR

System values that are never replicated
Some system values will never be replicated because they are specific to the node, they are read only, or
they are obsolete. The following system values are not eligible for replication. Each of these system values
has a system defined rule set to exclude.
Table 15. System values that are never replicated
QABNORMSW
QADLSPLA
QALWJOBITP
QAUTOSPRPT
QBASACTLVL
QBASPOOL
QBOOKPATH
QCMNARB

QCONSOLE
QDAYOFWEEK
QDBFSTCCOL
QDYNPTYADJ
QDYNPTYSCD
QIGC
QIPLDATTIM
QIPLSTS

QIPLTYPE
QJOBMSGQSZ
QJOBMSGQTL
QJOBSPLA
QLEAPADJ
QMAXACTLVL
QMCHPOOL
QMODEL

QPRCFEAT
QPWRRSTIPL
QRMTIPL
QSRLNBR
QSTRPRTWTR
QSVRAUTITV
QTIMADJ
QUTCOFFSET

System values that can be excluded from replication
Any system value not listed in Table 14 on page 204 or Table 15 on page 204 is replicated by default. This
set of system values can have a user rule defined to exclude that system value from replication. You need
to define a user rule for each system value that you want to exclude.
When changing a system value that references other objects such as programs or libraries, you must
either ensure that those objects exist on both nodes before making the change or exclude the system
value from replication. QSYSLIBL, QUSRLIBL, QATNPGM, QALWUSRDMN, QCTLSBSD, QSTRUPPGM,
QCFGMSGQ, and QUPSMSGQ are examples of system values that include the name of an object. If the
object is not found on the target node, the system value will be changed on the source node only, and an
error entry will be added to the Object Tracking List (OTL), requiring manual intervention to resolve the
conflict.

Removing user rules for system values
If you want to remove a user defined exclusion rule for a system value, you might need to manually
change the system value on one of the nodes first so the value is same on both nodes. When the values
are the same, you can remove the exclusion entry. This extra step is needed because once the user
defined exclusion rule is removed, the default rule to include all system values will apply to this system
value. The default rule requires the values to match.
When removing a user defined rule for a system value using the Db2 Mirror GUI, use the filter columns to
find the system value rule, then click on the trash can icon in the Action column to delete the active rule.
System defined rules have a padlock icon next to them in the Status column and cannot be removed.
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System value lock down
Certain security related system values are not allowed to be changed if an option in Start Service Tools
(STRSST) has been used to prevent them from being changed. If you attempt to change a system value
that has been locked using this function, the change will not be allowed. See Lock function of securityrelated system values for more information on which system values can be locked.
If you plan to make a change through SST to lock down a replicated system value, you should lock down
the system value on both the source and target nodes. Otherwise, changes made to the system value on
the node that is not locked down will fail replication to the target node, since it is locked from all changes.

Actions that affect replicated objects

Changes made to replicated objects are performed on both nodes. The behavior of common actions is
described in this section.
Some object types have additional replicated actions. These details are described in the section
describing the replicated object.
Create actions
When creating an object that is to be replicated, the object will be created on both the source and the
target nodes.

Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ)
When the CRTDUPOBJ (TOLIB, NEWOBJ, and OBJTYPE) parameters correspond to a object that is
included in replication, the object is created on both the source and target nodes.

Copy Library (CPYLIB)
When the new library (TOLIB) corresponds to a library that should be replicated, the following sequence
occurs:
1. The TOLIB is created on the source node (if CRTLIB(*YES)) and the create library is replicated to the
target node.
2. All objects in the existing library (FROMLIB) are copied to the new library on the source node. As the
objects are copied to the TOLIB, the rules in the RCL determine whether the object is replicated to the
target node.
Delete actions
When deleting a replicated object, the object will be deleted on both nodes.
There are differences between deleting a single object and deleting or clearing a library. It also makes a
difference if the library has both replicated and non-replicated objects in it. It is important to understand
these differences before deleting and clearing objects and libraries when using Db2 Mirror.
Deleting a library or object has no impact on the rules in the RCL for the library or object.

Delete Library (DLTLIB)
When deleting a library, all objects in the library are deleted one by one. As each object is being deleted, if
it is a replicated object, the object is deleted on both the source node and the target node. If the library
itself is replicated, the following additional steps are taken:
1. After all objects in the library on the source node are deleted, the DLTLIB operation is replicated to the
target node to delete any non-replicated objects.
2. After all objects in the library on the target node have been deleted, the library on the target node is
deleted.
3. The library on the source node is deleted.
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Clear Library (CLRLIB)
When clearing a library, the following steps are taken:
1. All objects in the library are deleted one by one. As each object is being deleted, if it is a replicated
object, the object is deleted on both the source node and the target node.
2. After all objects in the library on the source node are deleted, if the library itself is replicated, the
CLRLIB operation is replicated to the target node to delete any non-replicated objects.
Change actions
When changing a replicated object, most changes will be made on both the source and the target nodes.
There are some exceptions for certain object attributes.

Change object description
When using the Change Object Description (CHGOBJD) command to change a replicated object, changes
to the days used count will be made on the source node only and will not be changed on the target node.
Additionally, when using the Change Object Description (QLICOBJD) API, changes to the following keys
will not be replicated:
11
15
17

Reset days used count and update days used count reset date
Update last used date and days used count
Reset member’s days used count and update member’s days used count reset date

Move and rename actions
When moving or renaming a replicated object, the object will be moved or renamed on both nodes.
There are Db2 Mirror rules for some move and rename library scenarios, some of which are mentioned
below. If any of these failure scenarios are encountered, the move or rename will fail with an error. The
message will include the specific failure reason.

Rename Object (RNMOBJ)
When renaming an object that is not a library using the Rename Object command or the Rename Object
(QLIRNMO) API and the current object is replicated, the object is renamed on both the source and target
nodes.
If only the new object is replicated (the current object is not replicated), the object is renamed on the
source node and then the object is replicated to the target node.
When renaming a replicated library, the library is renamed on the target node and then the library is
renamed on the source node. The replication rules for the current library and the new library must be the
same. If the current library is replicated and there are no replication rules for the new library, the current
library's replication rules will be added to the RCL for the new library.

Move Object (MOVOBJ)
When moving a replicated object, the object is moved on the source node and then the object is moved on
the target node.
• If the object is replicated in both FROMLIB and TOLIB, the object is moved on the source node and then
the object is moved on the target node.
• If only the current object in FROMLIB is replicated (the new object is not replicated), the object is
moved on the source node and then the object is moved on the target node.
• If only the new object in TOLIB is replicated (the current object is not replicated), the object is moved on
the source node and then the new object is replicated to the target node.
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If any of the move operations fail, the move will fail on both nodes and MOVOBJ will return the failure
detail.
MOVOBJ can be used to move database files from a non-replicated library to a replicated library. The
dependency network for the file being moved should be reviewed to ensure dependent files are also
moved to a replicated library. If MOVOBJ causes part of the dependency network to be included in
replication, you are responsible for managing changes for the excluded objects between the nodes.

Move Library to ASP (QHSMMOVL) API
The Move Library to ASP (QHSMMOVL) API can be used to move a replicated library and its contents from
its existing auxiliary storage pool (ASP) to the specified target ASP. With Db2 Mirror only moves from
SYSBAS to an IASP and from an IASP to SYSBAS are supported.
After the library is moved to the target ASP on the source node, the move library operation is replicated on
the target node. If there are no RCL rules for the library in the target ASP, the existing RCL rules for the
library will be duplicated in the RCL for the new library in the target ASP.
Auditing actions
There are considerations for both security auditing and object auditing.

Setting up the audit journal on both nodes
The Change Security Auditing (CHGSECAUD) CL command can be used to set up and change the auditing
system values, QAUDCTL and QAUDLVL, and create the QAUDJRN security audit journal and the initial
journal receiver, if it does not already exist. Changes to these auditing system values will be replicated
when using this command. However, the creation of the QAUDJRN journal is not replicated, so you must
create QAUDJRN on the secondary node before using this command on the primary node.
Follow these steps to set up auditing and ensure that QAUDJRN is created on both nodes :
1. On the secondary node, run the following CL command to create QAUDJRN on the secondary node:
CHGSECAUD QAUDCTL(*SAME) QAUDLVL(*SAME)

2. On the primary node, run CHGSECAUD again. This time specify the desired values for the QAUDCTL
and QAUDLVL parameters. This will create the QAUDJRN journal on the primary node. It will change
the system values on the primary node and then replicate the system value changes to the secondary
node.
CHGSECAUD QAUDCTL(qaudctl-value) QAUDLVL(qaudlvl-value)

Object auditing and Db2 Mirror
When setting up or changing object auditing for a replicated object, the change will be replicated so the
auditing values for the object are the same on both nodes.
Note that even though auditing values are replicated, the audit journal entries are independent on each
node and may not contain identical entries for all replicated object actions due to the implementation of
object replication. For example, in the case of MOVOBJ there will be an 'OM' entry (object move) in the
audit journal on the source node, while the target will have an 'OR' entry (object restore). Even though the
audit journal entries may not be identical, the result of the operations yields identical replicated objects.
Authority actions
All changes to the authority for a replicated object will be made on both the source and the target node so
that the authorizations are the same on both nodes.
The object owner and primary group will be kept synchronized as well as all public and private authorities.
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Authority collection considerations
When collecting authority information, the Change Authority Collection (CHGAUTCOL) and Start Authority
Collection (STRAUTCOL) commands only apply to users and objects on the node where the commands are
run.
Locking actions
When the operating system makes updates to replicated objects, it obtains all the necessary locks to
make the update on both nodes and releases the locks when complete. Application programs may also
want to synchronize certain operations by locking a replicated object on both the source and the target
nodes.

Allocate Object (ALCOBJ) and SQL LOCK TABLE statement
With Db2 Mirror, locks on replicated objects with an object type of *FILE or *DTAARA will be acquired on
both the source and target nodes when using the ALCOBJ command or the LOCK TABLE SQL statement.
All other object types will be locked on the source node only.
When the Db2 Mirror replication state is TRACKING or BLOCKED, ALCOBJ and LOCK TABLE only acquire
the lock on the source node. The operation is not tracked by Db2 Mirror.

Deallocate Object (DLCOBJ)
With Db2 Mirror, locks on replicated objects with an object type of *FILE or *DTAARA will be released on
both the source and target nodes when using the DLCOBJ command. All other object types will be
unlocked on the source node only.
When the Db2 Mirror replication state is TRACKING or BLOCKED, DLCOBJ only releases the lock on the
source node. The DLCOBJ command is not tracked by Db2 Mirror.
Restore actions
Restoring objects or libraries can cause replication to occur.
The inclusion state of the object or library at the time of the restore operation determines whether the
operation will be replicated. See “Backup and recovery” on page 355 for more information on save and
restore operations in a Db2 Mirror environment.
Journaling actions
There are journaling considerations for replicated objects.

Journaling replicated libraries and other objects
If a replicated object is journaled on one node of a Db2 Mirrored pair, it is journaled on the other node as
well. Start journal operations for libraries and other objects will be replicated if the object is replicated. If
journaling of an operation fails for any reason on either node, including a journal not found error, the
operation will fail on both nodes.
This means that if journals and journal receivers reside within libraries that are different from the objects
being journaled, it is important to add replication for the journals before adding replication for the objects
being journaled. By establishing the replication of the journals first, you will not have to manually
intercede on the target to start journaling of objects. When a journal is replicated, a journal receiver is
created and attached on the secondary node. In this way, the journaled objects can be used under
commitment control from either node.
When actions that are taken on replicated objects are journaled, the journal entries are independent on
each node and the source and target journal may not contain identical entries for all replicated object
actions. For example, if a replicated object is changed, but the change does not succeed on one of the two
nodes, Db2 Mirror may reverse the change on the node that was changed. You might see two journal
entries on the node where the change succeeded and then was reversed, while there would be no journal
entry on the side that failed.
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Database object replication details

When a database object is replicated, there are some behavior rules and restrictions that you need to
understand.

Behavior of Database I/O with Db2 Mirror
When the content of a replicated database file changes, regardless of the interface used, the data
changes are synchronously replicated to the target node. When the replication state is ACTIVE, data
changes can be initiated from either the primary or secondary node. On the secondary node when the
replication state is BLOCKED, any attempt to change replicated objects will fail.
When journaling is being used, the data journal entries may not be identical across the two nodes. When
replicated data changes are managed by Db2 Mirror, the implementation of replicating the data may use
different operations on each node to reach the same conclusion. Regardless of the operations used, the
active rows are identical and reside at identical relative record numbers (RRNs).
When replication is suspended for any reason, data changes can continue to be made on the primary
node, and those changes are tracked within the file object at the row level. When replication is resumed,
Db2 Mirror resynchronization processing locks tracked objects and rows, and proceeds to synchronize the
data changes to the secondary node. When resynchronization completes, the files are once again in sync.
When replication is suspended, the behavior of interrupted transactions is well defined when
commitment control is being used. Under commitment control, the transaction on the primary node will
continue without any noticeable change to the application or user. However, on the secondary node, a
transaction interrupted by suspending replication results in the transaction being rolled back. If the user
or application is not using commitment control (COMMIT *NONE), changes to the database are made
without the possibility of rollback. This means that when commitment control is not being used, data
changes are not guaranteed to reach some predictable point when replication is suspended. All the
changes made up to the time when the suspend happened will exist on both nodes.
The database management of replication includes efficiencies for data movement. This optimization of
replication could result in a difference in how many deleted records reside at the end of the file. A
difference in the number of deleted records at the end of the file is normal and not indicative of being out
of sync.

Using sequence objects
Sequences include an optional CACHE value, which improves the performance of the NEXT VALUE
sequence expression by pre-allocating values in memory. With Db2 Mirror, the synchronous replication of
a sequence occurs when the cached values are exhausted and the corresponding *DTAARA object is
updated to reflect the allocation of a new set of cached values.

Commitment control consideration
When the RENAME SQL statement, Rename Object (RNMOBJ) CL command, or ALTER TABLE SQL
statement are used so that the target object's replication state changes from exclude to include, the
entire operation must use COMMIT(*NONE).
Any DDL replication operation that uses COMMIT(*NONE) is required to be initiated on a commit
boundary. If not on a commit boundary, the operation will fail with SQL7061.

Behavior of specific object types when replication state is BLOCKED

Most actions against objects are not allowed when the replication state is BLOCKED. However, in order to
support product installs which usually require Db2 Mirror to be suspended (primary node will be
TRACKING, secondary node will be BLOCKED), some object types allow a limited set of actions when the
replication state is BLOCKED.
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Object types that allow changes while blocked
Some objects allow a limited set of changes on a node that is in BLOCKED state.
Actions that are allowed when the replication state is BLOCKED are performed as if the replication state is
TRACKING. The action is done on the source node and an entry is added to the OTL to process on the
target node during resume.

Authorization lists
The following actions are allowed for authorization lists when the replication state is BLOCKED:
• Create Authorization List (CRTAUTL)
• Add Authorization List Entry (ADDAUTLE) and Edit Authorization List (EDTAUTL)
• Change Authorization List Entry (CHGAUTLE) and Edit Authorization List (EDTAUTL)
• Remove Authorization List Entry (RMVAUTLE) and Edit Authorization List (EDTAUTL)
The following actions are allowed on an authorization list when the replication state is BLOCKED:
• Change Object Owner (CHGOBJOWN) and Change Owner (CHGOWN)
• Change Object Primary Group (CHGOBJPGP) and Change Primary Group (CHGPGP)

User profiles
The following actions are allowed for user profiles when the replication state is BLOCKED:
• Create User Profile (CRTUSRPRF), when the following parameters are specified:
– User ID number (UID) = *GEN
– Group ID number (GID) = *NONE
• Change User Profile (CHGUSRPRF), when the following parameters are specified:
– Group profile (GRPPRF) = *SAME or *NONE
– Supplemental groups (SUPGRPPRF) = *SAME or *NONE
– User ID number (UID) = *SAME
– Group ID number (GID) = *SAME
• Change Password (CHGPWD) and Change User Password (QSYCHGPW)
• Restore User Profile (RSTUSRPRF)
– While in restricted state, in order to do a RSTUSRPRF USRPRF(*ALL) followed by a Restore Authority
(RSTAUT), the RSTUSRPRF and RSTAUT must be done on the primary node where the replication
state is TRACKING. This is because the RSTAUT does a Grant Object Authority (GRTOBJAUT), which
is not allowed for most objects when the replication state is BLOCKED.
The following actions are allowed on a user profile when the replication state is BLOCKED:
• Change Object Owner (CHGOBJOWN) and Change Owner (CHGOWN)
• Change Object Primary Group (CHGOBJPG) and Change Primary Group (CHGPGP)
• Grant Object Authority (GRTOBJAUT), Change Authority (CHGAUT), and Edit Object Authority
(EDTOBJAUT)
• Revoke Object Authority (RVKOBJAUT) and Edit Object Authority (EDTOBJAUT)

Function usage information
The following actions are allowed for function usage when the replication state is BLOCKED:
• Register Function (QSYRGFN, QsyRegisterFunction)
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Environment variables
Environment variable changes are allowed, but should be avoided, when the replication state is BLOCKED.

System values
System values can be changed when the replication state is BLOCKED.

Spooled files
The following actions are allowed for spooled files on replicated output queues when the replication state
is BLOCKED:
• Create spooled file
• Delete spooled file (DLTSPLF)
• Change spooled file attributes (CHGSPLFA)
Processing changes when Db2 Mirror resumes
When Db2 Mirror resumes, the Object Tracking Lists (OTL) on both nodes are processed.
There can be actions for the same object on the OTL for both nodes for actions that are allowed when the
replication state is BLOCKED. During resume, the OTL entries for the primary node are processed first.
Then the OTL entries for the secondary node are processed. If conflicting changes were made on each
node, the secondary node changes will be in effect after the resume is complete. There are a few
exceptions to this rule, described in the following sections.

Authorization Lists
Create Authorization List (CRTAUTL)
If a CRTAUTL is run on the secondary node when BLOCKED, there will be two entries on the OTL. The
first entry will perform the CRTAUTL on the primary node. The second entry will re-do the CRTAUTL on
the secondary node. This ensures that the authorization lists are synchronized.
When processing the OTL, the CRTAUTL will only be attempted if the authorization list does not exist
on both nodes. If the authorization list exists on both nodes, the OTL processing will verify that the
authorization lists are the same. If the owner or its authority, the primary group or its authority, or
public authority is different between the two nodes, the OTL entry for the CRTAUTL will be marked in
error. The user must resolve the differences.
Add Authorization List Entry (ADDAUTLE), Change Authorization List Entry (CHGAUTLE), and Remove
Authorization List Entry (RMVAUTLE)
If any of these commands is run on the secondary node when BLOCKED, there will be two entries on
the OTL. The first entry will perform the action on the primary node. The second entry will re-do the
action on the secondary node. This ensures that the objects are synchronized.
Restore User Profile (RSTUSRPRF)
Authorization lists are restored when all user profiles are restored using the RSTUSRPRF command. A
restore of an existing authorization list does not change the existing authorization list and is not
tracked in the OTL. A restore of a new authorization list will be added to the OTL as a CRTAUTL.

User Profiles
Create User Profile (CRTUSRPRF)
If a CRTUSRPRF is run on the secondary node when BLOCKED, there will be two entries on the OTL.
The first entry will perform the CRTUSRPRF on the primary node. The second entry will re-do the
CRTUSRPRF on the secondary node. This ensures that the user profiles are synchronized.
When processing the OTL, the CRTUSRPRF will only be attempted if the user profile does not exist on
both nodes. If the user profile exists on both nodes, the OTL processing will verify that the user
profiles are the same. The user profile attributes and authority information (owner and its authority,
the primary group and its authority, and public authority) for the user profile on both nodes will be
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compared. If there are differences between the two nodes (other than UID, GID, and password), the
OTL entry for the CRTUSRPRF will be marked in error. The user must resolve the differences.
If the UID or GID value is different on the two nodes, the value will be reconciled so that it is the same
value on both nodes. If processing does not find a common available UID or GID value, the OTL entry
will be marked in error.
If user profiles were created with different passwords on the two nodes, the password for the primary
node will become the password for the user profile on both nodes after the resume completes. If a
password was changed after the create, the last change password request on the secondary node will
determine the final user profile password on both nodes.
Change User Profile (CHGUSRPRF), Change Password (CHGPWD) and Change User Password
(QSYCHGPW)
If any of these commands is run on the secondary node when BLOCKED, there will be two entries on
the OTL. The first entry will perform the action on the primary node. The second entry will re-do the
action on the secondary node. This ensures that the user profiles are synchronized.
Restore User Profile (RSTUSRPRF)
A restore of a new user profile will be added to the OTL as a CRTUSRPRF. A restore of an existing user
profile will be added to the OTL as a CHGUSRPRF.

Environment variables
If a replicated system-level environment variable is changed on the primary node when TRACKING, the
change will be replicated to the secondary node during resynchronization. If a replicated system-level
environment variable is changed on the secondary node when BLOCKED, the change will be recorded in
the OTL as an error entry. If the error entry is still in the OTL after the resume has completed, you will
need to manually resolve the conflict.

System values
If a system value is changed on both the primary node and the secondary node while replication is not
active, an entry will be added to the OTL for each change on the node where the change was made.
Conflicts will be resolved during the resume so the resulting value will be the last change made (to either
node) except when changing an auditing related system value or a date/time related system value. When
changing one of the following system values: QCENTURY, QDATE, QDATETIME, QDAY, QHOUR, QMINUTE,
QMONTH, QSECOND, QTIME, QTIMZON, QYEAR, QAUDCTL, QAUDENDACN, QAUDFRCLVL, QAUDLVL,
QAUDLVL2, or QCRTOBJAUD, the last change made to the system value on the primary node will be the
final result for that system value on both nodes after resume is complete.

General authority commands
Change Object Owner (CHGOBJOWN), Change Owner (CHGOWN), Change Object Primary Group
(CHGOBJPGP), Change Primary Group (CHGPGP), Grant Object Authority (GRTOBJAUT), Change
Authority (CHGAUT), Revoke Object Authority (RVKOBJAUT), and Edit Object Authority (EDTOBJAUT)
If any of these commands is run on the secondary node when BLOCKED, there will be two entries on
the OTL. The first entry will perform the action on the primary node. The second entry will re-do the
action on the secondary node. This ensures that the objects are synchronized.

Insert from Examples in ACS
IBM i Access Client Solutions (ACS) includes a helping hand for the SQL user in the form of Insert from
Examples. This feature includes many fully functional examples for different categories of use, including
Db2 Mirror.
Db2 Mirror has its own category within Insert from Examples as shown here. These examples have been
provided to make it easier to use SQL for Db2 Mirror configuration, management, and monitoring tasks.
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Figure 141. Insert from Examples for Db2 Mirror

Managing planned outages
Db2 Mirror replication can be suspended before a planned outage on one of the nodes. Replication can be
resumed when maintenance is complete. This section contains information on how to suspend and
resume replication, swap primary and secondary nodes, and best practices for performing typical system
maintenance tasks in a Db2 Mirror environment.

Suspending SYSBAS replication
In some situations the system administrator must suspend active replication, perhaps in preparation for a
node being made unavailable for hardware, operating system, or application maintenance. This is called a
user initiated suspend and can be done either from the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using the
QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure.
When replication is suspended for SYSBAS, replication is also suspended for all database IASPs. For
information about how IASPs are affected by suspend and resume, see “Implications of suspend and
resume on IASPs” on page 225.
The following figure shows the pull-down menu with Suspend Db2 Mirror selected for the secondary
node.
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Figure 142. Suspend using the Db2 Mirror GUI
Replication can be suspended when the replication state is ACTIVE and the replication detail is
REPLICATING. Replication cannot be suspended if the replication detail is SYNCHRONIZING because that
means that the nodes have not finished resynchronization after the previous suspend of replication. Db2
Mirror communication remains active during a user-initiated suspend, so Db2 Mirror will be notified of any
system or communication failures, even while replication is suspended. Replication between the nodes
can be suspended from either node with the same effect.
Replication can be suspended using the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure like this:
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
REPLICATION_STATE => 'SUSPEND');

Implications of suspended state on replicated objects
When replication is suspended, the node that is designated as primary will track any changes to
replicated objects. The node that is designated as secondary will block any changes to replicated objects.
The following figure shows a Db2 Mirror pair where replication is suspended. B2PU is the primary node
and its replication state is TRACKING. B2PV is the secondary node and its replication state is BLOCKED.
Both nodes show that replication is suspended.
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Figure 143. Replication suspended in the Db2 Mirror GUI
Any creates, updates, or deletes for replicated objects while the replication state is TRACKING will be
completed on the node which is tracking, and an entry will be added to the Object Tracking List (OTL) so
that the create, update, or delete can be completed on the secondary node when replication resumes.
Creates, updates, and deletes for most replicated object types are not allowed when the replication state
is BLOCKED. There are a few exceptions for specific operations against a small set of object types since
those operations may be required for installing software products on the secondary node while
suspended. See “Object types that allow changes while blocked” on page 210 for details.
Pending transactions remain unchanged on the primary node during the transition from ACTIVE to
TRACKING. Pending transactions are rolled back on the secondary node during the transition from
ACTIVE to BLOCKED.

Implications of suspended state on takeover IP address groups
When replication is suspended, the node that transitions to TRACKING state will examine all takeover IP
address groups. The node in TRACKING state will take over any takeover IP address groups from the node
which is now in BLOCKED state. For more information on takeover IP address groups, see “Managing
takeover IP address groups” on page 325.

Suspend for maintenance
A suspend for maintenance is necessary to remove a link from an NRG and may also be necessary to
activate a subset of Db2 Mirror PTFs. A suspend for maintenance will end all of the Db2 Mirror controlling
jobs and all NRGs on the node where the suspend was issued as well as suspending replication between
the nodes. This will prohibit any automatic takeover or recovery if a node failure should occur while a
node is suspended for maintenance. It is not recommended to suspend for maintenance unless
necessary. Only one node in the Db2 Mirror pair should be suspended for maintenance at a time, unless
both nodes are required to be suspended for maintenance in order to update NRG links.
From the GUI, Suspend for Maintenance can be initiated from the Serviceability menu as shown below.
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Figure 144. Suspend for maintenance using the Db2 Mirror GUI
You can use the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure with a REPLICATION_STATE of MAINTENANCE to
request suspend for maintenance.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
REPLICATION_STATE => 'MAINTENANCE');

To suspend for maintenance, the recommended steps are:
1. Suspend for maintenance on the secondary node so the primary node continues to monitor for node
and communication failures.
2. Complete necessary maintenance.
3. Resume replication between the nodes.
The node roles of primary and secondary can be reversed using the Db2 Mirror GUI or the
QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure. For more details, see “Swapping primary and secondary roles”
on page 226.

Resuming SYSBAS replication
After planned maintenance is completed, replication can be resumed.
Db2 Mirror replication is resumed using the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure.
The following figure shows the pull-down menu on the secondary node with the Resume Db2 Mirror
option selected.
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Figure 145. Resume using the Db2 Mirror GUI
Resuming replication can also be requested with this SQL procedure call.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
REPLICATION_STATE => 'RESUME');

If suspending for maintenance is necessary, you will want to return to a higher level of resiliency as
quickly as possible. There are two options:
• To return to active replication, do one of the following:
– Select Resume Db2 Mirror from the GUI.
– Use the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure with a REPLICATION_STATE of RESUME.
The resume will start the NRGs and controlling jobs and then start the resynchronization process to
return to active replication.
• To start the NRGs but leave replication suspended, do one of the following:
– Select Suspend Db2 Mirror from the GUI.
– Use the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure with a REPLICATION_STATE of SUSPEND.
The suspend will transition the node back to a normal suspended state, with the Db2 Mirror controlling
jobs and NRGs active.
If a node was suspended using the maintenance option, the resume must be done on the same node as
the suspend. If the maintenance option was not used, the resume can be requested from either node.
Note:
Prior to resuming replication, ensure that the Db2 Mirror properties which affect resynchronization are set
as desired on both nodes. Changes to the properties are not recognized once resynchronization has
begun.
• The parallel degree property specifies the maximum degree of parallelism that can be used for Db2
Mirror resynchronization processing. More information can be found at “Db2 Mirror properties” on page
303.
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• The SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure sets a suggested priority for one or more objects that is
considered during resynchronization. More information can be found at “SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES
procedure” on page 480.

When nodes remain suspended
If the Db2 Mirror nodes remain suspended, the replication detail information can be used to determine
the reason.
The values for the replication detail information and associated text are listed here: “Replication detail
info” on page 189. The text can be displayed by hovering over a node in the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using the
QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view.
The 3-digit replication detail information values are typically for user-initiated actions. Once both nodes
are available and communicating, replication can be resumed.
The 4-digit replication detail information values signify an error condition. Some error conditions can be
resolved by the user. Other error conditions may require a call to support to understand the issue and how
it can be resolved. For replication detail information text which refers to a failure or error on the other
node, check the replication detail information on the other node for more details on why that node is not
resuming.
Some of the conditions which may be resolvable without further support are listed below:
Table 16.
Replication detail value

Recommended user action

8100 – Permanent suspend due to main store loss
on this node

A reclone will be required before replication can
resume. For more details on permanent suspend,
see “Permanent suspend” on page 239.

8300 – Permanently suspended due to main store
loss for the database IASP
8242 – Suspended due to synchronization cannot
proceed with potential OTL conflict
8244 – Suspended due to OTL phase 1
synchronization failure for *SYSBAS

Review the contents of the object tracking list
(OTL) and resolve any conflicts. See “Managing the
Object Tracking List” on page 293 for more details.
When the conflicts are resolved and if replication
still fails to resume, contact support.

8246 – Suspended due to OTL phase 1
synchronization not completed for *SYSBAS
8442 – Suspended due to synchronization cannot
proceed with potential OTL conflicts for the
database IASP
8444 – Suspended due to OTL phase 1
synchronization failure for the database IASP
8446 – Suspended due to OTL phase 1
synchronization not completed for the database
IASP
8600 – Suspended due to one or more NRGs failed Verify the Network Redundancy Group (NRG)
to start
states and correct any issues. See “Monitoring NRG
status” on page 340 for more details. If replication
8604 – Suspended due to QMRDBECTLR job
will not resume, contact support
detected communication loss – the other node
may be down
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Table 16. (continued)
Replication detail value

Recommended user action

8700 – Suspended due to Boss Option 48 not
installed – Report the problem

Determine why the option or product is no longer
installed. Re-install the option or product if
necessary and attempt to resume replication.

8704 – Suspended due to IBM Db2 Mirror for i not
installed

8702 – Suspended due to Boss Option 48 does not Update the license keys for the option or product
have a valid license key
and attempt to resume replication.
8706 – Suspended due to IBM Db2 Mirror for i
does not have a valid license key
8708 – Suspended due to an NTP client or SNTP
client is not running on this node
8710 – Suspended due to an excessive time
difference between the nodes

Verify the Network Time Protocol (NTP) client
configuration and correct any issues. See
“Monitoring NTP time synchronization” on page
342 for more details. If replication will not resume,
contact support.

8712 – Suspended due to an NTP client or SNTP
client is not running on either node

Resynchronization
Resynchronization processing encompasses the automatic actions taken by Db2 Mirror to establish or
reestablish objects and data as being in sync across nodes.
Resynchronization can occur while replication is ACTIVE. For example, if an object is added to the RCL
with the include option, the object is immediately resynchronized to the target node.
Resynchronization can also occur as a result of suspending and resuming replication. When Db2 Mirror
replication is suspended, replication actions are tracked in the Object Tracking List (OTL). If row level
changes are made to replicated database files, row level tracking occurs while the replication state is
TRACKING. When replication is resumed, resynchronization uses the OTL as a to-do list of objects to
resynchronize, including database files that require row level resynchronization.
For more details about the OTL and the resynchronization process, see “Managing the Object Tracking
List” on page 293.
The Db2 Mirror administrator can review pending resynchronization work or understand the progress of
resynchronization of objects and records within database files in several ways:
1. Db2 Mirror GUI
The Db2 Mirror GUI provides graphical interfaces over the OTL. The Db2 Mirror GUI includes features
for anyone who needs to configure, administer, or monitor Db2 Mirror.
Some of the most important resynchronization scenarios are shown in the following section.
2. QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view
The QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view includes resynchronization status information for SYSBAS and all
varied on database IASPs. If the REPLICATION_STATE is TRACKING, actions against replicated objects
are added to the OTL. When the REPLICATION_STATE returns to ACTIVE, the REPLICATION_DETAIL is
set to SYNCHRONIZING, indicating that the OTL entries are being processed. When the
REPLICATION_DETAIL changes to REPLICATING, Db2 Mirror resynchronization processing has
completed.
The figure below shows that *SYSBAS and the IASP33P database IASP are under active replication,
while the ITST3 database IASP is tracking replication actions and is in phase one of resynchronization.
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Figure 146. QSYS2. MIRROR_INFO view
Refer to “MIRROR_INFO view” on page 399 for the complete description of the view.
3. QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS view
The QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS view can be queried to review activity and status from current and
historical resynchronizations. Refer to “RESYNC_STATUS view” on page 474 for details.

Resynchronization, the OTL, and the Db2 Mirror GUI
The Db2 Mirror GUI includes extensive support for you to observe, study, influence, and respond to
resynchronization topics. On the Db2 Mirror main page, the replication state is clearly displayed.
As shown in the following figures, active replication and resynchronization look different in the GUI.

Figure 147. Active replication
If replication is suspended for any reason, at some point you will resume replication, either implicitly or
explicitly. When replication resumes, resynchronization processing will occur.
When resynchronization is occurring, the Db2 Mirror GUI main page changes in three ways:
1. The bi-direction arrows between the nodes change to a Primary to Secondary arrow.
2. The ribbon connecting the Primary and Secondary nodes changes from green to yellow.
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3. The replication state and replication detail that appear below each node change from Active and
Replicating to Tracking and Synchronizing (on the primary) or Blocked and Synchronizing (on the
secondary).

Figure 148. Synchronizing nodes
If Db2 Mirror is showing on-going resynchronization, you can either periodically refresh this dialog until
active replication is reestablished or you can drill into the OTL-based dialogs in the Db2 Mirror GUI.
The simplest action is to right click on the primary node and choose View Tracking List Details.
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Figure 149. View tracking list details
Within the Current Tracking Entries dialog, you can monitor the progress of resynchronization by
periodically clicking the refresh button. When resynchronization completes for an object, it will be
removed from the list.

Figure 150. Current Tracking Entries
From the home screen you can also access the OTL by clicking on the OTL navigation icon and selecting
one of the OTL menu items.
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Figure 151. OTL options in the GUI
Db2 Mirror dialogs are customizable and interactive. You can add, subtract, and reorder columns. Rows
can be reordered by clicking on a column header. Rows can be reduced using filtering criteria.
The current tracking rows contain a lot of detail related to what is being resynchronized, along with detail
indicating why the row was added. Each row has a resynchronization start and end timestamp, along with
many other pieces of information.
The data shown by the Db2 Mirror GUI can also be accessed by querying the QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS
view.

Database I/O Resynchronization Progress
If Db2 Mirror resynchronization encounters one or more database files with many changed rows, the
resynchronization may take long enough that the administrator needs insight into the progress of row
level resynchronization for specific files.
For details about row level resynchronization, you can shift from using the Db2 Mirror GUI or SQL Services
to using IBM i Access Client Solutions (ACS).
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Figure 152. ACS schemas
Within the ACS Database Schemas support, there is a Database Maintenance folder. Db2 Mirror
Resynchronizations is a topic in this folder.

Figure 153. ACS Database Maintenance - Db2 Mirror Resynchronizations
The Database Maintenance folder can help you in two ways:
1. For some potentially long running database operations, the Database Maintenance folder provides a
historical perspective for how long the operation took to complete. If you are planning for upcoming
maintenance, you can refer to the historical detail for insight into how long a specific operation
normally takes to complete.
2. For active database operations, the Database Maintenance folder includes a progress indicator. The
progress indicator is valuable for a Db2 Mirror I/O resynchronization operation because it is
automatically updated with percentage completion and elapsed time detail. By observing this progress
detail, you can estimate when replication will complete for a database file that is resynchronizing many
rows.
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Figure 154. Database I/O resynchronization in progress

Implications of suspend and resume on IASPs
Suspending replication for SYSBAS affects access to data in IASPs.

Database IASPs
When replication is suspended for SYSBAS, replication is also suspended for all database IASPs. You
cannot explicitly suspend a database IASP. If replication needs to be suspended for a database IASP,
either the IASP can be varied off on the secondary node or SYSBAS can be suspended.
When replication is resumed for SYSBAS and the database IASPs, the processing is staged. SYSBAS will
resume first. Once the replication state of SYSBAS is ACTIVE, resynchronization of the database IASPs
will begin.
It is possible for SYSBAS to have a state of ACTIVE while an IASP is SUSPENDED for the following
reasons:
• If the automatic resume property is not set for an IASP, replication will not be resumed for that IASP
when SYSBAS replication is resumed. See “Automatic resume” on page 304 for more information on the
automatic resume property.
• An IASP may fail to resume and remain suspended because of an OTL conflict or some other reason.
Replication for an IASP can be resumed using the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR
procedure. If resynchronization fails after the IASP's replication state is ACTIVE, both SYSBAS and the
IASP will revert to SUSPENDED. SYSBAS replication can be resumed immediately and then the issues
preventing resynchronization in the IASP can be addressed.
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IFS IASPs
IFS objects in an IFS IASP are not affected by a user initiated suspend.
Suspending for maintenance will block access to the IFS data on the IFS IASP from the client node.

Swapping primary and secondary roles
While the replication state is ACTIVE, the role of a node has no impact on replication. The role designates
which node transitions to a replication state of TRACKING or BLOCKED when replication is suspended.
It is good practice to confirm that the node roles are set up the way you want them in case of an
unplanned outage. To change the roles, use either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the
QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure.
In the GUI, right click on either of the node images on the home page and select Swap Roles as shown
here.

Figure 155. Swap roles using the Db2 Mirror GUI
You can also use SQL to swap roles.
CALL QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES(ACTION => 'NORMAL');

The roles can only be changed when the replication state is ACTIVE and the replication detail is
REPLICATING. When the replication state is TRACKING or BLOCKED or the replication detail is
SYNCHRONIZING, changes are being tracked on the current primary node, so swapping roles is not
allowed.
When using the Db2 Mirror GUI to swap roles, options will be provided to choose whether all takeover IP
address groups are also affected. Two options will be presented:
• An option to swap the current active node of all IP takeover groups to the new primary node.
• An option to switch the preferred node for all takeover IP address groups.
When using SQL services to swap roles, the QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP should be used to
swap the takeover IP address group. The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP can be used to
change the preferred node.
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For more information on swapping takeover IP address groups, see “Managing takeover IP address
groups” on page 325.
When the primary node is not available, you can force a role swap so that the current secondary node can
transition to TRACKING replication state. This is described in “Force to TRACKING state” on page 236.

Best practices for system management
To avoid production outages, one of the two Db2 Mirror nodes must be available at all times. The available
node needs to be designated as the primary node to allow changes to replicated objects. Before bringing
the primary node down, a role swap should be performed to make it the secondary node.
Prior to system maintenance, if you are running active workloads on both nodes, prepare the node that
will remain available to accept the extra work. An example would be to add more prestart jobs for
production activity on the node that will remain active.

Planned outages
For a planned outage, such as using the End TCP/IP (ENDTCP), End Subsystem (*ENDSBS *ALL), Power
Down System (PWRDWNSYS), or End System (ENDSYS) commands, Db2 Mirror does not perform an
automatic role swap by default. If the primary node is powered down, the secondary node will suspend
replication and transition to BLOCKED replication state. This means that no updates to replicated objects
will be allowed on the node that is available.
Prior to a planned outage of the primary node, a role swap should be completed so that the remaining
node will transition to a replication state of TRACKING and production work can continue.
To change the default behavior for End Subsystem (*ENDSBS *ALL), Power Down System (PWRDWNSYS),
and End System (ENDSYS), the automatic role swap property can be changed to Yes using the Db2 Mirror
GUI or the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure. For more information on the automatic role swap
property, see “Db2 Mirror properties” on page 303.
As an alternate approach to implement an automatic role swap for a command such as PWRDWNSYS, a
command exit point can be used to initiate a role swap from the primary node.
When using the Db2 Mirror GUI to swap roles, options are provided to choose whether all takeover IP
address groups are also affected. Two options are presented:
• An option to swap the current active node of all IP takeover groups to the new primary node.
• An option to switch the preferred node for all takeover IP address groups.
When using SQL services to swap roles, the QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP should be used to
swap the takeover IP address group. The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP can be used to
change the preferred node.
Takeover IP address groups are not swapped automatically as part of a planned outage. Prior to a planned
outage of the current node for any takeover IP address groups, the takeover IP address group should be
swapped to the other node. For more details, see “Managing takeover IP address groups” on page 325.

Installing PTFs
Individual PTFs, cumulative PTF packages, and PTF groups can be installed on one node at a time.
Replication can be suspended and the PTFs can be installed on the secondary node. After replication is
resumed, a role swap can be performed. Then replication can be suspended and the PTFs installed on the
other node, now the secondary.
There are some Db2 Mirror PTFs which include special install instructions.
• Most Db2 Mirror PTFs can be applied using the normal suspend process on one node at a time.
• Some Db2 Mirror PTFs may require suspending for maintenance for the PTF to be activated.
For more information on PTF groups for Db2 Mirror, see “PTFs for Db2 Mirror” on page 273.
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Upgrading the IBM i operating system
Upgrading the IBM i operating system to a new release can be done on one node at a time. Similar to the
PTF install process, the operating system would be upgraded on the secondary node, replication
resumed, a role swap performed, and then the operating system could be upgraded on the new secondary
node. This allows an IBM i operating system upgrade without ending the production environment.

Support for Live Partition Mobility
Live Partition Mobility (LPM) of a Db2 Mirror node is supported on POWER9 and firmware level 940. With
the 940 firmware, a Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) logical port is allowed to be assigned to an
IBM i partition in restricted I/O mode. Prior to performing LPM on either the primary or secondary node,
Db2 Mirror replication should be suspended. Then, the SR-IOV logical port must be removed from the
node using Dynamic Logical Partitioning (DLPAR). Once the node has been migrated to the new server
using LPM, the SR-IOV port is added back to the node. During the time the node does not have an SR-IOV
RoCE logical port, the Db2 Mirror primary node will have a replication state of TRACKING and the
secondary node will have a replication state of BLOCKED. Once the SR-IOV logical port has been added
back to the configuration, Db2 Mirror replication can be resumed.

Managing unplanned outages
Db2 Mirror uses a combination of technologies to detect and react to node failures.
These technologies are shown in the following figure.
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Figure 156. Failure detection and handling infrastructure
There are four unplanned failure scenarios in a Db2 Mirror environment:
1. Network outage: If the network goes down, the primary node will continue to run, transitioning into
TRACKING replication state. The secondary node will change to BLOCKED replication state allowing
limited changes to replicated objects.
2. Node failure on secondary node: If the secondary node fails, the primary node will transition to
TRACKING if its replication state was ACTIVE. If the replication state of the primary node was already
BLOCKED, the state will remain BLOCKED.
3. Node failure on primary node: If the secondary node loses contact with the primary node, the
secondary node will detect whether the primary node is available. The cluster monitor, discussed in
“Cluster monitors” on page 230, is used to differentiate between a network outage and a node failure.
If the primary node is unavailable, the secondary node will take over as the primary node, with
TRACKING replication state. This is called automatic takeover and is discussed in “Automatic
takeover” on page 234.
4. Failure of both nodes: If both nodes are unavailable, the first node activated must determine if it
should set its replication state to TRACKING or BLOCKED. A third node, called the quorum node, is
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useful in this situation since that node can store the last known state of the other nodes. This is
explained in “Quorum node” on page 233.
The following sections explain the technologies used to determine the type of failure as well as the
recovery process and options after a failure.

Cluster monitors
A cluster monitor is clustering technology used by Db2 Mirror to determine node status from the
Hardware Management Console (HMC). Cluster monitors are defined during the Db2 Mirror configuration
process. A cluster monitor uses the REST server on the HMC attached to the node to be monitored. Once
defined, the HMC can be queried for the status of the attached node by Db2 Mirror when needed.

RoCE

Cluster Monitor

HMC1

REST Server

NODE 2

Cluster Monitor

HMC2

REST Server

db2mi0508

NODE 1

Figure 157. Cluster monitor configuration
The preceding figure shows a cluster monitor configuration where Node 1 is monitoring Node 2 and vice
versa. The figure shows that each node is attached to different HMCs, but both nodes could be attached
to the same HMC. If Node 1 loses communication with Node 2, it will query the HMC through the cluster
monitor to get the status of Node 2. If the HMC reports that Node 2 is down, then node failure processing
will occur. If the HMC reports that Node 2 is available, then Db2 Mirror assumes there is a problem with
communication between the nodes and will treat this as a network outage.
The cluster monitor is also used by registered IFS IASPs to determine when to mutate from a client file
system instance to a server file system or when to mutate from a server file system instance to a standalone file system.
A cluster monitor is required on each node in the Db2 Mirror pair. The cluster monitor contains the host
name of the HMC that is attached to the other node in the pair, and a user and password to access the
HMC.
If a third node has been added to the cluster for use as a quorum node, you can also define cluster
monitors on that third node to monitor both of the Db2 Mirror nodes. The next figure shows this
configuration.
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Figure 158. Quorum node monitoring Db2 Mirror pair
Monitoring the Db2 Mirror node status from the quorum node allows Db2 Mirror to determine the correct
state of the nodes in a situation where both nodes become unavailable at the same time.
• Without monitoring from the third node, both nodes would have a state of BLOCKED when they become
available again and the administrator would need to determine the correct primary node prior to
resuming replication.
• With cluster monitors on the third node, Db2 Mirror can distinguish between whether both nodes
became unavailable at the same time or if there was a communication problem where one node might
have continued data changes. With this knowledge, the nodes can safely resume their previous roles.
Setting up the cluster monitors is done as part of Db2 Mirror configuration. If cluster monitors were not
originally configured and must be added or changed, the Digital Certificate Manager (DCM) *SYSTEM
password is required to store and retrieve the digital certificate from the HMCs. For more information, see
“Digital certificate for cluster monitors” on page 137.

Managing cluster monitors using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To use the Db2 Mirror GUI to show the cluster monitors which are currently configured, select Manage
Cluster from the Setup icon on the left side of the GUI.
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Figure 159. Manage cluster from Db2 Mirror GUI
By clicking on a node in the list, you will be shown the cluster monitors currently configured on that node.
You can add or delete a cluster monitor. If the HMC has changed, or if the user or password has changed,
you must delete the current cluster monitor and add it again with the correct HMC name, user, and
password.

Figure 160. Cluster management window in Db2 Mirror GUI

Managing cluster monitors using the db2mtool command
To show what is currently configured for cluster monitors, you can use the db2mtool Qshell command
with the action=cluster and cl=lstclumon parameters.
db2mtool action=cluster cl=lstclumon node=<node>

This will display the monitoring node, the HMC host name being queried, and the HMC user as shown here
(with some information obfuscated).
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Figure 161. Current cluster configuration using db2mtool
To add a new cluster monitor, use the db2mtool Qshell command with the action=cluster and
cl=addclumon parameters. For the node parameter, specify the node that is doing the monitoring. The
restxxx parameters are the HMC hostname, user, and password for the HMC attached to the node being
monitored.
For example:
db2mtool action=cluster cl=addclumon node=NodeA
restsvr=HMC2 restuser=xxx restpassword=xxx

To change a cluster monitor, such as when a node is attached to a different HMC or if the user or password
changes on the HMC, use the db2mtool Qshell command with the action=cluster and
cl=chgclumon parameters. For example:
db2mtool action=cluster cl=chgclumon node=NodeA restsvr=HMC2
newrestsvr=HMC3 newrestuser=xxx newrestpassword=xxx

Managing cluster monitors using PowerHA
If the IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i product (5770-HAS) is installed, there are PowerHA commands to
add (ADDCLUMON) and change (CHGCLUMON) cluster monitors. The Work with Cluster (WRKCLU)
command can be used to list the cluster monitors defined on a node.

Quorum node
IBM i clustering technology is used within the Db2 Mirror configuration to manage IASP relationships, to
differentiate between communication and node failures, and to store key data, called quorum data,
between the nodes. Quorum data is kept synchronized between the nodes by the clustering technology so
that when a node or IASP resumes after an outage, the correct replication state can be determined.
Adding a third node, called a quorum node, into the Db2 Mirror configuration provides an extra layer of
resiliency. If both Db2 Mirror nodes are inactive, a quorum node is required to resolve which node has the
most current data and should be set to TRACKING state. Without a quorum node, both nodes would be
set to BLOCKED state when they start, and the Db2 Mirror administrator would be required to make the
determination and force one of the nodes to a TRACKING state.
A node which is only used to store quorum data does not require a Db2 Mirror license. If a third node is
already used for the Db2 Mirror GUI, or if a third node is part of a disaster recovery configuration, that
node can be used as the quorum node. A quorum node does not require large amounts of CPU, memory,
or disk if its only function is to be the quorum node. A node can only be in one IBM i cluster, however, so
two or more Db2 Mirror configurations cannot share the same quorum node.
A quorum node can be defined as part of the initial Db2 Mirror configuration. To view the current
configuration, add a quorum node after initial configuration, or change the existing quorum node, from the
Setup tab on the left side, choose Manage Cluster as shown below. A node can be added to the cluster, or
an existing third node can be updated or deleted.
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Figure 162. Db2 Mirror GUI manage cluster
You can also use the db2mtool Qshell command to list the cluster nodes, add or remove a node, or
change the IP address of a node. The command and its parameters are documented in “Cluster actions”
on page 166.
If the IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i product (5770-HAS) is installed, there are PowerHA commands to
Display Cluster Information (DSPCLUINF), Add Cluster Node Entry (ADDCLUNODE), and Change Cluster
Node Entry (CHGCLUNODE). The Work with Cluster (WRKCLU) command can be used to display and
update the nodes in the cluster.

Automatic takeover
The role of a node in the Db2 Mirror environment determines whether the replication state will transition
to TRACKING or BLOCKED if the nodes can no longer communicate. Ideally, if only one node is available,
that node should have a replication state of TRACKING so that production work can continue on the node.
In the event of an unplanned outage of the primary node, Db2 Mirror will attempt to transition the
remaining active secondary node to the primary role with a replication state of TRACKING without
jeopardizing the integrity of the production data.
When a secondary node loses communication with the primary node, it will become the primary node and
its replication state will become TRACKING if both of the following are true:
• The replication state of the secondary node is ACTIVE and the replication detail is not
SYNCHRONIZING.
• A cluster monitor query for the status of the primary node indicates that the node is not available.
If either of the above is not true, the secondary node will not take over as the primary node. The
secondary node will transition to a replication state of BLOCKED.
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Db2 Mirror will not automatically change a secondary node’s state to TRACKING if there is the potential
that the unavailable primary node has tracked changes. If one of the above checks fails, here are some
reasons that the active secondary node is not allowed to change to TRACKING state.
• If the replication state of the secondary node is not ACTIVE or its replication detail is SYNCHRONIZING,
there could be tracked changes on the failed primary node which have not been applied. The secondary
node’s replicated objects may not be current. Allowing continued production activity on non-current
objects could result in data integrity problems.
• If the cluster monitor indicates the primary node is still available, the loss of communication between
the nodes might be the result of a network outage. The primary node might be running in a replication
state of TRACKING. The secondary node must remain BLOCKED to protect the integrity of the data.
• If no cluster monitor is defined on the active node or clustering is not active, Db2 Mirror cannot verify
the status of the primary node. It must be assumed that the primary node is available.
In the event of an unplanned outage of the secondary node, the primary node will remain unchanged and
its replication state will become TRACKING if previously ACTIVE. Otherwise, the replication state remains
unchanged at BLOCKED or TRACKING.
The use of the Power Down System (PWRDWNSYS) command does not result in an automatic takeover
since this is considered a planned outage. If the primary node needs to be IPLed, the node roles should
be swapped prior to PWRDWNSYS. See “Swapping primary and secondary roles” on page 226 for more
details on a planned role swap.
If an automatic takeover does not occur, but it is deemed necessary to continue production work on a
BLOCKED secondary node, you can force the secondary node to become the primary node running with a
TRACKING replication state. This must be done with caution, as it could result in data conflicts between
the two nodes when the original primary node becomes available. Corrective action may need to be taken
to resolve those conflicts prior to resuming replication. See “Force to TRACKING state” on page 236 for
more details.

Automatic resume
SYSBAS replication is suspended for various system events, such as the loss of a node, or loss of
communication between the nodes. Once the system event has been resolved, replication will be
automatically resumed for SYSBAS and each online registered database IASP.
Replication will never automatically resume if replication was suspended due to an explicit user request
or for a system crash where main store memory was not preserved.
Whether SYSBAS or a registered database IASP automatically resumes after a system initiated suspend
can be controlled with a Db2 Mirror property. The automatic resume property can be set by the Db2 Mirror
GUI or the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure. For more details on setting the property, see “Db2 Mirror
properties” on page 303. The default is to automatically resume SYSBAS and all online registered
database IASPs. The automatic resume property is set independently for SYSBAS and each database
IASP.
When the system event has been resolved, replication will be resumed for SYSBAS and each online
registered database IASP which has the automatic resume property set to YES. If the automatic resume
property is set to NO for SYSBAS, then replication will not be automatically resumed for SYSBAS or any
database IASPs.
The automatic resume property for an IASP also applies if a user-initiated suspend and a subsequent
resume is done for SYSBAS. The suspend of SYSBAS replication also suspends replication for all
registered database IASPs. When replication is resumed for SYSBAS, replication will also be resumed for
all eligible database IASPs with the automatic resume property set to YES. An IASP is eligible to be
automatically resumed if it had not been suspended for some other reason, such as the IASP is
unavailable. If IASP replication should remain suspended when SYSBAS replication is resumed, then the
auto resume setting for that IASP should be set to NO.
If active replication fails to resume, the nodes will remain in a TRACKING or BLOCKED state. The
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO column in the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view will contain the reason why
replication failed to resume. See “Replication detail info” on page 189 for the description of the
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replication detail info values. If an automatic resume fails, after the issue has been resolved you will need
to manually resume replication.

Force to TRACKING state
If the primary node becomes unavailable, the secondary node will have a replication state of BLOCKED.
The preferred resolution is to bring the unavailable node online. If it cannot be brought online, it is
possible to force the secondary node’s replication state to TRACKING. A database IASP can also be forced
to TRACKING state.
This option must be used with very carefully since it could lead to data loss or data conflicts. Here are a
few situations that could occur:
• When the primary node became unavailable, if the secondary node’s replication state is not ACTIVE or
its replication detail is SYNCHRONIZING there could be tracked changes from the primary node which
have not been applied. The secondary node’s replicated objects may not be current. Allowing continued
production activity with non-current objects could result in data integrity problems. The same situation
can occur for a database IASP.
• If the loss of communication between the nodes is the result of a network outage, the primary node may
be continuing to run in a replication state of TRACKING. The secondary node must remain BLOCKED to
protect the integrity of the data.
Forcing a node to TRACKING state can be performed on either the primary or secondary node. It must be
done separately on SYSBAS and each database IASP which requires the action.
To force SYSBAS to TRACKING state, the node must be suspended with a replication state of BLOCKED.
The state cannot be forced to TRACKING in the following cases:
• The node is suspended for maintenance. You must move the node to a non-maintenance status in order
to force the replication state to TRACKING.
• The node is permanently suspended.
• The node is suspending (its replication detail is SUSPENDING).
• The NRGs on the node are active, which implies that the primary node is still available.
• The node has not completed configuration and has never reached an ACTIVE state.
To force a database IASP to TRACKING state, the IASP must be suspended with a replication state of
BLOCKED. The IASP cannot be permanently suspended on the node to be forced to TRACKING. The IASP
can be suspended due to:
• The IASP is unavailable on the other node.
• The IASP is permanently suspended on the other node.
• SYSBAS is suspended.
• IASP synchronization failed.
To force a node to TRACKING state, you can use the Db2 Mirror GUI as shown below by right-clicking on
the node and selecting Swap Roles.
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Figure 163. Db2 Mirror GUI force SYSBAS tracking
Forcing a database IASP to TRACKING state can be done in a similar way as shown below.
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Figure 164. Db2 Mirror GUI force IASP tracking
Since forcing a node or a database IASP to TRACKING state can be a destructive operation, you will get a
confirmation panel, shown here. You must press OK before the operation is performed.
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Figure 165. Force tracking confirmation
The QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure can also be used to force a node or IASP to TRACKING
state.
CALL QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS', ACTION => 'FORCE');

Permanent suspend
If a node or a database IASP crashes with mainstore loss, the node will not be allowed to resume
replication and will be marked as permanently suspended. If mainstore loss occurs, changes to replicated
objects on that node may have occurred without being sent to the target node or tracked. Db2 Mirror
cannot guarantee that all replicated objects are identical between the nodes.
The following figure shows that node B2PV has a replication state of BLOCKED. Its replication information
indicates that it is permanently suspended.
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Figure 166. Permanent suspend of node in Db2 Mirror GUI
This can also be seen using the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view.

Figure 167. Permanent suspend of node in MIRROR_INFO
The following situations can cause a node to become permanently suspended:
• A partition crash with mainstore loss
• Immediate power down of the partition from HMC
• Transferring objects from an old load source disk to a new disk of a different size or type
The following situations can cause a database IASP to become permanently suspended:
• Abnormal vary off of the IASP
• A detach of the IASP while online if the IASP is the target of hardware replication, such as in a PowerHA
disaster recovery implementation
• A hardware replication unplanned failover if the IASP is the target of hardware replication
If a node or IASP has a replication state of BLOCKED and the detailed information indicates that it is
permanently suspended, the node or IASP must be recloned. It is recommended that the node which is
permanently suspended should be the target (or setup copy node) of the reclone since some of its
production data might have been lost when the node or IASP lost mainstore. See “Reclone process ” on
page 241 for information on performing a reclone.
To avoid a permanent suspend:
• Do not use the HMC to do an immediate power down of a Db2 Mirror node.
• Take a mainstore dump (MSD) if a node crashes. The process of taking the MSD will write changed
pages from mainstore to disk to avoid mainstore loss.
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• If an IASP is the target of hardware replication, such as in a PowerHA disaster recovery implementation,
avoid a detach of the IASP while online.

Resuming after a long outage
If a node has a replication state of TRACKING for an extended period of time, resynchronization could also
be an extended process. Db2 Mirror is efficient in tracking changes. If the majority of changes are made to
a small number of objects the resynchronization will be faster than if many objects are changed while
TRACKING.
If you can identify libraries or individual database files that have a large number of tracked changes, one
alternative to having the resynchronization process handle the changes is to indirectly use save/restore to
make the nodes the same again. To do this:
1. Before resynchronization begins, remove the library or object from replication. This will remove any
actions for the library or object from the OTL.
2. Delete the library or object from the secondary node.
3. Let resynchronization handle all the registered changes.
4. Add the library or object back to the RCL. This will cause the object to be replicated to the secondary
node using save/restore.
A reclone of the node or of a database IASP can be done if it is felt that resynchronization will take too
long. See “Hardware reclone of SYSBAS ” on page 242 for more information on recloning the node or
“Hardware reclone of a database IASP ” on page 246 for more information on recloning a database IASP.

Reclone process
There are scenarios where recloning your Db2 Mirror environment may be desired or necessary.
• Replicated objects cannot be resynchronized successfully. This could occur if a node was forced to
TRACKING state when the other node was unavailable but had existing entries in the OTL. One way to
reconcile the errors is to choose the source node and reclone all replicated objects from that node to
the copy node.
• One or both Db2 Mirror nodes are permanently suspended. For information on permanent suspend, see
“Permanent suspend” on page 239.
• The primary node has been TRACKING for an extended period of time.
There are two techniques for performing a reclone:
1. Hardware reclone
Hardware reclone uses storage replication technology to make the copy node an identical copy of the
source node. This form of reclone will replace the operating system, all licensed products and
applications, as well as all data on the copy node.
Hardware reclone may be appropriate if there are unrecoverable errors involving non-replicated
programs or data on the copy node, or if it is desirable to start with an exact image of the source node.
2. Software reclone
A software reclone uses the rules within the replication criteria list (RCL) to determine which objects
on the source node are replicated. Those objects are saved on the source node and restored on the
copy node, ensuring that all replicated objects are identical between the two nodes.
Software reclone is strictly focused on replicated objects and has no impact to the operating system,
licensed products, or other non-replicated objects that are established on the copy node.
Software reclone includes preparation steps that highlight any situation that should be understood
before proceeding with the reclone. These situations are explained in the software reclone section.
A software reclone can be used if the systems are configured using internal storage or external storage
without FlashCopy or replication services. A software reclone may also be preferred if the source and
copy nodes have significantly diverged in their non-replicated objects, the products they have
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installed, or the level of the operating system fixes or operating system version. A software reclone is
also an option to return to active replication in the event that a node is marked permanently
suspended due to main store loss. A software reclone will ensure that all replicated objects are
equivalent while not replacing non-replicated objects or system objects on the node.
When recloning both SYSBAS and database IASPs, a combination of hardware and software reclone is
supported. If a hardware reclone is used for SYSBAS, then all database IASPs must also be recloned using
hardware reclone. If SYSBAS is recloned using software reclone, then either software or hardware reclone
can be used to reclone any database IASPs.

Hardware reclone

A hardware reclone uses storage replication technology to make the target node an identical copy of the
source node. This form of reclone will replace the operating system, all licensed products and
applications, as well as all data on the target node.
Recloning your Db2 Mirror nodes can be done through the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using SQL services and
the Qshell command db2mtool.
If you reclone SYSBAS, all the database IASPs must also be recloned. You can also reclone just a
database IASP. This section walks you through both of these scenarios.
Hardware reclone of SYSBAS
Recloning your Db2 Mirror nodes can be done through the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using SQL services and
the Qshell command db2mtool. A reclone can be done with or without changing the existing Db2 Mirror
configuration.

Hardware reclone using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To reclone a mirrored pair, verify that the system you want to use as the setup source node is set as the
primary node.
You must have the pair in a TRACKING/BLOCKED state. Right click on the icon for the primary node. Click
Suspend Db2 Mirror to put the mirrored pair in a TRACKING and BLOCKED state. Then select
Reconfigure Db2 Mirror to launch the reclone process.
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Figure 168. Launch reclone process
You can choose to go through each of the steps in the GUI setup process again, giving you an opportunity
to review or modify wizard values. You can also launch the reclone process directly using all the values
specified during the original cloning process. These two options are shown below.
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Figure 169. Specify how the reconfiguration process should proceed
• Reconfigure with prompts
Reconfigure the primary node using the setup wizard. The original Db2 Mirror configuration will be
loaded into the wizard, and you can verify or change values to reconfigure the Db2 Mirror pair. Click
Reconfigure to start the Setup Db2 Mirror wizard.
• Reconfigure based on the original configuration
Reconfigure using the primary node as the source node using the original Db2 Mirror configuration
information. Only use this option to reconfigure the system if there have been no configuration changes
made since the original setup of the pair. There will be no prompts, and the reconfiguration process will
begin immediately when you click Reconfigure.
Reset dialog box
If you want to restart configuration for a source node that has already been configured or partially
configured as a Db2 Mirror pair, you must reset the configuration and setup wizard information before
proceeding. To reset wizard data or source node configuration, click Reset and select a reset option.
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Figure 170. Reset source and wizard values
• Reset setup wizard data: When this option is selected, clicking Ok will clear all input values provided
as input to the setup wizard.
• Reset Db2 Mirror configuration on the setup source node: When this option is selected, clicking Ok
will show a confirmation. Once confirmed, all the Db2 Mirror configuration information on the setup
source node is reset to the shipped default values, including removing the Network Redundancy Groups
(NRGs) and removing the Replication Criteria List (RCL).

Hardware reclone of SYSBAS using commands

To reclone, you must perform the following steps. For complete command details, refer to “Setting up Db2
Mirror using commands” on page 155. The steps listed in italics can be skipped if no changes are needed.
1. End Db2 Mirror using SQL procedure QSYS2.TERMINATE_MIRROR(ACTION=>'RECLONE').
• This will stop all Db2 Mirror replication between the nodes.
• This will clear the OTL.
• This will not modify the RCL.
2. Change the node names or host names for Db2 Mirror on the setup source node.
3. Change the NRGs configuration on the setup source node.
4. Change the default inclusion state for SYSBAS objects on the setup source node.
5. Add or change database independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs) for Db2 Mirror on the setup
source node.
6. Change the RCL on the setup source node.
7. Change the Network Time Protocol (NTP) client on the setup source node.
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8. Reconfigure the cluster using SQL procedure QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER.
9. Update the copy node configuration settings in the meta_data.json configuration file using Qshell
command db2mtool action=update.
10. Update storage and cloning attributes in the clone_info.json configuration file using Qshell command
db2mtool action=update.
11. Run precheck using Qshell command db2mtool action=precheck.
12. Reclone SYSBAS using Qshell command db2mtool action=start.
13. Verify SYSBAS clone is complete using Qshell command db2mtool action=checksysbas.
14. Reclone database IASPs using Qshell command db2mtool action=iaspcopy.
Hardware reclone of a database IASP
Recloning a database IASP can be done through the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using SQL services and the
Qshell command db2mtool. You can choose to keep the current IASP properties and Replication Criteria
List (RCL) or set new values as part of the cloning process.
The IASP cannot have a replication state of ACTIVE when starting the reclone process. Replication for an
active IASP can be suspended either by varying off the IASP on the secondary node, or by suspending and
resuming replication for SYSBAS with the auto-resume property set to NO for the IASP.
To suspend replication for the IASP by suspending and resuming SYSBAS:
1. Set the auto-resume property to NO for the IASP.
2. Suspend SYSBAS replication. All IASPs will also be suspended.
3. Resume SYSBAS replication. The IASP will remain suspended.

Hardware reclone of a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To reclone an IASP, from the home page for the Db2 Mirror configuration select the IASP from the bottom
panel. Right-click on the IASP and choose Reconfigure the IASP as shown below.

Figure 171. Reconfigure IASP from IASP home page
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The reconfigure option is also available by selecting the Independent Auxiliary Storage Pools icon on the
left side of any panel, choosing Database IASP –Management to see the list of registered IASPs, and
right-clicking on the IASP that is to be the source of the clone.

Figure 172. Reconfigure IASP from manage IASP
The method to reconfigure the database IASP must be selected. This is shown in the figure below.
• If you would like to change properties, the default inclusion state, or the RCL, you must choose
Reconfigure with prompts.
• If you want to use all of the existing configuration parameters, you can choose Reconfigure based on
the original configuration. This will start the cloning process immediately.
• If you plan to restore an RCL from a backup and use that, choose the Reconfigure using Restored RCL.
This process is documented in “Restoring Replication Criteria List data ” on page 358.
When you click Reconfigure, the process will begin.
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Figure 173. Selecting reconfiguration method
For Reconfigure with prompts, you will be guided through the configuration panels where you can
choose between a cold and warm clone, update storage server information, and define the IASP host
information. When you reach the default inclusion state panel, you can choose to change the default
inclusion state for the IASP.
If the default inclusion state is changed, the existing RCL will be deleted. A confirmation panel will be
shown as a warning that all current replication rules will be removed and replication will be terminated.
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Figure 174. Confirm change to default inclusion state
If the default inclusion state is not changed, you will see a confirmation panel asking if you want to
proceed, shown below. This is the point at which replication is terminated in preparation for the reclone.

Figure 175. Confirmation that mirroring will be terminated
The next panel allows changes to the RCL prior to the reclone. If the default inclusion state is not
changed, the panel will be populated with the existing RCL rules. Rules can be added, removed, or
updated.
Finally, a summary screen will be shown. Click Finish to begin the cloning process.
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Figure 176. Summary of reclone configuration
When the reclone is complete, the IASP will have a replication state of ACTIVE.

Hardware reclone of a database IASP using commands
To reclone, you must perform the following steps. For complete command details, refer to “Setting up Db2
Mirror using commands” on page 155. The steps listed in italics can be skipped if no changes are needed.
1. End Db2 Mirror for the IASP.
• To keep the current default inclusion state and RCL, call the following SQL procedure:
– QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>, USAGE=>'DATABASE',
ACTION=>'RECLONE')
Using ACTION=>'RECLONE' will keep the current properties, default inclusion state, and RCL. It
will clear the OTL.
• To change the default inclusion state or delete the RCL, call the following SQL procedures:
– QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>)
– QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>, USAGE=>'DATABASE', ACTION=>'NEW',
INCLUSION_STATE=><incl-state>)
This will re-register the IASP with a new default inclusion state and RCL. The OTL will be cleared
and a new RCL will be created with only system-specified rules.
2. Change the RCL on the setup source node.
3. Update storage and cloning attributes in the clone_info.json configuration file using Qshell command
db2mtool action=update.
4. Reclone database IASPs using Qshell command db2mtool action=iaspcopy.

Software reclone

A software reclone uses the rules within the Replication Criteria List (RCL) to determine which objects on
the source node are replicated. These objects are saved on the source node and restored on the copy
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node, ensuring that all replicated objects are identical between the two nodes. The system environment
(operating system, licensed products, applications, and other non-replicated objects) of the copy node is
unchanged.
A software reclone can be used if the systems are configured using internal storage or external storage
without FlashCopy or replication services. A software reclone may also be preferred if the source and
copy nodes have significantly diverged in their non-replicated objects, the products they have installed, or
the level of the operating system fixes or operating system. A software reclone is also an option to return
to active replication in the event that a node is marked permanently suspended due to main store loss. A
software reclone will ensure that all replicated objects are equivalent while not replacing non-replicated
objects or system objects on the node.
A software reclone is done on an IASP basis. Unlike hardware reclone, it is possible to perform a software
reclone on SYSBAS while leaving any database IASPs intact. It is also possible to perform a software
reclone on only a database IASP. If SYSBAS and database IASPs all must be recloned, separate software
reclones for each must be initiated.
Software reclone considerations
A software reclone requires that replication is suspended between the two Db2 Mirror nodes or IASPs.
The reclone must be initiated on the node in TRACKING state, or if both nodes are BLOCKED it must be
initiated on the primary node. If the desired source node is not the primary node, the roles can be
swapped using either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure. If the
replication state is not ACTIVE, the FORCE action can be used.
Note: Software reclone requires 5770SS1 Option 39 - International Components for Unicode. This option
was not required prior to the support for software reclone. It must be installed on both nodes before
initiating a software reclone.
Although it is not required to quiesce active work on either the source or copy node during the software
reclone, it is recommended that user and application activity is quiesced on the copy node. The software
reclone will fail if it is unable to get the locks on the copy node in order to delete objects. This would leave
the copy node suspended until another reclone is completed. If this happens, some objects might have
already been deleted on the copy node and will not be restored until another reclone is done.
While the software reclone is in progress, the following restrictions apply:
• Replicated and non-replicated dependent objects on the copy node may not be available during
portions of the software reclone as objects are deleted. The replicated objects are restored later in the
processing.
• Entries cannot be added or removed from the RCL.
• Pending RCL entries cannot be changed or applied.
If a software reclone fails during step 5 using the Db2 Mirror GUI or during the execution of the
QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure, both nodes will become suspended. To return to
active replication, a successful software or hardware reclone would need to be completed.
Once the software reclone is complete, a final step of comparing libraries for differences should be done
using either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table
function. This will ensure that there are no differences in replicated objects between the two nodes.
Evaluating the impact of a software reclone
While most non-replicated objects on the copy node remain intact during the software reclone, there are a
set of objects with dependencies on replicated objects which may be affected.
There are three categories of affected objects on the copy node.
1. Objects that will be deleted.
• All the replicated objects of type *FILE, *SQLUDT, *JRN, *DTAQ, *JOBQ, *SQLXSR in SYSBAS are
deleted from the copy node as part of the software reclone. This is done to allow software reclone to
save and restore the object from the source node.
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• If there are replicated objects that only exist on the copy node, they are deleted. This can occur if a
change was made to the RCL on the source node while the replication state was TRACKING which
identifies a new object to be replicated that only exists on the copy node. It could also occur if a
replicated object on the source node were deleted or renamed while the replication state is
TRACKING, or if the objects were newly created on the copy node and on the Object Tracking List
which had not yet been processed. Those objects as well as any dependent objects, either replicated
or non-replicated, will be deleted as part of the software reclone. If a replicated library is identified
as part of this process, all replicated and non-replicated objects within the library will also be
deleted. These objects are identified and listed in step 1 of the software reclone when using the Db2
Mirror GUI, or by using the QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function.
• Non-replicated objects on the copy node which are dependent upon replicated objects will be
deleted as part of the software reclone. Prior to being restored from the source node, some
replicated objects must be deleted on the copy node before the resynchronization can be completed.
All dependent objects will also be deleted by cascading delete rules. Replicated dependent objects
will be restored on the copy node by the software reclone, but non-replicated dependent objects will
remain deleted. Examples of dependent objects include views or indexes defined over a replicated
table. If these objects are needed on the copy node, they should be saved prior to the software
reclone and restored when it is complete. These objects are identified and listed in step 3 of the
software reclone when using the Db2 Mirror GUI, or by using the
QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function.
While not identified by the EVALUATE services above, objects which are replicated as definition only
will have any contents deleted on the copy node and replaced entirely with the object from the source
node. This includes replicated job queues, output queues, and data queues which are always
replicated as definition only, along with any database files which are specified as definition only. For
output queues, all replicated spool files from the source node will be restored onto the copy node as
part of software reclone processing.
2. Copy node objects that will no longer be journaled.
• Any non-replicated objects on the copy node which are journaled to a replicated journal will have
journaling ended as part of the software reclone. Journaling will only be reestablished for replicated
objects. Journaling will need to be reestablished manually for any non-replicated objects on the copy
node after the software reclone is complete. These objects are identified and listed in step 2 of the
software reclone when using the Db2 Mirror GUI, or by using the
QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function.
3. Updates to replicated security objects and attributes
When performing a software reclone of SYSBAS, all user profiles, authority lists, function usage
information, and security attributes must be equivalent on both nodes. The software reclone process
will attempt to resynchronize OTL entries for these objects. If a comparison after the resynchronization
shows differences, the software reclone will fail and user action to resynchronize those objects will be
required. Any specific object differences are identified and listed as part of step 4 of the software
reclone when using the Db2 Mirror GUI, or by using the
QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view. Any differences can be corrected individually
or by completing a Save Security Data (SAVSECDTA) on the source node and a Restore User Profiles
(RSTUSRPRF) and Restore Authority (RSTAUT) on the copy node.
Once the impacts to the copy node have been identified in the first three steps of the software reclone
when using the Db2 Mirror GUI, or by using the EVALUATE Db2 Mirror services, the user needs to decide if
any of the affected objects on the copy node should be saved.
As the software reclone progresses, a deferred record will be written to the Object Tracking List (OTL) for
each non-replicated object that is deleted on the copy node and for every non-replicated table, view,
index, library, data area, data queue, and IFS object that has journaling ended.
Note: The results of steps 1-3 of the software reclone using the Db2 Mirror GUI, or the EVALUATE services
are a point-in-time capture of affected objects. The objects affected by the software reclone might have
changed, particularly if there are active applications running on either node.
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Software Reclone of SYSBAS
Recloning your Db2 Mirror nodes can be done through the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using SQL services.
SYSBAS and each database IASP is recloned separately when using the software reclone function.
The software reclone of SYSBAS requires that all replicated security objects and attributes be equivalent
on both nodes. A comparison is done prior to the software reclone, either in step 4 of the GUI or by using
the QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view. When the software reclone begins, any
security objects or attributes in the object tracking list are synchronized, and if the differences are not
resolved, the software reclone will fail. See “Evaluating the impact of a software reclone” on page 251 for
more information.
The software reclone of SYSBAS does not change the makeup of any database IASPs. When a software
reclone of SYSBAS is successful, database IASPs could become ACTIVE immediately if they are
configured to automatically resume and were not in a state where automatic resume is disallowed.

Software reclone of SYSBAS using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To reclone SYSBAS, verify that the system you want to use as the source node is set as the primary node.
The software reclone will remove all replicated objects from the copy node and then restore replicated
objects found on the source node. Users and applications can continue to use the source node, including
making changes to replicated objects. Db2 Mirror reclone and resynchronization processing will continue
until all the replicated objects from the source node have been completely restored and resynchronized
on the copy node.
Right click on the icon for the primary node. Select Software Reclone from the pull-down menu to launch
the reclone process. The Software Reclone option is only available on the primary node when the node’s
replication state is TRACKING, or BLOCKED with a replication detail of SUSPENDED.
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Figure 177. Launch the software reclone process
Prior to launching the software reclone process, an informational panel is shown describing the software
reclone process. Click Next to proceed.
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Figure 178. Confirmation to begin the software reclone process
The software reclone processing will potentially delete objects on the copy node which will not be
replaced. The first three steps identify objects on the copy node which will be affected. The results from
these steps provide insight into actions you can consider taking before and after the software reclone. For
more information on these steps, see “Evaluating the impact of a software reclone” on page 251.
Step 1
Step 1 is a preparatory step that identifies replicated objects which only exist on the copy node. These
objects will be deleted during the software reclone process and will not be replaced.

Figure 179. Step 1 – Replicated objects to be deleted on copy node
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The Export button can be used to generate a CSV file with the list of objects so that actions can be taken
to save those objects on the copy node prior to the software reclone. If changes are made on the copy
node and you wish to retrieve an updated list, the New Report button can be used. The Previous Report
button will retrieve the previous list.
Note: Upon the first use of software reclone, the reports found in steps 1, 2, and 3 are automatically
generated. Once generated, a report will only be regenerated when the New Report button is used.
In the previous figure we see that there is one data area that only exists on the copy node. A decision
should be made, object by object, whether to proceed with the software reclone as-is or perhaps save the
objects from the copy node to a save file or to a non-replicated library.
Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when you are ready to proceed to Step 2.
Step 2
Step 2 is another preparatory step which identifies any non-replicated objects in SYSBAS on the copy
node that are journaled to replicated journals. Replicated journals on the copy node will be replaced by
the journals found on the source node. To replace a journal, journaling must first be ended for that journal.
The reclone process does not restart journaling for non-replicated objects that had been journaled to a
replicated journal. This means that after the reclone processing completes, any non-replicated objects in
SYSBAS on the copy node that were previously journaled to a replicated journal will no longer be
journaled.
As shown in the next figure, the objects can be either traditional QSYS-based objects or objects within the
Integrated File System (IFS).
The table generated in step 2 could be saved and then used to identify which non-replicated objects need
to have journaling restarted. An alternative approach would be to adjust the non-replicated objects to use
a non-replicated journal.

Figure 180. Step 2 – Non-replicated objects journaled to a replicated journal
The list of objects can be exported to a CSV file using the Export button. An updated list can be generated
using the New Report button. You can retrieve the previous report result by using the Previous Report
button. When a previous report results are displayed, the date and time that the detail was captured
appears above the report, after the Last Refreshed: text.
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Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when ready to proceed to Step 3.
Step 3
Step 3 is the final preparatory step which identifies non-replicated database files that are dependent
upon a replicated database file. The reclone processing will not only delete all replicated database files on
the copy node, but the cascade action will delete non-replicated dependent database files as well. The
replicated database files will be restored as part of the software reclone. However, the non-replicated
database files will not be restored and thus will no longer exist when the software reclone is complete.
The table from step 3 indicates any non-replicated database files that will be deleted, along with the
replicated database file that it is dependent upon. The next figure shows an example where the nonreplicated objects are an index, view, and Materialized Query Table (MQT) built over a replicated database
file.
After these non-replicated database files are deleted, software reclone processing can reclone the
replicated database files. When the software reclone has completed, the non-replicated files that were
identified and deleted can be recreated or restored. An alternative approach would be to create the
dependent object on the source node and register it as a replicated object.

Figure 181. Step 3 – Non-replicated dependent objects
The Export button will export the list of objects to a CSV file which can be used as a resource. An updated
list can be generated using the New Report button. You can retrieve the previous report result using the
Previous Report button.
Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when ready to proceed to Step 4.
Step 4
Step 4 lists any user profiles, authority lists, function usage information, and security attributes which are
not equivalent between the source and copy nodes. It also indicates whether the object is currently in the
object tracking list (OTL) on either node. As part of step 5, the software reclone process includes a
preliminary step that attempts to synchronize OTL entries for these security objects. If the objects are not
equivalent after that resynchronization attempt, the software reclone will fail. The best practice is to take
no action based on the result of step 4, and allow step 5 to attempt to resolve any security differences.
If step 5 of the software reclone fails because the security objects are not in sync, it may be necessary to
use the Save Security Data (SAVSECDTA) command to save security information from one node and
restore it on the other node using the Restore User Profiles (RSTUSRPRF) or Restore Authority (RSTAUT)
command.
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In the figure below, we can see that a user profile was created and an adjustment was made to function
usage on the copy node. For almost all differences, the reclone processing will be able to replicate
security changes to the primary node and not require manual intervention.
The list of objects can be exported to a CSV file using the Export button. If manual action to resynchronize
the objects is attempted, this list can be regenerated using the Refresh button.

Figure 182. Step 4 – Display security object differences
Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when ready to proceed to Step 5.
Step 5
Note: Steps 1-3 identified affected objects in SYSBAS on the copy node at the time the steps were
completed. If new objects which fit the criteria identified in steps 1-3 are created in SYSBAS on the copy
node between the time the previous steps were run and when the reclone starts, the new objects will be
deleted without notification.
Step 5 is the confirmation to launch the software reclone process. Once the Finish button is clicked, the
software reclone process cannot be canceled.
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Figure 183. Step 5 – Start the software reclone
Click Finish to start the process.
In this phase of the software reclone, the following internal steps are performed:
1. The Db2 Mirror environment is validated.
2. The security objects are synchronized.
3. On the copy node, journaling is ended for objects identified by step 2.
4. On the copy node, all the replicated objects of type *FILE, *SQLUDT, *JRN, *DTAQ, *JOBQ, *SQLXSR in
SYSBAS are deleted, as well as the objects identified by steps 1 and 3.
5. On the source node, the Replication Criteria List (RCL) is used to gather the list of replicated objects for
SYSBAS. These objects are then added to the Object Tracking List (OTL) as individual save/restore OTL
entries.
6. Replication is resumed for SYSBAS. This causes resynchronization processing of the OTL entries to
reclone the source node to the copy node one object at a time.
7. Software reclone successfully completes.
8. A post-reclone check confirms whether any objects were created, renamed, moved, or restored during
the reclone.
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Figure 184. Step 5 - Progress of software reclone process
Completion
Once synchronization is complete, the GUI initiates an object comparison within SYSBAS. If objects were
created, renamed, moved, or restored during the time period where the OTL entries were being gathered,
it is possible that an object difference could exist. If any objects appear on this post-reclone report, use
the Db2 Mirror object compare facilities in the GUI or the QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table
function to gain a full understanding of any remaining differences between the source and copy node.
Once the comparison is shown, the software reclone process is complete. The Close button will return to
the panel where the software reclone was initiated.
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Figure 185. Step 5 - Software reclone completion

Software reclone of SYSBAS using the Db2 Mirror services
Before the software reclone process starts in step 3 below, replication must be suspended between the
two Db2 Mirror nodes. The reclone must be initiated on the node in TRACKING state, or if both nodes are
BLOCKED it must be initiated on the primary node.
1. Prior to starting the reclone process itself, which will potentially delete non-replicated objects on the
copy node, it is highly recommended to use the EVALUATE services to retrieve a list of affected objects.
More information on evaluating the affected objects can be found in “Evaluating the impact of a
software reclone” on page 251.
• The QSYS2.EVALUTE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function returns a list of the nonreplicated objects on the copy node which are dependent upon replicated objects and will be
deleted as part of the software reclone.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS'))
ORDER BY REPLICATED_OBJECT_NAME, REPLICATED_OBJECT_TYPE, REPLICATED_OBJECT_NAME;

If these objects are needed on the copy node, they should be saved prior to the software reclone and
restored once it is complete.
• The QSYS2.EVALUTE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function returns the list of
replicated objects and their dependencies which only exist on the copy node and will be deleted as
part of the software reclone.
SELECT * FROM TABLE (QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

If these objects are needed on the copy node, they should be saved prior to the software reclone and
restored once it is complete.
• The QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function returns a list of the nonreplicated objects on the copy node which are journaled to a replicated journal, and will have
journaling ended as part of the software reclone.
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SELECT * FROM TABLE (QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS'))
ORDER BY JOURNAL_LIBRARY, JOURNAL_NAME, LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME

When the software reclone is complete, journaling should be restarted for these objects and journal
receivers can be associated with the replicated journal.
2. Security objects, defined as authorization lists, function usage, security attributes, and user profiles,
must be equivalent between the source and copy nodes. As part of the software reclone, any Object
Tracking List (OTL) entries for these object types will be processed. If there are still differences once
that processing is complete, the software reclone will fail.
The QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view can be used to compare these object
types prior to the software reclone to ensure that no differences exist. The view identifies objects
which are different and indicates whether an OTL entry exists for the object. Note that the existence of
an OTL entry does not necessarily mean that the object will be equivalent after OTL processing is
complete.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS
ORDER BY OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

If differences exist, they can be corrected manually or by completing a Save Security Data
(SAVSECDTA) on the source node and a Restore User Profiles (RSTUSRPRF) and Restore Authority
(RSTAUT) on the copy node.
3. Once action has been completed to save any needed objects from the copy node which would be
deleted, and to note any journal changes required after the software reclone, the
QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure is used to perform the reclone. It adds all
replicated objects from the source node to the OTL and restores them onto the copy node as part of
the resynchronization process when replication resumes.
CALL QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS');

4. After the reclone has completed and the replication state is ACTIVE on both nodes, the
QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function can be used to verify that no
replicated object differences exist between the two nodes. This function compares the last change
timestamp for every replicated object. If a difference in the timestamps is reported, then other
functions such as QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT can be used to verify the object contents.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => '*RECLONE'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE;

Software reclone of a database IASP
Software reclone of a database IASP is initiated separately from software reclone of SYSBAS. If both
SYSBAS and a database IASP require a software reclone, the SYSBAS reclone must be completed first,
and then the database IASP reclone can be started.
The replication state of SYSBAS on both nodes must be ACTIVE to initiate the software reclone of a
database IASP. Replication must be suspended for the database IASP being recloned. The IASP must be
varied on and available on both nodes. The reclone must be initiated from the node where the IASP is in
TRACKING state, or if both IASPs are BLOCKED, then it must be initiated from the primary node.
If the IASP is ACTIVE on the copy node, the Db2 Mirror GUI can be used to configure the IASP to not
automatically resume during a vary on. Open the Db2 Mirror GUI Management dialog and select Mirror
Properties as shown below.
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Figure 186. Using the GUI to adjust Mirror Properties
The next figure shows how the IASP can be configured to avoid automatic resumption of replication after
a vary on. After the IASP is set to not automatically resume replication, the IASP on the copy node can be
made ready for reclone by simply varying it off and back on.

Figure 187. Changing the IASP to avoid an automatic resumption of replication after a vary on
The steps for recloning an IASP are very similar to those for recloning SYSBAS. The main difference is that
there is no comparison of security objects and attributes for the reclone of an IASP. Security objects and
attributes reside within SYSBAS, so the comparison is not necessary for an IASP.
If software reclone of an IASP fails during the synchronization phase, SYSBAS replication will be
suspended. Replication of SYSBAS can be resumed immediately and the software reclone of the IASP can
be restarted once any issues are identified and fixed.

Software reclone of a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To reclone a database IASP, verify that the IASP you want to use as the source has a replication state of
TRACKING. If both copies of the IASP are in BLOCKED state, then the source IASP must be attached to
the primary node.
From either the home page showing the IASPs, or from the Managing DB IASPs panel, right click on the
icon for the source IASP. Click Software Reclone to launch the reclone process. The Software Reclone
option is only available when the source IASP is in a valid replication state.
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Figure 188. Launch the software reclone process for a database IASP
Prior to launching the software reclone process, an informational panel is shown describing the software
reclone process. Click Next to proceed.
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Figure 189. Confirmation to begin the software reclone process
The software reclone processing will potentially delete objects on the copy IASP which will not be
replaced. The first three steps identify objects on the copy IASP which will be affected. The results from
these steps provide insight into actions you can consider taking before and after the software reclone. For
more information on these steps, see “Evaluating the impact of a software reclone” on page 251.
Step 1
Step 1 is a preparatory step that identifies replicated objects which only exist on the copy IASP. These
objects will be deleted during the software reclone process and will not be replaced.

Figure 190. Step 1 – Replicated objects to be deleted on the copy node
The Export button can be used to generate a CSV file with the list of objects so that actions can be taken
to save those objects on the copy IASP prior to the software reclone. If changes are made on the copy
IASP and you wish to retrieve an updated list, the New Report button can be used. The Previous Report
button will retrieve the previous list.
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Note: Upon the first use of software reclone, the reports found in steps 1, 2, and 3 are automatically
generated. Once generated, a report will only be regenerated when the New Report button is used.

Figure 191. Step 1 – Report exported
In the previous two figures we see that there are six replicated objects that only exist on the copy node. A
decision should be made, object by object, whether to proceed with the software reclone as-is or perhaps
save the objects from the copy node to a save file or to a non-replicated library.
Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when you are ready to proceed to Step 2.
Step 2
Step 2 is another preparatory step which identifies any non-replicated objects in the IASP on the copy
node that are journaled to replicated journals. Replicated journals on the copy node will be replaced by
the journals found on the source node. To replace a journal, journaling must first be ended for that journal.
The reclone process does not restart journaling for non-replicated objects that had been journaled to a
replicated journal. This means that after the reclone processing completes, any non-replicated objects in
the IASP on the copy node that were previously journaled to a replicated journal will no longer be
journaled.
As shown in the next figure, the objects can be either traditional QSYS-based objects or objects within the
Integrated File System (IFS).
The list from step 2 could be saved and then used to identify which non-replicated objects need to have
journaling restarted. An alternative approach would be to adjust the non-replicated objects to use a nonreplicated journal.
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Figure 192. Step 2 – Non-replicated objects journaled to a replicated journal
The list of objects can be exported to a CSV file using the Export button. An example of the report from
step 2 is shown below. An updated list can be generated using the New Report button. You can retrieve
the previous report result by using the Previous Report button. When a previous report results are
displayed, the date and time that the detail was captured appears above the report, after the Last
Refreshed: text.

Figure 193. Step 2 – Report exported
Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when ready to proceed to Step 3.
Step 3
Step 3 is the final preparatory step, which identifies non-replicated database files that are dependent
upon a replicated database file. The reclone processing will not only delete all replicated database files on
the copy node, but the cascade action will delete non-replicated dependent database files as well. The
replicated database files will be restored as part of the software reclone. However, the non-replicated
database files will not be restored and thus will no longer exist when the software reclone is complete.
The report results in step 3 will show any non-replicated database files that will be deleted, along with the
replicated database file that it is dependent upon. The next figure shows an example, where the nonDb2 Mirror 267

replicated objects are an index, view, and Materialized Query Table (MQT) built over a replicated database
file.
After these non-replicated database files are deleted, software reclone processing can reclone the
replicated database files. When the software reclone has completed, the non-replicated files that were
identified and deleted can be recreated or restored. An alternative approach would be to create the
dependent object on the source node and register it as a replicated object.

Figure 194. Step 3 – Check for non-replicated dependent objects
The Export button will export the list of objects to a CSV file which can be used as a resource. An example
of the report from step 3 is shown below. An updated list can be generated using the New Report button.
You can retrieve the previous report result by using the Previous Report button.

Figure 195. Step 3 – Report exported
Click Yes to enable the Next button. Click Next when ready to proceed to Step 5.
Step 5
Note: Steps 1-3 identified affected objects in the IASP on the copy node at the time the steps were
completed. If new objects which fit the criteria identified in steps 1-3 are created in the IASP on the copy
node between the time the previous steps were run and when the reclone starts, the new objects will be
deleted without notification.
Step 4 does not apply to a software reclone of a database IASP and is skipped when using the GUI.
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Step 5 is the confirmation to launch the software reclone process. Once the Finish button is clicked, the
software reclone process cannot be canceled.

Figure 196. Step 5 – Start the software reclone
Click Finish to start the process.
In this phase of the software reclone, the following internal steps are performed:
1. The Db2 Mirror environment is validated.
2. On the copy node, journaling is ended for objects identified by step 2.
3. On the copy node, all the replicated objects of type *FILE, *SQLUDT, *JRN, *DTAQ, *JOBQ, *SQLXSR in
the IASP are deleted, as well as the objects identified by steps 1 and 3.
4. On the source node, the Replication Criteria List (RCL) is used to gather the list of replicated objects for
the IASP. These objects are then added to the Object Tracking List (OTL) as individual save/restore OTL
entries.
5. Replication is resumed for the database IASP. This causes resynchronization processing of the OTL
entries to reclone the source node to the copy node one object at a time.
6. Software reclone successfully completes.
7. A post-reclone check confirms whether any objects were created, renamed, moved, or restored during
the reclone.
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Figure 197. Step 5 - Progress of the software reclone process
If you click Show Reclone preprocessing detail, you can review the results of the third step's processing.

Figure 198. Reclone preprocessing detail
As shown below, progress of the synchronization process can be followed on the software reclone panel.
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Figure 199. Synchronization progress
Completion
Once synchronization is complete, the GUI initiates an object comparison within the IASP. If objects were
created, renamed, moved, or restored during the time period where the OTL entries were being gathered,
it is possible that an object difference could exist. If any objects appear on this post-reclone report, use
the Db2 Mirror object compare facilities in the GUI or the QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table
function to gain a full understanding of any remaining differences between the source and copy node.

Figure 200. Step 5 – Software reclone completion
Once the comparison result is shown, the software reclone process is complete. The Close button will
return to the prior panel where the software reclone was initiated.
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Software reclone of a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror services
1. Prior to starting the reclone process itself, which will potentially delete non-replicated objects from the
IASP on the copy node, it is highly recommended to use the EVALUATE services to retrieve a list of
affected objects. More information on evaluating the affected objects can be found in “Evaluating the
impact of a software reclone” on page 251.
• The QSYS2.EVALUTE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function returns a list of the nonreplicated objects in the IASP on the copy node which are dependent upon replicated objects and
will be deleted as part of the software reclone.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => 'DBIASP1'))
ORDER BY REPLICATED_OBJECT_NAME, REPLICATED_OBJECT_TYPE, REPLICATED_OBJECT_NAME;

If these objects are needed on the copy node, they should be saved prior to the software reclone and
restored once it is complete.
• The QSYS2.EVALUTE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function returns the list of
replicated objects and their dependencies which only exist in the IASP on the copy node and will be
deleted as part of the software reclone.
SELECT * FROM TABLE (QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => 'DBIASP1'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

If these objects are needed on the copy node, they should be saved prior to the software reclone and
restored once it is complete.
• The QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function returns a list of the nonreplicated objects in the IASP on the copy node which are journaled to a replicated journal, and will
have journaling ended as part of the software reclone.
SELECT * FROM TABLE (QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => 'DBIASP1'))
ORDER BY JOURNAL_LIBRARY, JOURNAL_NAME, LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME

When the software reclone is complete, journaling should be restarted for these objects and journal
receivers can be associated with the replicated journal.
2. Once action has been completed to save any needed objects from the copy node which would be
deleted, and to note any journal changes required after the software reclone, the
QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure is used to perform the reclone. It adds each
replicated object in the IASP on the source node to the OTL as a save/restore OTL entry. This causes all
replicated objects to be saved from the IASP on the source node and restored into the IASP on the
copy node as part of the resynchronization process when replication resumes.
CALL QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => 'DBIASP');

3. After the reclone has completed and the replication state of the IASP is ACTIVE on both nodes, the
QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function can be used to verify that no
replicated object differences exist between the two nodes. This function compares the last change
timestamp for every replicated object. If a difference in the timestamps is reported, then other
functions such as QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT can be used to verify the object contents.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES(IASP_NAME => 'DBIASP1',
LIBRARY_NAME => '*RECLONE'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE;

Managing the Db2 Mirror environment
After Db2 Mirror is configured and running, changes may be required as your applications and
environment evolve.
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PTFs for Db2 Mirror
The best practice for Db2 Mirror maintenance is to stay current on some important PTF groups.
All Db2 Mirror PTFs related to database and journal support are shipped as part of the Db2 for IBM i PTF
Group. All other PTFs specific to Db2 Mirror are included in the Db2 Mirror PTF Group.
Db2 Mirror uses other software components, some of which are optional. In addition to the PTF Groups
mentioned above, it is important to regularly apply PTFs for any additional Db2 Mirror software
components. See Table 3 on page 39 for a list of software products and options that are used by Db2
Mirror.

Managing the Replication Criteria List
The Replication Criteria List (RCL) contains the rules that determine whether an object is replicated by
Db2 Mirror. The system administration team must design a replication strategy prior to implementation,
since the initial rules are set during configuration of Db2 Mirror.
Whenever an object is created, updated, deleted, or has its properties altered, Db2 Mirror uses the RCL to
determine its replication status. Instead of maintaining the replication status as an object attribute, the
RCL is used to determine if the operation needs to be replicated to the other node.
The RCL is a rules engine that consists of a set of hierarchical rules identifying either groups of objects or
a specific object which should or should not be replicated. Rules are defined to either include or exclude
objects from replication. These rules are used to determine the replication status of existing objects or
newly created objects without requiring each object on a node to be individually cataloged within the RCL.
The RCL is assigned an initial rule called the default inclusion state during the Db2 Mirror setup process
prior to the clone. The default inclusion state determines whether an object is replicated when no specific
rule exists for that object. The default inclusion state is the highest level rule in the RCL and it has two
possible settings:
• Exclude: No objects are replicated by default. To include specific objects as part of the replicated
environment, additional rules must be created to identify the objects that are to be included.
• Include: All eligible objects are replicated by default. Additional rules can be created to exclude objects
from replication.
Authority information, such as authorization lists and user profiles, and a subset of system values are
always replicated.
Note:
The default inclusion state can only be set during the initial setup process prior to the clone or changed by
recloning SYSBAS or the IASP while removing all existing rules. The default inclusion state cannot be
changed during normal RCL management.
The following figure shows the configuration screen on the Db2 Mirror GUI where the default inclusion
state is set.
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Figure 201. Configuring the default inclusion state with the Db2 Mirror GUI
If using commands and SQL services to configure Db2 Mirror, the
QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure is used to create the RCL and define the default
inclusion state for SYSBAS.
CALL QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE');

In addition to the rule defining the default inclusion state, Db2 Mirror primes the RCL with system rules.
These rules are for objects that are always replicated for Db2 Mirror or for objects that can never be
replicated by Db2 Mirror. These rules cannot be modified or overridden by a user rule.
The system administrator can add user rules to the RCL to define the replication status for replicationeligible objects. The scope of these rules is used to determine if a specific object is included or excluded
from replication.
The scope of a rule refers to its hierarchical level within the RCL. These levels determine whether a rule
governs all objects within a library, all objects of a specific object type within a library, or a specific object
within a library.
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Figure 202. RCL hierarchical structure
The previous figure shows an example of the hierarchical structure of RCL rules. In this example, the
default inclusion state of exclude is overridden to be include for libraries LIB1 and LIB2. Rules are defined
to exclude all objects of type *FILE and *PGM in LIB1. Additional rules exclude all objects of type *FILE in
LIB2 except for the file FILE4 which is set to include.

Separate RCL for SYSBAS and database IASPs
The default inclusion state that is defined during Db2 Mirror setup of SYSBAS only applies to objects that
reside in SYSBAS. Each database IASP has its own independent RCL and corresponding default inclusion
state that must be defined when the IASP is added to the Db2 Mirror configuration.
Each default inclusion state setting is independent and results in a separately constructed RCL
responsible only for the objects that reside within SYSBAS or the database IASP. For example, you can
have a default inclusion state of exclude for all objects that reside in SYSBAS, a default inclusion state of
include for objects that reside in one IASP, and a default inclusion state of exclude for another IASP. By
referencing the rules in each of these independent RCLs, the replication state of any system object can be
determined. Each RCL is separately maintained using the Db2 Mirror GUI or SQL services. Backup and
recovery considerations for each RCL are discussed in “Restoring Replication Criteria List data ” on page
358. The next figure illustrates the independent RCLs in use for SYSBAS and each database IASP.
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Figure 203. RCLs in each defined IASP

Adding rules to the RCL

Once the default inclusion state has been set and a Replication Criteria List (RCL) has been constructed,
Db2 Mirror is responsible for determining the replication status for all replication-eligible objects within
SYSBAS or a database IASP. Operations on replication-eligible objects use the RCL to determine whether
the operation should be replicated.
Every rule in the RCL has a rule source that indicates whether the rule was defined by Db2 Mirror (a
system rule) or by a user with RCL administration privileges (a user rule). User rules can be added or
removed when the replication state is ACTIVE, TRACKING, or NOT MIRRORED. A subset of rules can be
added or removed when the replication state is BLOCKED. See “Changes to the RCL while blocked” on
page 288 for details.
As rules are added to the RCL and activated, several actions happen when the replication state is ACTIVE.
Db2 Mirror will replicate the new rules to the RCL on the target node. Then it will determine if any existing
objects governed by the new rules are now subject to replication and need to be replicated. The process
of synchronizing these newly included objects is handled by adding them to the Object Tracking List (OTL).

Db2 Mirror replicates all changes to the RCL. The administrator can add or remove rules from either the
primary or secondary node when replication is ACTIVE.
Updates to the RCL while the replication state is TRACKING can be made on the primary node. Any object
replication changes are added to the OTL. The RCL is synchronized during the first step of
resynchronization, prior to other changes on the OTL. Then, as part of the normal resynchronization
process, the object replication changes resulting from the RCL updates will be processed.
Understanding the scope of a new rule and how it affects the replication of existing objects is very
important before activating new rules. To better understand this concept, consider the following example
which shows adding a new rule for LIB1 and how that affects the replication of the existing objects
contained in LIB1.
Initially, library LIB1 only exists on Node 1. It is not a replicated library since the default inclusion state is
exclude and there is no specific library rule. This is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 204. Initial LIB1 content on both nodes
When a rule is defined to include LIB1, it is added to the RCL. The rules in the RCL that apply to LIB1 will
look like this:

1
2

*SYSBAS
*SYSBAS

Library

Replication State

Object Type

Name

*ALL

*ALL

*ALL

Exclude

LIB1

*ALL

*ALL

Include

db2mi0503

IASP

Figure 205. Add RCL rule example
1. This is the rule associated with the default inclusion state that was added when the RCL was initially
constructed. This rule excludes all objects from replication unless the object is included by another
rule.
2. This rule indicates that all replication-eligible objects in library LIB1 (including the *LIB object) will be
included in replication unless there is an object type rule or object specific rule in place. Since there
are no other rules for this library, all replication-eligible objects within the LIB1 library are replicated.
When the rule for library LIB1 is added and activated on Node 1, the rule is replicated to the RCL on Node
2. Db2 Mirror gathers all existing replication-eligible objects for library LIB1 (including the *LIB object),
adds them to the OTL, and immediately starts to synchronize them to Node 2. The following figure shows
the content of LIB1 on both nodes after replication is complete. Since the *USRQ is not a replicationeligible object, it is not replicated to Node 2.
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Figure 206. LIB1 include rule made active
The duration of this process will vary depending upon the size and number of objects being synchronized.
Progress can be viewed through the Db2 Mirror GUI. Since the rule is updated on both nodes prior to
starting synchronization, any further creates, updates, or deletes against any object governed by this rule
will be replicated.
The processing illustrated in the above example would be the same if the rule was added and activated on
Node 1 or Node 2.

Adding a rule using the Db2 Mirror GUI
The Db2 Mirror GUI provides interfaces to work with each RCL within Db2 Mirror. To customize the views
on the RCL panels, see “Working with list displays” on page 135.
To add the include rule for library LIB1 to the RCL using the Db2 Mirror GUI, click on the Replication List
icon in the left navigation area and select RCL Management. The following figure shows the RCL interface
within the Db2 Mirror GUI.
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Figure 207. RCL add action in the Db2 Mirror GUI
The Add a Rule interface is located above the table listing the existing rules. To define a new rule, you
must specify the library name. To add a rule with more granular scope, you can also specify the object
type and, optionally, the object name. Once you have specified the object information for the rule, choose
to set the replication status for all objects that are governed by this rule to include. Once you click on the
Include button, you will be prompted to apply this newly defined rule immediately or to add this new rule
to a pending group as shown in the next figure. In this example, it will be applied immediately.

Figure 208. Adding an RCL rule immediately
After the OK button is clicked, the rule for LIB1 is immediately activated and the synchronization
processing is performed.
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Adding a rule using SQL
The QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure can be used to add a rule to the RCL. The inclusionstate parameter defines whether the rule includes or excludes objects. The iasp-name and library-name
parameters are required. The object-type and object-name parameters can be provided to increase the
granularity of the rule. The apply parameter specifies whether the rule is applied immediately or as a
pending rule; if omitted it defaults to immediate apply.
To add the LIB1 rule:
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIB1');

Pending groups of rules

The Replication Criteria List (RCL) allows rules to be added which are not immediately activated. These
rules are added to a pending group, which is a set of rules that can be committed or discarded as a logical
set.
When a rule change is made to the RCL, it can cause many objects to be synchronized to the other node. It
is important to understand the full impact of any rule changes before promoting the rules into production.
Without this understanding, objects can be mistakenly synchronized, or existing replicated objects can
have their replication incorrectly stopped.
A pending group gives you the ability to build up and analyze how a set of rule changes will impact existing
objects. Multiple RCL pending groups can exist, each with a unique group name. Rules in a pending group
have no impact on active replication behavior. Rules are replicated to the target node as they are added as
pending entries, so the pending group can be viewed and modified from either node.

Adding a rule to a pending group
Pending groups are especially useful when you want to have different replication status values for objects
within the same library. In these cases, multiple rules must be added to the RCL to identify the replication
status for the various groups of objects. If you were to add and activate each rule individually, some
objects would be replicated to the other node when a subsequent rule would have excluded the objects
from replication. With pending groups, multiple rules can be activated at the same time, so only the
affected objects in the final group are replicated to the other node.
Whenever a group of rules is activated, the updated RCL is used to identify whether any existing objects
need to start replication. The processing is similar to when a single rule is added and activated except that
multiple changes contained within a pending group are handled at the same time. If any rule within the
group is found to be invalid, the apply of the group will fail. The
QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function can be used to validate that no failures
will occur if the pending rules are applied.
To better understand how this works, consider the following example where we define the rules needed
to implement the hierarchical rules illustrated in Figure 202 on page 275. These rules are all contained
within a pending group named Sales. They set the replication status for all objects in libraries LIB1 and
LIB2:
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Library

1

*SYSBAS

*ALL

*ALL

*ALL

Exclude

2

*SYSBAS

LIB1

*ALL

*ALL

Include

Sales

3

*SYSBAS

LIB1

*FILE

*ALL

Exclude

Sales

4

*SYSBAS

LIB1

*PGM

*ALL

Exclude

Sales

5

*SYSBAS

LIB2

*ALL

*ALL

Include

Sales

6

*SYSBAS

LIB2

*FILE

*ALL

Exclude

Sales

7

*SYSBAS

LIB2

*FILE

FILE4

Include

Sales

Object Type

Replication State

Group

db2mi0504

Name

IASP

Figure 209. Adding a pending group of rules
The following describes each row of the table:
1. This is the rule associated with the default inclusion state that was chosen when the RCL was initially
constructed. This active rule excludes all objects from replication unless the object is included by
another rule.
2. This rule indicates that all replication-eligible objects in library LIB1 (including the *LIB object) will be
included in replication unless the object is excluded by a more specific rule. The rule is not currently
active and is part of the Sales pending group.
3. This pending rule excludes all *FILE objects in library LIB1 from replication.
4. This pending rule excludes all *PGM objects in library LIB1 from replication.
The combination of rules two through four means that all replication-eligible objects in library LIB1,
except *FILE and *PGM objects, will have their replication status set to include.
5. This rule indicates that all replication-eligible objects in library LIB2 (including the *LIB object) will be
included in replication unless the object is excluded by another rule.
This pending rule is part of the same Sales pending group. Rules in a pending group can reference
multiple libraries.
6. This pending rule excludes all *FILE objects in library LIB2 unless the object is included by another
rule.
7. This pending rule includes the specific *FILE object FILE4 in library LIB2 for replication.
When the pending group Sales is committed and activated, all of the changes are processed together. The
RCL rules are updated on both nodes to indicate they are active. Any existing replication-eligible objects
that are now subject to mirroring are added to the OTL to be synchronized.
For this example, the *LIB library object for both LIB1 and LIB2 is replicated to the other node. All other
replication-eligible objects for library LIB1 except for *FILE and *PGM objects are also added to the OTL
to be synchronized. For library LIB2, all non-file objects are added to the OTL for synchronization. In
addition, file FILE4 in library LIB2 is added to the OTL. The user queue UQA in LIB1 and the message
queue MQA in LIB2 are not replicated because those object types are not eligible for replication.
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LIB1 *LIB

LIB1 *LIB
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*FILE

JQ1

*JOBQ
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*JOBQ
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DTA1

*DTAARA

PGMX

*PGM

UQA

*USRQ

FILE3

*FILE

FILE4

*JOBQ

FILE4

*JOBQ

OQ1

*OUTQ

OQ1

*OUTQ

MQA

*MSGQ

db2mi0506

LIB2 *LIB

LIB2 *LIB

Figure 210. Result of adding a pending group to the RCL
After synchronization has completed, libraries LIB1 and LIB2 will exist on both nodes. Any objects that
were excluded from replication will only exist on one node.
In the Db2 Mirror GUI, the pending group is specified as each rule is added to the RCL. Select to add the
rule as a Pending Rule and enter the group name, Sales, as shown below. Then click OK.

Figure 211. Defining a pending group
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As each pending rule is added to the RCL, the list of existing rules within the GUI is updated to include the
pending rule and its Rule Group name. After all the pending rules have been added to the pending group,
the rules can be committed and activated by clicking Apply Pending Group.

Figure 212. RCL with pending rules
After the pending group has been applied, the list of existing rules is updated to indicate the rules are now
active.
The SQL to implement this example is:
-- Include all objects in LIB1
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'LIB1',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'Sales'
);
-- Exclude all files in LIB1
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'LIB1',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'Sales'
);
-- Exclude all programs in LIB1
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'LIB1',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*PGM',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'Sales'
);
-- Include all objects in LIB2
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'LIB2',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'Sales'
);
-- Exclude all files in LIB2
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
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LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
APPLY
APPLY_LABEL

=>
=>
=>
=>

'LIB2',
'*FILE',
'PENDING',
'Sales'

);
-- Include FILE4 in LIB2
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'LIB2',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME
=> 'FILE4',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'Sales'
);

After all the rules are defined, apply the pending group using the
QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure:
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => 'Sales');

Note that the value for the APPLY_LABEL parameter is case sensitive.

Multiple pending groups
Pending groups are key for managing the process of defining RCL rules required for a granular replication
strategy. The RCL supports many pending groups to help make this task easier. This allows multiple users
with specific domain knowledge of the objects to work independently when defining the RCL rules for
their objects.
The Db2 Mirror GUI remembers the last pending group you selected and will continue to use that group
for each subsequent rule added or removed from the RCL. To generate a new pending group, click on the
Create New Group option in the drop down box shown below.

Figure 213. Creating a new group with the Db2 Mirror GUI
When Create New Group is chosen within the drop down and you click on either Exclude or Include, you
will be prompted to apply the rule immediately, create a new group, or select an existing active group as
seen in the following figure.
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Figure 214. Add rule prompt
To see all the currently defined pending groups in the RCL through the Db2 Mirror GUI, click on the
Pending tab in the upper right corner and select All Pending Groups as shown in the next figure. This lists
all pending rules, the pending group the rule belongs to, and the action that the rule is defined to take.

Figure 215. RCL with multiple pending groups
A rule marked with a blue arrow pointing to the left indicates a pending remove of a rule. A rule marked
with a green arrow pointing to the right indicates a pending add. In this figure, all the rules in the Rule
Group Sales are marked for a pending add. The rules in the group BIApp are all marked for a pending add
except the rule for the DATA *OUTQ, which is a pending remove. A rule can be deleted from a pending
group by clicking on the recycle bin icon in the Action column for that rule.
Pending rules in all groups can be viewed using SQL:
SELECT APPLY_LABEL, R.*
FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO R
WHERE APPLY_STATE LIKE 'PENDING%'
ORDER BY APPLY_LABEL, RULE_ID;

The result of this query is:
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Figure 216. SQL showing multiple pending groups

Adding rules for future objects

The RCL does not require that specific libraries or objects exist when a rule is created. You can specify
names of objects and libraries that could exist in the future. For example, if a rule exists to include all
objects in a library, any newly created objects within that library that are eligible for replication will be
created on both nodes and kept synchronized.
In this example, a rule is created to replicate all files in library NEWLIB1 which does not yet exist. There
are two steps.
1. Create a rule to replicate the library definition. This will ensure that when library NEWLIB1 is created,
the library object will be created on both nodes. The Db2 Mirror GUI lists all existing libraries for the
node. You can either select an existing library from the list or type in the name of a library. Since the
library NEWLIB1 does not yet exist, it is typed into the library name field. Click the Definition Only
button to include the library definition.

Figure 217. Adding a rule to include the definition of a future library
2. Create a rule to replicate all files in the library as they are created. NEWLIB1 can again be typed into
the library name field. *FILE is selected for object type. This rule causes any file object that is created
in library NEWLIB1 to be replicated.
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Figure 218. Adding a rule for future objects

Removing objects from replication

Sometimes an object needs to be removed from replication. This requires you to understand which rule
causes that object to be included in replication.

The easiest way to find the rule for a specific object is to use the Inspect interface in the Db2 Mirror GUI.
The following figure shows the inspect interface for the RCL. On the left side, click on the library of
interest to see its contents. Find the object and right click on it. Select the Show applied rules action.
This will show you all the rules that apply to this object in precedence order.

Figure 219. RCL inspect interface
To remove an object from replication there are two options:
1. If there is a specific rule that includes only this object in replication, you can delete the rule by either
right clicking on the rule and selecting the Delete action or clicking on the recycle bin icon. Specify
whether it should be removed immediately or whether it should be processed as part of a pending
group.
2. If this object is being included in replication because of a generic rule, such as include all objects in a
library, you can add a new rule to exclude this specific object.
Removing a rule does not remove the object on either node. The object or group of objects will still exist
on both nodes, but any future changes to the object on either node will not be replicated.
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Considerations for adding and removing rules

There are some considerations to keep in mind when adding and removing rules.

Object existence
When a new rule is added to or an existing rule is removed from the RCL, Db2 Mirror determines which
objects must be sent to the target node as part of the initial synchronization. In most cases, if the object
already exists on both nodes, CPFC906 will be issued and the new RCL rule will be rolled back.
There are object types which are allowed to exist on the target node. For those object types, when
determining whether the attempt to commit and activate the RCL rule should succeed, Db2 Mirror looks
for any differences between the two objects that would be lost if the RCL synchronized the object from
one of the nodes. If any differences are detected, Db2 Mirror will roll back any changes to the RCL rules
and signal a CPFC906 message. This message indicates that the object already exists on both nodes and
the user should remove one of the objects before attempting the operation again.
The object types allowed to exist on the target node during an initial synchronization after an RCL rule
change are:
• *DTAARA
• *DTAQ
• *ENVVAR
• *JOBD
• *JOBQ
• *LIB
• *OUTQ
• *PGM
• *SRVPGM
• *SYSVAL

Changes to the RCL are serialized
An internal locking protocol is used to serialize changes to the RCL. Some changes to the RCL will
complete very quickly, while others may take a long time to complete
You must be careful when promoting RCL rule changes into your production environment. When new
include rules are added or existing exclude rules are removed, Db2 Mirror will analyze the complete set of
RCL rules to determine if any existing objects should be replicated. If any objects are identified for
immediate replication, those objects are replicated as part of the RCL rule change operation. This means
that changing an RCL rule can be a long running operation if many existing objects are affected by the rule
change.
Serialized changes to the RCL can conflict with the locks required by some multiple-step database Data
Definition Language (DDL) operations for replicated objects, such as creating a file and creating a schema.
Any change to the RCL requires the acquisition and retention of an exclusive lock on the RCL. This
exclusive lock will prevent DDL operations from completing.
A timeout will occur when attempting to access the RCL in either of these cases and a CPFC908 message
will be issued. This message identifies which job is currently accessing the RCL resources and preventing
any changes

Changes to the RCL while blocked
The RCL allows a very limited set of changes to be made on the blocked node if the nodes have not been
suspended for maintenance.
• Add a new exclude rule scoped to a library.
• Remove an active library rule when the default inclusion state is set to exclude.
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No changes can be made to the RCL on the blocked node that would result in changing a non-replicated
object to a replicated object.

Viewing replication rules

The Db2 Mirror GUI can be used to review active and pending Replication Criteria List (RCL) rules.

When selecting RCL Management from the left side of the home page in the GUI, the default view
includes all the user defined rules in SYSBAS. This view is shown below. Column filters can be used to find
libraries or specific objects that may have rules defined for them. RCL rules created for each database
IASP can be viewed by clicking on the IASP name on the upper left side of the display.

Figure 220. User defined rules in SYSBAS in the Db2 Mirror GUI
The RCL Management interface can be used to discover which RCL rules are used for a specific object.
Click the Inspect button in the upper center of the view to see the RCL rules by object.
After locating an object, right click on the object and select Show Applied Rules to see the RCL rules that
apply to this object. The Applied Rules interface shows the actual rule that is used to define the replication
status for this specific object. The following figure shows that library INVENTORY does not have a specific
library rule. In this case, the default inclusion state determines the replication status for the library.
However, there are additional rules for objects within this library that will govern the replication status for
those objects. These additional rules are listed in the Manage Library Rules table. The rules listed in this
table can be deleted or they can be changed by copying and updating a specific rule.

Figure 221. RCL applied rules in the Db2 Mirror GUI
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System defined rules

When the default inclusion state is set for SYSBAS or for an IASP, Db2 Mirror adds some system defined
rules to the RCL. System defined rules define a set of objects that are always replicated, a set of objects
that are never replicated, and some libraries whose contents are not replicated by default. System
defined rules cannot be removed. Some system defined rules can be overridden with a user rule for a
specific object. System defined RCL rules have a rule source of SYSTEM; user defined RCL rules have a
rule source of USER.
To see the system defined object rules, select System Defined Rules Only from the drop down box in the
Db2 Mirror GUI. These rules can be identified by the small padlock icon in the Status column. The figure
below shows the system rule that replicates all user profile objects and system rules that exclude all
objects in several system supplied libraries.
A closed padlock icon in the Status column is shown for all the system defined object rules. This indicates
that no additional rules can be defined to change the replication status for any object governed by this
rule. If the padlock icon is open, additional rules can be added to change the replication status. In this
example, the closed padlock on the QSYS2 row indicates that all objects are always excluded for library
QSYS2; no user rule can change the system rule.

Figure 222. System defined rules in the RCL
To see all the system defined rules, you can query the QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view:
SELECT LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO
WHERE RULE_SOURCE = 'SYSTEM';

Some output queues in system libraries are always excluded from replication. You can see the list through
the Db2 Mirror GUI by filtering the object type by *OUTQ.
You can also query the QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view:
SELECT LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO
WHERE RULE_SOURCE = 'SYSTEM' AND OBJECT_TYPE = '*OUTQ';
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System value and environment variable rules

System values and environment variables are treated as pseudo object types by Db2 Mirror and controlled
by the RCL just like any other replication‑eligible object.

System values
Rules can be added by specifying the system value name and the pseudo object type value *SYSVAL.
When the RCL is constructed for SYSBAS, a number of system rules are added to the RCL for system
values. Some system values must never be replicated while others must always be replicated and remain
the same on both nodes. The remaining system values are set to be replicated by default, but their
replication status can be overridden by a user rule.
To see the list of system values that are excluded or included by system defined rules, select System
Defined Rules Only from the drop down box in the Db2 Mirror GUI. Set the object type to *SYSVAL and
choose a replication state of either include or exclude. The following figure shows system values that are
never replicated.

Figure 223. Excluded system values in the RCL
By default, all system values not defined by a system rule are included in replication. However, a user rule
can be added to the RCL to exclude an individual system value. When adding a rule for a system value in
the Db2 Mirror GUI, specify QSYS for the library, *SYSVAL for the object type, and select the system value
name from the drop down. The GUI shows you all the system values that can be changed, as shown here.
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Figure 224. Specify system value
To see all the system values with rules in the RCL, you can query the
QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view.
SELECT OBJECT_NAME, INCLUSION_STATE FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO
WHERE RULE_SOURCE = 'SYSTEM' AND OBJECT_TYPE = '*SYSVAL'
ORDER BY INCLUSION_STATE, OBJECT_NAME;

Environment variables
Unlike system values, system-level environment variables are excluded from replication by default by a
system rule and must be individually included for replication.

Figure 225. System defined exclude rule for environment variables
To include an environment variable in replication, add an include rule using QSYS as the library name,
*ENVVAR as the object type, and specify the environment variable name as the object name. Existing
system-level environment variables can be selected from the drop down menu for the object name field.
If the environment variable being added does not exist, its name can be typed into the object name field
as shown below. Environment variable names are case sensitive.
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Figure 226. Add a new rule for a system-level environment variable

Managing the Object Tracking List
The Object Tracking List (OTL) provides the interface for tracking replicated object changes. It contains
information and status for objects that have been resynchronized, are being resynchronized, and still need
to be resynchronized. There is one tracking table for SYSBAS and one for each database IASP.
To access the OTL through the Db2 Mirror GUI, choose the Object Tracking List on the left side of the
home page and select the Details option to see all the OTL entries.

Figure 227. Accessing the OTL entries
The OTL interface allows you to see the OTL for SYSBAS and each database IASP that has been included
into the mirror environment. The following figure shows the OTL entries for SYSBAS.
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Figure 228. OTL Details page
For a description of the columns maintained in the OTL, see “RESYNC_STATUS view” on page 474.
Entries are added to the tracking list in two cases:
• Certain operations use the OTL to perform normal replication. For example:
– When new objects are replicated due to a Replication Criteria List (RCL) change
– When a replicated object is created or restored
– When a non-replicated object is moved or renamed and the resulting object must now be replicated
– When a spooled file is created or changed in a replicated output queue
• Replication is suspended (usually due to one node of the mirrored pair being offline or a reclone) or a
database IASP is varied off or otherwise unavailable.
In these cases, an entry is added to the OTL for each object change. Resynchronization will use the
tracked entries to bring the objects back in sync when replication resumes.
When resynchronization occurs, each OTL entry is updated as it is processed so that the status of the
resynchronization can be monitored. If an error occurs while processing a specific entry, it will be
updated with the error message to help with problem determination.
Once resynchronization is complete, the OTL entries are retained as historical entries. These may be
useful, especially when preparing for a planned outage, to understand how long resynchronization took
the last time there was an outage. To see the historical entries from the Db2 Mirror GUI, click on
Summary - Historical. This shows groupings of OTL entries and the summarized length of time the
resynchronization took to run.
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Figure 229. Summary of historical entries
Entries are removed from the OTL in several cases:
• When the OTL is used for normal replication activity, the entries will be deleted unless an error occurs. If
an error does occur, the Db2 Mirror object handler that added the entry might handle the error and
remove the OTL error entry.
• If the RCL is modified so a replicated object no longer is replicated, any OTL entries for that object are
removed.
• A reclone will remove all OTL entries including historical entries.
• From the Details OTL interface, right click to delete individual entries or all entries that have been
assigned to the selected group.
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Figure 230. Delete OTL entries using the Db2 Mirror GUI
• The QSYS2.CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure can be used to remove or defer entries. See
“CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure” on page 468.

Resynchronization processing

The entries in the Object Tracking List (OTL) are used for resynchronizing replicated objects on the
primary and secondary nodes.
The OTL entries can be accessed in many ways through the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using SQL to query the
QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS view. See “RESYNC_STATUS view” on page 474.

In rare failure cases, an OTL entry may exist that was added for normal replication. Before
resynchronization starts, the OTLs on both source and target nodes are compared to ensure that a
conflicting operation is not found for an object. If a conflict is found, the user will need to determine which
entry needs to be deleted or deferred using the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES
procedure prior to resynchronization. For more information on comparing OTL entries, see
“COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function” on page 470.
To use the Db2 Mirror GUI to view conflicts that will prevent resynchronization from starting, select
Resolve Conflicts from the Object Tracking List set of actions.
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Figure 231. Conflict resolution option for the OTL
To help determine what is different between objects on the two nodes, you can compare the object using
the Db2 Mirror interface.

Figure 232. OTL conflict compare and resolution using the Db2 Mirror GUI
Once QSYS2.COMPARE_RESYNC STATUS is successful, resynchronization will begin. There are three main
steps to resynchronization:
1. Resync preparation
2. Resync phase one processing
3. Resync phase two processing

Resync preparation
The purpose of resync preparation is three-fold:
1. Determine the correct order in which to process OTL entries
2. Optimize the processing of OTL entries
3. Add additional entries necessary for resynchronization
Order of processing OTL entries
Objects may depend on other objects. For example, objects in a library depend on that library, objects are
owned by a user profile and depend on that user profile, and logical files depend on physical files. In some
cases, many entries may be added to the OTL for normal replication. For example, if a library is added to
the RCL, an entry will be added for each object that will be replicated. These objects must be processed in
the correct order to ensure that the depended on objects are replicated prior to the dependent objects. In
the case of delete operations, the opposite is true; the dependent objects must be processed prior to the
depended on objects.
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Complicated database networks add an additional level of complexity. For example, a view or logical file
may be dependent on more than one table or physical file, or referential constraints may require
additional processing after DDL operations on the entire referential network are completed. To handle
these types of situations, database files are grouped into networks. A network number is updated in the
OTL during resync preparation to indicate which objects are related.
In some cases, one tracked entry on the OTL may be dependent on another entry for the same object. For
example, a column in a table may be added and then a constraint added to that same table that depends
on that column. In those cases, the tracking timestamp in the OTL is used to guarantee that the column is
added prior to the add of the constraint.
Resynchronization of entries on the OTL can be run in parallel. However, in the case of dependencies, one
OTL entry may need to be completed prior to another OTL entry being processed.
The user can specify a resynchronization priority for objects. For more information, see
“SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure” on page 480. The priority will be considered when determining
the order in which entries will be processed. However, the priority is not absolute since resynchronization
must consider dependencies and database network processing in order to function correctly. The highest
priority of any database file in a database network will be applied to the entire network of resync entries.
Optimizing the processing of OTL entries
Resynchronization can be a long running operation depending on the number of entries that need to be
processed in the OTL. The preparation phase optimizes operations in two different ways:
1. Save/restore entries are common in the OTL. While each entry could be processed separately,
resynchronization performance is improved by bundling multiple objects on save/restore operations.
The preparation step will group save/restore operations together.
2. Certain entries on the OTL may be unnecessary. In these cases, the RESYNC_DEFERRED column in the
OTL entry is updated with a value of RESYNC DEFERRED. For example,
• When an object is deleted and a delete entry is added to the OTL, any previous entries for the object
may not need to be processed since the object is going to be deleted. If the OTL contains a prior
create entry for the same object, neither the create or delete may need to be processed. In some
cases, this simplification is not possible due to potential dependent objects.
• When an OTL save/restore entry for an object is processed during resync, processing for the object
will include any changes that occurred before the save/restore entry and after the save/restore entry
since the save/restore operation will use the current object.
Adding additional entries necessary for resynchronization
Database tables or physical files require special processing to resynchronize them.
• If a save/restore OTL entry for a database physical file will be processed, applications on the primary
node must be able to continue to perform I/O changes. In order to not disrupt these applications, the
save/restore is performed using save while active. Because I/O changes can continue while the save/
restore is being performed, an OTL IO entry will be added to process any rows that might change after
the start of the save/restore.
• Referential constraints on the target node are disabled prior to resynchronizing database I/O operations
in order to prevent any possible constraint violations. To avoid errors, a CHGPFCST entry will be added
to the OTL which will be processed when I/O resynchronization for the entire database network is
complete.

Resync phase one processing
Most types of OTL entries are processed in phase one. However, the most numerous and longer running
OTL entries are typically going to be database I/O entries that are processed in phase two. During phase
one, the secondary node is in BLOCKED state and will stay blocked until all phase one OTL entries have
been processed.
There are two situations which will prevent resync from leaving phase one.
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• Many database and SQL DDL operations run under commit. As such, the related entries on the OTL are
also added under commit. These entries are locked until the end of the transaction. The prepare phase
of resync must wait until either a commit or rollback has occurred by acquiring a lock on those OTL
rows. If the lock cannot be acquired, processing of phase one entries will only occur on entries that
precede the locked row in tracking timestamp order. The prepare phase will continue to be invoked and
phase one entries resynced until no lock time-out occurs on any OTL rows.
• In order to process database I/O entries for a table or physical file in phase two, database DDL
operations must be prevented for those files on the primary node. A *SHRNUP lock is acquired on the
file object (not the file data) which will prevent any DDL operations, but not prevent any I/O operations.
Only a few relatively short running database DDL operations do not run under commit so it is unlikely
that the *SHRNUP lock cannot be acquired. However, if the lock cannot be acquired, the prepare phase
will continue to be invoked and phase one entries resynchronized until no lock time-out occurs. If after
ten attempts a *SHRNUP lock still cannot be acquired, the resync will fail.
Since applications or users can perform operations that add new phase one OTL entries, once the first set
of phase one entries are processed, a lock will be acquired which will delay any applications from adding
new OTL entries until any remaining phase one OTL entries have been processed. Most phase one
operations are very short running. Since the lock will cause applications to wait, the best practice is to
minimize any long running phase one operations until phase two begins.
When resynchronization fails, the Db2 Mirror GUI indicates there is a problem with OTL resynchronization
as shown in the following figure.

Figure 233. Resynchronization failure
Right click to see the pull-down menu.
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Figure 234. View tracking list
Select View Tracking List Details.

Figure 235. Tracking list details
There are two error entries shown in the OTL. Both error messages indicate an object lock failure. Since
phase one processing could not acquire locks on the object on both nodes, the error was recorded in the
OTL and processing terminated before phase two.
To resolve the conflict:
1. Identify the lock holder and release the locks causing the conflict.
2. Select Resume Db2 Mirror from the pull-down menu to retry the resyncronization.
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Resync phase two processing
After phase one of resynchronization has completed, the following three steps will be performed during
phase two resynchronization:
1. *SHRNUP locks were acquired during phase one on all tables and physical files that need to be
resynced in phase two. These locks will prevent any DDL operations from modifying the tables or
physical files.
The locks are released and DDL is allowed again after phase two resync ends.
Record locks are obtained and released as needed during phase two processing.
2. An internal attribute will be changed in any tables or physical files that need to be resynchronized. This
attribute will prevent any users or applications running on the secondary node from performing
updates, deletes, or inserts to these tables or physical files.
The attribute will be reset for all related tables and physical files in the same network when resync of
the entire network is complete.
During phase two, updates, deletes, and inserts that are performed on the primary node will have their
corresponding operations replicated to the secondary node. Because I/O operations are being
performed on the primary node as it is replicating changes to the secondary node, once phase two
starts the number of row changes that need to be resynchronized will no longer increase and may
decrease if rows that need to be resynchronized are deleted or updated by an application before they
are resynchronized.
3. The Db2 Mirror state will become ACTIVE.
Database I/O is always resynchronized in phase two. Spooled file entries are handled in phase two as
well, unless a replicated output queue is moved, renamed, or deleted.
If a failure prevents resynchronization phase two from succeeding, the replication state will revert back to
TRACKING/BLOCKED. On an IASP, both SYSBAS and the IASP would revert back to TRACKING/BLOCKED.
SYSBAS replication can be resumed immediately and then the issues preventing resynchronization in the
IASP can be addressed.

Resynchronization best practices

The following best practices are recommended to improve performance and reduce the complexity and
problems during resynchronization.
• Use the QSYS2.SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure so that the objects most critical to your business
operations are resynchronized sooner than lower priority objects. Any configuration of priorities applies
to future resynchronization. See “SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure” on page 480 for more
information.
• The user can specify a parallel degree to improve the performance of resynchronization if Db2
Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) is installed. However, since the primary node is still running
applications, you should consider the performance impact to those applications. Parallel degree for
resynchronization is set using the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure; see “CHANGE_MIRROR
procedure” on page 392.
• Do not vary off an IASP or suspend replication during resynchronization or long running DDL operations.
• Do not hold any *EXCL, *EXCLRD, or *SHRNUP locks on objects on the secondary node during
resynchronization. Such locks will prevent resynchronization operations from succeeding. The
associated OTL entry will fail with a recoverable error, but the failure may also cause failures in
dependent objects so that resynchronization will have to be performed again once the locks are
released.
• When resynchronization is running or while performing a warm clone, avoid long running database DDL
operations, operations that would typically be handled by phase one processing, and RCL changes that
replicate the same objects. These operations acquire locks that will cause resynchronization to run
slower as it waits for locks to be released. Long running database DDL operations will also cause
reprocessing of phase one entries and prevent resynchronization from progressing to phase two. If the
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locks are not released, related OTL entries can fail when resynchronization attempts to process the OTL
entries.
• If one of the mirrored nodes or IASPs has been unavailable for a very long amount of time, the OTL may
have a large number of entries that need to be resynchronized. In that case, it may take less time to
reclone the node or IASP than to perform resynchronization.

Resynchronization problem resolution

While most resynchronization operations will succeed, there are sequences of operations on certain
objects that will fail even if the objects are processed in tracking time order.
Most of these cases involve a save/restore entry and/or a move or rename operation. For these situations,
user intervention is necessary.
In this example, DATALIB is a library that is always included in replication. There are no specific rules for
any *FILE objects in the library, so all files are always included in replication. Suppose the following
operations are performed on the primary node while in TRACKING state, with entries added to the OTL to
track the changes:
1. Restore table DATALIB/SIMPLE1 (SIMPLE1 did not exist prior to the restore).
2. Create a view DATALIB/SIMPLE1V that depends on SIMPLE1.
3. Rename DATALIB/SIMPLE1 to SIMPLE2.
When resynchronization is attempted, the save/restore entry cannot be processed because SIMPLE1 no
longer exists. Since the object cannot be found on either the source or target node, the save/restore entry
is deferred. When the CREATE VIEW is attempted it also fails because SIMPLE1 cannot be found. Finally,
the rename operation also fails because SIMPLE1 cannot be found. The following figure shows the errors
as they are recorded in the OTL. The errors can be found in the resynchronization joblog to provide
additional information to help identify the problem.

Figure 236. OTL errors from failed resync
In this specific case, we need to replicate the renamed table and the view to the secondary node. The
most efficient way to resolve this problem requires three steps:
1. Change the RCL to exclude the file’s old name (SIMPLE1), new name (SIMPLE2), and the view name
(SIMPLE1V). This will remove any entries for these objects from the OTL. This can be done though the
Db2 Mirror GUI or by calling the following procedures:
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'DATALIB',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME
=> 'SIMPLE1',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'FIXOTL');
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'DATALIB',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
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OBJECT_NAME
APPLY
APPLY_LABEL

=> 'SIMPLE2',
=> 'PENDING',
=> 'FIXOTL');

CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'DATALIB',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME
=> 'SIMPLE1V',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'FIXOTL');
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => 'FIXOTL');

At this point you can examine the OTL to confirm that all error entries have been removed or deferred.
2. Now that the error entries for these objects have been removed from the OTL, change the RCL to
include all files in DATALIB once again. This can be done though the Db2 Mirror GUI or by calling the
following procedures:
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'DATALIB',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME
=> 'SIMPLE1V',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'FIXOTL');
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'DATALIB',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME
=> 'SIMPLE2',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'FIXOTL');
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME
=> 'DATALIB',
OBJECT_TYPE
=> '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME
=> 'SIMPLE1',
APPLY
=> 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL
=> 'FIXOTL');
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => 'FIXOTL');

3. Resume replication either from the Db2 Mirror GUI or by using the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR
procedure.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME =>'*SYSBAS',
REPLICATION_STATE=> 'RESUME');

Note that because of dependencies between files, it might be necessary (or at least better from a
performance perspective) to also include certain dependent files. For example, assume that there is
another table called COMPLEX1 and that a unique keyed logical file (LGLUNQ) exists over both SIMPLE1
and COMPLEX1. It is possible that duplicate key failures could occur if COMPLEX1 is not also excluded
and then included again in the RCL. Even if duplicate key errors would not occur, the index for LGLUNQ
would need to be rebuilt if COMPLEX1 is not also included.

Db2 Mirror properties
There are properties within Db2 Mirror which will affect characteristics of the replication environment.
The properties can be viewed and changed on the Db2 Mirror GUI by clicking the Management icon on the
left side and choosing Mirror Properties.
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Figure 237. Selecting properties using the Db2 Mirror GUI

Automatic resume
Automatic resume determines whether SYSBAS or a database IASP will resume automatically after a
system initiated suspend. The value is set separately for SYSBAS and each registered database IASP. The
default value is YES.
The automatic resume setting can be changed on the Db2 Mirror GUI under the Replication tab in Mirror
Properties as shown below.

Figure 238. Change properties using the Db2 Mirror GUI
The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure can also be used to set the automatic resume value.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS', AUTO_RESUME => 'YES');

For more information on when the automatic resume property is used, see “Automatic resume” on page
235.
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Parallel degree
The parallel degree setting specifies the maximum degree of parallelism that can be used for Db2 Mirror
resynchronization processing. Increasing the parallelism can potentially reduce the time required for
resynchronization. The default value is NONE. The Db2 Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) priced option
(5770SS1 Option 26) is required to set the value between 2 and 256.
The value is set separately for SYSBAS and each registered database IASP. The value is also set
separately for each node.
Changing the parallel degree setting will not affect any resynchronization that is currently active. The
current value will be checked and used when a new resynchronization begins.
The parallel degree setting can be changed on the Db2 Mirror GUI under the Replication tab in Mirror
Properties as shown in Figure 238 on page 304.
The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure can also be used to set the parallel degree.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS', PARALLEL_DEGREE => 10);

Spooled file resynchronization interval
Spooled file replication is done on an interval basis. At a regular interval, a spool server job will look at all
replicated output queues for spooled files which have been closed within the interval. These spooled files
will be sent to the other node if the replication state is ACTIVE or added to the OTL if the replication state
is TRACKING or BLOCKED.
The spooled file resynchronization interval can be set to any value from a minimum of 1 second to a
maximum of 3600 seconds (60 minutes). The default value is 10 seconds. The optimal value is dependent
on the environment. From a performance standpoint, it is recommended to set the value so that multiple
spooled files are closed within the interval. The interval decision must also consider the need for current
data on the target node.
SYSBAS and each registered database IASP have separate spooled file resynchronization interval
settings. Each node in the Db2 Mirror pair is also set separately, as this could be based on the physical
resources available on each node.
A change to the spooled file resynchronization interval setting will take effect when the current interval
wait time is reached. For example, if the current interval setting is 600 seconds (10 minutes) and it is
changed to 60 seconds, the current 10 minute interval will need to expire before the 60 second setting
will take effect.
The spooled file resynchronization interval can be changed on the Db2 Mirror GUI under the Replication
tab in Mirror Properties as shown in Figure 238 on page 304.
The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure can also be used to set the resynchronization interval.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS', SPLF_RESYNC_INTERVAL => 60);

Automatic role swap for planned outages
The automatic role swap property determines whether a role swap will occur when a user initiates a
Power Down System (PWRDWNSYS) or End System (ENDSYS), or goes into restricted state with End
Subsystem (ENDSBS) with SBS(*ALL) on the current primary node. The default value is NO.
The setting can be changed on the Db2 Mirror GUI under the Swap tab in Mirror Properties as shown
below.
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Figure 239. Change automatic role swap property
The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure can also be used to set the automatic role swap value. The
IASP_NAME parameter does not apply to SWAP_ON_PWRDWNSYS and is ignored.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS', SWAP_ON_PWRDWNSYS => 'YES');

Managing IASPs
On IBM i, independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs) can be used to store data on separate physical disk
from SYSBAS. The IASPs can be brought offline separate from SYSBAS and can be replicated or switched
between systems using PowerHA hardware replication.
There are two classifications of data within an IASP, library-based objects and IFS objects. In a Db2 Mirror
environment, there are also two classifications of IASPs, a database IASP which can replicate librarybased objects, and an IFS IASP which is used to replicate IFS objects.
IASPs are supported but not required to replicate library-based objects. Library-based objects can be
stored and replicated within a database IASP. Just as IASPs are independent from SYSBAS, a database
IASP is a separate replication environment from SYSBAS, with its own Replication Criteria List and
properties.
IASPs are required to make IFS data available on both Db2 Mirror nodes. The data in the IASP is accessed
using an integrated file system (IFS) type called the Role Mutable File System (MFS). The IASP with the
server role can be switched between the Db2 Mirror nodes using hardware replication technology
available within PowerHA.
When preparing for Db2 Mirror, any existing use of an IASP that contains both library-based and IFS
objects will need to be changed in order to access all the data on both Db2 Mirror nodes. The current IASP
would need to be split into two separate IASPs: an IFS IASP to store the IFS data, and a database IASP to
store the library-based data. All of the data can continue to be accessed simultaneously within the same
namespace, as the database IASP would be added to the job’s namespace, and the IFS data is accessed
by adding the /iasp-name prefix to the data location.

Managing database IASPs

If library-based data was stored within an IASP prior to implementing Db2 Mirror, or if a separate
replication environment would be beneficial for a subset of data, a database IASP can be used as an
independent replication environment within Db2 Mirror.

Replication within a database IASP is self-contained. The database IASP has a separate Replication
Criteria List (RCL), separate properties, and a separate Object Tracking List (OTL). The replication state is
also separate from SYSBAS although there are dependencies between the SYSBAS replication state and
each IASP's replication state.
Only a primary IASP type is eligible to be added as a Db2 Mirror database IASP. The primary IASP can be
part of a group with one or more secondary IASPs attached to the primary. The IASP group is treated as
one entity within Db2 Mirror and shares a replication environment, including an RCL and OTL.
A database IASP can be registered and cloned as part of the initial Db2 Mirror setup, or a database IASP
can be added after the initial configuration once SYSBAS replication is active. Adding a new secondary
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IASP to a replicated IASP group is not supported. If a secondary IASP is added to an IASP group after that
group is configured in Db2 Mirror, the IASP group needs to be reconfigured.

Behavior of a database IASP
The replication state of a database IASP is separate from the replication state of SYSBAS, but there are
some dependencies. If replication is suspended for SYSBAS, then replication is also suspended for all
database IASPs. It is not possible to have a database IASP with a state of ACTIVE if the SYSBAS
replication state is not ACTIVE. It is possible to have a SYSBASE replication state of ACTIVE and a
database IASP replication state of TRACKING or BLOCKED.
Each database IASP has its own Replication Criteria List (RCL) and Object Tracking List (OTL). RCL rules
defined in the SYSBAS RCL only apply to objects in SYSBAS. RCL rules defined in an IASP’s RCL only apply
to objects within that IASP. Resynchronization after resuming replication is also a separate process from
SYSBAS. When replication between the nodes is resuming and SYSBAS resynchronization reaches phase
two, the replication state of SYSBAS changes to ACTIVE and then Db2 Mirror starts the resynchronization
process for all database IASPs.
An IASP does not have a role of primary or secondary. When an IASP on one node becomes unavailable,
Db2 Mirror determines the replication state of TRACKING or BLOCKED for the remaining IASP. This is
based on the current replication state of the IASP and whether the IASP has completed resynchronization
after any previous replication outages.
If replication is suspended for SYSBAS, replication will also be suspended for all database IASPs.
• If the replication state of an IASP is ACTIVE and the replication detail is not SYNCHRONIZING, the IASP
on the primary node will move to a replication state of TRACKING and the IASP on the secondary node
will change to a replication state of BLOCKED.
• If the replication state of an IASP is not ACTIVE, the IASP replication state will remain TRACKING or
BLOCKED.
• If the replication state of an IASP is ACTIVE and the replication detail is SYNCHRONIZING, the IASP will
move to its previous state prior to resynchronization, either TRACKING or BLOCKED.
If an IASP is varied off on one node:
• If the replication state of the IASP is ACTIVE and the replication detail is not SYNCHRONIZING, the
IASP which remains online will change to a replication state of TRACKING regardless of which node has
the primary role.
• If the replication state of the IASP on the online node is already TRACKING or BLOCKED, the replication
state will not change.
• If the replication state of the IASP is ACTIVE and the replication detail is SYNCHRONIZING, the IASP
will move to its previous state prior to resynchronization, either TRACKING or BLOCKED.
When an IASP is varied on so that the IASPs on both nodes are available, the auto-resume property for
the IASP will determine whether replication is automatically resumed. If the auto-resume property is set
to YES, resynchronization will begin. Once synchronization is complete, the replication state of both IASPs
will be ACTIVE and the replication detail will be REPLICATING.
If the replication state for an IASP is not ACTIVE, SYSBAS is ACTIVE, and the IASPs on both nodes are
available, replication for the IASP can be resumed manually.
Using the Db2 Mirror GUI, right-click on the IASP and select Resume the IASP. This can be done either
by:
• Selecting the IASP pair to be managed from the bottom of the Home Page.
• Choosing Database IASP –Management from the Independent Auxiliary Storage Pools icon on the left
side of the Home Page.
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Figure 240. Resume IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
Replication for the IASP can be resumed using the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure :
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>, REPLICATION_STATE=>'RESUME');

Replication for an IASP cannot be explicitly suspended. To suspend replication for an IASP you can either:
• Vary off the IASP on the secondary node.
• Suspend and resume replication for SYSBAS with the auto-resume property set to NO for the IASP. To
suspend replication for the IASP by suspending and resuming SYSBAS, follow these steps:
1. Set the auto-resume property to NO for the IASP.
2. Suspend SYSBAS replication. All IASPs will also be suspended.
3. Resume SYSBAS replication. The IASP will remain suspended.
If the roles of the nodes are swapped while the SYSBAS replication state is ACTIVE using either Swap
Roles from the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure, the new node role will
determine the replication state of the IASP when replication is suspended.
If a node is unavailable and the swap roles function is used to force the remaining node to a TRACKING
replication state, the state of the IASP will not be changed. The IASP would need to be separately forced
to a TRACKING state using the Swap Roles function after evaluating the potential data loss or conflicts
within the IASP.

Adding a database IASP to Db2 Mirror
Prior to adding a database IASP to the Db2 Mirror configuration, you must determine its default inclusion
state. Each database IASP has its own default inclusion state which determines if eligible objects within
the IASP are replicated by default (INCLUDE) or excluded from replication by default (EXCLUDE). The
default inclusion state for an IASP does not need to match the default inclusion state for SYSBAS. The
default inclusion state is set when the IASP is added to the configuration, and it cannot be changed
without recloning the IASP.
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To add a database IASP to the Db2 Mirror configuration, the IASP must exist and be varied on to the
source node of the clone. If the IASP exists on the copy node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned. The
replication state for SYSBAS must be ACTIVE.
Adding a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To add a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI, choose Database IASP –Add from the Independent
Auxiliary Storage Pools icon, as shown below.

Figure 241. Adding a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
The first step is to choose the IASP to be added. In the following figure, DBIASP1 and DBIASP2 are
primary IASPs and DBIASP1A is a secondary IASP attached to DBIASP1. In this example, we have chosen
to add the group consisting of DBIASP1 and DBIASP1A. You can change the source node for the clone and
press Refresh to get the list of IASPs that exist on that node. When your selection is complete, click Next.

Figure 242. Choose IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
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At this point you are guided through panels which allow you to choose between warm and cold clone,
specify the storage server and host for the copy node, and choose the default inclusion state. This process
is very similar to the configuration of SYSBAS. When the default inclusion state has been selected, the RCL
is created on the IASP.
The next panel allows you to add rules to the RCL for the IASP. Remember that this is a separate RCL from
SYSBAS, so when viewing libraries and objects, only the libraries and objects which exist in the IASP are
displayed. You can also add rules for libraries and objects that do not yet exist in the IASP, similar to what
can be done in SYSBAS. Rules can be added as part of the IASP configuration process or can also be
added or changed once the replication state is ACTIVE.

Figure 243. Add RCL rules using the Db2 Mirror GUI
The final screen in the configuration process is a summary screen, where you can click Finish to start the
cloning process. When the cloning process is complete, the IASP will exist on the target node and the
replication state will be ACTIVE.
Adding a database IASP using commands
To add an IASP using commands, you must perform the following steps. For complete command details,
refer to “Setting up Db2 Mirror using commands” on page 155:
1. Add the IASP to the Db2 Mirror environment using SQL procedure QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP on the
setup source node.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>, USAGE=>'DATABASE',
ACTION=>'NEW', INCLUSION_STATE=><incl-state>);

This will add the IASP and create the RCL in the IASP.
2. Configure the Replication Criteria List for the IASP on the setup source node.
3. Store storage and cloning attributes in the clone_info.json configuration file using Qshell command
db2mtool action=update.
“action=update” on page 162
4. Clone the database IASP using Qshell command db2mtool action=iaspcopy.
“action=iaspcopy” on page 163

Removing a database IASP from Db2 Mirror
To stop replication for an IASP, the IASP can be removed from the Db2 Mirror configuration. When
removed, the data on the IASP will continue to exist on both nodes, but replication will not occur. To
remove a database IASP, the SYSBAS replication state must be either NOT MIRRORED or ACTIVE. The
IASP cannot have a replication state of ACTIVE. Replication for an active IASP can be suspended either by
varying off the IASP on the secondary node, or by suspending and resuming replication for SYSBAS with
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the auto-resume property set to NO for the IASP. To suspend replication for the IASP by suspending and
resuming SYSBAS, follow these steps:
1. Set the auto-resume property to NO for the IASP.
2. Suspend SYSBAS replication. All IASPs will also be suspended.
3. Resume SYSBAS replication. The IASP will remain suspended.
The IASP does not need to exist or be varied on to remove it. If the IASP is varied on, it must be in the
namespace of the job doing the remove.
Removing a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
To remove a database IASP from the Db2 Mirror configuration using the Db2 Mirror GUI, click Database
IASP –Manage from the Independent Auxiliary Storage Pool icon on the left side of the GUI. Then right
click on the IASP to be removed and choose Remove the IASP as shown below.

Figure 244. Remove a database IASP using the Db2 Mirror GUI
Removing a database IASP using commands
The QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP SQL procedure can be used to remove an IASP from the
configuration.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>);

Recloning a database IASP
A database IASP can be recloned, either using the existing RCL and properties, or changing the default
inclusion state and creating a new RCL. For more information, see “Hardware reclone of a database
IASP ” on page 246.

Restoring an RCL for a database IASP
An RCL can be restored to the IASP from a backup copy. This requires terminating replication for the IASP
and doing a reclone. For more information, see “Restoring Replication Criteria List data ” on page 358.
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Managing IFS IASPs
Db2 Mirror IFS IASP environment
The Role Mutable File System (MFS) is an integrated file system (IFS) type that can change its operational
role. An instance of an MFS can operate as one of three possible roles:
1. A server file system (SFS).
2. A client file system (CFS).
3. A stand-alone file system (SAS).
Specific scenarios determine which role an MFS can change to.
Db2 Mirror uses an MFS mounted on an IASP, in conjunction with PowerHA and Cluster Resource Groups,
to support IFS objects. The IFS support has a different architecture and uses a different mirroring model
than what is used for IBM i objects in the Db2 Mirror environment. IFS uses a client/server model where
the data exists on an IASP on one node, but this data can be accessed from either node as if it were local.
During a planned IASP switchover and for some instances of node failure, the IASP will switch to be active
on the other node and the role of the file system will change according to the scenario.

MFS operational role definitions
The server file system (SFS) is the file system mounted on the node where the configured IASP is varied
on and active. An SFS acts like a server in a traditional client/server architecture. There is always a
corresponding client file system (CFS) on the other node that is paired to this SFS. The SFS handles all
local requests that originate on its node for operations intended for the IASP. Additionally, the SFS
receives and handles requests for the IASP that originated from the paired CFS node. Those requests are
physically fulfilled on the SFS node. Responses are sent back to the CFS node.
The client file system (CFS) is the file system instance that resides on the node that does not own the
IASP in this configuration. A CFS acts like a client in a traditional client/server architecture. The configured
IASP is never physically varied on for the CFS node but appears to be local and accessible to the end user.
Requests that originate from the CFS node for the IASP are sent to the SFS to be physically processed on
that node. The response and outcome of the SFS processing is received by the CFS and passed back to
the user application. From the user's point of view, the operation appears to have taken place locally on
the CFS node.
The following figure shows how a server file system is represented by the Db2 Mirror GUI. The SFS is on
the secondary node where the IASP is varied on. The CFS is on the primary node.

Figure 245. Server file system in the Db2 Mirror GUI
Stand-alone system (SAS) mode occurs when the file system is not connected to another MFS to form an
operational Db2 Mirror relationship. In this mode, the SAS will act as a solitary local node. Once the node
pair relationship is re-attached, based on the user’s intent and configuration, each node’s MFS will change
to its appropriate role once more.
The SFS and CFS relationship might not correspond to Db2 Mirror’s primary and secondary node
designations. While many deployments of this environment will have the SFS residing on the primary
node, it is architected that the IFS IASP (and MFS roles) can switch independently from switching the Db2
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Mirror primary and secondary roles. Therefore, an SFS instance could reside on the secondary node of a
Db2 Mirror node pair, while the corresponding CFS resides on the primary node. Figure 245 on page 312 is
an example of this configuration.
All the infrastructure and support for the MFS runs in the QMPFS1 system job. This job runs under the
QSYS user profile. A single instance of this job is active on each of the nodes in the Db2 Mirror pair.

IFS IASP switchover
The IFS IASP support in the Db2 Mirror environment allows switching an IFS IASP in planned and
unplanned situations from one node to another. The MFS reacts to these scenarios and will change the
operational role of the file system on its respective node. An instance of an MFS can change its
operational role from server file system to client or stand-alone file system and vice versa. These changes
are system initiated and controlled, minimizing the effort needed for active management and monitoring.
A role swap of the Db2 Mirror primary and secondary roles will not cause an IFS IASP switchover.
Planned switchover
A administrator-initiated IFS IASP switchover can be performed from the IFS IASP Management tab on
the Db2 Mirror GUI shown below. An IFS IASP switchover can also be initiated through the PowerHA
console or with the Change CRG Primary (CHGCRGPRI) command.

Figure 246. Db2 Mirror GUI interface to perform an IFS IASP switchover
During a planned switchover, the active IASP on the SFS node will vary off. The IASP on the paired node
will vary on and become active. The file systems on each node will automatically change roles. The
original server file system will change from local (SFS) to remote (CFS) operation role, while the original
client file system will become the new server file system. A delay may be experienced while the IASP is
physically varying off and on. Otherwise, the end user will not experience any interruption of service from
the switchover. The only active management involved in a planned switchover is the initiation of the
action. Once started, no further action is needed. The planned switchover and the status of the IASP can
be monitored from the Db2 Mirror GUI or with the Work with Cluster (WRKCLU) command.
Node failures
In the event of an unplanned outage on the server file system’s node, the IASP on the surviving node will
vary on and the CFS on that node will change to a SAS. End users on the surviving node will not
experience any interruption of service. When the failing node recovers, both nodes’ MFS will change so
the client/server file system relationship is reestablished. The SAS will change to an SFS and the
recovering node will establish itself as the CFS. The final roles will be the reverse of the pre-outage
configuration.
In the event of an unplanned outage on the client file system’s node, there is no vary off or vary on of the
IASP since the node that owns the IASP is still operational. However, the SFS will automatically change to
an SAS type. End users on the surviving node will not experience any interruption of service. When the
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failing node recovers, both nodes’ MFS will change so the client/server file system relationship is
reestablished. In this case the SAS will change back to an SFS instance. The recovering node will establish
itself as a CFS instance again.
Similar to the planned switchover, there is no active management required for handling node failures. The
reactive behaviors of the MFS are performed automatically. Administrators can monitor the related
activities from the Db2 Mirror GUI or with the Work with Cluster (WRKCLU) command. For unplanned
outages to be properly detected and handled by Db2 Mirror for IFS IASPs, cluster monitoring is required.

Limitations
The following functions are not supported or limited when using an IFS IASP with Db2 Mirror.
• The following APIs are not supported:
– mmap()--Memory Map a File
– setrlimit()--Set resource limit
• Some features of the following APIs and object types are not supported:
– The QP0LROR API will not return most reference types from the client file system. Checkout
information is returned from either node.
– The QP0LRRO API reports incorrect name and usage information for objects in client file systems.
– The QP0L_GET_LINK_INFO operation of the QP0LFLOP API is not supported for objects in the client
file system.
– Only create, delete, move, and rename operations are supported for *FIFO and *CHRSF objects.

Managing NRGs
A Network Redundancy Group (NRG) allows you to control and manage the flow of objects and activity
within the Db2 Mirror environment. Initially, all defined RDMA links are given equal distribution across
each of the five NRGs defined by Db2 Mirror. When Db2 Mirror initiates a connection, it specifies an NRG
which separates Db2 Mirror traffic by function. The NRG spreads the connections across the RDMA links
configured for that NRG. NRGs may require tuning as the system communication configuration changes or
if performance reasons are identified.

Managing connections

The RDMA network stack transparently handles all processing related to which physical link is used at any
given time based on the NRG configuration. The link priority and load balance link count configuration
determine which links are used for connections associated with the NRG.

Link priorities
Each physical RDMA link is assigned a priority when the NRG is configured. The priority value can be in the
range of 1 to 16 with 1 being the highest priority. The link priority determines which links are used for
RDMA connections associated with a specific NRG.
A physical RDMA link can be used by multiple NRGs. The link priority can be set to a different value for
each NRG that includes the link.
The set of links in an NRG that are currently active is called the active subgroup. The active subgroup is
made up of the highest priority active links based on the configured load balance link count. The links in
the active subgroup can span multiple priority levels based on the value of the load balance link count for
the NRG.
If a link is available but not part of an active subgroup, it is considered to be a standby link. When a link in
the active subgroup fails, the standby link with the highest priority is added to the active subgroup.
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Load balancing
Load balancing is accomplished by spreading the RDMA connections associated with an NRG across the
physical links in the active subgroup. Load balancing happens on a per connection basis. The data transfer
activity level and the priority of the links in the active subgroup do not factor into the balancing.
A physical link can be in the active subgroup of multiple NRGs at the same time. The number of active
connections on a link from all NRGs is used by the load balancing algorithm.
Active connections are rebalanced across all links within the active subgroup any time there is a change to
the active subgroup membership. Changes that trigger a rebalancing of the connections include:
• Adding a new link to an NRG with a higher priority than the priority of a link currently in the active
subgroup.
• Changing an existing link in an NRG to have a higher priority, causing the link to be added to the active
subgroup.
• Changing an existing link in an NRG to have a lower priority, causing the link to be removed from the
active subgroup.
• Changing the load balance link count for an NRG.
These changes might cause an active subgroup in a different NRG to become temporarily out of balance.
No rebalancing occurs for that NRG to avoid rebalance thrashing. As new connections are created on the
NRGs they come back into balance.

Managing failures

When a link failure is detected and a standby link is available, the highest priority standby link is added to
the active subgroup. All active connections that were using the failed link are moved to another link in the
NRG based on load balancing across the new active subgroup of the NRG. Depending on its use by other
NRGs, the link just added to the active subgroup will usually gain most of the moved connections based
on the load balancing algorithm.
Each time there is a link failure, a CPDC906 message is sent to the QSYSOPR message queue and a Db2
Mirror alert is flagged for that message. For more information on monitoring failed links see “Monitoring
NRG status” on page 340.
When a failed link becomes active again and its priority is higher than a link in the active subgroup, it is
added to the NRG and the lower priority link is removed to become a standby link. The active connections
are rebalanced across the new active subgroup as described in “Load balancing” on page 315.
If no configured links are available, the NRG is considered to be in a failed state. When an NRG is failed,
Db2 Mirror attempts to restart the NRG until one of its configured links becomes active. Db2 Mirror
replication is suspended when any NRG fails; therefore, it is important to configure multiple RDMA links
for every NRG.
While standby links are not required, they provide redundancy with automatic failover if all links in the
active subgroup for the NRG fail. As long as there is another active link in the NRG, applications are not
aware of the link failure as connections are seamlessly moved to another link in the new active subgroup.
It is recommended that all links should be configured for all NRGs so that any link that is not part of the
active subgroup for an NRG can provide failover if a link in the active subgroup fails.

Saving and restoring NRG configuration

After the NRGs are configured, you can generate a backup of the configuration using the Retrieve TCP/IP
Information (RTVTCPINF) command. You can restore it using the Update TCP/IP Information
(UPDTCPINF) command.
RTVTCPINF gathers key TCP/IP configuration information including NRG configuration and places it in the
library that is specified for the Library (LIB) parameter.
The gathered TCP/IP configuration information can be used by UPDTCPINF to reset or restore the TCP/IP
configuration on a system. The backup provides a working configuration in case it is needed. Both TCP/IP
and the NRGs must not be active in order to restore configuration using UPDTCPINF.
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Related information
Update TCP/IP Information (UPDTCPINF)
Retrieve TCP/IP Information (RTVTCPINF)

NRG management using the Db2 Mirror GUI

NRG management must be done using the Db2 Mirror GUI or Db2 Mirror services. RDMA connections do
not use the TCP or UDP protocol and cannot be managed using tools such as Work with TCP/IP Network
Status (NETSTAT).
For more information about the Db2 Mirror communication related services, see “Communication
services” on page 375.
All NRG configuration changes made through the Db2 Mirror GUI and Db2 Mirror services are reflected on
both the primary and secondary nodes

Manage Network Redundancy Groups
Select NRG – Management from the left navigation under Network Redundancy Groups to view and edit
the NRG configuration.

Figure 247. Network Redundancy Group management action in the Db2 Mirror GUI
For more information on the NRG configuration fields, see “NRG_INFO view” on page 380.
Load balance link count
The load balance link count determines the number of links to keep in the active subgroup provided that
many links are established. You can set the load balance link count for each NRG by hovering over the
NRG name in the Group column and entering the desired number for the load balance link count. You
must click Save for the load balance link count change to affect the active subgroup.
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Figure 248. Set the load balance link count through the Db2 Mirror GUI
Link priority
The link priority is unique for each NRG and determines the order in which the active links are selected for
the NRG’s active subgroup. The priority value can be in the range of 1 to 16 with 1 being the highest
priority. Changes to the active subgroup do not take effect until the configuration changes are saved by
clicking Save.

Figure 249. Update the pair priority for RDMA link pair 2001:db8::4 to 2001:db8::40 in the Database
Replication NRG
Add IP pair
While replication is active, you can add new RDMA links to the NRGs. A new link is added to all system
defined NRGs with a default priority of 1 in each NRG. To add a link, select Add IP Pair from the Action
drop down menu.
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Figure 250. Add a new RDMA link using the Add IP Pair action
On the Add IP Address Pairs window select the Primary Node IP Address and Secondary Node IP Address
for each node that defines the address for the endpoint on each node that you want to configure for the
new RDMA link. Since the IP address lists are automatically populated, the TCP/IP interface associated
with each node’s endpoint must already be configured. Click Ok to confirm the link configuration. You
must also click Save on the Network Redundancy Group screen for the new RDMA link to be added.

Figure 251. Select IP address pairs for the new RDMA link
Delete IP pair
In order to remove an RDMA link, the NRGs must be ended; therefore, this should be done during a
regular maintenance window. After all NRGs are ended, select Delete IP Pair from the Action drop down
menu. When a link is deleted, it is removed from all system defined NRGs.
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Figure 252. Delete an existing RDMA link using the Delete IP Pair action
On the Delete IP Address Pairs window select the IP address pairs that you want to delete and click
Delete to confirm the deletion. To save the configuration update after deleting the links, you must click
Save on the Network Redundancy Group page.

Figure 253. Select the IP address pairs for the RMDA links to be deleted on the Delete IP Address Pairs
window
View NRG statistics
Click View NRG Statistics to see the statistics associated with each NRG.
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Figure 254. To view the NRG statistics click the View NRG Statistics button
For more information on the statistics fields, see “NRG_INFO view” on page 380.
Example: How to subset links to specific NRGs
If you want to designate links to be used by a specific NRG, you need to set the load balance link count
and link priority of the links in the NRG.
This example explains how to assign links to specific NRGs and does not represent a recommended
configuration. Each Db2 Mirror environment is different depending on the workload running in that
environment. Your environment should be analyzed to determine the optimal NRG configuration for your
nodes.
Consider a node with four RDMA links configured. To simplify discussion, we will call them A, B, C, and D.
Link

IP address pair

A

2001:db8::2 to 2001:db8::20

B

2001:db8::4 to 2001:db8::40

C

203.0.113.1 to 203.0.113.10

D

203.0.113.3 to 203.0.113.30

In this example, links are assigned to NRGs as follows:
• Link A for the Db2 Mirror Environment Manager NRG.
• Links B and C for the IFS Replication and the System Object Replication NRGs.
• Link D for the Database Replication and the Resynchronization NRGs.
The following figure shows the initial default configuration with each link assigned to every Db2 Mirror
NRG with priority 1.
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Figure 255. Network Redundancy Group details showing the default configuration
To designate A for the Db2 Mirror Environment Manager NRG, set the priority value of the other links in the
Db2 Mirror Environment Manager NRG so that they have a lower priority (a higher number) than link A.
The priority values do not need to be unique, nor do they need to be consecutive values. Set the load
balance link count to 1 because you only want one link in the active subgroup.

Figure 256. Set the link priority for links B, C, and D to a lower priority value than link A in the Db2 Mirror
Environment Manager NRG
Next, for the IFS Replication and the System Object Replication NRGs, increase the load balance link
count to 2 to allow each of these NRGs to use two links. Set the link priority values so that links B and C
have the highest priority for those NRGs.
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Figure 257. Set the load balance link count to 2 and update the link priority for links B and C to a higher
priority value than links A and D in the IFS Replication and System Object Replication NRGs
Finally, set the link priority values for the Database Replication and the Resynchronization NRGs so that
link D has the highest priority for those NRGs. Set the load balance link count to 1. That step is not shown
here.
Click Save at the top of the Network Redundancy Group screen to save all the configuration changes. The
configuration changes made on the primary node are replicated to the secondary node so that the NRG
configuration matches on both systems.
After the changes are saved, the active subgroup for each NRG is updated and the Link State column
reflects which links are in the active subgroup for each NRG with a link state of Up.

Figure 258. Network Redundancy Group details showing the updated configuration for a pair of nodes with
4 RDMA links subset to specific groups
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Notice that the priority values only have meaning within each NRG. The active subgroup is selected by
using the active links with the highest priority so that the active subgroup contains at most the number of
links designated by the load balance link count. If multiple links have the same priority, one of the links is
selected.
The previous figure shows that:
• Link A is in the active subgroup for the Db2 Mirror Environment Manager NRG.
• Links B and C are in the active subgroup for the IFS Replication and System Object Replication NRGs
because these groups each have a load balance link count of 2.
• Link D is in the active subgroup for both the Resynchronization and Database Replication NRGs.
If link B were to fail, the IFS Replication NRG would add link A to its active subgroup because it is the next
highest priority link for that NRG that is active. However, the System Object Replication NRG would add
link D to its active subgroup based on the link priority for that NRG. Since the Resynchronization NRG has
standby links A, B, and C all with the same priority value of 5, if link D fails any one of those links could be
selected for the new active subgroup.

RDMA links
The RDMA link status can be viewed in the Db2 Mirror GUI. This is similar to Work with TCP/IP Interface
Status (NETSTAT *IFC). To view performance and usage statistics separated by RDMA link, click RDMA
Link from the left navigation under Network Redundancy Groups.

Figure 259. RDMA Link action in the Db2 Mirror GUI to view RDMA link status and statistics
Click View Details to see more detailed link statistics including the number of connections for each link
and the amount of data transferred across each link.
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Figure 260. The View Details button on the RDMA Link screen shows link details for each RDMA link
configured between the two nodes
For more information on the link statistics fields, see “RDMA_LINK_INFO view” on page 385.

RDMA connections
RDMA connection statistics are viewed through the Db2 Mirror GUI, similar to viewing TCP/IP connection
statistics through Work with IPv4 Connection Status (NETSTAT *CNN) or Work with IPv6 Connection
Status (NETSTAT *CNN6). Click RDMA Connection from the left navigation under Network Redundancy
Groups to view connection statistics.

Figure 261. RDMA Connection action in the GUI to view RDMA connection status and statistics
Click View Details to see more detailed connection statistics.
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Figure 262. The View Details button on the RDMA Connection screen shows connection details for each
RDMA connection
For more information on the statistics fields, see “RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view” on page 383.

Charts
The Charts action in the Db2 Mirror GUI displays RDMA NRG performance data gathered by Collection
Services.

Figure 263. Charts action in the Db2 Mirror GUI
For information on the Collection Services NRG data, see Collection Services data files: QAPMNRG.

Managing takeover IP address groups
Many IBM i applications are accessed by using an IP address or a group of IP addresses.
In a traditional stand-alone environment, the IP address is directly tied to the IBM i system where the
application is running. In a Db2 Mirror environment, the application could be running on either node. By
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making IP addresses switchable between the nodes, access to the application remains constant for users,
regardless of the node where the application is running. These IP addresses are referred to as takeover IP
addresses.
Db2 Mirror provides a GUI interface as well as SQL services to define and manage groups of takeover IP
addresses. A takeover IP address group can be manually switched between nodes, which ends the TCP/IP
interfaces on the current node and starts the TCP/IP interfaces on the other node. A takeover IP address
group is automatically switched if its current node becomes unavailable or transitions to a state of
BLOCKED. If the auto-switchback property associated with the takeover IP address group is set to Yes,
the group will be automatically switched back to the preferred node when it transitions back to a state of
ACTIVE.
An administrator can create up to 16 takeover IP address groups in a Db2 Mirror environment. Each group
can contain up to 16 takeover IP addresses. Each group is associated with either SYSBAS or a database
IASP and has a preferred node. This flexibility allows the definition of a takeover IP address group for
each application when multiple applications could be running in SYSBAS or an IASP. It also allows
defining groups with different preferred nodes for a situation where a certain application or group of users
normally access an application on one node and other applications or users access the other Db2 Mirror
node.
When an IP address is added to a group, the associated TCP/IP interface is started on the current node for
the group if it is not already started. The interfaces will remain active on that node while the Db2 Mirror
replication state is ACTIVE, unless the group is manually swapped to the other node. When a Db2 Mirror
state change occurs for SYSBAS or a database IASP, the node or IASP which has transitioned to
TRACKING state will take over any groups where the current node is now BLOCKED or unavailable. If the
auto-switchback property associated with the takeover IP address group is set to Yes, the group will be
automatically switched back to the preferred node when it transitions back to a state of ACTIVE.
Action must specifically be taken for any takeover IP address groups that are active on a node prior to a
planned outage. Planned outages such as PWRDWNSYS on the primary node do not automatically switch
the secondary node to a TRACKING state unless the automatic role swap property is set to Yes. Planned
outages will also not automatically switch IP addresses to the other node. Prior to a planned outage of a
node which is the current node for any takeover IP address group, the IP address group should be
swapped to the other node using either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the
QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure.

Displaying takeover IP address groups
The list of takeover IP address groups can be displayed in the Db2 Mirror GUI by selecting Manage IP
Takeover from the left navigation setup menu, as shown below.
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Figure 264. Selecting takeover IP address groups
This will list all configured takeover IP address groups and their associated information. Each IP address
assigned to the group is included.
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Figure 265. Manage IP Takeover
The buttons at the bottom of the panel can be used to create and delete takeover IP address groups, add
or remove IP addresses from a group, or swap a takeover IP address group to the other node.
The takeover IP address group information can also be displayed using the
QSYS2.MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view:
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO;

Creating a takeover IP address group
Using the Db2 Mirror GUI, a takeover IP address group can be created by clicking Create Group on the
Manage IP Takeover panel. This will display a panel as shown below.
A name for the group must be specified. The pull-downs can be used to select an ASP name and a
preferred node. The auto-switchback property determines whether the group will switch back to the
preferred node when it transitions to an ACTIVE state. A text description of up to 50 characters can also
be specified. The list of defined and available IP addresses is shown on the panel. The arrows can be used
to add or remove IP addresses in the Selected list. Once all required fields are specified and the IP
addresses are selected, press OK to create the takeover IP address group.
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Figure 266. Create takeover IP address group
The QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure can also be used to create a takeover IP
address group. The group-name parameter specifies the name of the group, the preferred-node parameter
defines the node where the takeover IP addresses in the group will initially be started, and the iasp-name
parameter can be *SYSBAS or the device description name of the primary database IASP that will be
associated with the group. An optional text-description can be added, up to 50 characters long. The autoswitchback parameter determines whether the group will switch to the preferred node when it transitions
to an ACTIVE state.
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To add the APP1 takeover IP address group, associated with the DBIASP1 database IASP and a preferred
node of NODE1:
CALL QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'APP1',
IASP_NAME => 'DBIASP1',
PREFERRED_NODE => 'NODE1',
AUTO_SWITCHBACK => 'YES');

Takeover IP addresses are added to the group using the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS
procedure. This is described in the next section.

Updating IP addresses and attributes in a takeover IP address group
Takeover IP addresses can be added to and removed from a takeover IP address group from the Manage
IP Takeover panel in the GUI. Highlight the IP address group for which addresses are to be added or
removed, and press Update IP Addresses. The following panel is displayed, with the IP addresses that
are part of the group listed in the Selected IP Addresses box and other available IP addresses defined on
the system in the Available IP Addresses box. The arrows between the two boxes can be used to move IP
addresses between the boxes. Once the list of IP addresses is complete, press OK to add the IP
addresses to the takeover IP address group and start the TCP/IP interfaces on the current node for the
group.
The attributes of the takeover IP address group can also be changed on the same panel. The ASP name,
preferred node, auto-switchback attribute, and description may all be updated.
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Figure 267. Update takeover IP address group
The QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure can be used to change attributes of a
takeover IP address group. The group-name parameter specifies the group where attributes will be
changed. The preferred-node, iasp-name, text-description, and auto-switchback parameters can be used
to update those attributes.
To update the auto-switchback attribute to YES for the APP1 takeover IP address group:
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'APP1',
AUTO_SWITCHBACK => 'YES');
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The QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure can be used to add IP addresses to an
existing takeover IP address group. The group-name parameter specifies the group where the IP address
should be added. The ip-address parameter specifies the IPv4 or IPv6 address to be added.
To add IP address 10.5.2.1 to the APP1 takeover IP address group:
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS(GROUP_NAME => 'APP1',
IP_ADDRESS => '10.5.2.1');

A TCP/IP interface for the IP address must exist on both nodes in the Db2 Mirror environment prior to
adding it to a group. An IP address can only be included in one group. If the associated interface cannot
be started on the current node of the IP address group, the address will not be added to the group.
The QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure can be used to remove IP addresses
from a takeover IP address group. The group-name parameter specifies the group from which the IP
address should be removed. The ip-address parameter specifies the IPv4 or IPv6 address to be removed.
To remove IP address 10.5.2.1 from the APP1 takeover IP address group:
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS(GROUP_NAME => 'APP1',
IP_ADDRESS => '10.5.2.1');

Removing an IP address from a takeover IP address group will not end the TCP/IP interface for the
address.

Swapping a takeover IP address group between nodes
Prior to a planned outage of a node, any takeover IP address groups with that node as the current node
should be moved to the other Db2 Mirror node so that access to applications through the associated IP
addresses is not ended.
A takeover IP address group can be swapped between Db2 Mirror nodes using the Manage IP Takeover
panel in the GUI. Highlight the IP address group to be swapped and press Swap Node. The following
confirmation window will be displayed. When Yes is selected, the associated TCP/IP interfaces for
addresses in the takeover IP address group will be ended on the current node and started on the other
Db2 Mirror node.

Figure 268. Swap takeover IP address group
The QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure can be used to switch a takeover IP address
group to the other node. The group-name parameter specifies the group to be swapped.
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To swap the APP1 group:
CALL QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'APP1');

Deleting a takeover IP address group
A takeover IP address group can be deleted from the Manage IP Takeover panel in the Db2 Mirror GUI.
Highlight the IP address group to be deleted and press Delete Group. A confirmation window will be
displayed. When Yes is selected, the group will be deleted.

Figure 269. Delete takeover IP address group
The QSYS2.DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure can be used to delete a takeover IP address
group. The group-name parameter specifies the group to be deleted.
To remove the APP1 group:
CALL QSYS2.DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'APP1');

Deleting a takeover IP address group has no effect on the TCP/IP interfaces for the addresses which were
a part of the group.

Troubleshooting takeover IP address groups
Exit program
Automatic swapping of takeover IP address group actions is performed using an exit program (QSYS/
QMRDBSCHG) that is registered for the QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG exit point. If this exit program is
modified or deleted, automatic swapping of takeover IP address groups will not occur. If the exit program
is no longer registered on a node, suspending the node for maintenance and resuming will re-register the
exit program.
Cluster resource group
Takeover IP address groups are implemented using a cluster technology called a device cluster resource
group (CRG). Each IP address group is a separate CRG. The CRG is started when the first takeover IP
address is added to the group and every time Db2 Mirror starts. In most cases, the use of CRGs is
transparent to the user and the CRGs should not be managed using the cluster interfaces. All
management of takeover IP address groups should be completed using the Db2 Mirror GUI or the related
SQL procedures. If a failure occurs when configuring a takeover IP address group, it may be necessary to
suspend Db2 Mirror for maintenance and then resume, or to take action on the CRG in order to complete
the takeover IP address group request. The error message returned when a failure occurs explains in the
recovery section what action can be taken. If this does not solve the issue, then IBM service should be
contacted.
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Monitoring the Db2 Mirror environment
The Db2 Mirror environment should be monitored to ensure that replication between the nodes remains
ACTIVE. Monitoring both replication state and Network Redundancy Group (NRG) status is key. It is also
important to understand the jobs associated with Db2 Mirror, and the messages which communicate
changes in the environment. Monitoring can be done interactively, or through the use of exit programs that
are registered for Db2 Mirror events.

Monitoring replication state
It is important to always be aware of the Db2 Mirror replication state because when replication is not
ACTIVE, the data will not be in sync on both nodes. Jobs on the secondary node will be able to execute
queries, but will be blocked from making changes to any replicated objects. Applications and users that
query data will not observe a failure, but the data being accessed on the secondary node might not be
current due to a Db2 Mirror outage.
Ideally in a Db2 Mirror environment, the replication state of SYSBAS and all database IASPs on both
nodes will be ACTIVE, as shown below.

Figure 270. Active replication in Db2 Mirror GUI
This can also be seen by using the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view, queried here.
SELECT IASP_NAME, REPLICATION_STATE,
REPLICATION_DETAIL, REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO,
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT,
PRIMARY_NODE, SECONDARY_NODE
FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO;
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Figure 271. Active replication in MIRROR_INFO
If the replication state of the nodes is not ACTIVE, action may be required by the system administrator to
resolve any issues and resume replication.
Following are some common scenarios.

Scenario 1: Both nodes available, replication suspended

Figure 272. Replication suspended shown in Db2 Mirror GUI
The previous figure shows both nodes available, but replication between the nodes is suspended. This
could occur as the result of:
• A user-initiated suspend
• A failure while resuming replication
• The auto-resume property set to NO
• A communication failure for a Network Redundancy Group (NRG)
The next figure shows the same scenario with a query of QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO.
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Figure 273. Replication suspended shown with MIRROR_INFO
To return to active replication, resolve any issues from previous resume attempts and resume replication
using either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure. In this example, a userinitiated resume will return the node to an ACTIVE replication state.

Scenario 2: Secondary node down, primary node state of TRACKING
If the secondary node is not available because of a planned or unplanned outage, the replication state of
the primary node will be TRACKING, shown here.

Figure 274. Secondary node down shown using Db2 Mirror GUI
A query of QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO shows the same information. The REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT
column provides details for the REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO column. You can see the definition of all the
values in “Replication detail info” on page 189.

Figure 275. Secondary node down shown with MIRROR_INFO
When the secondary node becomes available, replication will resume if the auto-resume property is set to
YES and the replication state was ACTIVE prior to the vary off. If the replication state was not ACTIVE
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before the vary off or the auto-resume property is set to NO, replication can be resumed by the
administrator after any pending issues are resolved.

Scenario 3: Primary node down, secondary node state of BLOCKED
A planned outage of the primary node should be avoided. If that does occur, or if there is an unplanned
outage of the primary node where the secondary node cannot automatically take over, the replication
state of the secondary node will remain BLOCKED, shown below.

Figure 276. Primary node down shown using Db2 Mirror GUI
The same information can be seen by querying the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view.
When the primary node becomes available, replication will resume if the auto-resume property is set to
YES and the replication state was ACTIVE prior to the outage.
If an inactive IASP cannot be brought online, the active IASP can be forced to TRACKING replication state.
This action should be taken with caution as it could result in loss of data. See “Force to TRACKING state”
on page 236 for more information on how to force a node or IASP to TRACKING state

Scenario 4: IASP varied off on primary, IASP state of TRACKING on secondary node
If replication is suspended for SYSBAS, replication will also be suspended for all database IASPs.
However, it is possible that the nodes have a replication state of ACTIVE for SYSBAS, but replication is
suspended for one or more database IASPs. This can occur because of a planned or unplanned outage of
the IASP on one of the nodes.
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If an IASP on the primary node becomes unavailable and its replication state was ACTIVE and not
synchronizing, the IASP on the secondary node will change to a replication state of TRACKING as shown
below. To see this view of the IASP, click on the small image of the IASP at the bottom on the window.

Figure 277. IASP TRACKING using Db2 Mirror GUI
The next figure is the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view of the same environment from the Secondary node.
Since replication is active for SYSBAS and DBIASP2, the REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO column is null. This
column contains 286 for DBIASP1, which corresponds to the text shown in
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT. All the values are listed in the table in “Replication detail info” on
page 189.

Figure 278. IASP TRACKING using MIRROR_INFO
While the Db2 Mirror GUI shows information from both nodes, the information from
QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO is local to the node where the query is run. The next figure shows the
QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view from the primary node where the IASP is varied off. The *SYSBAS and
DBIASP2 information is equivalent to the query run on the secondary node since replication is active, but
the DBIASP1 row contains no information since the IASP is varied off.
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Figure 279. IASP unavailable using MIRROR_INFO
When the IASP is varied on, replication will automatically resume if the auto-resume property is set to
YES for this database IASP and the replication state was ACTIVE prior to the vary off.

Scenario 5: IASP varied off on secondary, IASP state of BLOCKED on primary node
If a database IASP in TRACKING state is varied off or has an unplanned outage, the replication state of the
remaining IASP will be BLOCKED as shown below.

Figure 280. IASP BLOCKED using Db2 Mirror GUI
The same information can be seen by querying the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view.
When both IASPs are again available, replication will automatically resume if the auto-resume property is
set to YES and Db2 Mirror can resolve the previous states of the IASPs. If the previous states cannot be
determined, both IASPs may remain with a replication state of BLOCKED; the administrator must decide
which node has the most current data and force that IASP to TRACKING state. See “Force to TRACKING
state” on page 236 for more information on how to force an IASP to TRACKING state.
If the inactive IASP cannot be brought online, the active IASP can be forced to TRACKING replication
state. This action should be taken with caution as it could result in loss of data.
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Monitoring NRG status
The states of the Network Redundancy Groups (NRGs) are controlled by Db2 Mirror processing; however,
the NRG status can be monitored to detect RDMA link failures and recover lines before all RDMA links fail
for an NRG, causing replication to be suspended.
The four states for an NRG are inactive, active, degraded, and failed.
• An NRG is inactive if the NRG has not been started by Db2 Mirror processing.
• The NRG is in active state if the NRG is started and the number of active RDMA links is greater than or
equal to the load balance link count set for the NRG.
• The NRG state is degraded when the NRG is started with at least one active RDMA link, but the number
of active RDMA links in the NRG is less than the configured load balance link count.
• The NRG is in failed state when all RDMA links in the NRG are down.
The Db2 Mirror GUI shows an icon next to each NRG name to show the state of the NRG. The following
figure shows the Database Replication, Db2 Mirror Environment Manager, and Resynchronization NRGs all
in active state. The IFS Replication and System Object Replication NRGs are in degraded state. The Db2
Mirror replication state is still active even though two groups are degraded because they each have at
least one active RDMA link for Db2 Mirror communication.

Figure 281. Network Redundancy Group Panel showing NRG status in the Db2 Mirror GUI
The NRG state and the number of RDMA link failures associated with that group since the last IPL can be
viewed using the QSYS2.NRG_INFO view.
SELECT NRG_NAME, NRG_STATE, LINK_FAILURES
FROM QSYS2.NRG_INFO;

Figure 282. NRG_INFO view showing NRG state and link failures
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If all RDMA links in an NRG are down, the NRG fails and replication is suspended. When replication is
suspended due to a failed NRG, the network administrator needs to determine why the RDMA links are
down. When the links come up again, the NRG automatically recovers and the nodes start replicating
again after resynchronization.

Figure 283. Replication suspended because of failed NRGs shown in Db2 Mirror GUI
When an NRG is degraded or in failed state, the network administrator should consider the following
questions to help determine why the links in the NRG are down:
• Is the cable between the two node endpoints connected?
• Are the line descriptions associated with the endpoints of the RDMA link varied on?
• Are the TCP/IP interfaces associated with the endpoints of the RDMA link active?
• Can you ping the IP addresses associated with the endpoints of the RDMA link from each node?
Each time there is a link failure, a CPDC906 message is sent to the QSYSOPR message queue and a Db2
Mirror alert is flagged for that message. You can view link failures in the Db2 Mirror GUI on the RDMA Link
page, selected from the left navigation under Network Redundancy Groups. The following figure shows
one link failure for each of three different links has occurred since the last IPL.

Figure 284. RDMA Link in Db2 Mirror GUI showing number of RDMA link failures since the last IPL
Clicking on a non-zero link failure count on the RDMA Link page displays a window, shown below, with all
the link status messages since the last IPL.
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Figure 285. Link Status Messages shown in the Db2 Mirror GUI
The QSYS2.RDMA_LINK_INFO view is used to see the link state and number of link failures for each link
since the last IPL.
SELECT SOURCE_ADDRESS, TARGET_ADDRESS,
LINE_DESCRIPTION, VIRTUAL_LAN_ID,
LINK_STATE, LINK_FAILURES
FROM QSYS2.RDMA_LINK_INFO;

Figure 286. RDMA_LINK_INFO link state and number of link failures

Monitoring NTP time synchronization
The Network Time Protocol (NTP) client must be used in the Db2 Mirror environment to keep the system
clocks synchronized.
For time synchronization configuration options supported by Db2 Mirror, see “Time synchronization using
NTP” on page 53.

Troubleshooting the NTP client
• Check the QTIMADJ system value.
– If it is set to QIBM_OS400_NTP, then the NTP client is running.
– If it is set to *NONE, then the NTP client is not running. Start NTP services using command:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*NTP).
– If it is set to QIBM_OS400_SNTP, then the SNTP client is running instead of NTP. Change the client
type by following these steps:
1. In IBM Navigator for i, select Network > Servers > TCP/IP Servers.
2. Right-click SNTP and select Stop.
3. Right-click SNTP and select Properties.
4. Click on the Client tab and specify client type NTP.
5. Click OK to save the changes.
6. Right-click SNTP and select Start.
– For more information about the QTIMADJ system value, see Specifying SNTP as your time
maintenance application.
• Check job QTOTNTPD for error messages. Resolve any errors and restart the NTP client.
• Turn on activity logging for the NTP client to track time adjustment activity and identify problems.
– To turn on activity logging, follow these steps:
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1. In IBM Navigator for i, select Network > Servers > TCP/IP Servers.
2. Right-click SNTP and select Stop.
3. Right-click SNTP and select Properties.
4. Click on the Client tab and specify Only when adjusting the system clock for activity
logging.
5. Click OK to save the changes.
6. Right-click SNTP and select Start.
– The client activity logs are created in directory /QIBM/UserData/OS400/TCPIP/NTP.
– The interface being used by the NTP client can be found in the activity log. If the time server is unable
to reach the client using this address, follow these steps to make the NTP client listen on a specific
interface:
1. End NTP services using command: ENDTCPSVR SERVER(*NTP).
2. Edit the file /QIBM/USERDATA/OS400/TCPIP/NTP/ntp.conf and add the interface
listen directive. For example:
interface listen 192.168.25.181

3. Start NTP services using command: STRTCPSVR SERVER(*NTP).
– For more information about NTP client activity logging, see Logging activity.
• For additional NTP client troubleshooting concepts, see Troubleshooting SNTP application.

Time synchronization services
There are three services you can use to work with time servers used by the NTP client.
• ADD_TIME_SERVER procedure: Adds a time server to the list of servers used by the NTP client.
• REMOVE_TIME_SERVER procedure: Removes a time server from the list of servers used by the NTP
client.
• TIME_PROTOCOL_INFO view: Lists the time servers that are configured for use by the NTP client.

Db2 Mirror jobs
Db2 Mirror relies upon several system and user jobs.

Db2 Mirror System Jobs
These jobs exist whenever Db2 Mirror is active or suspended. These jobs will end when Db2 Mirror is
terminated or suspended for maintenance. Unless otherwise noted, these jobs run under the QSYS user
profile.
• QMRDBECTLR: This system job is the Db2 Mirror job which controls replication state.
• QMRDBLOGR: This system job controls the Db2 Mirror Flight Recorder.
• QMRDBORM: This system job runs in the QSYSWRK subsystem and it handles non-database object
replication.
Unlike the other Db2 Mirror system jobs, the following job will terminate only when the system is ended.
This job runs under the QSYS user profile.
• QMPFS1: This system job runs the IFS infrastructure for Db2 Mirror.

Db2 Mirror User Jobs
These jobs are active whenever Db2 Mirror is active or resuming. These jobs end when their specific task
is completed.
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• QMRDBESYNC: This job is a batch job that runs in the QSYSWRK subsystem. On the primary node, it
runs under the QSYS user profile. On the secondary node, it runs under the QSECOFR user profile. This
job handles the resynchronization processing that occurs in the background when Db2 Mirror replication
is resumed. Note that for database IASPs, this job is named QMRDBES<IASP-number>. For example,
the job name is QMRDBES033 for IASP 33.
• QDBMSRVR: These jobs reflect active replication of database objects. A connection to a QDBMSRVR
server job is established on the target node when the first database replication-eligible action is taken
within a specific activation group. The QDBMSRVR job runs under the user profile in effect in the thread
of the job on the source node. This job remains active until the activation group or source node job that
initiated the database replication action ends. If the database replication action encounters a failure in
the QDBMSRVR job, the failure message is echoed to the joblog on the source node.
QDBMSRVR jobs use the QSYS/QDBMSRVR job description.
QDBMSRVR jobs run in the QUSRWRK subsystem by default. The QSYS2.SET_SERVER_SBS_ROUTING
procedure can be used to redirect QDBMSRVR activity to use a different subsystem.
For example, to route all QDBMSRVR jobs so they run in subsystem QDBMWRK, you could define the
new subsystem this way:
CRTSBSD SBSD(QSYS/QDBMWRK) POOLS((1 *BASE))
ADDPJE SBSD(QDBMWRK) PGM(QSYS/QDBMSRVR) USER(QUSER) STRJOBS(*YES) INLJOBS(50) THRESHOLD(20)
ADLJOBS(40)
MAXJOBS(*NOMAX) JOB(*PGM) JOBD(QSYS/QDBMSRVR) MAXUSE(*NOMAX) WAIT(*YES) POOLID(1)
CLS(QSYS/QSYSCLS20 *CALC *NONE *CALC)
STRSBS QSYS/QDBMWRK
CALL QSYS2.SET_SERVER_SBS_ROUTING('*ALL', 'QDBMSRVR', 'QDBMWRK')

See “Application considerations for database replication ” on page 28 for more information about the
use of QDBMSRVR jobs.
• QSPMRSYNC – This job is an autostart job that runs in the QSYSWRK subsystem using the QSYS user
profile. There is a separate job for each database IASP, named QSPMR00<IASP-number>. For example,
the job name is QSPMR00033 for IASP 33. This job periodically sends all newly closed spooled files
eligible for replication from the object tracking list to the target node. The replication interval is
controlled with a Db2 Mirror property called spooled file resynchronization interval. See “Spooled file
resynchronization interval” on page 305 for details.
• Other jobs: Additional jobs used by Db2 Mirror include: QDBMLSTN, QMRDBEEXIT, and QMRDBORCVR.

Monitoring for messages
Db2 Mirror sends messages to the QSYSOPR message queue. Specific messages are also sent to the
joblog when a state change occurs and when a Db2 Mirror product failure is encountered. State change
messages reflect both planned and unplanned Db2 Mirror state changes.
The following Db2 Mirror product state change messages are sent to QSYSOPR:
• CPDC905 - Db2 Mirror Network Redundancy Group (NRG) link <ip address> is active.
• CPDC906 - Network Redundancy Group (NRG) link <ip address> is inactive.
• CPIC901 - Db2 Mirror replication is suspended for ASP group <IASP name or *SYSBAS>. Reason code
<reason code>.
• CPIC902 - Db2 Mirror replication is suspended for ASP group <iASP name or *SYSBAS> due to an error.
Reason code <reason code>.
• CPIC903 - Db2 Mirror replication is suspended for maintenance operations.
• CPIC904 - Db2 Mirror replication is active for ASP group <iASP name or *SYSBAS>.
The following Db2 Mirror product failure messages are sent to QSYSOPR:
• CPD3E43 - DRDA/DDM Db2 Mirror server error occurred with reason code <reason code>.
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• CPF32CD - Db2 Mirror resynchronization failed for job <job name or *ALL>.

Accessing Db2 Mirror QSYSOPR messages from the Db2 Mirror GUI
With the Db2 Mirror GUI you can review Db2 Mirror QSYSOPR messages using the View Db2 Mirror alerts
facility, found in the lower left corner of the Db2 Mirror GUI.

Figure 287. Db2 Mirror GUI view of alerts
Within the alert facility, you can sort by several columns or double-click on a specific message to see
extended detail, as shown below.
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Figure 288. Db2 Mirror GUI displaying QSYSOPR message

Monitoring using exit points
If you need to programmatically monitor for Db2 Mirror state and role changes, exit points are available.
An exit program entry can be added for any of the exit points specified below by using the Add Exit
Program (ADDEXITPGM) command or by finding the correct exit point within the Work with Registration
Info (WRKREGINF) and working with exit programs.
Table 17. Db2 Mirror exit points
Exit point

Exit point format

Description

QIBM_QMRDB_PRECLONE

PREC0100

Db2 Mirror ASP pre-clone

QIBM_QMRDB_POSTCLONE

PSTC0100

Db2 Mirror ASP post-clone

QIBM_QMRDB_ROLE_CHG

RCHG0100

Db2 Mirror replication role
change

QIBM_QMRDB_SOFTCLONE

SFTC0100

Db2 Mirror ASP post software
reclone

QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG

SCHG0100

Db2 Mirror replication state
change

QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG

SCHG0200

Db2 Mirror replication state
change

Include: QSYSINC/H/MRDBEP
Authorities:
• A user must have all object (*ALLOBJ) and security administrator (*SECADM) special authorities to add
or remove exit programs to/from an exit point.
Usage notes:
• These exit points support more than one exit program.
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• The exit point ignores any return codes or error messages that are sent from the exit program.
• The exit program must exist in a library in the system ASP or in a basic user ASP. The program will not be
found if it exists in a library in an independent ASP.
• Exit programs are local to the node where they are added. If you need to be notified of events on both
nodes in the Db2 Mirror environment, you need to add an exit program on both nodes.
For more information about adding an exit program to an exit point, see Registration Facility.

QIBM_QMRDB_PRECLONE exit point
When an exit program is added to the QIBM_QMRDB_PRECLONE exit point, the exit program will be called
before the clone process.
When cloning SYSBAS, the exit program will be called during the validation step before the clone. This
step is done by the Db2 Mirror setup wizard, described in “Validation and cloning” on page 93. If not using
the GUI, this step is completed by using the db2mtool command with the precheck action, described in
the db2mtool command reference “action=precheck” on page 164. The exit program will be called on the
setup source node if it is registered there. If the setup copy node is accessible and the exit program is
registered there, the exit program will also be called on the setup copy node.
When cloning IASPs, the exit program will be called before the IASP clone. The exit program will be called
on the setup source node if it is registered there and on the setup copy node if it is registered there. This
step is done by the Db2 Mirror GUI when adding database IASPs. If not using the GUI, the exit program
will be called at the beginning of the db2mtool command with the iaspcopy action, described in the
db2mtool command reference “action=iaspcopy” on page 163. For non-IBM storage cloning, the exit
program will be called when running the db2mtool command with the preiaspcopy action, described in
the db2mtool command reference “action=preiaspcopy” on page 165.
The exit program will run in a QZRCSRVS job using the authority of the user performing the clone.
Table 18. PREC0100 Exit Point Format
Parameter

Description

Input or Output

Type and Length

1

ASP group name

Input

CHAR(10)

2

Clone source

Input

CHAR(6)

ASP group name
INPUT; CHAR(10)
Identifies the name of the independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) group. Can contain the following
value:
• *SYSBAS
Clone source
INPUT: CHAR(6)
Identifies the clone role of this node. Valid values are:
SOURCE
The setup source node
TARGET
The setup copy node

QIBM_QMRDB_POSTCLONE exit point
When an exit program is added to the QIBM_QMRDB_POSTCLONE exit point, the exit program will be
called after the clone process.
When cloning SYSBAS, the exit program will be called during the validation step after the clone. The exit
program will always be called on both the setup source node and the setup copy node because the
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registration from the source node will be cloned to the setup copy node. This step is done by the Db2
Mirror GUI setup wizard, described in “Validation and cloning” on page 93. If not using the GUI, this step
is performed using the db2mtool command with the checksysbas action, described in the db2mtool
command reference “action=checksysbas” on page 162.
When cloning IASPs, the exit program will be called after the IASP clone. The exit program will be called
on the setup source node if it is registered there and on the setup copy node if it is registered there. This
step is done by the Db2 Mirror GUI when adding database IASPs. If not using the GUI, the exit program
will be called at the end of the db2mtool command with the iaspcopy action, described in the db2mtool
command reference “action=iaspcopy” on page 163. For non-IBM storage cloning, the exit program will
be called when running the db2mtool command with the postiaspcopy action, described in the db2mtool
command reference “action=postiaspcopy” on page 165.
The exit program will run in a QZRCSRVS job using the authority of the user performing the clone.
Table 19. PSTC0100 Exit Point Format
Parameter

Description

Input or Output

Type and Length

1

ASP group name

Input

CHAR(10)

2

Clone source

Input

CHAR(6)

ASP group name
INPUT; CHAR(10)
Identifies the name of the independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) group. Can contain the following
value:
• *SYSBAS
Clone source
INPUT: CHAR(6)
Identifies the clone role of this node. Valid values are:
SOURCE
The setup source node
TARGET
The setup copy node

QIBM_QMRDB_ROLE_CHG exit point
When an exit program is added to the QIBM_QMRDB_ROLE_CHG exit point, the exit program will be called
each time the role of the Db2 Mirror node is changed using either the Db2 Mirror GUI or the
QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure.
The exit program is called within the job performing the role swap with the authority of that user.
The role change exit program is not called when the FORCE parameter is specified on the
QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure or the Db2 Mirror GUI is used to force a node to TRACKING
state.
Table 20. RCHG0100 Exit Point Format
Parameter

Description

Input or Output

Type and Length

1

Current replication role

Input

CHAR(9)

2

Previous replication role Input

CHAR(9)

Current replication role
INPUT; CHAR(9)
Identifies the new (current) role for SYSBAS on this node. Valid values are:
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• PRIMARY
• SECONDARY
Previous replication role
INPUT: CHAR(9)
Identifies the previous role for SYSBAS on this node. Valid values are:
• PRIMARY
• SECONDARY

QIBM_QMRDB_SOFTCLONE exit point
When an exit program is added to the QIBM_QMRDB_SOFTCLONE exit point under format SFTC0100, the
exit program will be called when synchronization has completed for a Db2 Mirror software reclone for
SYSBAS or any database independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP). The exit program will be called on the
software reclone source node if it is registered there and on the software reclone copy node if it is
registered there.
The exit program runs within the QMRDBEEXIT job, which is submitted to run in the QSYSWRK subsystem
using the QUSER user profile.
Table 21. SFTC0100 Exit Point Format
Parameter

Description

Input or Output

Type and Length

1

ASP group name

Input

CHAR(10)

2

Clone source

Input

CHAR(6)

ASP group name
INPUT; CHAR(10)
Identifies the name of the independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) group. Can contain the following
value:
• *SYSBAS
Clone source
INPUT; CHAR(6)
Identifies the clone role of this node. Valid values are:
SOURCE
The source node
TARGET
The copy node

QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG exit point
When an exit program is added to the QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG exit point under format SCHG0100, the
exit program will be called each time the replication state changes for SYSBAS or any database
independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP).
When an exit program is added to the QIBM_QMRDB_STATE_CHG exit point under format SCHG0200, the
exit program will be called each time the replication state or replication detail changes for SYSBAS or any
database independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP).
The exit program could be called multiple times if a change to replication state or replication detail occurs
for SYSBAS and multiple database IASPs.
The exit program runs within the QMRDBEEXIT job, which is submitted to run in the QSYSWRK subsystem
using the QUSER user profile.
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Table 22. SCHG0100 Exit Point Format
Parameter

Description

Input or Output

Type and Length

1

ASP group name

Input

CHAR(10)

2

Current replication state Input

CHAR(12)

3

Previous replication
state

CHAR(12)

Input

ASP group name
INPUT; CHAR(10)
Identifies the name of the independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) group. Can contain the following
value:
• *SYSBAS
Current replication state
INPUT; CHAR(12)
Identifies the new (current) state for the IASP group or SYSBAS. Valid values are:
• ACTIVE
• BLOCKED
• TRACKING
• NOT MIRRORED
Previous replication state
INPUT: CHAR(12)
Identifies the previous state for the IASP group or SYSBAS. Valid values are:
• ACTIVE
• BLOCKED
• TRACKING
• NOT MIRRORED
Table 23. SCHG0200 Exit Point Format
Parameter

Description

Input or Output

Type and Length

1

ASP group name

Input

CHAR(10)

2

Current replication state Input

CHAR(12)

3

Current replication
detail

CHAR(13)

Input

ASP group name
INPUT; CHAR(10)
Identifies the name of the independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) group. Can contain the following
value:
• *SYSBAS
Current replication state
INPUT; CHAR(12)
Identifies the current replication state for the IASP group or SYSBAS. Valid values are:
• ACTIVE
• BLOCKED
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• TRACKING
• NOT MIRRORED
Current replication detail
INPUT: CHAR(13)
Identifies the current replication detail for the IASP group or SYSBAS. Valid values are:
• NONE
• REPLICATING
• SUSPENDED
• SYNCHRONIZING

Compare tools
Db2 Mirror replicates a subset of object attributes for replication-eligible objects. Db2 Mirror also
replicates the contents of database files. Tools are available to compare object attributes and object data.
These tools can be used when objects or libraries are known to be out of sync. These comparison tools
are available through the Db2 Mirror GUI and can be accessed directly by SQL services.

Comparing objects using the Db2 Mirror GUI
Options for object and library compares are available through the Db2 Mirror GUI. The option is directly
accessible from the Serviceability menu, as shown below. Compare options are also provided from some
lists, such as when right clicking on an object in the RCL rules list or in the Object Tracking List.

Figure 289. Selecting Compare from the Serviceability menu in the Db2 Mirror GUI
From the list of libraries for a node, right click on a library name for the list of available compare options.
For a library, you can compare just the definition of the library or all the objects in the library.
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Figure 290. Compare Library options in the Db2 Mirror GUI
For a library compare, a job is submitted to perform the compare. When the compare is requested, a
message is displayed to notify you that a job was submitted.

Figure 291.
To see the status of all submitted jobs, select Results at the top of the screen. When the compare is
complete, the End Time column will be filled in.

Figure 292. Results for compare library in the Db2 Mirror GUI
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By hovering over the icon in the Status column, the status information is shown.

Figure 293.
For a library, you can drill down to see the list of objects in that library. By right clicking on an object name,
you can access the compare options for that object.

Figure 294. Compare Object options in the Db2 Mirror GUI
By selecting Compare Data, a comparison is performed for the data in the file between the source and
target nodes. When the compare is complete, a list of differences is returned. In the results shown below,
there are many rows that exist in the file on the source node that are missing on the target node.
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Figure 295. Compare Object results
After investigation, it was discovered that this file had not completed resynchronization after an outage.

Comparing objects using SQL services
The following three compare options are provided using SQL:
1. QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT
This user defined table function compares a single object. The caller determines whether the
comparison is for attributes, data, or both.
If the objects are in sync, no rows are returned by the function. If the objects are not in sync, rows are
returned containing detailed information for each attribute or data difference.
The SQL table function is documented here: “MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function” on page
490.
2. QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY
This procedure determines which objects within a specified library are subject to active replication by
Db2 Mirror. For each object under active replication, the procedure invokes
MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT. The caller determines whether the comparison is for attributes and/or
data.
The results of the comparison are written to a user supplied library and file name. Any object compare
differences are written to the result file. The caller can choose to use verbose logging, which will write
a row to the result file for every object that is in sync as well.
The SQL procedure is documented here: “MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY procedure” on page 482.
3. QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE
This procedure can be used to compare all libraries within SYSBASE, all libraries within a specific
active IASP, or for all libraries across SYSBASE and all active IASPs. It calls
MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY for each library that might contain objects that are being actively
replicated by Db2 Mirror.
The SQL procedure is documented here: “MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE procedure” on page 487.
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Flight recorder
The Db2 Mirror flight recorder is a time-based log of operating system activity that is intended for product
serviceability. Once Db2 Mirror has been configured on a node, a system job controls the Db2 Mirror flight
recorder. If a Db2 Mirror issue requiring IBM service is opened, the log files generated by the flight
recorder may be sent in for further analysis.
The log includes information from many components which each have a unique role. Every component
can be configured to contribute anywhere from no detail to a verbose level of detail. Configuring the level
of detail logged by the flight recorder is controlled by settings which can be viewed or changed through
the Db2 Mirror GUI or SQL procedures. These settings should not be adjusted except at the direction of
IBM service.
Flight recorder data is saved to database files in the QUSRSYS library. Just after midnight, the previous
day's flight recorder file is archived into a separate daily file. In a typical Db2 Mirror environment, the log
files created by the flight recorder use minimal storage. If storage becomes a concern, there are two
settings which can be adjusted through the GUI or by calling the
QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO procedure.
1. The ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT is the number of days of archive files which will be saved on
the system. The shipped default value is 10 days.
As part of the nightly archive processing, the setting for retention days is checked and any archive files
older than the retention period are deleted. When the value of ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT is
reduced, the retained archive files will be reduced immediately to free up storage. Note that if a
problem requiring service should occur, it may be necessary to look at entries from previous days to
determine the root cause of an issue. It is therefore recommended that
ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT be set to a value greater than or equal to the shipped default
value.
2. The MAX_SYSBAS_PERCENTAGE is the maximum amount of SYSBAS storage which can be consumed
by flight recorder data. The shipped default value is 5%.
If the current data plus all of the archive files is within 10% of the SYSBAS storage limit, the CPDC90F
(Db2 Mirror Flight Recorder nearing storage limit) diagnostic message will be sent to the QSYSOPR
message queue.
If the flight recorder storage consumption reaches the limit, Db2 Mirror will automatically end logging
activity and the CPDC910 (Db2 Mirror Flight Recorder is not active) diagnostic message will be sent to
the QSYSOPR message queue.
Logging activity can be restarted by increasing MAX_SYSBAS_PERCENTAGE to allow for more storage
to be used or by reducing ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT to free up storage.
If the flight recorder logging is ended, checks will be completed at the following times to determine if
activity can be restarted:
• During system IPL when the flight recorder job is started.
• During resume after Db2 Mirror replication had been suspended for maintenance.
• During nightly archive processing.
• When the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO procedure is used to
adjust MAX_SYSBAS_PERCENTAGE or ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT.

Backup and recovery
For purposes of disaster recovery (DR), IBM recommends that you periodically perform backups to
removable media on the primary and secondary nodes in a Db2 Mirror environment.
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Backup
Backing up your data when using Db2 Mirror has some additional considerations.

Backup strategy
Primary node backup
Perform full system backups on the primary node. Full system backups will save both replicated and nonreplicated data.
Use option 21 from the GO SAVE menu to back up the full system.
Notes:
1. Save option 21 performs an ENDSBS *ALL; therefore it is considered a planned outage. To allow
production work to continue, you must perform a role swap before and after the option 21 backup so
the save is run on the secondary node. See “Planned outages” on page 227 for more information.
2. Ensure data area QTEMP/SRMIRCTL does NOT exist prior to starting the GO SAVE 21.
3. All independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs) that are registered for database replication must be in
AVAILABLE state on the primary node.
4. Any IASPs that are not registered for database replication that you want to back up must be made
AVAILABLE so their IASP data is included in the backup.
5. IBM recommends that non-replicated objects with the same library qualified names do not exist on
both the primary and secondary nodes.
6. If a full system FlashCopy of the primary node exists, the full system backup can be done using that
system. Since the save is done on a different system, there are restore considerations, see Restoring
objects from the mirrored node in “Restoring specific types of information” on page 358.
Secondary node backup
Since replicated data is backed up on the primary node, only non-replicated data needs to be backed up
on the secondary node. To omit the replicated data from the backup of the secondary node, create data
area QTEMP/SRMIRCTL before starting the backup:
CRTDTAARA DTAARA(QTEMP/SRMIRCTL) TYPE(*CHAR) VALUE('1')

After the data area is created, use option 23 from the GO SAVE menu to save all user data.
Notes:
1. Primary and secondary independent auxiliary storage pools (IASPs) that are registered for database
replication must be in AVAILABLE status on the secondary node.
2. Any IASPs that are not registered for database replication that you want to back up must be made
AVAILABLE so the data is included in the backup.
3. IFS IASPs that were backed up on the primary node should not be made AVAILABLE on the secondary
node.
4. If a full system FlashCopy of the secondary node exists, the full system backup can be done using that
system. Since the save is done on a different system, there are restore considerations, see Restoring
objects from the mirrored node in “Restoring specific types of information” on page 358.

Locking
Save operations lock objects on a node as described in Save-while-active object locking rules. These
locks will restrict operations on replicated objects on both the source node and the target node.
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Storage (STG) parameter
The Storage (STG) parameter can be used on save commands to free object storage as part of the save
operation. However, the STG parameter is ignored for replicated objects. For more information about
freeing storage, see Freeing storage when saving.

Recovery
Recovery in a Db2 Mirror environment has additional considerations.

Disaster recovery from save media
Disaster recovery (DR) from the backup media that was created by using the recommended backup
strategy in a mirroring environment requires three steps:
1. Primary node recovery
2. Reconfigure Db2 Mirror for the secondary node
3. Secondary node recovery
Primary node recovery
Recover the primary node using Checklist 21: Recovering your entire system after a complete system loss
including independent auxiliary storage pools from topic Recovering your system. After the restore is
complete the primary node will include both replicated and non-replicated data.
Note:
1. If the recovery does not include IASP data, then the primary node can be recovered using Checklist
20: Recovering your entire system after a complete system loss from topic Recovering your system.
Reconfigure Db2 Mirror for the secondary node
In order to start replication between the primary and secondary node, the primary node must be cloned
to the secondary node. See “Reclone process ” on page 241 for the steps involved in recloning the
primary node. Additionally, IFS IASPs must be added to the mirrored environment. See “Adding IFS IASPs
to Db2 Mirror” on page 116 for more information.
Note:
1. The cloning process will include both replicated and non-replicated data from the primary node.
Secondary node recovery
Replication is now active between the primary and secondary nodes. To restore non-replicated user data
from SYSBAS from the backup media to the secondary node, use option 23 from the GO RESTORE menu.
To restore non-replicated user data from an IASP from the backup media to the secondary node, use
Recovering an independent auxiliary storage pool and Restoring encrypted auxiliary storage pools from
topic Recovering your system. During the recovery, it is important to specify ALWOBJDIF(*COMPATIBLE)
on restore commands that support the ALWOBJDIF() parameter.
Notes:
1. After the clone, the operating system on the secondary node will not be in the same state as it was
during the save. Instead, the secondary node’s operating system will have the same Licensed Program
Products (LPPs) and Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) as the primary node.
2. If non-replicated objects with the same library qualified name existed on both the primary and
secondary nodes when the save media was created on the primary node, the cloning process will
duplicate those objects from the primary to the secondary node. Non-replicated objects that exist with
the same library qualified name on both the primary and secondary nodes should be deleted before
the non-replicated data is restored during recovery of the secondary node.
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How Replication Criteria List rules affect restore
Restore commands can be used to restore data to either node in a Db2 Mirror environment. The
Replication Criteria List (RCL) indicates whether objects should be replicated to the other node. During a
restore operation, the inclusion state of a restored object determines whether or not the object will be
replicated to the target node. If the object is replicated to the target node, the restore job log on the
source node will contain save and restore messages for the object replication. Replication will take place
after the entire restore operation completes on the source node and will not affect whether the local
restore is successful.
Interruptions during restore of replicated objects
When replication takes place during a restore, objects will be replicated in groups using a save on the
source node and a restore on the target node. If replication is interrupted or there are errors during
replication, the objects that failed to be replicated will be added to the Object Tracking List (OTL) to be
replicated later. Until these remaining objects are replicated, the target node will have a combination of
objects that have and have not been replicated as a result of the source node's restore operation.

Restoring specific types of information
Spooled files
If spooled files are restored into output queues that are being replicated, the spooled files will be
replicated. However, the spooled file replication does not occur in the restore job so the spooled files
might not be available in the target node’s output queue immediately after the restore completes.
Journaled objects
Objects might be journaled when they are saved. When journaled objects are restored, the restore
attempts to start journaling. If a replicated object that is journaled is restored and the associated journal
does not exist on one of the nodes, the restored object will not be journaled on that node. The restore job
log will contain information indicating why journaling could not be started and the object will be in an
inconsistent state between the two nodes; the object will be journaled on one node and will not be
journaled on the other.
Restoring objects from the mirrored node
Replicated objects can be restored from save media that was created on the mirrored node or a full
system FlashCopy. In these cases, care must be taken to ensure that security attributes of the objects are
restored as expected. For more information, see Restoring objects.
Replication state of restored objects
The replication state of a saved object does not impact the replication state of the object when it is
restored. The replication state of an object that is being restored is determined by the Replication Criteria
List (RCL) on the node at the time the object is being restored.

Restoring Replication Criteria List data

The Replication Criteria List (RCL) is composed of two objects that reside within QSYS2 (or QSYS2nnnnn
for each database IASP) that control which objects are replicated between the Db2 Mirror nodes. These
objects are not allowed to be replaced while replication is active for SYSBAS or an IASP.
If an attempt is made to restore the system objects used by the RCL while replication is active, a
diagnostic message is issued and the objects are not restored.
• CPDC907 – Db2 Mirror configuration object <object name> in <library name> type <object type> not
restored.
This message will not cause the restore operation to fail. Other objects included in the restore will be
processed.
The RCL makes use of both a physical and a logical file to control the replication of objects. The names of
these system objects are specific to the ASP where they reside.
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Normally the system objects used by the RCL are constructed at the time the default inclusion state is
selected in the Db2 Mirror GUI as shown below.

Figure 296. Selecting default inclusion state
Using SQL services, the system objects are constructed when either the SQL procedure
QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE is called for SYSBAS or the procedure
QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP is called for a database IASP.
Restoring the RCL from saved media requires deconstructing the Db2 Mirror environment. The basic steps
are:
1. For SYSBAS, end Db2 Mirror. For a database IASP, end replication for the IASP.
2. Delete the existing physical and logical files. This ensures object compatibility when the restored RCL
is used during the setup process.
3. Restore the RCL from saved media. If only the physical file is restored, the logical file will be
reconstructed from the physical file.
4. Reclone SYSBAS or the IASP.

Restoring an RCL for SYSBAS
The system objects for the RCL in SYSBAS consist of a physical file named QSYS2.MIRROR_RCL and a
logical file named QSYS2.MIRROR_RCI. These objects are usually constructed as part of the setup
process, but an existing version can be used by restoring them from saved media.
Prior to restoring an RCL, the replication state for SYSBAS must be NOT MIRRORED. If the replication
state is ACTIVE, TRACKING, or BLOCKED, you must use the GUI or SQL services to end all replication
between the primary and secondary nodes. This will require a reclone before replication can be resumed.

Restoring an RCL in SYSBAS using the GUI
The GUI can be used to configure or reconfigure Db2 Mirror using a restored RCL. If Db2 Mirror has not yet
been configured so the default inclusion state has not been set, the RCL files can be restored before you
start the configuration process. If you are starting from ACTIVE, TRACKING, or BLOCKED state, you must
wait until the Db2 Mirror configuration data has been reset before the restore will be allowed. That point
in the process is identified in the following flow.
To reconfigure Db2 Mirror with a restored RCL using the GUI, right click on the node image on the
homepage and select Reconfigure Db2 Mirror. Replication must be suspended prior to reconfiguring.
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Figure 297. GUI showing reconfigure Db2 Mirror
Choose Reconfigure with prompts so that you will have the opportunity to reset the configuration and
restore the RCL.

Figure 298. GUI showing reconfigure with prompts
Continue through the reconfiguration process. Once you have entered the Node Information, you will see
a pop-up window. You must reset the Db2 Mirror configuration data on the source node to remove the
existing RCL in order to have an opportunity to restore the RCL.
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Figure 299. GUI showing reset Db2 Mirror configuration data
After clicking OK on the confirmation panel, the Db2 Mirror state will be NOT MIRRORED and the default
inclusion state will no longer be set.
At this time, the RCL objects should be restored to the QSYS2 library.
Continuing through the reconfiguration process, you will reach the point where you choose the default
inclusion state for SYSBAS and any database IASPs. When a restored RCL is detected, an option to use
that RCL with its default inclusion state is provided. The following figure shows that the restored RCL has a
default inclusion state of exclude. If the RCL had a default inclusion state of include, the option shown
would be Include (with restored rules). The default inclusion state from the restored RCL must be used.
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Figure 300. SYSBAS default inclusion state choices
Continue with the configuration process. The only difference in the remainder of the configuration process
is that you will see the rules from the restored RCL when you have the opportunity to add new rules.

Restoring an RCL in SYSBAS using SQL services
Using the SQL services, you can either:
• Preserve all the Db2 Mirror configuration data by using the QSY2.TERMINATE_MIRROR('RECLONE')
procedure. Then use QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('RESET') to delete the RCL from the
configuration information.
• Remove all Db2 Mirror configuration information including the RCL by using the
QSYS2.TERMINATE_MIRROR('DESTROY') procedure.
Using either of these options will require a reclone to return to active replication.
After replication has been ended, the RCL objects can be restored. The RCL will fail to restore if the
replication state is ACTIVE, TRACKING, or BLOCKED. Message CPDC907 will be issued, but it will not
cause the restore to fail; other objects can be successfully restored.
Continue with the reconfiguration process. See “Reclone process ” on page 241. Prior to cloning, the
QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure is used to create the RCL objects using the specified
default inclusion state. If a restored RCL is found and the default inclusion state of the restored RCL
matches the default inclusion state specified on the procedure call, the restored RCL will be adopted for
use within the Db2 Mirror configuration. When the default inclusion states do not match, an error will be
returned to indicate that the restored RCL cannot be used. If you decide the restored RCL should not be
used, call the QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('RESET') procedure to delete the RCL and remove
it from the Db2 Mirror configuration information.

Restoring the RCL for a database IASP
The system objects that comprise the RCL for a database IASP are a physical file named
QSYS200nnn.MIR_RCLnnn and a logical file named QSYS200nnn.MIR_RCInnn where nnn is the threedigit IASP group number. The IASP group number can be found by querying the QSYS2.ASP_INFO view, or
by using the DSPASPSTS CL command for the IASP and then pressing F8 to display the ASP Information.
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Any attempt to restore an RCL for a database IASP that does not match the three-digit IASP group
number will result in a CPDC907 being issued.

Restoring an RCL in an IASP using the GUI
The GUI can be used to configure or reconfigure a database IASP using a restored RCL. If the database
IASP has not been added to the Db2 Mirror environment so the default inclusion state has not yet been
set as part of the IASP configuration process, the RCL files can be restored on the IASP before you start
the configuration process. If you are reconfiguring an active IASP, you must wait until the Db2 Mirror
configuration data for the IASP has been reset before the restore will be allowed. That point in the
process is identified in the following flow.
If the database IASP is part of the Db2 Mirror environment, all replication must be ended for that IASP
and it must be removed from the Db2 Mirror environment prior to restoring the RCL files. This can be done
by right clicking on the IASP image on the IASP homepage and choosing Reconfigure the IASP from the
pull-down.

Figure 301. GUI showing reconfigure IASP
A pop-up window will be shown. Select Reconfigure using Restored RCL.
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Figure 302. GUI choosing restored RCL
After selecting Reconfigure, a notification window will be shown. Click OK to continue.

Figure 303. GUI warning for restore RCL
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After clicking OK, you are at the point where the RCL files can be restored into the QSYS200nnn library.
Continue following the configuration process documented in “Reclone process ” on page 241 until
reaching the Default Inclusion State panel, shown here.

Figure 304. GUI default inclusion state with restored RCL
When a restored RCL is present in the QSYS200nnn library, one of the options is to use the restored RCL,
adopting its default inclusion state. It is not possible to use a restored RCL and change its default
inclusion state. Once the restored RCL selection is saved, the configuration process can continue. When
adding rules to the RCL, the rules from the restored RCL will be shown and can be updated.

Restoring an RCL in an IASP using SQL services
If using SQL services to configure or reconfigure the IASP using a restored RCL, prior to restoring the RCL
all replication must be ended for the IASP and it must be removed from the Db2 Mirror environment. To
end replication for a database IASP, the two nodes must be communicating, but replication must be
suspended for the IASP. You can do this one of these ways:
• Vary off the database IASP on the secondary node to suspend replication of the IASP. Then, to end
replication and delete the RCL, call the QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP procedure.
• Use the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR procedure to suspend replication for the entire system including the
IASP.
After replication has been ended for the IASP, the RCL objects can be restored. The RCL will fail to restore
if the database IASP has not been removed from the Db2 Mirror environment. Message CPDC907 will be
issued, but it will not cause the restore to fail; other objects can be successfully restored.
Prior to cloning the IASP, use the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure to add the database IASP back
into the Db2 Mirror environment; it will find and use the restored RCL. The default inclusion state for the
restored RCL must match the default inclusion state specified on the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP
procedure. If the default inclusion states match, the restored RCL will be adopted for the database IASP
to use. When the default inclusion states do not match, an error will be returned and the database IASP
will not be added to the Db2 Mirror environment. If you need to delete the restored RCL, the database
IASP must be removed from the Db2 Mirror environment by calling the QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP
procedure.
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ObjectConnect
ObjectConnect commands (commands that begin with SAVRST) can be used to simultaneously save
objects from one node and restore them to another.
If you use ObjectConnect to transfer objects to the same library on the mirrored node, the replicated
objects will be omitted because they already match on both nodes. The Save Restore Library (SAVRSTLIB)
command will include the library object itself, but omit the replicated objects in the library.
For more information about ObjectConnect, see ObjectConnect function.

Disaster recovery considerations
Db2 Mirror requires a limited distance between the two nodes because it uses synchronous
communication to replicate data. Many installations also require a disaster recovery (DR) solution to take
the production environment offsite in the event of a natural disaster or other site-wide failure.
Db2 Mirror is compatible with most DR solutions, including full system or IASP-based hardware
replication, logical replication, and tape backup. See the Db2 Mirror and Disaster Recovery considerations
section in “Data center architecture” on page 5 for some example configurations of Db2 Mirror with a
disaster recovery solution. Contact your preferred DR provider for details on how their DR solution
interacts with Db2 Mirror.

Disaster recovery using PowerHA
Db2 Mirror can be combined with IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i as a high availability and disaster
recovery (HA/DR) solution. PowerHA replication is based upon IASP technology, which is also supported
within Db2 Mirror.
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Figure 305. Disaster recovery with PowerHA
The previous figure is an example of a combined Db2 Mirror and PowerHA solution. The production data
to be replicated is contained in a database or IFS IASP and is replicated between Node 1 and Node 2 by
Db2 Mirror. Node 3 and Node 4 form a separate Db2 Mirror instance at a disaster recovery location.
PowerHA technology is used to replicate the database and IFS IASPs from the node 1 and 2 configuration
to nodes 3 and 4. The data within SYSBAS can be replicated between the nodes within each Db2 Mirror
pair. The cluster administrative domain technology should be used to synchronize system environment
characteristics such as user profiles between all four nodes.
In this environment, a planned switch of the IASPs between the production pair and the DR pair will
preserve the replication states of the IASP; once both IASPs have been switched and varied on,
replication can be resumed. In an unplanned switch of the IASPs between the production pair and the DR
pair, the replication states may not be preserved and a reclone of the IASP is required.

Configuring a four node Db2 Mirror / PowerHA configuration

A four node Db2 Mirror / PowerHA configuration consists of two separate Db2 Mirror pairs. IBM PowerHA
SystemMirror for i technology is used to replicate data within the IASPs between the two pairs. All data
which is to be replicated between the production pair and the DR pair should be stored within either a
database IASP or an IFS IASP. Certain object types in SYSBAS can be kept synchronized across all four
nodes using Administrative Domain in PowerHA. The remaining objects in SYSBAS are only replicated
within a Db2 Mirror pair, not between the production and DR Db2 Mirror pairs.
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Database IASPs
The data within a database IASP can be replicated between the production Db2 Mirror pair and the DR
Db2 Mirror pair using PowerHA replication technologies such as Metro Mirror or Global Mirror. The IASP
should be added to the Db2 Mirror configuration initially on one of the two pairs. When the database IASP
is added to the Db2 Mirror configuration, the default inclusion state will be set and the Replication Criteria
List (RCL), IASP specific Db2 Mirror properties, and Db2 Mirror internal data will be created on the IASP.
When the IASP is switched to the other Db2 Mirror pair using PowerHA, the same default inclusion state,
RCL, and other Db2 Mirror configuration data on the IASP will be used. Using the SHADOW value for the
ACTION parameter on the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure adds the IASP to the second pair so the
existing Db2 Mirror configuration data stored in the IASP will be used. The IASP must be varied off when
running the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP with the SHADOW value, since the IASP is active on the other Db2
Mirror pair and will be switched to this pair at some point in the future. Once this step is complete, the
database IASP is registered on both pairs and can be switched back and forth, using the same default
inclusion state, RCL, and other Db2 Mirror properties. Rules can be updated within the RCL and Db2 Mirror
properties can be updated for the IASP on either pair when the IASP is varied on.

IFS IASPs
PowerHA technology is used within Db2 Mirror to make IFS data in an IASP available on both Db2 Mirror
nodes. The nodes within the second Db2 Mirror pair can be added to the existing cluster resource group
(CRG), and hardware replication can be configured between the two pairs such that the IFS IASP can be
switched between the production Db2 Mirror pair and the DR Db2 Mirror pair. The supported replication
options for this type of configuration varies depending on the type of storage used. Refer to the PowerHA
documentation to understand the specific hardware technologies which are available for your storage
configuration.
The IFS IASP needs to be added to the Db2 Mirror configuration on both pairs. The IASP can be added
either using the Db2 Mirror GUI or the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure with a value of IFS for the
USAGE parameter.

CRG failover policy
Clustering allows a policy to prevent failovers from automatically occurring when the primary node in the
CRG fails. In the Db2 Mirror environment, you want all of the data available within the production site
whenever possible, and only if both nodes are unavailable at the production site would you want the data
to be switched to the DR site. In a four node Db2 Mirror / PowerHA environment, it is recommended that
the QCST_CRG_CANCEL_FAILOVER policy should be set to *CRSSITE for all CRGs that include nodes from
both Db2 Mirror pairs. This will prevent the IASP from being switched to the other Db2 Mirror pair
automatically. For more information on cluster policies, see Cluster Policy APIs. The PowerHA ADDHAPCY
command used to add a policy is described here: Add HA Policy (ADDHAPCY).

Container CRG
PowerHA has support for a container CRG which allows multiple CRGs to be managed as though they
were one CRG. This may be useful in a four node Db2 Mirror / PowerHA environment with both database
and IFS IASPs. For more information on container CRGs, see Cluster Resource Group APIs. To create a
container CRG, see Create CRG Container (CRTCRGCNR).

Administrative domain
Administrative domain is a clustering technology used to maintain a consistent operational environment
across the cluster nodes. Since Db2 Mirror only replicates SYSBAS objects within a Db2 Mirror pair,
administrative domain should be used to keep objects related to security and authority synchronized
between the two Db2 Mirror pairs. It is highly recommended to synchronize user profiles between the
Db2 Mirror pairs, as well as other environmental attributes, such as system values, environment variables,
and authority lists.
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For the list of object types supported by administrative domain, see the description of resource type in the
Exit program data section of Cluster administrative domain APIs – Introduction: Cluster Administrative
Domain APIs.
When an object is replicated by Db2 Mirror and is also replicated by administrative domain, the
technologies are compatible. Db2 Mirror replication will be used to keep the object synchronized within
each pair and administrative domain will keep the object synchronized between the pairs.

Adding PowerHA disaster recovery to an existing Db2 Mirror configuration
This example assumes a working level of knowledge about PowerHA and Db2 Mirror. More information
can be found for configuring Db2 Mirror at “Planning and setup” on page 35 and PowerHA at High
availability.
For this example, assume Node A and Node B are at the production site, and Node C and Node D are at
the DR site.
1. Start with a configured Db2 Mirror pair at the production site. Node A is the primary node and Node B
is the secondary node.
2. Add Node C to the existing cluster and device domain consisting of Node A and B.
3. Configure Db2 Mirror between Node C and Node D, cloning only SYSBAS. Do not include the IASPs
which you will be replicating from the production site.
4. Configure hardware replication for the database IASPs between Node A and Node C.
5. Configure hardware replication for the database IASPs between Node B and Node D.
6. Add Node C and D to the existing CRGs for IFS IASPs and configure hardware replication between the
sites.
7. Set the cluster failover policy to not automatically fail over between the sites for all CRGs.
ADDHAPCY PCY(QCST_CRG_CANCEL_FAILOVER) PCYDMN(CRG-NAME)
QUAL('SCOPE(*CRSSITE)') VALUE('EVENT(*ALL)')

8. Configure cluster administrative domain between all four nodes and add all appropriate monitored
resource entries.
9. Detach the database IASPs on Node C and Node D so they can be varied on and varied back off. Then
reattach the IASPs. This is necessary so that Node C and Node D recognize the IASPs.
10. Call QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP with the SHADOW option on Node C for each database IASP. This will
register the IASP on the DR Db2 Mirror pair.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>,
USAGE=>'DATABASE',
ACTION=>'SHADOW');

11. Use the Db2 Mirror GUI or use the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure to add the IFS IASPs to the
DR Db2 Mirror pair.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>,
USAGE=> 'IFS');

Adding Db2 Mirror to an existing PowerHA configuration
This example assumes a working level of knowledge about PowerHA and Db2 Mirror. More information
can be found for configuring Db2 Mirror at “Planning and setup” on page 35 and PowerHA at High
availability.
For this example, assume Node A and Node B are at the production site, and Node C and Node D are at
the DR site.
1. Start with PowerHA hardware replication configured between Node A and Node C.
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2. If both library-based and IFS objects were included in the same IASP and you want those objects to
be replicated between the Db2 Mirror nodes, you will need to split those objects out into separate
IASPs and do the appropriate PowerHA hardware replication of those IASPs between A and C.
3. Configure Db2 Mirror between Node A and Node B, including any database IASPs to be replicated.
Use the existing cluster name so that Node B is added to the existing cluster and device domain.
4. Configure Db2 Mirror between Node C and Node D for SYSBAS only. Use the existing cluster name so
that Node D is added to the existing cluster and device domain.
5. Add Node B and Node D to the existing CRGs for IFS IASPs and configure the appropriate hardware
switching or replication within each Db2 Mirror pair.
6. Use the Db2 Mirror GUI or use the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure to add the IFS IASPs on
both Db2 Mirror pairs.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>,
USAGE=> 'IFS');

7. Configure hardware replication for the database IASPs between Node C and Node D. This assumes
hardware replication was already configured between Node A and Node B.
8. Configure cluster administrative domain between all four nodes and add all appropriate monitored
resource entries.
9. Set the cluster failover policy to not automatically fail over between the sites for all CRGs.
ADDHAPCY PCY(QCST_CRG_CANCEL_FAILOVER) PCYDMN(CRG-NAME)
QUAL('SCOPE(*CRSSITE)') VALUE('EVENT(*ALL)')

10. Detach the database IASPs on Node D so they can be varied on and varied back off. Then reattach the
IASPs. This is needed so that Node D recognizes the IASPs.
11. Call QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP with the SHADOW option on Node C for each database IASP. This will
register the IASP on the DR Db2 Mirror pair.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=><iasp-name>,
USAGE=>'DATABASE',
ACTION=>'SHADOW');

Managing a four node Db2 Mirror / PowerHA configuration

When PowerHA is combined with Db2 Mirror, there are additional considerations for managing the
environment.

Testing the DR configuration
It is possible to detach the DR copies of the IASPs in order to test the Db2 Mirror environment at the DR
site. To avoid a reclone, the IASPs should be detached while they are offline on the nodes at the
production site. Then the IASPs can be varied on at the DR site nodes. The first IASP in the Db2 Mirror pair
will vary on with a replication state of BLOCKED and the second IASP will vary on with a replication state
of TRACKING. Db2 Mirror replication can be resumed and testing of the DR Db2 Mirror configuration can
be completed. After the detach is complete for each IASP, the IASPs can also be varied on at the
production site so that production work can continue while the DR testing is in progress. Once DR testing
is complete, the IASPs can be reattached.
If the IASPs are detached while online, this will be treated as an unplanned switch and the IASPs will
have a replication state of BLOCKED with replication detail of Permanently suspended due to mainstore
loss when they are varied on at the DR site nodes. A reclone would be required.

Planned switch to DR site
When a switch to the DR site is necessary, it is recommended to proactively switch when the IASPs on the
production nodes are available to avoid a reclone of the IASPs on the DR site. For this example, assume
Node A and Node B are at the production site, and Node C and Node D are at the DR site.
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For all database IASPs:
1. Prior to a planned switch to the DR site, Db2 Mirror replication can be suspended on the IASP, but it is
not required.
2. Change the CRG primary node (CHGCRGPRI) for database IASPs replicated between Node A and Node
C. This will vary off the IASP on Node A, switch the hardware replication direction, and vary on the
IASP on Node C. The IASP on Node C will have a replication state of BLOCKED.
3. Change the CRG primary node (CHGCRGPRI) for database IASPs replicated between Node B and Node
D. This will vary off the IASP on Node B, switch the hardware replication direction, and vary on the
IASP on Node D. The IASP on Node D will have a replication state of TRACKING.
Note that the order of steps 2 and 3 can be reversed. Whichever IASP is switched to the DR site first
will vary on with a BLOCKED replication state and the IASP on the second node in the DR Db2 Mirror
pair will vary on with a TRACKING replication state.
4. Once the IASP is available on both nodes at the DR site, Db2 Mirror replication between the IASPs will
be automatically resumed, assuming that the auto-resume property for the IASP is set to YES.
For all IFS IASPs:
1. If necessary, change the recovery domain of each CRG (CHGCRG) so the first backup node is the node
at the DR site where you want the IASP to be active and be the new server file system.
2. Change the CRG primary node (CHGCRGPRI) for the IFS IASPs. This will vary off the IASP at the
production site, switch the hardware replication direction, and vary on the IASP on the node at the DR
site.

Unplanned switch to DR site
If the IASPs at the production site had an unplanned failure and it is necessary to switch to the DR site, a
reclone of the database IASPs will be required before Db2 Mirror replication of the IASPs can be resumed.
For all database IASPs:
1. The CRGs containing the IASPs will be ended if the QCST_CRG_CANCEL_FAILOVER policy was set to
not automatically failover CRGs between the sites.
2. If necessary, change the recovery domain of each CRG (CHGCRG) so that the CRG Primary node is the
node at the DR site.
3. Start the CRG (STRCRG) for the database IASPs. This will switch the replication direction and vary on
the IASP on the node at the DR site. When the IASP is varied on, the replication state will be BLOCKED
with replication detail information of Permanently suspended due to mainstore loss.
4. In order to start Db2 Mirror replication of the IASP at the DR site, a reclone of the IASP is required.
Prior to the reclone, hardware replication must be suspended between the production site and the DR
site for the setup copy node. If the reclone updates any disk configuration for the IASP, the hardware
replication environment may also need to be updated.
For all IFS IASPs:
1. The CRGs containing the IASPs will be ended if the QCST_CRG_CANCEL_FAILOVER policy was set to
not automatically failover CRGs between the sites.
2. If necessary, change the recovery domain of each CRG (CHGCRG) so the CRG Primary node is the node
at the DR site where you want the IASP to be active and be the new server file system.
3. Start the CRG (STRCRG) for the IFS IASPs. This will switch the hardware replication direction and vary
on the IASP on the node at the DR site.

Switching IASPs back to production site
The process for a planned switch to the DR site can also be followed when switching the IASPs back to
the original production site. If the switch to the DR site was unplanned and required a reclone, make sure
that the four node cluster environment is correct and that hardware replication is active for the IASPs
prior to switching access to the IASPs back to the production site.
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Db2 Mirror services
There are many SQL services that you can use to work directly with the Db2 Mirror environment. In
addition to the details of each service, the authorization details and SQLSTATE values that apply to these
services are described in this section.
• To see a list of all Db2 Mirror services, you can run this query:
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.SERVICES_INFO
WHERE SERVICE_CATEGORY LIKE 'MIRROR%';

Authorization
The SQL services described in this section are implemented using several service programs. Changing the
authority on one of these service programs will affect all the services that are part of that service program.
Authority can be changed using the GRTOBJAUT CL command on the *SRVPGM or the SQL GRANT
statement on any procedure or function that uses the service program.
To access the services, a user needs at least *EXECUTE authority on the service program or the EXECUTE
SQL privilege on the procedure or function.
The services are associated with the following service programs:
• Configure Db2 Mirror replication: QSYS/QMRDBSSDBA *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority.
– “ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure” on page 389
– “ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on page 425
– “PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on page 443
– “REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on page 444
– “SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure” on page 406
• Configure Db2 Mirror product: QSYS/QMRDBSSPRD *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority.
– “ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure” on page 391
– “CHANGE_MIRROR procedure” on page 392
– “CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 396
– “CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 395
– “DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 398
– “RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure” on page 423
– “REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP procedure” on page 404
– “REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure” on page 405
– “SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER procedure” on page 407
– “SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_ALL_LEVELS procedure” on page 498
– “SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO procedure” on page 498
– “SETUP_MIRROR procedure” on page 409
– “SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure” on page 410
– “SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” on page 411
– “TERMINATE_MIRROR procedure” on page 412
• Review Db2 Mirror details: QSYS/QMRDBSSRTU *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *USE authority.
Additional required authorities are described in each section.
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– “CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function” on page 413
– “CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view” on page 416
– “EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function” on page 417
– “EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function” on page 419
– “EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function” on page 421
• Review Db2 Mirror details: QSYS/QMRDBSSRTV *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *USE authority.
– “CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA scalar function” on page 429
– “EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function” on page 433
– “INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function” on page 437
– “MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO view” on page 398
– “MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO view” on page 496
– “MIRROR_INFO view” on page 399
– “MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view” on page 403
– “NRG_INFO view” on page 380
– “NRG_LINK_INFO view” on page 382
– “RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view” on page 383
– “RDMA_LINK_INFO view” on page 385
– “REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view” on page 448
– “VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function” on page 451
• Configure Db2 Mirror communication: QSYS/QMRDBSSNRG *SRVPGM and QSYS/QTOCNRGRP *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority.
To use these services, a user also needs *IOSYSCFG special authority.
– “ADD_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 375
– “CHANGE_NRG procedure” on page 378
– “CHANGE_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 379
– “REMOVE_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 386
• Configure Db2 Mirror resynchronization: QSYS/QDBSRVIO1 *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *USE authority.
– “CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure” on page 468
– “SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure” on page 480
• Compare Db2 Mirror resynchronization: QSYS2/CMPRSENT *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *USE authority.
– “COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function” on page 470
• Work with Db2 Mirror object details: QSYS/QMRDBSSOBJ *SRVPGM
Shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority.
– “MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY procedure” on page 482
Also requires authority to QSYS2/MCOMP_LIB, shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority.
– “MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE procedure” on page 487
Also requires authority to QSYS2/MCOMP_NODE, shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority.
– “MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function” on page 490
• Return Db2 Mirror audit journal information: QSYS2/MIRRORDJ *SRVPGM
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Shipped with *PUBLIC *USE authority.
– “MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL table function” on page 494
To see which users have authority to configure the Db2 Mirror product, you can run this query:
SELECT AUTHORIZATION_NAME
FROM QSYS2.OBJECT_PRIVILEGES
WHERE
SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA =
SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME
=
OBJECT_TYPE
=
OBJECT_OPERATIONAL
=
DATA_EXECUTE
=

'QSYS' AND
'QMRDBSSPRD' AND
'*SRVPGM' AND
'YES' AND
'YES';

SQLSTATE values
Errors and warnings are returned from the Db2 Mirror procedures and functions using SQLSTATE values.
SQLSTATE values that start with '01' are warnings.
Common SQLSTATEs are:
01520
Character string conversion error.
01532
Object not found.
01548
Not authorized to perform specified operation.
01623
Db2 Symmetric Multiprocessing feature not installed.
01687
Lock not obtained.
01692
Warning returned from command.
01H53
Procedure or function returned a warning.
08001
Communication failure.
02000
Row not found.
23505
Duplicate rule in Replication Criteria List.
42501
Not authorized to object.
42502
Not authorized to perform specified operation.
42602
Name not valid.
42616
Parameter value not valid.
42704
Object not found.
42710
Object already exists.
54035
Internal object limit exceeded.
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55019
Operation not allowed due to different version levels.
560CR
Db2 Mirror not installed.
560DE
The Db2 Mirror operation is not allowed in the current state.
57011
Storage not available.
57033
Lock not obtained.
58004
Unexpected system error.

Communication services
These services can be used to configure and review details for Db2 Mirror Network Redundancy Groups
(NRGs) and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) connections.
Table 24. Communication services
Service

Description

“ADD_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 375

Adds a link to one or more Network Redundancy Groups.

“CHANGE_NRG procedure” on page 378

Changes the description or load balance link count for one
or more Network Redundancy Groups.

“CHANGE_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 379

Changes a link in one or more Network Redundancy Groups.

“NRG_INFO view” on page 380

Returns information about all of the Network Redundancy
Groups.

“NRG_LINK_INFO view” on page 382

Returns information about all of the links defined for all
Network Redundancy Groups.

“RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view” on page 383

Returns information about all the Remote Direct Memory
Access connections.

“RDMA_LINK_INFO view” on page 385

Returns information about all the Remote Direct Memory
Access links.

“REMOVE_NRG_LINK procedure” on page 386

Removes a link from one or more Network Redundancy
Groups.

ADD_NRG_LINK procedure
The ADD_NRG_LINK procedure adds a link to one or all of the Db2 Mirror Network Redundancy Groups
(NRGs). If the Network Redundancy Group does not exist, it will be created.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *IOSYSCFG
special authority. For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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ADD_NRG_LINK

(

nrg-name
NRG_NAME

source-address
SOURCE_ADDRESS

=>

TARGET_ADDRESS

=>

,

=>

target-address

,

,

link-priority
LINK_PRIORITY

=>

,

increment-load-balance-link-count
INCREMENT_LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT

,

=>

line-description
LINE_DESCRIPTION

=>
)

,

virtual-lan-id
VIRTUAL_LAN_ID

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
nrg-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the NRG where the link is to be added. If the
NRG does not exist, it will be created.
The valid NRG names and their primary uses are:
MIRROR_DATABASE
NRG for immediate replication of database-related objects and operations.
• Object types: *DTAARA, *ENVVAR, *FILE, *JOBD, *JRN, *LIB, *PGM, *SQLPKG, *SQLUDT,
*SQLXSR, *SRVPGM, and *SYSVAL.
• SQL Data Definition Language operations.
MIRROR_ENGINE
NRG used by the Db2 Mirror engine to manage the Db2 Mirror environment.
MIRROR_IFS
NRG used for accessing Integrated File System (IFS) data.
MIRROR_OTHER
NRG for immediate replication of security objects, security attributes, and non-database objects
or operations.
• Object types: *AUTL, *DTAQ, *FCNUSG, *JOBQ, *OUTQ, *SECATR, *SPLF, *USRIDX, *USRPRF,
and *USRSPC.
• Replication due to the restore of an object.
• Replication of objects due to Replication Criteria List changes.
• Comparison of objects between the two nodes.
MIRROR_RESYNC
NRG for resynchronization of objects and data that were changed while replication was
suspended.
The following special value is also allowed.
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*MIRROR
This link will be added to all of the Db2 Mirror NRGs.
source-address
A character or graphic string that contains the local IP address for the link to add. Either an IPv4 or an
IPv6 address can be specified.
target-address
A character or graphic string that contains the remote IP address for the link to add. Either an IPv4 or
an IPv6 address can be specified.
link-priority
An integer value to set as the priority of the link. The range of priorities is from 1 to 16, where 1 is the
highest priority. Priority values do not need to be unique.
increment-load-balance-link-count
A character or graphic string that indicate whether to increment the load balance link count.
NO

The load balance link count will remain at its current value.

YES
The load balance link count will be incremented by one. This is the default.
After being adjusted, the load balance link count must be a value from 1 to 16.
This parameter is optional.
line-description
A character or graphic string that contains the local system line description associated with this link.
This parameter is required when source-address is an IPv6 link-local address and is used to identify a
unique local interface. It is ignored for all other addresses.
virtual-lan-id
An integer value for the local virtual LAN identifier associated with this link. This parameter is required
when source-address is an IPv6 link-local address and is used to identify a unique local interface. It is
ignored for all other addresses.

Examples
• Add a link to all Network Redundancy Groups on the source node. Set it to the highest priority and
increase the load balance link count by 1.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_NRG_LINK(NRG_NAME => '*MIRROR',
SOURCE_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.95',
TARGET_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.100',
LINK_PRIORITY => 1,
INCREMENT_LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT => 'YES');

• Add a link to all Network Redundancy Groups on the target node. Set it to the highest priority and
increase the load balance link count by 1. The call to the procedure is done on the source node by
invoking the procedure with a three-part qualified name. The first part of the name is the relational
database name of the target node.
CALL REMOTESYS.QSYS2.ADD_NRG_LINK(NRG_NAME =>'*MIRROR',
TARGET_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.95',
SOURCE_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.100',
LINK_PRIORITY => 1,
INCREMENT_LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT => 'YES');

• Add a standby link to all Network Redundancy Groups on the source node. Set it to the lowest priority
and do not change the load balance link count.
CALL REMOTESYS.QSYS2.ADD_NRG_LINK(NRG_NAME =>'*MIRROR',
TARGET_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.96',
SOURCE_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.101',
LINK_PRIORITY => 16,
INCREMENT_LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT => 'NO');
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CHANGE_NRG procedure
The CHANGE_NRG procedure sets the description or the load balance link count for one or all of the Db2
Mirror Network Redundancy Groups (NRGs).
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *IOSYSCFG
special authority. For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
CHANGE_NRG

(

nrg-name
NRG_NAME

=>

,

nrg-description
NRG_DESCRIPTION

=>

,

load-balance-link-count
LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
nrg-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the NRG to change.
The valid NRG names and their primary uses are:
MIRROR_DATABASE
NRG for immediate replication of database-related objects and operations.
• Object types: *DTAARA, *ENVVAR, *FILE, *JOBD, *JRN, *LIB, *PGM, *SQLPKG, *SQLUDT,
*SQLXSR, *SRVPGM, and *SYSVAL.
• SQL Data Definition Language operations.
MIRROR_ENGINE
NRG used by the Db2 Mirror engine to manage the Db2 Mirror environment.
MIRROR_IFS
NRG used for accessing Integrated File System (IFS) data.
MIRROR_OTHER
NRG for immediate replication of security objects, security attributes, and non-database objects
or operations.
• Object types: *AUTL, *DTAQ, *FCNUSG, *JOBQ, *OUTQ, *SECATR, *SPLF, *USRIDX, *USRPRF,
and *USRSPC.
• Replication due to the restore of an object.
• Replication of objects due to Replication Criteria List changes.
• Comparison of objects between the two nodes.
MIRROR_RESYNC
NRG for resynchronization of objects and data that were changed while replication was
suspended.
The following special value is also allowed.
*MIRROR
All of the Db2 Mirror NRGs will be changed.
nrg-description
A character or graphic string that contains up to 50 characters of descriptive text for the NRG. If this
parameter is omitted, the descriptive text is not changed.
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load-balance-link-count
An integer value that defines the load balance link count. It must be a value from 1 to 16. If this
parameter is omitted, the load balance link count is not changed.

Example
• Set the load balance link count to 3 for all NRGs.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_NRG(NRG_NAME => '*MIRROR',
LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT => 3);

CHANGE_NRG_LINK procedure
The CHANGE_NRG_LINK procedure changes a link in one or all of the Db2 Mirror Network Redundancy
Groups (NRGs).
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *IOSYSCFG
special authority. For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
CHANGE_NRG_LINK

(

nrg-name
NRG_NAME

,

=>
source-address

SOURCE_ADDRESS

=>

,

target-address
TARGET_ADDRESS

=>

,

link-priority
LINK_PRIORITY

=>

,

line-description
LINE_DESCRIPTION

=>
)

,

virtual-lan-id
VIRTUAL_LAN_ID

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
nrg-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the NRG where the link is to be changed.
The valid NRG names and their primary uses are:
MIRROR_DATABASE
NRG for immediate replication of database-related objects and operations.
• Object types: *DTAARA, *ENVVAR, *FILE, *JOBD, *JRN, *LIB, *PGM, *SQLPKG, *SQLUDT,
*SQLXSR, *SRVPGM, and *SYSVAL.
• SQL Data Definition Language operations.
MIRROR_ENGINE
NRG used by the Db2 Mirror engine to manage the Db2 Mirror environment.
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MIRROR_IFS
NRG used for accessing Integrated File System (IFS) data.
MIRROR_OTHER
NRG for immediate replication of security objects, security attributes, and non-database objects
or operations.
• Object types: *AUTL, *DTAQ, *FCNUSG, *JOBQ, *OUTQ, *SECATR, *SPLF, *USRIDX, *USRPRF,
and *USRSPC.
• Replication due to the restore of an object.
• Replication of objects due to Replication Criteria List changes.
• Comparison of objects between the two nodes.
MIRROR_RESYNC
NRG for resynchronization of objects and data that were changed while replication was
suspended.
The following special value is also allowed.
*MIRROR
This link will be changed in all of the Db2 Mirror NRGs.
source-address
A character or graphic string that contains the local IP address for the link to change. Either an IPv4 or
an IPv6 address can be specified.
target-address
A character or graphic string that contains a new remote IP address for the link. Either an IPv4 or an
IPv6 address can be specified. The remote IP address can only be changed if the NRG has a state of
INACTIVE.
This parameter is optional. If it is omitted, the remote IP address for the link will not be changed.
link-priority
An integer value to set as the priority of the link. The range of priorities is from 1 to 16, where 1 is the
highest priority.
This parameter is optional. If it is omitted, the link priority will not be changed.
line-description
A character or graphic string that contains the local system line description associated with this link.
This parameter only applies when source-address is an IPv6 link-local address and is used to identify
a unique local interface. It is ignored for all other addresses.
virtual-lan-id
An integer value for the local virtual LAN identifier associated with this link. This parameter only
applies when source-address is an IPv6 link-local address and is used to identify a unique local
interface. It is ignored for all other addresses.

Example
• Change a link's priority to 5 in all Network Redundancy Groups on the source node.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_NRG_LINK(NRG_NAME => '*MIRROR',
SOURCE_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.95',
LINK_PRIORITY => 5);

NRG_INFO view
The NRG_INFO view returns one row for each Network Redundancy Group (NRG).
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/NRG_INFO.
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• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is NRG_INFO. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 25. NRG_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

NRG_NAME

NRG_NAME

VARCHAR(15)

NRG name.
MIRROR_DATABASE
NRG for immediate replication of databaserelated objects and operations.
MIRROR_ENGINE
NRG used by the Db2 Mirror engine to
manage the Db2 Mirror environment.
MIRROR_IFS
NRG used for accessing Integrated File
System (IFS) data.
MIRROR_OTHER
NRG for immediate replication of security
objects, security attributes, and nondatabase objects or operations.
MIRROR_RESYNC
NRG for resynchronization of objects and
data that were changed while replication
was suspended.

NRG_STATE

STATE

VARCHAR(8)

NRG state.
ACTIVE
The NRG is active.
DEGRADED
The NRG is degraded. The number of active
links is less than the configured load balance
link count.
FAILED
There are no active links for the NRG.
INACTIVE
The NRG is not started.

LINK_COUNT

LINK_COUNT

INTEGER

The number of links in the NRG.

LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT

BAL_COUNT

INTEGER

Load balance link count.

TEXT_DESCRIPTION

TEXT

VARCHAR(50)

NRG description.

Nullable

Contains the null value if there is no description
for this NRG.

ACTIVE_LINK_COUNT

ACT_COUNT

INTEGER

The number of active links in the NRG.

CONNECTIONS

CON_COUNT

BIGINT

The number of active connections for all links
associated with the NRG.

LINK_FAILURES

FAIL_COUNT

BIGINT

The cumulative number of link failures since the
NRG was created.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_COUNT

OUT_COUNT

BIGINT

Outbound RDMA count since the NRG was
created.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_BYTES

OUT_BYTES

BIGINT

Outbound RDMA bytes since the NRG was
created.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_USER_COUNT

OUT_USERC

BIGINT

Outbound user RDMA count since the NRG was
created.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_USER_BYTES

OUT_USERB

BIGINT

Outbound user RDMA bytes since the NRG was
created.

OUTBOUND_MESSAGES

OUT_MSG

BIGINT

Outbound message count since the NRG was
created.

INBOUND_RDMA_COUNT

IN_COUNT

BIGINT

Inbound RDMA count since the NRG was created.

INBOUND_RDMA_BYTES

IN_BYTES

BIGINT

Inbound RDMA bytes since the NRG was created.

INBOUND_RDMA_USER_COUNT

IN_USERC

BIGINT

Inbound user RDMA count since the NRG was
created.
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Table 25. NRG_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

INBOUND_RDMA_USER_BYTES

IN_USERB

BIGINT

Inbound user RDMA bytes since the NRG was
created.

INBOUND_MESSAGES

IN_MSG

BIGINT

Inbound message count since the NRG was
created.

Example
• Show all the Network Redundancy Groups that have active links.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.NRG_INFO
WHERE ACTIVE_LINK_COUNT > 0;

NRG_LINK_INFO view
The NRG_LINK_INFO view returns one row for each link defined for each Network Redundancy Group
(NRG).
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/NRG_LINK.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is NRG_LINK. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 26. NRG_LINK_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

NRG_NAME

NRG_NAME

VARCHAR(15)

NRG name.
MIRROR_DATABASE
NRG for immediate replication of databaserelated objects and operations.
MIRROR_ENGINE
NRG used by the Db2 Mirror engine to
manage the Db2 Mirror environment.
MIRROR_IFS
NRG used for accessing Integrated File
System (IFS) data.
MIRROR_OTHER
NRG for immediate replication of security
objects, security attributes, and nondatabase objects or operations.
MIRROR_RESYNC
NRG for resynchronization of objects and
data that were changed while replication
was suspended.

ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE

ADDR_TYPE

CHAR(4)

The IP address space type for SOURCE_ADDRESS
and TARGET_ADDRESS.
IPV4

IPV6

SOURCE_ADDRESS

SRC_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

The address is specified using the IPv4
address space type.
The address is specified using the IPv6
address space type.

Local IP address for this link.
When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.
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Table 26. NRG_LINK_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

TARGET_ADDRESS

TGT_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

Remote IP address for this link.
When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.

LINK_STATE

STATE

VARCHAR(4)

The state of the link.
DOWN
The link is not available.
UP

The link is available.

LINK_PRIORITY

PRIORITY

INTEGER

Link priority. Values are 1 to 16 where 1 is the
highest priority.

LINK_IN_USE

IN_USE

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether this link is being used. If the
load balance link count is less than the number of
active links in the NRG, some active links are not
used by the NRG.
NO
YES

LINE_DESCRIPTION

LINE_DES

VARCHAR(10)
Nullable

VIRTUAL_LAN_ID

LAN_ID

INTEGER
Nullable

The link is not being used.
The link is being used.

The local system line description associated with
this connection.
Contains the null value if this is an IPv4 link or if
an IPv6 link does not have a line description.
The virtual LAN identifier associated with this
connection.
Contains the null value if this is an IPv4 link or if
an IPv6 link does not have a virtual LAN identifier.

Example
• Review all the links that are defined for Network Redundancy Groups.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.NRG_LINK_INFO
ORDER BY NRG_NAME, LINK_PRIORITY;

RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view
The RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view returns one row for each Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
connection.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/RDMA_CON.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is RDMA_CON. The schema is
QSYS2.
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Table 27. RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE

ADDR_TYPE

CHAR(4)

The IP address space type for SOURCE_ADDRESS
and TARGET_ADDRESS.
IPV4

IPV6

SOURCE_ADDRESS

SRC_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

The address is specified using the IPv4
address space type.
The address is specified using the IPv6
address space type.

Local IP address for this link.
When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.

SOURCE_PORT

SRC_PORT

INTEGER

Port number for this connection on the local node.

TARGET_ADDRESS

TGT_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

Remote IP address for this link.
When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.

TARGET_PORT

TGT_PORT

INTEGER

Port number for this connection on the remote
node.

CONNECTION_STATE

STATE

VARCHAR(11)

State of the connection.
CONNECTING
An attempt to establish a connection to the
remote host is being made.
ERROR
The connection is in error.
ESTABLISHED
The normal state in which data is
transferred.
LISTEN
Waiting for a connection request from a
remote host.

CONNECTION_ERROR

ERROR

INTEGER

The error code associated with the socket if
CONNECTION_STATE is ERROR.

NRG_NAME

NRG_NAME

VARCHAR(15)

The Network Redundancy Group (NRG) name.

JOB_NAME_COUNT

JOB_COUNT

SMALLINT

The number of job name entries in the JOB_NAME
column.

JOB_NAME

JOB_NAME

VARCHAR(2899)

A list of up to 100 qualified job names for the
connection endpoint. The list is an array of 29
character entries which guarantees at least one
blank between entries.

IDLE_TIME

IDLE_TIME

DECIMAL(19,3)

Idle time, in seconds, since the last activity on
this connection.

SEND_BUFFER_SIZE

SEND_SIZE

INTEGER

Size of send buffer, in bytes.

RECEIVE_BUFFER_SIZE

RCV_SIZE

INTEGER

Size of receive buffer, in bytes.

REQUESTS_IN

REQ_IN

INTEGER

The number of incoming requests.

REQUESTS_OUT

REQ_OUT

INTEGER

The number of outgoing requests.

BYTES_IN

BYTES_IN

BIGINT

The number of incoming bytes.

BYTES_OUT

BYTES_OUT

BIGINT

The number of outgoing bytes.

OUTSTANDING_SEND_REQUESTS

SND_REQ

INTEGER

The number of outstanding send requests issued
that have not yet completed.

OUTSTANDING_USER_SEND_
REQUESTS

USRSND_REQ

INTEGER

The number of outstanding user RDMA send
requests issued that have not yet completed.

OUTSTANDING_USER_RECEIVE_
REQUESTS

USRRCV_REQ

INTEGER

The number of outstanding user RDMA receive
requests issued that have not yet completed.
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Table 27. RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

BUFFER_WAITS

BUF_WAITS

INTEGER

The number of times that send operations have
had to wait for available space in the remote
receive buffer in order to send data.

WAIT_TIME_ON_REMOTE_RECEIVE_
BUFFER

WAIT_TIME

DECIMAL(19,3)

The total time, in seconds, that send operations
have had to wait for available space in the remote
receive buffer in order to send data.

Example
• Examine any connections that are currently in the error state.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.RDMA_CONNECTION_INFO
WHERE CONNECTION_STATE = 'ERROR';

RDMA_LINK_INFO view
The RDMA_LINK_INFO view returns one row for each Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) link. The
information represents all RDMAs, not just a single Network Redundancy Group (NRG).
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/RDMA_LINK.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is RDMA_LINK. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 28. RDMA_LINK_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE

ADDR_TYPE

CHAR(4)

The IP address space type for SOURCE_ADDRESS
and TARGET_ADDRESS.
IPV4

IPV6

SOURCE_ADDRESS

SRC_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

The address is specified using the IPv4
address space type.
The address is specified using the IPv6
address space type.

Local IP address for this link.
When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.

TARGET_ADDRESS

TGT_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

Remote IP address for this link.
When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.

LINK_STATE

STATE

VARCHAR(4)

The state of the link.
DOWN
The link is not available.
UP

LINE_DESCRIPTION

LINE_DES

VARCHAR(10)
Nullable

The link is available.

The local system line description associated with
this connection.
Contains the null value if this is an IPv4 link or if
an IPv6 link does not have a line description.
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Table 28. RDMA_LINK_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

VIRTUAL_LAN_ID

LAN_ID

INTEGER

The virtual LAN identifier associated with this
connection.

Nullable

Contains the null value if this is an IPv4 link or if
an IPv6 link does not have a virtual LAN identifier.

ACTIVE_CONNECTIONS

ACT_CONN

BIGINT

The number of active connections for this link.

PASSIVE_CONNECTIONS

PASS_CONN

BIGINT

The number of passive connections for this link.

LINK_FAILURES

FAIL_COUNT

BIGINT

The cumulative number of link failures since the
link was first established.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_COUNT

OUT_COUNT

BIGINT

Outbound RDMA count since the link was first
established.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_BYTES

OUT_BYTES

BIGINT

Outbound RDMA bytes since the link was first
established.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_USER_COUNT

OUT_USERC

BIGINT

Outbound user RDMA count since the link was
first established.

OUTBOUND_RDMA_USER_BYTES

OUT_USERB

BIGINT

Outbound user RDMA bytes since the link was
first established

OUTBOUND_MESSAGES

OUT_MSG

BIGINT

Outbound message count since the link was first
established.

INBOUND_RDMA_COUNT

IN_COUNT

BIGINT

Inbound RDMA count since the link was first
established.

INBOUND_RDMA_BYTES

IN_BYTES

BIGINT

Inbound RDMA bytes since the link was first
established.

INBOUND_RDMA_USER_COUNT

IN_USERC

BIGINT

Inbound user RDMA count since the link was first
established.

INBOUND_RDMA_USER_BYTES

IN_USERB

BIGINT

Inbound user RDMA bytes since the link was first
established.

INBOUND_MESSAGES

IN_MSG

BIGINT

Inbound message count since the link was first
established.

Example
• Examine the links that have the heaviest outbound traffic.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.RDMA_LINK_INFO
ORDER BY OUTBOUND_RDMA_BYTES DESC;

REMOVE_NRG_LINK procedure
The REMOVE_NRG_LINK procedure removes a link from one or all of the Db2 Mirror Network Redundancy
Groups (NRGs). This can only be done if the network redundancy group (NRG) has a state of INACTIVE. If
the link is the only remaining link in an NRG, the NRG will also be removed.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *IOSYSCFG
special authority. For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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REMOVE_NRG_LINK

(

nrg-name
NRG_NAME

,

=>
source-address

SOURCE_ADDRESS

=>

,

decrement-load-balance-link-count
DECREMENT_LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT

,

=>

line-description
LINE_DESCRIPTION

=>
)
virtual-lan-id

,
VIRTUAL_LAN_ID

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
nrg-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the NRG where the link is to be removed.
The valid NRG names and their primary uses are:
MIRROR_DATABASE
NRG for immediate replication of database-related objects and operations.
• Object types: *DTAARA, *ENVVAR, *FILE, *JOBD, *JRN, *LIB, *PGM, *SQLPKG, *SQLUDT,
*SQLXSR, *SRVPGM, and *SYSVAL
• SQL Data Definition Language operations.
MIRROR_ENGINE
NRG used by the Db2 Mirror engine to manage the Db2 Mirror environment.
MIRROR_IFS
NRG used for accessing Integrated File System (IFS) data.
MIRROR_OTHER
NRG for immediate replication of security objects, security attributes, and non-database objects
or operations.
• Object types: *AUTL, *DTAQ, *FCNUSG, *JOBQ, *OUTQ, *SECATR, *SPLF, *USRIDX, *USRPRF,
and *USRSPC.
• Replication due to the restore of an object.
• Replication of objects due to Replication Criteria List changes.
• Comparison of objects between the two nodes.
MIRROR_RESYNC
NRG for resynchronization of objects and data that were changed while replication was
suspended.
The following special value is also allowed.
*MIRROR
This link will be removed from all of the Db2 Mirror NRGs.
source-address
A character or graphic string that contains the local IP address for the link to remove. Either an IPv4 or
an IPv6 address can be specified. Can also contain the following special value:
*ALL
Remove all links for this NRG.
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decrement-load-balance-link-count
A character or graphic string that indicate whether to decrement the load balance link count.
NO

The load balance link count will remain at its current value.

YES
The load balance link count will be decremented by one. This is the default.
After being adjusted, the load balance link count must be a value from 1 to 16.
This parameter is optional.
line-description
A character or graphic string that contains the local system line description associated with this link.
This parameter is optional and only applies when source-address is an IPv6 link-local address and is
used to identify a unique local interface. It is ignored for all other addresses.
virtual-lan-id
An integer value for the local virtual LAN identifier associated with this link. This parameter is optional
and only applies when source-address is an IPv6 link-local address and is used to identify a unique
local interface. It is ignored for all other addresses.

Example
• Remove a link from all Network Redundancy Groups on the source node. Decrease the load balance link
count.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_NRG_LINK(NRG_NAME => '*MIRROR',
SOURCE_ADDRESS => '9.5.94.95',
DECREMENT_LOAD_BALANCE_LINK_COUNT => 'YES');

Product services
These services can be used to configure and review details for the Db2 Mirror product configuration.
Table 29. Product services
Service

Description

“ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure” on page 389

Adds an independent auxiliary storage pool to the Db2
Mirror environment.

“ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS
procedure” on page 391

Adds a takeover IP address to a takeover IP address group.

“CHANGE_MIRROR procedure” on page 392

Modifies the Db2 Mirror environment.

“CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure” on page 395

Allows attributes of a takeover IP address group to be
changed.

“CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure” on page 396

Defines a takeover IP address group that will contain
takeover IP addresses.

“DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure” on page 398

Deletes a takeover IP address group that contains takeover
IP addresses.

“MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO view” on page 398

Returns cluster information that will be used for the initial
Db2 Mirror configuration.

“MIRROR_INFO view” on page 399

Returns information about the Db2 Mirror environment.

“MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view” on page 403

Returns one row for each IP address that has been
registered as part of a takeover IP address group.
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Table 29. Product services (continued)
Service

Description

“REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP procedure” on page
404

Removes an independent auxiliary storage pool from the
Db2 Mirror environment.

“REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS
procedure” on page 405

Removes a takeover IP address from a takeover IP address
group.

“SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure”
on page 406

Sets the initial replication inclusion state for objects in
SYSBAS.

“SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER procedure” on page
407

Defines the cluster configuration that will be used for the
primary and secondary nodes for Db2 Mirror.

“SETUP_MIRROR procedure” on page 409

Defines the initial node names and host names for Db2
Mirror.

“SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure” on page
410

Switches the primary and secondary node roles.

“SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure” Repositions a takeover IP address group to the other node.
on page 411
“TERMINATE_MIRROR procedure” on page 412

Ends Db2 Mirror and the Db2 Mirror configuration is
deconstructed.

ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure
The ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure adds an independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) to the Db2 Mirror
environment. This procedure is also used when a database IASP needs to be recloned.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
ADD_MIRROR_IASP

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

,

=>

usage
USAGE

=>

,

action
ACTION

=>
)

,

inclusion-state
INCLUSION_STATE

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) to add. For an IASP group, specify the device description name of the primary
IASP.
usage
A character or graphic string that indicates the type of IASP being added.
DATABASE
The IASP contains database and non-database objects eligible for replication by Db2 Mirror.
To add a database IASP, the replication state for SYSBAS must be NOT MIRRORED or ACTIVE.
IFS objects in a database IASP will not be replicated.
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IFS

The IASP contains IFS objects. Adding the IASP will enable the IFS objects within the IASP to be
accessible from both nodes.
The IASP must already be configured as part of a cluster resource group (CRG). To add an IFS
IASP, the replication state for SYSBAS must be NOT MIRRORED, ACTIVE, or TRACKING.
Any non-IFS objects in a IFS IASP will not be replicated.

action
A character or graphic string that indicates the action being performed for this IASP.
NEW
The IASP is being defined for the first time. This is the default.
If usage is DATABASE, the IASP must exist, must be varied on, and must be in the namespace of
the job calling this procedure. Once the IASP has been added to the Db2 Mirror configuration, the
IASP must be cloned before objects will be replicated. If the IASP already exists on the target
node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned.
RECLONE
The IASP is to be used as the source of a reclone operation. Db2 Mirror will end any replication or
tracking activity for this IASP. All configuration information relating to this IASP will be retained.
The default inclusion state and the Replication Criteria List will not be changed. The replication
state for the IASP will be changed to NOT MIRRORED. Active replication or tracking activity for
objects within the IASP will be terminated. The IASP must be cloned before objects will be
replicated again.
To use the RECLONE option, the replication state of the IASP being recloned must not be ACTIVE.
Replication for an active IASP can be suspended in either of these ways:
• Vary off the IASP on the secondary node.
• Suspend and resume replication for SYSBAS:
1. Use CHANGE_MIRROR to set the AUTO_RESUME parameter to NO for the IASP.
2. Use CHANGE_MIRROR to suspend SYSBAS replication.
3. Use CHANGE_MIRROR to resume SYSBAS replication.
When usage is IFS, RECLONE is not allowed.
SHADOW
The IASP is registered in a separate Db2 Mirror configuration and will be replicated to this Db2
Mirror configuration via hardware replication. The IASP must be varied off. When the IASP is
varied on, it will include the Replication Criteria List, configuration information, and all replicated
data within the IASP.
When usage is IFS, SHADOW is not allowed.
inclusion-state
A character or graphic string that indicates whether all objects in the IASP that are eligible for
replication should be included or excluded from replication by default. The default inclusion state will
be used when no applicable rules for an object are found in the Replication Criteria List (RCL). The RCL
for the IASP cannot be configured until the default inclusion state has been set. Once set, the default
inclusion state cannot be changed unless a REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP operation has been performed to
reset the Db2 Mirror configuration information.
EXCLUDE
Eligible objects not covered by a Replication Criteria List rule will not be replicated.
INCLUDE
Eligible objects not covered by a Replication Criteria List rule will be replicated.
This parameter is required when usage is DATABASE and action is NEW. Otherwise, this parameter
should be omitted or it must be the null value.
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An RCL can be restored in the IASP for use when the IASP is added to the Db2 Mirror environment.
The default inclusion state for the restored RCL must match the default inclusion state specified on
the ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure call. If the default inclusion states match, the restored RCL will be
adopted for the database IASP to use. When the default inclusion states do not match, an error will be
returned and the database IASP will not be added to the Db2 Mirror environment. If you need to
delete the restored RCL, the database IASP must be removed from the Db2 Mirror environment by
calling the QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP procedure. See “Restoring Replication Criteria List data ”
on page 358 for more details on restoring an RCL.

Examples
• Add a new IASP named ASP33 to the Db2 Mirror environment so IFS objects within the IASP can be
accessible from both nodes.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP('ASP33', 'IFS');

• Add a new IASP named ASP34 to the Db2 Mirror environment and replicate all eligible database and
non-database objects and operations by default.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME => 'ASP34',
USAGE => 'DATABASE',
ACTION => 'NEW',
INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE');

After running this procedure, the IASP must be cloned before objects will be replicated. If the IASP
already exists on the target node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned.
• Reclone ASP35 which contains database data and is already in the Db2 Mirror environment. All existing
Db2 Mirror configuration information, including the Replication Criteria List, will be preserved.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME => 'ASP35',
USAGE => 'DATABASE',
ACTION => 'RECLONE');

After running this procedure, the IASP must be cloned before objects will be replicated. If the IASP
already exists on the target node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned.
• Change the default inclusion state of ASP36 from include to exclude.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=>'ASP36');
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME => 'ASP36',
USAGE => 'DATABASE',
ACTION => 'NEW',
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE');

After running these procedures, the IASP must be cloned before objects will be replicated. If the IASP
already exists on the target node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned.

ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure
The ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure adds a takeover IP address to a takeover IP address
group.
ip-address will be added as a configuration object to the associated cluster resource group (CRG). The
TCP/IP interface for ip-address will be started on the current node of the takeover IP address group.
The TCP/IP interface for ip-address can be active on the current node of the takeover IP address group.
An IP address cannot be added to a group if the interface is active on another node.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS

(

group-name
GROUP_NAME

,

ip-address
IP_ADDRESS

=>

)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
group-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the takeover IP address group where the IP
address will be added.
group-name must have been registered with the QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure.
ip-address
A character or graphic string that contains the IP address to add. Either an IPv4 or an IPv6 address
can be specified.
A TCP/IP interface for ip-address must exist on both nodes. The ip-address must not already be
included in another takeover IP address group.

Example
• Add an IP address to a takeover IP address group.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS(GROUP_NAME => 'GROUP1',
IP_ADDRESS => '23.203.112.172');

CHANGE_MIRROR procedure
The CHANGE_MIRROR procedure is used to manage Db2 Mirror.
Changing the replication state or the user-initiated Power Down System (PWRDWNSYS) option affects
both nodes. Changing any of the other options only changes the value on the current node.
Authorization: To change the parallel degree value or the spooled file resync interval, the privileges held
by the authorization ID of the statement must include *JOBCTL special authority or QIBM_DB_SQLADM
function usage authority. For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page
372.
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CHANGE_MIRROR

(
iasp-name
IASP_NAME

=>

,

replication-state
REPLICATION_STATE

=>

,

auto-resume
AUTO_RESUME

=>

,

parallel-degree
PARALLEL_DEGREE

=>

,

splf-resync-interval
SPLF_RESYNC_INTERVAL

=>
)

,

swap-on-pwrdwnsys
SWAP_ON_PWRDWNSYS

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) where the changes are to occur. For an IASP group, specify the device description
name of the primary IASP. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
Changes apply to SYSBAS. SYSBAS includes the system ASP (ASP 1) and the basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
If this parameter is omitted, *SYSBAS is used.
replication-state
A character or graphic string that indicates how the replication state of the Db2 Mirror environment
should be changed for SYSBAS or for the specified IASP. If this parameter is omitted, the replication
state is not changed.
MAINTENANCE
Change the replication state of the primary node to TRACKING and the replication state of the
secondary node to BLOCKED. All NRGs are ended and all the Db2 Mirror system jobs are ended on
the node where the request for maintenance is run.
A suspend for maintenance is only allowed when iasp-name is *SYSBAS. SYSBAS and any active
IASPs will be suspended.
When MAINTENANCE is in use, NRG links can be removed and Db2 Mirror PTFs can be applied.
RESUME
Initiate the process to resume replication on both nodes. Progress of this operation can be viewed
through the REPLICATION_DETAIL column in the MIRROR_INFO view. Once completed, the
replication state of both nodes will be changed to ACTIVE.
If iasp-name is *SYSBAS, the resume applies to SYSBAS and any suspended IASPs. If iasp-name
refers to a specific IASP, the resume only applies to that IASP.
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SUSPEND
Change the replication state of the primary node to TRACKING and the replication state of the
secondary node to BLOCKED.
Suspend is only allowed when iasp-name is *SYSBAS. SYSBAS and any active IASPs will be
suspended.
When suspended, some Db2 Mirror operations are allowed to run and communicate between the
nodes. This includes changes to the Replication Criteria List (RCL) that deal with EXCLUDE rules
and the Db2 Mirror compare tools.
The Db2 Mirror environment will automatically be put into a suspended state when the nodes
cannot communicate with each other. If auto-resume is YES, resumption of replication will be
attempted when communication between the nodes has been restored.
auto-resume
A character or graphic string that indicates if replication should automatically resume after being
suspended. The initial configuration default is YES. If this parameter is omitted, the auto resume
attribute is not changed. The attribute value can be set individually for SYSBAS and each IASP and
applies to both nodes.
NO

Do not automatically resume replication.

YES
Automatically resume replication, when possible.
Replication will never automatically resume if replication was suspended due to an explicit user
request or for a system crash where main store memory was not preserved.
parallel-degree
A character or graphic string that specifies the maximum degree of parallelism that can be used for
Db2 Mirror resynchronization processing. The initial configuration default is NONE. If this parameter is
omitted, the parallel degree attribute is not changed. Changing this value will not affect
resynchronization that is currently active. The attribute value can be set individually for SYSBAS and
each IASP on the current node.
If the Db2 Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) feature is not installed, SMP parallelism is not used.
2-256
The maximum degree of parallelism to be used.
NONE
No parallelism will be used.
splf-resync-interval
An integer value that specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that Db2 Mirror resynchronization
processing should wait before looking for spooled files that need to be replicated. The value cannot be
less than 2 seconds and cannot exceed 3600 seconds (60 minutes). The initial configuration default is
10 seconds. If this parameter is omitted, the spooled file resynchronization interval is not changed. A
change to this value will take effect when the current interval wait time is reached. The attribute value
can be set individually for SYSBAS and each IASP on the current node.
swap-on-pwrdwnsys
A character or graphic string that specifies the swap behavior when a user initiates a Power Down
System (PWRDWNSYS) or End System (ENDSYS), or goes into restricted state with End Subsystem
(ENDSBS) with SBS(*ALL) on the primary node. The swap behavior is performed for both
OPTION(*CNTRLD) and OPTION(*IMMED). The initial configuration default is NO. If this parameter is
omitted, the swap on PWRDWNSYS attribute is not changed. The iasp-name parameter does not apply
to swap-on-pwrdwnsys and is ignored. The attribute value applies to both nodes.
NO

Do not swap roles.

YES
Automatically swap roles.
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Examples
• Configure Db2 Mirror to automatically resume after being suspended. This change only applies to
SYSBAS.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(AUTO_RESUME => 'YES');

• Change the parallel degree on both nodes to 10. This value must be explicitly changed on each node.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(PARALLEL_DEGREE => 10);
CALL RMTNODE.QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR(PARALLEL_DEGREE => 10);

CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure
The CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure allows attributes of a takeover IP address group to
be changed.
Changes made by this procedure affect future transitions. No action will be taken to modify an active
takeover IP address group to conform to this changed definition. For example, if the preferred node is
currently ACTIVE and the takeover IP address group is active on the backup node, it will not be switched
by changing auto-switchback to YES.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP

(

group-name
GROUP_NAME

,

=>

preferred-node
PREFERRED_NODE

=>

,

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

=>

,

text-description
TEXT_DESCRIPTION

=>
)

,

auto-switchback
AUTO_SWITCHBACK

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
group-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of an existing takeover IP address group that is to
be modified.
preferred-node
A character or graphic string that indicates the name of the initial node that will be used for starting
the IP interfaces for the IP addresses in this takeover IP address group. This must be the partition
name of one of the Db2 Mirror nodes. If this parameter is omitted, the preferred node of the takeover
IP address group is not changed.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) where the takeover IP address group is to be located. For an IASP group, specify
the device description name of the primary IASP. Can contain the following special value:
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*SYSBAS
group-name is to be located in SYSBAS. SYSBAS includes the system ASP (ASP 1) and the basic
user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
If this parameter is omitted, the location of the takeover IP address group is not changed.
text-description
A character or graphic string that contains descriptive text associated with this takeover IP address
group. It can be up to 50 characters long. If this parameter is omitted, the text description of the
takeover IP address group is not changed.
auto-switchback
A character or graphic string that indicates whether this takeover IP address group should be
automatically switched back to its preferred node when the node returns to ACTIVE state.
NO

Manual intervention is needed to return this takeover IP address group to its preferred node.

YES
The system will automatically return this takeover IP address group to its preferred node.
If this parameter is omitted, the automatic switch back setting of the takeover IP address group is not
changed.

Example
• Change a takeover IP address group to have its preferred node as NODE2 and have the system
automatically switch this group back to the preferred node when the node returns to ACTIVE state.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME
PREFERRED_NODE
AUTO_SWITCHBACK

=> 'GROUP1',
=> 'NODE2',
=> 'YES');

CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure
The CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure defines a takeover IP address group that will
contain takeover IP addresses. Up to 16 IP address groups can be defined.
A takeover IP address group has a preferred node and a current node. When a takeover group is first
created, the current node is set to be the same as the preferred node. The current node can be changed
by using the QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure. The preferred node can be changed
using the QSYS2.CHANGE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure. See “Managing takeover IP address
groups” on page 325 for details.
As addresses are added to the group, the associated TCP/IP interfaces are started on the current node for
the group.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP

(

group-name
GROUP_NAME

,

=>

preferred-node
PREFERRED_NODE

=>

,

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

=>

,

text-description
TEXT_DESCRIPTION

=>
)

,

auto-switchback
AUTO_SWITCHBACK

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
group-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name for a new takeover IP address group. It must be a
valid ten character system name. The name must not be the same as an existing group-name or an
existing *CRG object. It cannot start with QCST.
preferred-node
A character or graphic string that indicates the name of the initial node that will be used for starting
the IP interfaces for the IP addresses in this takeover IP address group. This must be the partition
name of one of the Db2 Mirror nodes.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) where group-name is to be created. For an IASP group, specify the device
description name of the primary IASP. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
group-name is to be created in SYSBAS. SYSBAS includes the system ASP (ASP 1) and the basic
user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
If this parameter is omitted, *SYSBAS is used.
text-description
A character or graphic string that contains descriptive text associated with this takeover IP address
group. It can be up to 50 characters long.
auto-switchback
A character or graphic string that indicates whether this takeover IP address group should be
automatically switched back to its preferred node when the node returns to ACTIVE state.
NO

Manual intervention is needed to return this takeover IP address group to its preferred node. This
is the default.

YES
The system will automatically return this takeover IP address group to its preferred node.

Example
• Create a takeover IP address group associated with SYSBAS.
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CALL QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'GROUP1',
PREFERRED_NODE
=> 'NODE1',
TEXT_DESCRIPTION => 'First IP takeover group');

DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure
The DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure deletes a takeover IP address group that contains
takeover IP addresses. Deleting a group has no effect on TCP/IP interfaces for addresses that are part of
the group.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP

(

group-name
GROUP_NAME

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
group-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the takeover IP address group to be deleted.
group-name must have been registered with the QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure.

Example
• Delete a takeover IP address group.
CALL QSYS2.DELETE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'GROUP1');

MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO view
The MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO view returns one row containing the cluster configuration information of the
Db2 Mirror nodes.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/CLUST_INFO.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is MIRROR_CLU. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 30. MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

CLUSTER_NAME

CLUSTER

VARCHAR(10)

The cluster name.

DEVICE_DOMAIN_NAME

DEV_DOMAIN

VARCHAR(10)

The device domain name.

PRIMARY_NODE_NAME

PRIMARY

VARCHAR(8)

The cluster node id of the primary node.

PRIMARY_NODE_PRIMARY_IP

PRI_IP1

VARCHAR(45)

The preferred IP address in IPv4 or IPv6 format
for the primary node that can be used by Cluster
Resource Services to communicate with other
nodes in the cluster.

PRIMARY_NODE_SECONDARY_IP

PRI_IP2

VARCHAR(45)

A second IP address in IPv4 or IPv6 format for
the primary node that can be used by Cluster
Resource Services to communicate with other
nodes in the cluster.

Nullable

Contains the null value when a second IP address
is not configured.
SECONDARY_NODE_NAME
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SECONDARY

VARCHAR(8)

The cluster node id of the secondary node..

Table 30. MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

SECONDARY_NODE_PRIMARY_IP

SEC_IP1

VARCHAR(45)

The preferred IP address in IPv4 or IPv6 format
for the secondary node that can be used by
Cluster Resource Services to communicate with
other nodes in the cluster.

SECONDARY_NODE_SECONDARY_IP

SEC_IP2

VARCHAR(45)

A second IP address in IPv4 or IPv6 format for
the secondary node that can be used by Cluster
Resource Services to communicate with other
nodes in the cluster.

Nullable

Contains the null value when a second IP address
is not configured.

Example
• View the cluster information about the Db2 Mirror nodes.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_CLUSTER_INFO;

MIRROR_INFO view
The MIRROR_INFO view returns information about the Db2 Mirror environment. The information reflects
values obtained from the current node.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/MIRROR_INF.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is MIRROR_INF. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 31. MIRROR_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

IASP_NAME

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The device description name of the independent
auxiliary storage pool (IASP).
For an IASP group, this column contains the
device description name of the primary IASP.
The special value of *SYSBAS indicates SYSBAS,
which includes the system ASP (ASP 1) and the
basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).

ASP_STATE

ASP_STATE

VARCHAR(13)

The device configuration status of the IASP on
this node.
ACTIVE
The status of the IASP is active.
AVAILABLE
The status of the IASP is available.
FAILED
The status of the IASP is failed.
NONE
There is no status. This value is returned if
IASP_NAME is *SYSBAS.
NOT AVAILABLE
The status of the IASP is not known for this
node.
VARIED OFF
The status of the IASP is varyoff.
VARIED ON
The status of the IASP is varyon.
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Table 31. MIRROR_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

IASP_USAGE

USAGE

VARCHAR(8)

The type of IASP.

Nullable

DATABASE
The IASP contains database and nondatabase objects eligible for replication by
Db2 Mirror.
IFS

The IASP contains IFS objects

Contains the null value if IASP_NAME is *SYSBAS.
PRIMARY_NODE

PRIMARY

VARCHAR(8)
Nullable

The name of the partition designated as the
primary node. Changes to replicated objects will
be allowed and tracked on the primary node when
replication is suspended.
Can contain the null value if
REPLICATION_STATE is NOT MIRRORED or if
this row is not for SYSBAS.

SECONDARY_NODE

SECONDARY

VARCHAR(8)
Nullable

The name of the partition designated as the
secondary node. Changes to replicated objects
will be blocked on the secondary node when
replication is suspended.
Can contain the null value if
REPLICATION_STATE is NOT MIRRORED or if
this row is not for SYSBAS.

REPLICATION_STATE

STATE

VARCHAR(12)

The replication state on this node.

Nullable

ACTIVE
The nodes are communicating with each
other and are actively sending and receiving
changes to replicated objects.
BLOCKED
The secondary node will see this state when
active replication is suspended. Replicated
objects can be referenced on the BLOCKED
node, but the objects can be missing
changes made on the primary node. Any
attempt to change replicated objects will be
blocked until active replication is resumed.
NOT MIRRORED
The product is not installed or the initial
configuration is not complete.
TRACKING
The primary node will see this state when
active replication is suspended. Changes to
replicated objects are allowed on the
TRACKING node and are tracked by Db2
Mirror.
Contains the null value if IASP_USAGE is IFS or if
IASP_USAGE is DATABASE and ASP_STATE is not
AVAILABLE.
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Table 31. MIRROR_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

REPLICATION_DETAIL

REP_DETAIL

VARCHAR(13)

The overall replication processing that is
occurring.

Nullable

MAINTENANCE
Replication has been suspended. All NRGs
and Db2 Mirror system jobs are ended.
REPLICATING
Replication is active.
RESUMING
Replication is resuming after previously
having been suspended.
STARTING
The initial startup of replication between the
two nodes is in progress.
SUSPENDED
Replication has been suspended. Limited
NRG communication between nodes can be
performed.
SUSPENDING
Replication is being suspended.
SYNCHRONIZING
Synchronization between the two nodes is in
progress. Refer to “RESYNC_STATUS view”
on page 474 for details.
Can contain the null value if
REPLICATION_STATE is NOT MIRRORED or if
IASP_USAGE is IFS.

REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO

REP_INFO

INTEGER
Nullable

Additional information about the processing
defined by REPLICATION_DETAIL for this node.
Values are listed in the Notes section.
Contains the null value if no additional
information is available.

REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO_TEXT

REP_INFO_T

VARCHAR(1024)
Nullable

NRG_STATE

NRG_STATE

VARCHAR(8)
Nullable

Descriptive text corresponding to
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO.
Contains the null value if no additional
information is available.
Network redundancy group (NRG) state. Refer to
“NRG_INFO view” on page 380 for details.
ACTIVE
All NRGs are active.
DEGRADED
At least one NRG has a state of DEGRADED.
FAILED
At least one NRG has a state of FAILED.
INACTIVE
At least one NRG has not been started.
Contains the null value if this row is not for
SYSBAS.

DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE

INCLUSION

VARCHAR(7)
Nullable

The default inclusion state indicates whether all
objects that are eligible for replication should be
included or excluded from replication by default.
EXCLUDE
All eligible objects are not replicated by
default.
INCLUDE
All eligible objects are replicated by default.
Can contain the null value when
REPLICATION_STATE is NOT MIRRORED or if
IASP_USAGE is IFS or if IASP_USAGE is
DATABASE and ASP_STATE is not AVAILABLE.
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Table 31. MIRROR_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

AUTO_RESUME

AUTORESUME

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether replication will automatically
resume after being suspended. Replication will
never automatically resume if replication was
suspended due to an explicit user request or for a
system crash where main store memory was not
preserved.

Nullable

NO
YES

Do not automatically resume replication.
Automatically resume replication.

Contains the null value if this row is not for
SYSBAS.
PARALLEL_DEGREE

PARALLEL

VARCHAR(4)
Nullable

The degree of parallelism to be used for the Db2
Mirror resynchronization processing on this node.
2-256
The degree of parallelism to be used.
NONE
No parallelism will be used.
Contains the null value when IASP_USAGE is IFS.

SPLF_RESYNC_INTERVAL

SPLFRESYNC

INTEGER
Nullable

The time, in seconds, that Db2 Mirror
resynchronization processing should wait before
looking for spooled files that need to be
replicated.
Contains the null value when IASP_USAGE is IFS.

SWAP_ON_PWRDWNSYS

PWRDWNSYS

VARCHAR(3)

The swap behavior for a user-initiated
PWRDWNSYS on the primary node.
NO

YES

PRIMARY_HOSTNAME

PRI_HOST

VARCHAR(256)
Nullable

SECONDARY_HOSTNAME

SEC_HOST

VARCHAR(256)
Nullable

CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP

CRG

Do not swap roles on a user-initiated
PWRDWNSYS.
Automatically swap roles on a user-initiated
PWRDWNSYS.

The host and domain name or the IP address of
the partition designated as the primary node.
Can contain the null value if
REPLICATION_STATE is NOT MIRRORED or if
this row is not for SYSBAS.
The host and domain name or the IP address of
the partition designated as the secondary node.
Can contain the null value if
REPLICATION_STATE is NOT MIRRORED or if
this row is not for SYSBAS.

VARCHAR(10)

The cluster resource group name.

Nullable

Contains the null value if IASP_NAME is *SYSBAS
or if IASP_USAGE is DATABASE.

ASP_NUMBER

ASPNUM

INTEGER

The numeric identifier of the IASP. If IASP_NAME
is *SYSBAS, this column contains the value 1.

RELATIONAL_DATABASE_NAME

RDB_NAME

VARCHAR(18)

The relational database name.

Nullable

Contains the null value if ASP_STATE is NOT
AVAILABLE or if IASP_USAGE is IFS.

Notes
Values for the REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO and REPLICATION_DETAIL_TEXT are defined in “Replication
detail info” on page 189

Example
• Determine if the current partition is the primary node.
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SELECT CASE WHEN E.HOST_NAME = M.PRIMARY_NODE
THEN E.HOST_NAME CONCAT ' is the Primary node'
WHEN E.HOST_NAME = M.SECONDARY_NODE
THEN E.HOST_NAME CONCAT ' is the Secondary node'
ELSE E.HOST_NAME CONCAT ' does not match the Primary or Secondary node'
END AS IDENTITY, M.*
FROM QSYS2.SYSTEM_STATUS_INFO E, QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO M
WHERE M.IASP_USAGE IS NULL;

MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view
The MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view returns one row for each IP address that has been registered as part
of a takeover IP address group. It also returns one row for any takeover IP address group that is defined
but contains no IP addresses.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/MIR_TO_INF.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is MIR_TO_INF. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 32. MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

GROUP_NAME

GROUP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the takeover IP address group.

ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE

ADDR_TYPE

CHAR(4)

The IP address space type for LOCAL_ADDRESS.

Nullable

IPV4

IPV6

The address is specified using the IPv4
address space type.
The address is specified using the IPv6
address space type.

Contains the null value if the takeover IP address
group contains no IP addresses or if the CRG for
the takeover IP address group is not found.
LOCAL_ADDRESS

LOCAL_ADDR

VARCHAR(45)

Local IP address.

Nullable

When ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV4, the
address is in IPv4 format. When
ADDRESS_SPACE_TYPE is IPV6, the address is in
IPv6 format.
Contains the null value if the takeover IP address
group contains no IP addresses or if the CRG for
the takeover IP address group is not found.

IASP_NAME

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the independent ASP group containing
the takeover IP address group. Contains either
the name of the ASP group or the following
special value:
*SYSBAS
This takeover IP address group is for the
system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).

PREFERRED_NODE

PREFERRED

VARCHAR(8)
Nullable

The name of the partition that was registered as
the preferred node when the takeover IP address
group was defined.
Contains the null value if the CRG for the takeover
IP address group is not found.

CURRENT_NODE

CURRENT

VARCHAR(8)
Nullable

The name of the takeover IP address group's
current node.
Contains the null value if the CRG for the takeover
IP address group is not found.
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Table 32. MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

AUTO_SWITCHBACK

AUTOSWITCH

VARCHAR(3)

Whether this takeover IP address group should be
automatically switched back to its preferred node
when the node returns to ACTIVE state.
NO

YES

TEXT_DESCRIPTION

TEXT

Manual intervention is needed to return this
takeover IP address group to its preferred
node.
The system will automatically return this
takeover IP address group to its preferred
node.

VARCHAR(50)

Description of the takeover IP address group.

Nullable

Contains the null value if there is no text
description or if the CRG for the takeover IP
address group is not found.

Example
• Identify any takeover IP address groups and IP addresses that are not currently active on their
preferred node.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO
WHERE CURRENT NODE IS NOT NULL AND
CURRENT_NODE <> PREFERRED_NODE;

REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP procedure
The REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP procedure removes an independent auxiliary storage pool (IASP) from the
Db2 Mirror environment.
For a database IASP, this procedure can be used to end replication or tracking for all objects within the
IASP or to reclone the IASP with a different default inclusion state. Removing a database IASP from the
Db2 Mirror environment ends active replication or tracking activity for all objects within the IASP. The
IASP will remain on each Db2 Mirror node and all previously replicated objects within the IASP will now
be treated as separate distinct copies. To begin replicating objects in the IASP again with a different
default inclusion state, call QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP with ACTION => 'NEW' and then clone the IASP,
which will completely replace the contents of the IASP on the target node. To reclone a database IASP
without changing the default inclusion state, use the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP procedure with ACTION
=> 'RECLONE'.
To call this procedure, the replication state of the IASP being removed must not be ACTIVE. Replication
for an active IASP can be suspended in either of these ways:
• Vary off the IASP on the secondary node.
• Suspend and resume replication for SYSBAS:
1. Use CHANGE_MIRROR to set the AUTO_RESUME parameter to NO for the IASP.
2. Use CHANGE_MIRROR to suspend SYSBAS replication.
3. Use CHANGE_MIRROR to resume SYSBAS replication.
For an IFS IASP, this procedure causes IFS objects within the IASP to no longer be accessible from both
nodes. The objects in the IASP will remain accessible only on the node where the IASP is varied on.
To call this procedure, the replication state for SYSBAS must be NOT MIRRORED or ACTIVE. The IASP
device description does not need to exist or be varied on. When removing a database IASP that is varied
on, the IASP must be in the namespace of the job calling the procedure.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) to remove. For an IASP group, specify the device description name of the primary
IASP.

Example
• Remove ASP33 from the Db2 Mirror environment.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME => 'ASP33');

• Change the default inclusion state of ASP36 from include to exclude.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME=>'ASP36');
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME => 'ASP36',
USAGE => 'DATABASE',
ACTION => 'NEW',
INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE');

After running these procedures, the IASP must be cloned before objects will be replicated. If the IASP
already exists on the target node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned.
• Reclone ASP35 which contains database data and is already in the Db2 Mirror environment. All existing
Db2 Mirror configuration information including the Replication Criteria List will be preserved.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP(IASP_NAME => 'ASP35',
USAGE => 'DATABASE',
ACTION => 'RECLONE');

After running this procedure, the IASP must be cloned before objects will be replicated. If the IASP
already exists on the target node, it will be entirely replaced when cloned.

REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure
The REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure removes a takeover IP address from a takeover
IP address group.
Removing an address from a takeover IP address group has no effect on the TCP/IP interface for the
address.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS

(
GROUP_NAME

group-name

,

ip-address
IP_ADDRESS

=>
)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
group-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the takeover IP address group that contains
the IP address to remove.
group-name must have been registered with the QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure.
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ip-address
A character or graphic string that contains the IP address to remove. Either an IPv4 or an IPv6
address can be specified.
ip-address must have been registered as part of group-name with the
QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS procedure.
Can also contain the following special value:
*ALL
Remove all the registered IP addresses from the takeover IP address group.
The IP addresses are removed one at a time. If an error occurs, any addresses that have already
been removed will not be restored.

Example
• Remove an IP address from a takeover IP address group.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_ADDRESS(GROUP_NAME => 'GROUP1',
IP_ADDRESS => '23.203.112.172');

SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure
The SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure sets the default inclusion state for objects that are in
SYSBAS. To set the default inclusion state for objects in an IASP, use the QSYS2.ADD_MIRROR_IASP
procedure.
The default inclusion state setting will be used when no applicable rules for an object are found in the
Replication Criteria List (RCL). When no applicable rule is found in the RCL, the default inclusion state
indicates whether or not the object should be replicated. The RCL cannot be configured until the default
inclusion state is set to INCLUDE or EXCLUDE. The default inclusion state can only be set or changed
when replication has ended and the replication state of the node is set to NOT MIRRORED.
An RCL can be restored on the primary node for use when Db2 Mirror is configured. If a restored RCL is
found and the default inclusion state of the restored RCL matches the default inclusion state specified on
the SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE procedure call, the restored RCL will be adopted by the Db2 Mirror
configuration. When the default inclusion states do not match, an error will be returned to indicate that
the restored RCL cannot be used. If you determine the restored RCL should not be used, call the
QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('RESET') procedure to delete the RCL so it will not be used
during Db2 Mirror configuration processing. See “Restoring Replication Criteria List data ” on page 358 for
more details on restoring an RCL.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE

(
INCLUSION_STATE

inclusion-state

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
inclusion-state
A character or graphic string that indicates whether all objects that are eligible for replication should
be included or excluded from replication by default.
EXCLUDE
Eligible objects not covered by an RCL rule will not be replicated.
INCLUDE
Eligible objects not covered by an RCL rule will be replicated.
RESET
Clear the default inclusion state. The RCL will be deleted, if it exists.
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Example
• Configure the default inclusion state so all eligible objects are replicated.
CALL QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('INCLUDE');

• Change the default inclusion state of SYSBAS from exclude to include. To do this, all replication between
the primary and secondary mirror nodes must be ended.
CALL QSYS2.TERMINATE_MIRROR(ACTION => 'RECLONE');
CALL QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('RESET');
CALL QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('INCLUDE');

SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER procedure
The SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER procedure defines the cluster configuration of the primary and secondary
nodes.
This procedure can only be called on the primary node and the replication state for SYSBAS must be NOT
MIRRORED.
Providing the cluster information on the procedure call is optional. If all parameters are omitted and the
primary node is not already part of a cluster, this procedure will create a cluster named DB2MCLU and a
device domain named DB2MDOMAIN using system-generated node names and IP addresses.
• Specify the cluster name if the primary node is not already part of a cluster and you want the cluster to
be created using the specified name.
• Specify the device domain name if the primary node is not already a member of a device domain and
you want the device domain to be created using the specified name.
• Specify the primary node detail if the primary node is not already part of a cluster and you want the
cluster to be created using the specified node name and IP addresses.
• Specify the secondary node detail if you want the secondary node to be added to the cluster using the
specified node name and IP addresses.
A cluster is a required component of Db2 Mirror for the following reasons:
• To allow database IASPs to be cloned so that the IASP name space and number are identical between
the node pair.
• To manage IFS IASPs.
• To enable IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for i to manage objects in the Administrative Domain.
• To allow integration with a PowerHA disaster recovery solution.
• To integrate with an existing cluster.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER

(
cluster-name
CLUSTER_NAME

=>

,

device-domain-name
DEVICE_DOMAIN_NAME

=>

,

primary-node-name
PRIMARY_NODE_NAME

=>

,

primary-node-primary-ip
PRIMARY_NODE_PRIMARY_IP

=>

,

primary-node-secondary-ip
PRIMARY_NODE_SECONDARY_IP

=>

,

secondary-node-name
SECONDARY_NODE_NAME

=>

,

secondary-node-primary-ip
SECONDARY_NODE_PRIMARY_IP

=>

,

secondary-node-secondary-ip
SECONDARY_NODE_SECONDARY_IP

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
cluster-name
A character or graphic string that specifies the name of the cluster to which the nodes are being
added. If this parameter is omitted and the primary node is not already part of a cluster, DB2MCLU will
be used.
device-domain-name
A character or graphic string that specifies the device domain to which the nodes are being added. If
this parameter is omitted and the primary node is not already part of a device domain, DB2MDOMAIN
will be used.
primary-node-name
Specifies the cluster node id of the primary node in the cluster and device domain. If this parameter is
omitted and the primary node is not already part of a cluster, the system name will be used.
primary-node-primary-ip
Specifies the preferred IP address in either IPv4 or IPv6 format for the primary node that can be used
by Cluster Resource Services to communicate between the node pair in the cluster. If not provided,
Db2 Mirror will choose an IP address.
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primary-node-secondary-ip
Specifies a second IP address in either IPv4 or IPv6 format for the primary node that can be used by
Cluster Resource Services to communicate between the node pair in the cluster. If not provided, a
second IP address will not be configured.
secondary-node-name
Specifies the cluster node id of the secondary node in the cluster and device domain. If this parameter
is omitted and the primary node is not already part of a cluster, the secondary node name will be
used.
secondary-node-primary-ip
Specifies the preferred IP address in either IPv4 or IPv6 format for the secondary node that can be
used by Cluster Resource Services to communicate between the nodes in the cluster. If this
parameter is omitted and the primary node is not already part of a cluster, Db2 Mirror will choose an
IP address.
secondary-node-secondary-ip
Specifies a second IP address in either IPv4 or IPv6 format for the secondary node that can be used
by Cluster Resource Services to communicate between the nodes in the cluster. If this parameter is
omitted and the primary node is not already part of a cluster, a second IP address will not be
configured.

Example
• Create a cluster using default cluster name DB2MCLU and default device domain name DB2MDOMAIN
containing PROD1 and PROD2.
CALL QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_CLUSTER(PRIMARY_NODE_NAME => 'PROD1',
PRIMARY_NODE_PRIMARY_IP => '1.1.1.1',
SECONDARY_NODE_NAME => 'PROD2',
SECONDARY_NODE_PRIMARY_IP => '1.1.1.2');

SETUP_MIRROR procedure
The SETUP_MIRROR procedure sets the primary and secondary node names and host names for the Db2
Mirror environment. It must be run on the node that will be the primary node.
To set the primary and secondary node names, the SYSBAS replication state must be NOT MIRRORED. To
set the primary and secondary host names, the SYSBAS replication state must be NOT MIRRORED,
ACTIVE, or TRACKING.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
SETUP_MIRROR

(
primary-node
PRIMARY_NODE

=>

,

secondary-node
SECONDARY_NODE

=>

,

primary-hostname
PRIMARY_HOSTNAME

=>
)

,

secondary-hostname
SECONDARY_HOSTNAME

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
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primary-node
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the partition designated as the primary node.
The primary node is allowed to make changes to replicated objects when replication is not possible.
If primary-node is not specified or is the null value, the definition of the primary node will remain
unchanged.
secondary-node
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the partition designated as the secondary
node. The secondary node cannot make changes to replicated objects when replication is not
possible.
If secondary-node is not specified or is the null value, the definition of the secondary node will remain
unchanged.
primary-hostname
A character or graphic string that contains the host and domain name or the IP address of the
partition designated as the primary node.
If primary-hostname is not specified or is the null value, the definition of the primary host name will
remain unchanged.
secondary-hostname
A character or graphic string that contains the host and domain name or the IP address of the
partition designated as the secondary node.
If secondary-hostname is not specified or is the null value, the definition of the secondary host name
will remain unchanged.

Examples
• Define the primary and secondary nodes and their host names.
CALL QSYS2.SETUP_MIRROR(PRIMARY_NODE => 'DB2M_PRI',
SECONDARY_NODE => 'DB2M_SEC',
PRIMARY_HOSTNAME => 'primary.example.com',
SECONDARY_HOSTNAME => 'secondary.example.com');

• Correct the host name of the secondary node.
CALL QSYS2.SETUP_MIRROR(SECONDARY_HOSTNAME => 'new.example.com');

SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure
The SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES procedure switches the roles of the nodes in the Db2 Mirror environment. The
primary node becomes the secondary node and the secondary node becomes the primary node.
Additionally, an IASP with a replication state of BLOCKED can be forced to begin tracking.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES

(
iasp-name
IASP_NAME

=>
)

,

action
ACTION

The schema is QSYS2.
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=>

iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) that is to be changed. For an IASP group, specify the device description name of
the primary IASP. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The change applies to SYSBAS. SYSBAS includes the system ASP (ASP 1) and the basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
If this parameter is omitted, *SYSBAS is used.
action
A character or graphic string that specifies the action to perform.
FORCE
Force SYSBAS or the specified IASP to have a replication state of TRACKING. Using the FORCE
option can potentially lose transactions that were recorded in the Object Tracking List (OTL) for
changes made to replicated objects on the node that was previously tracking.
When iasp-name is *SYSBAS, the procedure can be run on either the primary node or the
secondary node when the replication state is BLOCKED. When run on the secondary node, the
secondary node will become the primary node.
When iasp-name is not *SYSBAS, the procedure must be run on the node where the IASP is varied
on and the replication state of the IASP is BLOCKED.
NORMAL
The secondary node is changed to become the primary node. Both nodes remain active. This
option is only allowed when the replication state of SYSBAS is ACTIVE. The procedure can be run
on either node. This is the default.
When this option is used, iasp-name must be *SYSBAS.

Example
• In preparation to perform maintenance on the primary node, reverse the roles of the nodes used for
replication. After calling the procedure, the current secondary node will be the primary node and the
current primary node will be the secondary node.
CALL QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES();

• Force the secondary node to become the primary node when the secondary node is in blocked state.
Any entries in the OTL on the primary node will be discarded.
CALL QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_ROLES(ACTION => 'FORCE');

SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure
The SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP procedure repositions a takeover IP address group to the other
node. If the takeover IP address group is currently active on the primary node, it will be changed to run on
the secondary node. If the takeover IP address group is currently active on the secondary node, it will be
changed to run on the primary node.
The current node as returned by the QSYS2.MIRROR_TAKEOVER_INFO view will change. The preferred
node is not changed.
This procedure will initiate the switchover for all active TCP/IP interfaces in the group.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP

(

group-name
GROUP_NAME

)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
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group-name
A character or graphic string that contains the name of the takeover IP address group to be
repositioned to the other node.
group-name must have been registered with the QSYS2.CREATE_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP
procedure.

Example
• To prepare for a planned outage, move an active takeover IP address group to the other node.
CALL QSYS2.SWAP_MIRROR_TAKEOVER_GROUP(GROUP_NAME => 'GROUP1');

TERMINATE_MIRROR procedure
The TERMINATE_MIRROR procedure ends all replication between the primary and secondary nodes and
resets the replication state of both nodes to NOT MIRRORED. A clone operation is required to restart
replication.
This procedure is used to either permanently stop replication by deleting all Db2 Mirror configuration
information or to temporarily stop replication with the intent of cloning SYSBAS and all database IASPs
from one node to the other. In-flight changes to replicated objects may or may not be successfully
replicated to the other node. Any active operations on the local node, however, will complete. All tracked
changes in the Object Tracking List will be cleared, so those changes will never be made. After this
procedure is run, both nodes are available for stand-alone operation and either node could become the
source for cloning a new Db2 Mirror pair.
When action is RECLONE, all Db2 Mirror configuration information is retained, including all existing rules in
the Replication Criteria List. The configuration information for all database and IFS IASPs is left intact, but
the database IASP replication states are changed to NOT MIRRORED and will need to be cloned after
SYSBAS has been cloned. Once the RECLONE action is complete, the primary and secondary nodes can be
updated using the QSYS2.SETUP_MIRROR procedure. The default inclusion state can be changed by using
QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE with INCLUSION_STATE => 'RESET' to delete the existing
Replication Criteria List, and then QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE again with
INCLUSION_STATE set to EXCLUDE or INCLUDE to create a new Replication Criteria List. If no changes
are needed to the existing configuration, a clone operation will start active replication.
When action is DESTROY, all Db2 Mirror configuration information is deleted. The Replication Criteria List
and Object Tracking List are deleted. All Db2 Mirror links and all the Db2 Mirror Network Redundancy
Groups are removed. Any database or IFS IASPs are deleted from the configuration. If the IASPs exist and
are varied on, the configuration information within the IASP is also deleted.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
TERMINATE_MIRROR

(

action
ACTION

)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
action
A character or graphic string that indicates the level of termination.
RECLONE
Db2 Mirror will end any active replication. All configuration information will be retained. After this
action has completed, the node can be used as the source for a clone operation.
DESTROY
Db2 Mirror will be completely ended. All Db2 Mirror configuration information will be deleted
including the Replication Criteria List (RCL) and Object Tracking List (OTL).

Example
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• End all replication between the primary and secondary mirror nodes in order to change the default
inclusion state of SYSBAS from exclude to include.
CALL QSYS2.TERMINATE_MIRROR(ACTION => 'RECLONE');
CALL QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('RESET');
CALL QSYS2.SET_DEFAULT_INCLUSION_STATE('INCLUDE');

• End replication and delete all configuration information.
CALL QSYS2.TERMINATE_MIRROR(ACTION => 'DESTROY');

Reclone services
These services can be used during the software reclone process for Db2 Mirror.
Table 33. Reclone services
Service

Description

“CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES Returns a row for each replicated object in a library that
table function” on page 413
appears to be different between the two nodes.
“CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS
view” on page 416

Returns one row for each *AUTL, *FCNUSG, *SECATR, or
*USRPRF object that is different from the same object on
the other node.

“EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS
table function” on page 417

Identifies objects on the copy node which will have
journaling ended during the software reclone. A row will be
returned for each non-replicated object on the copy node
which is journaled to a replicated journal.

“EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table Returns a row for each non-replicated object dependent
function” on page 419
upon a replicated object that will be deleted on the copy
node during a software reclone.
“EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA Returns a row for each replicated and non-replicated object
table function” on page 421
that will be deleted on the copy node during a software
reclone based on any library differences detected for
replicated objects that only exist on the copy node.
“RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure”
on page 423

Forces all replicated objects to be recloned in a Db2 Mirror
environment. The procedure is run on the source node of a
Db2 Mirror pair when replication is suspended. All
replicated objects that exist on the source node are added
to the Object Tracking List (OTL) to be saved and then
restored on the copy node when replication is resumed. The
resynchronization process replaces the replicated objects
on the copy node if they already exist.

CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function
The CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function returns a row for each replicated
object in a library that appears to be different between the two nodes. The differences can be checked for
user libraries in SYSBAS or the current IASP, or for all user libraries with tracked entries in the Object
Tracking List (OTL) from the most recent software reclone operation.
The software reclone process does not prevent objects from being created, renamed, or moved during the
reclone preparation phase. Therefore, it is a best practice to review any differences before and after the
software reclone. During a software reclone the OTL is cleared on both the source and copy nodes, so
awareness of entries that will be lost should be reviewed prior to the software reclone.
The function will check the existence of replication-eligible objects within every selected library in iaspname. The library is included in the comparison. If the object exists on both nodes, the last change
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timestamp will be used to see if the object definitions appear to be the same. This timestamp does not
indicate changes to the object content such as identical records in a file. Any differences detected should
be verified using the QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT function with COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES set to
YES.
The columns with _SOURCE in their name indicate values on the node where the table function was
queried. Columns with _TARGET in their name indicate values from the other node of the Db2 Mirror pair.
The function can be invoked from either node but the nodes cannot be suspended for maintenance.
When iasp-name is not *SYSBAS, the replication state for SYSBAS must be ACTIVE and the IASP must be
available on both nodes.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *ALLOBJ special
authority. For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES

(
IASP_NAME

=>

iasp-name

)
,

library-name
LIBRARY_NAME

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group used to locate the user libraries to be evaluated. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The libraries are associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies which user libraries are processed. This can
either be a single user library name or one of the following special values:
*ALL
The scope includes all user libraries in the ASP specified by iasp-name on either node.
*RECLONE
The scope is limited to all user libraries in the ASP specified by iasp-name with at least one
tracked entry in the OTL for an object that was added and later deferred while the most recent
software reclone was being processed. This is the default.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.
Table 34. CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

LIBRARY_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the library that contains the object.

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(128)

System name of the object, system-level environment variable, or
system value.
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Table 34. CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Type of object.
Supported types are:
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB

Library

*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRSPC
User space
OBJECT_ON_SOURCE

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether the object was found on the source node.
NO
YES

OBJECT_ON_TARGET

VARCHAR(3)

YES
TIMESTAMP(0)

This object was found on the source node.

Indicates whether the object was found on the target node.
NO

CHANGE_TIMESTAMP_ON_SOURCE

This object was not found on the source node.

This object was not found on the target node.
This object was found on the target node.

The timestamp of the last time the object was changed on the source
node.
Contains the null value if the object is not found on the source node or
if the object type does not maintain a change timestamp.

CHANGE_TIMESTAMP_ON_TARGET

TIMESTAMP(0)

The timestamp of the last time the object was changed on the target
node.
Contains the null value if the object is not found on the target node or
if the object type does not maintain a change timestamp.

Examples
• Save a list of replicated objects that are different between the nodes for user libraries that reside in
SYSBAS.
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CREATE TABLE MYLIB.RECLONE_LIB_DIFF AS (
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES(
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => '*ALL'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE)
WITH DATA;

• List all of the objects with differences for user libraries that were changing while a software reclone of
SYSBAS was being performed.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONED_LIBRARY_DIFFERENCES(
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => '*RECLONE'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE;

CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view
The CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view returns one row for each *AUTL, *FCNUSG, *SECATR,
or *USRPRF object that is different from the same object on the other node. Any differences in the
security attributes could result in failures when a software reclone is attempted.
The view identifies objects that are different or only exist on one of the nodes and indicates whether any
tracked entries in the Object Tracking List (OTL) have not been processed for those objects. The columns
with _SOURCE in their name indicate values on the node where the view was queried. Columns with
_TARGET in their name indicate values from the other node of the Db2 Mirror pair.
The CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view requires 5770SS1 Option 39 - International
Components for Unicode. This option must be installed on both nodes before querying this view.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *SECADM
special authority or QIBM_DB_SECADM function usage authority. For the authority needed to use this
view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is CONF_SEC. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 35. CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_TYPE

OBJ_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Type of object.
*AUTL
Authorization list
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*SECATR
Security attributes
*USRPRF
User profile

OBJECT_NAME

OBJ_NAME

VARCHAR(30)

System name of the object.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is *SECATR.

OBJECT_ON_SOURCE

OBJ_SRC

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether the object was found on the
source node.
NO
YES

OBJECT_ON_TARGET

OBJ_TGT

VARCHAR(3)

This object was found on the source node.

Indicates whether the object was found on the
target node.
NO
YES
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This object was not found on the source node.

This object was not found on the target node.
This object was found on the target node.

Table 35. CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

TRACKED_ON_SOURCE

TRACK_SRC

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether the object has any tracked entries
in the OTL that have not been processed on the
source node.
NO

YES

TRACKED_ON_TARGET

TRACK_TGT

VARCHAR(3)

This object does not have any tracked entries
on the source node.
This object has tracked entries on the source
node.

Indicates whether the object has any tracked entries
in the OTL that have not been processed on the
target node.
NO

YES

This object does not have any tracked entries
on the target node.
This object has tracked entries on the target
node.

Example
• Create a table that lists any security differences between the two Db2 Mirror nodes.
CREATE TABLE MYLIB.RECLONE_SECURITY_DIFFERENCES AS (
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.CONFIRM_RECLONE_SECURITY_OBJECTS)
WITH DATA;

EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function
The EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function is used prior to a software reclone to
identify objects on the copy node which will have journaling ended during the software reclone. A row will
be returned for each non-replicated object on the copy node which is journaled to a replicated journal.
The software reclone processing will end journaling for all objects journaled to any replicated journals
(*JRN). Journaling will only be reestablished for replicated objects. Use this service to identify any nonreplicated objects that should have journaling reestablished manually after the software reclone has
completed.
When iasp-name is *SYSBAS:
• This function is invoked on the primary node. The replication state must be TRACKING or BLOCKED. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The copy node for the software reclone must be available.
• The NRGs must be started.
When iasp-name is not *SYSBAS:
• The replication state for SYSBAS must be ACTIVE.
• The replication state of the IASP on the node where this function is invoked must be TRACKING. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The IASP must be a database IASP and must be available on both nodes.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include:
• *EXECUTE authority on the library containing the journal, and
• *OBJOPR and some data authority other than *EXECUTE to the journal
• *ALLOBJ special authority
• For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS

(
IASP_NAME

iasp-name

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group used to locate the journaled objects. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The journaled objects are associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs
2-32).
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. Each row
lists an object on the other node that would have journaling ended if that node is used as the copy node
for a software reclone. All columns are nullable.
Table 36. EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

JOURNAL_LIBRARY

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the library that contains the replicated journal.

JOURNAL_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the replicated journal.

OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(7)

Type of object.
*DIR

Directory

*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*FILE
Database file
*JRNRCV
Journal receiver
*LIB

Library

*STMF
Stream file
*SYMLNK
Symbolic link
OBJECT_LIBRARY

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the library that contains the object.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is *DIR, *STMF, or *SYMLNK.

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the object that will have journaling ended.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is *DIR, *STMF, or *SYMLNK.

FILE_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

The type of file that is journaled.
LOGICAL
Logical file
PHYSICAL
Physical file
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is not *FILE.

PATH_NAME

DBCLOB(16M) CCSID 1200

The path name of an integrated file system object that will have
journaling ended.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is not *DIR, *STMF, or
*SYMLNK.

FILE_IDENTIFIER

BINARY(16)

The identifier associated with the integrated file system object.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is not *DIR, *STMF, or
*SYMLNK.
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Table 36. EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

JOURNAL_IMAGES

VARCHAR(6)

Specifies the kinds of images written to the journal for this object.
*AFTER
Only after images are written to the journal.
*BOTH
Both before and after images are written to the journal.

OMIT_JOURNAL_ENTRY

VARCHAR(10)

Specifies the journal entries that are omitted.
*NONE
No entries are omitted.
*OPNCLO
Open and close entries are omitted. Open and close operations
on the specified file members do not create open and close
journal entries. Using this option prevents the use of TOJOBO
and TOJOBC entries on the Apply Journaled Changes
(APYJRNCHG) and Remove Journaled Changes (RMVJRNCHG)
commands, but it saves some storage space in the attached
receivers.
*OPNCLOSYN
Open, close, and force entries are omitted. Open, close, and
force operations on the specified objects do not generate open,
close and force journal entries. Using this option prevents the
use of TOJOBO and TOJOBC entries on the Apply Journaled
Changes (APYJRNCHG) command, but it saves some storage
space in the journal receivers.

INHERIT

VARCHAR(4)

Specifies whether new objects created within this journaled directory
or library, moved into this journaled directory or library, or restored
into this journaled directory or library should inherit the journal state
of the parent directory or library.
*NO

New objects will not inherit the journal state of the parent.

*YES
New objects will inherit the journal state of the parent.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is not *DIR or *LIB.
REMOTE_JOURNAL_FILTER

VARCHAR(4)

Specifies whether the journal entries deposited for objects that inherit
the journal state of the directory or library are eligible for remote
journal filtering by object.
*NO

Journal entries deposited for objects will not be eligible for
remote journal filtering by object.

*YES
Journal entries deposited for objects will be eligible for remote
journal filtering by object. When using remote journal filtering by
object, journal entries for the object will not be sent to the target
system.
Contains the null value if OBJECT_TYPE is *JRNRCV.

Example
• List all the non-replicated objects journaled to a replicated journal in SYSBAS that would have journaling
ended on the copy node if a software reclone is performed.
CREATE TABLE MYLIB.RECLONE_NOT_JOURNALED AS (
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS')))
WITH DATA;

EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function
The EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function returns a row for each non-replicated
database object dependent upon a replicated object that will be deleted on the copy node during a
software reclone.
A software reclone is performed by resynchronizing replicated objects using Save/Restore from the
source node to the copy node. As part of this process, some replicated objects must be deleted from the
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copy node before the resynchronization can be performed. Non-replicated dependent objects will also be
deleted by cascading delete rules. Replicated objects will be reestablished on the copy node by the
software reclone while non-replicated objects will remain deleted. For example, if a non-replicated view is
defined over a replicated table, when the table is dropped during the software reclone processing, the
non-replicated dependent view will be dropped and not recreated or restored. The result rows from this
function indicate objects that should be saved prior to the software reclone and restored when it is
complete.
This function should be run on the node which will be the source node for the software reclone of SYSBAS
or an IASP.
When iasp-name is *SYSBAS:
• This function is invoked on the primary node. The replication state must be TRACKING or BLOCKED. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The copy node for the software reclone must be available.
• The NRGs must be started.
When iasp-name is not *SYSBAS:
• The replication state for SYSBAS must be ACTIVE.
• The replication state of the IASP on the node where this function is invoked must be TRACKING. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The IASP must be a database IASP and must be available on both nodes.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *ALLOBJ special
authority. For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group used to locate the objects. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The objects are associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. Each row
represents an object which would be deleted on the copy node during a software reclone and would not
be recreated during that process. All columns are nullable.
Table 37. EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

REPLICATED_LIBRARY_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The library containing the replicated object that the potentially
deleted object is dependent on.

REPLICATED_OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The replicated object that the potentially deleted object is dependent
on.

REPLICATED_OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Type of object.
*FILE
Database file
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository

LIBRARY_NAME
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VARCHAR(128)

The library that contains the non-replicated object that will be
deleted.

Table 37. EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(128)

The non-replicated object that will be deleted.

SQL_OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(24)

The SQL type of object that will be deleted.
FUNCTION
This is a function name.
INDEX
This is an index name.
KEYED LOGICAL FILE
This is a keyed logical file.
LOGICAL FILE
This is a non-keyed logical file.
MATERIALIZED QUERY TABLE
This is a materialized query table.
PROCEDURE
This is a procedure name.
SEQUENCE
This is a sequence name.
TABLE
This is a table name.
VARIABLE
This is a variable name.
VIEW
This is a view name.

BASE_TABLE_LIBRARY

VARCHAR(10)

The library containing the table upon which the row permission,
column mask, or trigger is defined.
Contains the null value if SQL_OBJECT_TYPE is not MASK,
PERMISSION, or TRIGGER.

BASE_TABLE_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The table upon which the row permission, column mask, or trigger is
defined.
Contains the null value if SQL_OBJECT_TYPE is not MASK,
PERMISSION, or TRIGGER.

Example
• Generate a table that lists all the related objects in SYSBAS that would be deleted if a software reclone
were to be performed.
CREATE TABLE MYLIB.RECLONE_RELATED_DELETES AS (
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS')))
WITH DATA;

EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
The EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function returns a row for each replicated and
non-replicated object that will be deleted on the copy node during a software reclone based on any library
differences detected for replicated objects that only exist on the copy node.
Replicated objects that only exist on the copy node represent either newly replicated objects on the copy
node identified from changes to the Replication Criteria List (RCL) that have not been resynchronized or
operations in the Object Tracking List (OTL) that have not been processed.
When a replicated library is identified, each replicated and non-replicated object contained within the
library that will be deleted will also be returned by this table function.
This function should be run on the node which will be the source node for the software reclone of SYSBAS
or an IASP.
When iasp-name is *SYSBAS:
• This function is invoked on the primary node. The replication state must be TRACKING or BLOCKED. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
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• The copy node for the software reclone must be available.
• The NRGs must be started.
When iasp-name is not *SYSBAS:
• The replication state for SYSBAS must be ACTIVE.
• The replication state of the IASP on the node where this function is invoked must be TRACKING. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The IASP must be a database IASP and must be available on both nodes.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *ALLOBJ special
authority. For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(
IASP_NAME

iasp-name

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group used to locate the replication criteria rules. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rules are associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user
ASPs(ASPs 2-32).
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. Each row
represents an object which would be deleted on the copy node during a software reclone. All columns are
nullable.
Table 38. EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

LIBRARY_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the library containing the object that will be deleted.

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the object that will be deleted.

OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Type of object.

INCLUSION_STATE

VARCHAR(10)

The replication inclusion state for this object.
DEFINITION
Only the definition of the object is replicated.
EXCLUDE
The object is excluded from any replication action.
INCLUDE
The object is included in any replication action.
INELIGIBLE
The object is not eligible for replication.

Examples
• List the objects on the copy node for IASP33 that will be deleted during a software reclone operation.
CREATE TABLE MYLIB.RECLONE_DELETES AS (
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA('IASP33')))
WITH DATA;

• List the objects on the copy node for library LIB1, including the library itself, that will be deleted during
a software reclone operation.
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SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA('*SYSBAS'))
WHERE LIBRARY_NAME = 'LIB1' OR (OBJECT_TYPE = '*LIB' AND OBJECT_NAME = 'LIB1')
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME ;

RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure
The RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure forces all replicated objects to be recloned in a Db2
Mirror environment. The procedure is run on the source node of a Db2 Mirror pair when replication is
suspended. All replicated objects that exist on the source node are added to the Object Tracking List
(OTL) to be saved and then restored on the copy node when replication is resumed. The resynchronization
process replaces the replicated objects on the copy node if they already exist.
Prior to the resynchronization process, all replicated *DTAQ, *FILE, *JRN, *JOBQ, *OUTQ, *SQLUDT, and
*SQLXSR objects are deleted on the copy node. This ensures the objects can be properly restored from
saved copies of the object made from the source node. As a result, the following actions are taken on the
copy node:
• Journaling is ended for all non-replicated objects that are journaled to a replicated journal that will be
deleted on the copy node. Query the QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_JOURNALED_OBJECTS table
function before calling the RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure to generate a list of the nonreplicated affected objects.
• Non-replicated database objects are deleted on the copy node if they are dependent on replicated
*FILE, *SQLUDT, or *SQLXSR objects that will be deleted in preparation for the restore. Query the
QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_RELATED_OBJECTS table function before calling the
RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure to generate a list of the affected objects.
• Replicated objects that exist only on the copy node are deleted. This can occur when changes have
been made to the Replication Criteria List (RCL) on the source node when the replication state is
TRACKING and the change identifies new objects for replication that exist only on the copy node. This
can also occur when a replicated object on the source node is deleted while the replication state is
TRACKING. Query the QSYS2.EVALUATE_RECLONE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function before
calling the RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure to generate a list of the affected objects.
A deferred record will be written to the OTL for each non-replicated object that is deleted on the copy
node and for every non-replicated table, view, index, library, data area, data queue, and IFS object that
has journaling ended.
The RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS procedure starts a job to carry out the work of the software
reclone. The job name is QMRDBESYNC for *SYSBAS or QMRDBESxxx for an IASP where xxx is the IASP
number. The procedure populates a result table with a row that contains the job information submitted to
process the request. Monitor the QMRDBESYNC (or QMRDBESxxx) job for progress and errors.
This procedure causes the source node to go into a persistent suspended state, indicated as a
REPLICATION_DETAIL_INFO value of -216 in the QSYS2.MIRROR_INFO view. All changes continue to be
tracked on the source node while the procedure is running. The user cannot resume replication while the
node is in this state. The persistent suspend state is ended and replication is resumed upon successful
completion of this procedure.
When iasp-name is *SYSBAS:
• This procedure is called on the primary node. The replication state must be TRACKING or BLOCKED. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The copy node for the software reclone must be available.
• The NRGs must be started.
• Security objects must be synchronized before calling this procedure. All *USRPRF and *AUTL objects are
compared and must be equivalent on both nodes. Function usage information (WRKFCNUSG command)
and security attributes (DSPSECA command) are also compared and must be equivalent on both nodes.
The procedure attempts to resolve any security object differences, but if differences remain the reclone
procedure fails.
When iasp-name is not *SYSBAS:
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• The replication state for SYSBAS must be ACTIVE.
• The replication state of the IASP on the node where this procedure is run must be TRACKING. The
replication detail must be SUSPENDED.
• The IASP must be a database IASP and must be available on both nodes.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *ALLOBJ special
authority. For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string that contains the device description name of the independent auxiliary
storage pool (IASP) that contains the objects that will be recloned. For an IASP group, specify the
device description name of the source IASP.
Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
SYSBAS includes the system ASP (ASP 1) and the basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
A result set is returned from the procedure that contains the name of job that was submitted.

Example
• Perform a software reclone for IASP33.
CALL QSYS2.RECLONE_REPLICATED_OBJECTS(IASP_NAME => 'IASP33');

Replication services
These services can be used to configure and review details for Db2 Mirror replication.
Table 39. Replication services
Service

Description

“ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure” on
page 425

Adds a rule to the Replication Criteria List.

“CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA scalar
function” on page 429

For a specific object, indicates whether the object is
currently included or excluded from replication.

“EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA For a label that identifies a set of pending replication criteria
table function” on page 433
rules, return a list of all objects that would be affected if
these rules were committed.
“INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table
function” on page 437

For a specific object, returns all the replication criteria rules
that apply to the object.

“PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA
procedure” on page 443

Processes a set of pending rules in the Replication Criteria
List by either making them active rules (commit) or
removing them (rollback).

“REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure”
on page 444

Removes a rule from the Replication Criteria List.

“REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view” on page
448

Returns information about the active and pending rules in
the Replication Criteria List.
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Table 39. Replication services (continued)
Service

Description

“VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA For a label that identifies a set of pending replication criteria
table function” on page 451
rules, validates that the pending rules and any affected
active rules could be committed without encountering a
failure.

ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure
The ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure registers a replication criteria rule in the Replication
Criteria List (RCL). The rules are used to determine which objects are included or excluded from
replication through Db2 Mirror.
A new replication criteria rule will be added to the RCL when apply is set to ACTIVE and the combination
of the iasp-name, library-name, object-type, and object-name values on this procedure invocation do not
match a rule already registered in the RCL. If an existing replication criteria rule is found that exactly
matches the input values, an error is returned.
A replication criteria rule is defined in either an active or pending state.
When apply is set to PENDING, the addition of a rule has no impact on active replication. The pending
state provides the ability to make multiple changes to the replication rules and evaluate the impact of
those rules before committing them into production. You can use the apply-label parameter to group
pending rules together.
When apply is set to ACTIVE and there are pending rules that match the apply-label for the same iaspname, both the new rule and any pending rules for the apply-label are committed.
When a rule with an INCLUSION_STATE value of INCLUDE is added to the RCL with apply set to ACTIVE,
the rules are evaluated to determine whether any objects are now subject to replication. These identified
objects are checked to ensure the replication action can be applied to the object without encountering an
error. The checks include verification that either the object only exists on one node or, for objects that are
eligible to exist on both nodes, that the objects are identical. If any of the objects would fail replication,
the rule cannot be added. For more information about the cause of the failure, you can use the
QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(

inclusion-state
INCLUSION_STATE

,

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

=>

,
LIBRARY_NAME

=>

=>

library-name
,

object-type
OBJECT_TYPE

,

=>

object-name
OBJECT_NAME

=>

,

apply
APPLY

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
inclusion-state
A character or graphic string expression that indicates the replication action for objects that best
match this replication criteria rule.
DEFINITION
The object has only its definition included in replication. This option can only be specified when
object-name is specified and object-type is *FILE, *DTAQ, or *LIB.
EXCLUDE
Objects identified by this rule are excluded from replication.
INCLUDE
Objects identified by this rule are replicated.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group to associate with the replication criteria rule. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rule is associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) or any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the library name to associate with the
replication criteria rule.
object-type
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the object type to associate with the replication
criteria rule.
Supported types are:
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
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*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable. library-name must be QSYS.
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB
Library
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value. library-name must be QSYS.
*USRIDX
User index
*USRSPC
User space
If object-type is not specified, this replication criteria rule will be considered for all eligible object
types that match iasp-name and library-name.
object-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the object, system-level
environment variable, or system value to associate with the replication criteria rule. When objectname is specified, object-type must also be specified.
If object-name is not specified, this replication criteria rule will be considered for all eligible objects
that match the iasp-name, library-name, and object-type.
apply
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether this replication criteria rule should be
applied to the RCL to implement the rule or placed in a pending state.
ACTIVE
This replication criteria rule as well as all pending rules with the same apply-label will be applied.
This is the default.
PENDING
This replication criteria rule will be placed into a pending state identified by the apply-label.
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies a label to associate with this replication criteria
rule. It can be up to 26 characters long. The name cannot contain the blank or equal sign (=)
characters.
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The apply-label is used to label a pending replication criteria rule so that it can be grouped with other
pending rules with the same apply-label and iasp-name. This set of rules can be applied to the RCL in
one operation when a rule with this apply-label and an apply value of ACTIVE is processed or by using
the PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure.
An apply-label can group pending rules together that are generated from calls to the
ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA and REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedures.
*GENERATE
An apply-label will be generated by the system. The generated value is always the same for a
specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed in
PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
The apply-label value that identifies this rule as a pending replication criteria rule or that identifies
the set of existing rules to commit.

Examples
• Change the inclusion state on an existing rule for LIB1/PGM1 type *PGM from EXCLUDE to INCLUDE. To
do this requires two steps. The existing replication criteria rule needs to be removed and the new rule
needs to be added. The order the rules are defined does not matter as long as the first rule specifies
APPLY => 'PENDING' and the second rule specifies APPLY => 'ACTIVE'.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
OBJECT_NAME
APPLY
APPLY_LABEL
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE
IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
OBJECT_NAME
APPLY
APPLY_LABEL

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

'*SYSBAS',
'LIB1',
'*PGM',
'PGM1',
'PENDING',
'PGM1');

'INCLUDE',
'*SYSBAS',
'LIB1',
'*PGM',
'PGM1',
'ACTIVE',
'PGM1');

• Add a pending replication criteria rule to the RCL that will include all objects in library APPLIB1 within
the *SYSBAS name space. A system generated apply-label will be assigned.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE
IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
APPLY
APPLY_LABEL

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

'INCLUDE',
'*SYSBAS',
'APPLIB1',
'PENDING',
'*GENERATE');

Next, add a rule to exclude replication for a specific data queue. This rule will exclude replication of the
data queue even though everything else in the library has been set to INCLUDE. Since this rule specifies
APPLY => 'ACTIVE', both this rule and the previous rule for the library will be applied at the same
time. By promoting both rules into use at the same time, the data queue will not be replicated.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE
IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
OBJECT_NAME
APPLY
APPLY_LABEL

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

'EXCLUDE',
'*SYSBAS',
'APPLIB1',
'*DTAQ',
'MYDTAQ',
'ACTIVE',
'*GENERATE');

If the add request for the library used APPLY => 'ACTIVE', the data queue would be replicated to the
secondary node. The second add request to exclude the data queue would prevent future replication for
the data queue, but the replicated data queue would remain on the secondary node.
• Add an active replication criteria rule to the RCL that will be used to define the replication behavior for
objects in library IASPLIB1 within the ASP34 name space that have no object specific rule.
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CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => ’ASP34’,
LIBRARY_NAME => ’IASPLIB1’);

This is equivalent to the following fully qualified procedure call.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => ’ASP34’,
LIBRARY_NAME => ’QSYS’,
OBJECT_TYPE => ’*LIB’,
OBJECT_NAME => ’IASPLIB1’);

CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA scalar function
The CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA scalar function returns an indication of the replication inclusion
state for an object. Rules defined in the Replication Criteria List (RCL) are applied against the object
identified by the iasp-name, library-name, object-type, and object-name parameters.
This function will find the best match among the existing rules in the RCL using the iasp-name, libraryname, object-type, and object-name criteria to determine the replication inclusion state. The fully qualified
object does not need to exist.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME
library-name

LIBRARY_NAME

,

=>
,

=>

OBJECT_TYPE

=>

object-type
,

object-name
OBJECT_NAME

,

=>

apply-state
APPLY_STATE

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rule is associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the library name.
object-type
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the object type.
Any system object type can be specified. However, only the following type values are eligible for
replication. All others will return INELIGIBLE as the function's result.
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*AUTL
Authorization list. library-name must be QSYS.
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable. library-name must be QSYS.
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB
Library
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SECATR
Security attribute
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value. library-name must be QSYS.
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile. library-name must be QSYS.
*USRSPC
User space
object-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the object, system-level
environment variable, or system value. When the object-type is *SECATR, object-name must be
omitted. In all other cases, object-name is required.
apply-state
A character or graphic string expression that indicates the replication criteria rules to use for
evaluating the inclusion state for the object.
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ACTIVE
Only consider active replication criteria rules. This is the default.
PENDING
Consider active replication criteria rules and any pending replication criteria rules that have a
matching apply-label. Using this option allows a set of replication rules to be evaluated prior to
making them active.
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies a label for the pending replication criteria rules
to be considered.
The apply-label identifies pending replication criteria rules that have been defined by add or remove
requests. Rules with this label will be considered when apply-state has a value of PENDING.
*GENERATE
Use the apply-label generated by the system for this job. The generated value is always the same
for a specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed
in PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
An apply-label value that identifies a set of pending rules.
The result of the function is VARCHAR(19).
The result is one of the following values:
DEFINITION
The object is included in replication. Only the object definition is replicated.
The object's current replication state is ACTIVE or Db2 Mirror has not completed its initial
configuration.
DEFINITION-BLOCKED
The object is included in replication. Only the object definition is replicated.
The object's current replication state is BLOCKED.
DEFINITION-TRACKING
The object is included in replication. Only the object definition is replicated.
The object's current replication state is TRACKING.
EXCLUDE
The object is excluded from replication.
INCLUDE
The object is included in replication. Both the object definition and the object data are replicated.
The object's current replication state is ACTIVE or Db2 Mirror has not completed its initial
configuration.
INCLUDE-BLOCKED
The object is included in replication. Both the object definition and the object data are replicated.
The object's current replication state is BLOCKED.
INCLUDE-TRACKING
The object is included in replication. Both the object definition and the object data are replicated.
The object's current replication state is TRACKING.
INELIGIBLE
The object is not eligible to be included in replication. Either the object-type or an attribute of the
object identified by iasp-name, library-name, object-type, and object-name makes it ineligible.

Examples
• Check the replication inclusion state for library APPLIB1. This checks the inclusion state for the library
but not for any of the objects in the library.
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VALUES QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
OBJECT_NAME

=>
=>
=>
=>

'*SYSBAS',
'QSYS',
'*LIB',
'APPLIB1');

• Check the replication inclusion state for file MYTABLE in library APPLIB1.
VALUES QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
OBJECT_NAME

=>
=>
=>
=>

'*SYSBAS',
'APPLIB1',
'*FILE',
'MYTABLE');

• Check if any of the pending replication criteria rules that are part of MYGROUP change the inclusion
state for file MYTABLE in library APPLIB1.
VALUES QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
LIBRARY_NAME
OBJECT_TYPE
OBJECT_NAME
APPLY_STATE
APPLY_LABEL

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

'*SYSBAS',
'APPLIB1',
'*FILE',
'MYTABLE',
'PENDING',
'MYGROUP');

• Check the replication inclusion state for all objects in library APPLIB1.
WITH OBJECTS AS (SELECT OBJNAME AS OBJECT_NAME,
OBJTYPE AS OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJLIB AS OBJECT_LIBRARY,
IASP_NAME
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.OBJECT_STATISTICS('APPLIB1', '*ALL', '*ALLSIMPLE')) X)
SELECT IASP_NAME,
OBJECT_LIBRARY,
OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME,
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME
=> IASP_NAME,
LIBRARY_NAME => OBJECT_LIBRARY,
OBJECT_TYPE => OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME => OBJECT_NAME) AS INCLUSION_STATE
FROM OBJECTS
ORDER BY OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME;

• For library APPLIB1, find all the objects that would change their replication inclusion state if the set of
pending rules identified by MYGROUP were to be added to production. This query finds all the objects in
the library using the QSYS2.OBJECT_STATISTICS table function. For each object, the
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA scalar function is invoked twice to return the current inclusion
state and the inclusion state that would result from applying the rules with the MYGROUP apply label.
These two states are compared so that only objects where the value would change are returned.
WITH OBJECTS AS
(SELECT OBJNAME AS OBJECT_NAME,
OBJTYPE AS OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJLIB AS OBJECT_LIBRARY,
IASP_NAME,
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME => IASP_NAME,
LIBRARY_NAME => OBJLIB,
OBJECT_TYPE => OBJTYPE,
OBJECT_NAME => OBJNAME) AS CURRENT_INCLUSION_STATE,
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME => IASP_NAME,
LIBRARY_NAME => OBJLIB,
OBJECT_TYPE => OBJTYPE,
OBJECT_NAME => OBJNAME,
APPLY_STATE => ’PENDING’,
APPLY_LABEL => ’MYGROUP’) AS PENDING_INCLUSION_STATE
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.OBJECT_STATISTICS(’APPLIB1’, ’*ALL’, ’*ALLSIMPLE’)) X)
SELECT IASP_NAME,
OBJECT_LIBRARY,
OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME,
CURRENT_INCLUSION_STATE,
PENDING_INCLUSION_STATE
FROM OBJECTS
WHERE CURRENT_INCLUSION_STATE <> PENDING_INCLUSION_STATE
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ORDER BY PENDING_INCLUSION_STATE,
OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME;

EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
The EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function returns one row for each object found
that matches any of the replication criteria rules from the Replication Criteria List (RCL) identified by the
apply-label parameter. Only objects whose replication action will be changed by the replication criteria
rules will be returned. This list of objects can be examined to understand the replication action that would
be applied to each object when the pending rules are committed.
Each row describes a single object that is eligible for replication that matches one or more of the
replication criteria rules identified by the apply-label parameter. The function will identify objects that
exist on either node and indicates the replication action that would be performed against the object.
Additional information about the object is returned in the OBJECT_INFO column. When a node or an IASP
is not accessible, only those objects that can be identified from the current node will be returned. No
comparison of the objects can be performed when a node is inaccessible.
When the compare-objects parameter is set to YES and an object that will require replication is found on
both nodes, the objects are compared and the result is returned in the COMPARE_RESULT column. While
rows are returned for all object types eligible for replication, only some types support comparisons. All
others return the null value for the comparison result. If any object's COMPARE_RESULT is DIFFERENT,
the OBJECT_INFO column will contain additional information about why this object will prevent the
pending replication criteria rules from being committed. Rows where COMPARE_RESULT is the null value
could cause failures when replication processing occurs.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(
IASP_NAME

=>

iasp-name
,

compare-objects
COMPARE_OBJECTS

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group used to locate the replication criteria rules that will identify the objects with a pending
replication change. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rules are associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
compare-objects
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the objects will be compared when an
object with a pending replication change to DEFINITION or INCLUDE is located on both nodes.
NO

No comparisons will be performed when an object exists on both nodes.

YES
The pending replication objects will be compared when an object exists on both nodes. This is the
default.
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Only the following object types support comparisons while evaluating the pending rules:
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRSPC
User space
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies a label for the pending replication criteria rules
to be considered.
The apply-label identifies pending replication criteria rules that have been created by add or remove
requests with this label.
*GENERATE
Use the apply-label generated by the system for this job. The generated value is always the same
for a specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed
in PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
An apply-label value that identifies a set of pending rules.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.
Table 40. EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the independent ASP group associated with the object.
Contains either the name of the ASP group or the following special
value:
*SYSBAS
The object is stored in either the system ASP (ASP 1) and any
basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).

LIBRARY_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the library that contains the object.

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(128)

System name of the object, system-level environment variable, or
system value.
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Table 40. EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Type of object.
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRSPC
User space

INCLUSION_STATE

VARCHAR(10)

The existing replication inclusion state for this object.
DEFINITION
Only the definition of the object is replicated.
EXCLUDE
The object is excluded from any replication action.
INCLUDE
The object is included in any replication action.

PENDING_INCLUSION_STATE

VARCHAR(10)

The replication inclusion state for this object if all the pending
replication criteria rules identified by apply-label are committed.
DEFINITION
Only the definition of the object is replicated.
EXCLUDE
The object is excluded from any replication action.
INCLUDE
The object is included in any replication action.
PROCESSING
This rule is currently being committed to the RCL. Its final
inclusion state has not been determined.

OBJECT_ON_PRIMARY

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether the object was found on the primary node.
NO
YES

This object was not found on the primary node.
This object was found on the primary node.

Contains the null value if the primary node or IASP is not available.
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Table 40. EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_ON_SECONDARY

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether the object was found on the secondary node.
NO
YES

This object was not found on the secondary node.
This object was found on the secondary node.

Contains the null value if the secondary node or IASP is not available.
COMPARE_RESULT

VARCHAR(10)

The result of the compare operation performed on the object.
DIFFERENT
At least one eligible attribute compared differently.
IDENTICAL
All the eligible attributes compared identical.
Contains the null value if the compare-object parameter is NO, if the
object does not exist on both nodes, or if the object is not eligible to
be compared. Either the object-type or an attribute of the object can
make the object ineligible.

OBJECT_INFO

INTEGER

Additional information about the object with a pending replication
change. Values are listed in the Notes section.
Contains the null value if no additional information is available.

OBJECT_INFO_TEXT

VARCHAR(1024)

Descriptive text corresponding to OBJECT_INFO.
Contains the null value if no additional information is available.

Notes
The following values can be returned to provide additional information about an object with a pending
replication change: Values greater than 200 are errors. Values less than 200 are warnings.
Table 41. OBJECT_INFO values that do not prevent rules from being committed
OBJECT_INFO

OBJECT_INFO_TEXT

101

Object not compared because its inclusion state is changing from INCLUDE or
DEFINITION to EXCLUDE.

102

Object found on both nodes but was not compared because NO was specified for
COMPARE_OBJECTS.

103

Object not found on primary or secondary node, or retrieve from primary or
secondary node failed with return code <value>.

104

Object partially compared because user is not authorized to some information.

Table 42. OBJECT_INFO values that prevent rules from being committed
OBJECT_INFO

OBJECT_INFO_TEXT

201

Objects of this type are not allowed to exist on both nodes.

202

An attribute of the object prevents it from being compared.

203

Object found on both nodes prevents replication from being activated for this
object.

204

Error received while comparing objects.

Examples
• List all the objects with a pending replication change that match one of the replication criteria rules
associated with apply-label TESTGROUP1. Do not perform any comparisons on objects that are found
on both nodes.
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'TESTGROUP1',
COMPARE_OBJECTS => 'NO'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;
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• Determine if any of the objects with a pending replication change that match one of the replication
criteria rules associated with apply-label TESTGROUP2 will prevent the rules from being committed
because existing objects already exist on both nodes.
SELECT COMPARE_RESULT, LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME,
OBJECT_INFO, OBJECT_INFO_TEXT
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'TESTGROUP2',
COMPARE_OBJECTS => 'YES'))
WHERE COMPARE_RESULT IN ('DIFFERENT')
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

Only objects with a pending replication change that exist on both nodes and that cannot be compared
identical will be returned. These objects will prevent the pending replication criteria rules from being
committed.

INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
The INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function returns one row for each rule that applies to the
object identified by the iasp-name, library-name, object-type, and object-name parameters. The list of
rules generated with and without a pending apply-label can be examined to understand the effect of
applying a pending rule.
Each row describes a rule in the Replication Criteria List (RCL) that is used to determine if the specified
object will be included or excluded from replication through Db2 Mirror.
This function identifies which RCL rules are applicable for the specified object. Generally, up to four rows
can be returned for an object in a priority order. The rows that can be returned match the following rule
combinations.
1. The rule that matches iasp-name, library-name, object-type, and object-name.
2. The rule that matches iasp-name, library-name, and object-type.
3. The rule that matches iasp-name and library-name.
4. The rule that matches iasp-name. This rule is always returned, reflecting the default inclusion state.
It is possible to have identical RCL rules with RULE_SOURCE values of SYSTEM and USER. In this case,
additional rows would be returned that have the same rule identifier and precedence order.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME
library-name

LIBRARY_NAME

,

=>
,

=>

OBJECT_TYPE

=>

object-type
,

object-name
OBJECT_NAME

,

=>

apply-state
APPLY_STATE

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
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iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rule is associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the library name.
object-type
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the object type.
Any system object type can be specified. However, only the following type values are eligible for
replication. All others will return a row for this object with an INCLUSION_STATE column value of
INELIGIBLE.
*AUTL
Authorization list. library-name must be QSYS.
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable. library-name must be QSYS.
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB
Library
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SECATR
Security attribute
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value. library-name must be QSYS.
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*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile. library-name must be QSYS.
*USRSPC
User space
object-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the object, system-level
environment variable, or system value. When the object-type is *SECATR, object-name must be
omitted. In all other cases, object-name is required.
apply-state
A character or graphic string expression that indicates the replication criteria rules to use for
evaluating the inclusion state for the object.
ACTIVE
Only consider active replication criteria rules. This is the default.
PENDING
Consider active replication criteria rules and any pending replication criteria rules with a label of
apply-label.
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies a label for the pending replication criteria rules
to be considered.
The apply-label identifies pending replication criteria rules that have been created by add or remove
requests with this label. Rules with this label will be considered when apply-state has a value of
PENDING.
*GENERATE
Use the apply-label generated by the system for this job. The generated value is always the same
for a specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed
in PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
An apply-label value that identifies a set of pending rules.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.
Table 43. INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

RULE_IDENTIFIER

BIGINT

A system-assigned value that identifies this RCL rule. Identical rules
can exist with RULE_SOURCE values of SYSTEM and USER. These will
have the same rule identifier.
Contains the null value if INCLUSION_STATE is INELIGIBLE.

APPLY_STATE

VARCHAR(14)

The state of the replication criteria rule in the RCL.
ACTIVE
This replication criteria rule is used to determine the inclusion
state for objects.
PENDING ADD
This replication criteria rule is an addition to the RCL that has not
been committed. The rule has no effect on determining the
inclusion state for objects during active replication.
PENDING REMOVE
This replication criteria rule is a removal from the RCL that has
not been committed. The rule has no effect on determining the
inclusion state for objects during active replication.
TRACKED
This replication criteria rule is currently active and is used on this
partition to determine the inclusion state for objects. The rule
was applied while the partition was in tracked state so it must be
reconciled with the RCL on the other node when node
resynchronization occurs.
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Table 43. INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

INCLUSION_STATE

VARCHAR(10)

The replication inclusion state for this rule in the RCL.
DEFINITION
Objects that best match this replication criteria rule will be
replicated. Only the definition of the object is replicated.
EXCLUDE
Objects that best match this replication criteria rule are excluded
from replication.
INCLUDE
Objects that best match this replication criteria rule are
replicated.
INELIGIBLE
This object is not eligible to be included in replication. Either the
object-type or an attribute of the object identified by iasp-name,
library-name, object-type, and object-name makes it ineligible.
Contains the null value when APPLY_STATE is PENDING REMOVE.

PRECEDENCE_ORDER

SMALLINT

Indicates the order, in ascending sequence, in which this rule would
be applied for the specified object. If the rule with precedence order
of 1 is removed from the RCL, the rule numbered 2 would be used for
replicating the object. Identical rules can exist with RULE_SOURCE
values of SYSTEM and USER. These will have the same precedence
order.

APPLY_LABEL

VARCHAR(26)

The apply-label assigned to a pending rule. All pending rules with the
same label will be applied as a group.
Contains the null value if APPLY_STATE is not PENDING ADD or
PENDING REMOVE.

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the independent ASP group associated with the replication
criteria rule. Contains either the name of the ASP group or the
following special value:
*SYSBAS
This rule is associated with objects stored in either the system
ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).

LIBRARY_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the library associated with the replication criteria rule.
Contains the null value if this replication criteria rule does not use the
library name in its definition.
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Table 43. INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Object type associated with the replication criteria rule.
*AUTL
Authorization list
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SECATR
Security attribute
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile
*USRSPC
User space
Contains the null value if this replication criteria rule does not use the
object type in its definition.

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(128)

System name of the object, system-level environment variable, or
system value associated with the replication criteria rule.
Contains the null value if this replication criteria rule does not use the
object name in its definition.

RULE_SOURCE

VARCHAR(6)

Indicates the source of this replication criteria rule.
SYSTEM
The rule was implicitly added by the IBM i operating system.
USER
This rule was explicitly added by a user.

REMOVABLE

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether this replication criteria rule can be removed by
using the QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure.
NO
YES

The rule cannot be removed.
The rule can be removed.
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Table 43. INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

RESTRICTED

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether this replication criteria rule restricts the addition of
other rules. A value of YES can only occur when RULE_SOURCE is
SYSTEM.
NO
YES

This rule does not restrict adding related rules.
This rule restricts adding related rules.

Examples
• List all the active replication criteria rules that are used to determine the inclusion state for table
MYTABLE in library APPLIB1.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB1',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME => 'MYTABLE'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER;

• Determine whether there is a RESTRICTED attribute that would prevent the addition of a new rule for
the QSECURITY system value.
SELECT DISTINCT PRECEDENCE_ORDER AS ORDER, IASP_NAME AS IASP,
LIBRARY_NAME AS LIBRARY, OBJECT_TYPE AS TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME AS NAME, RESTRICTED, REMOVABLE
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'QSYS',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*SYSVAL',
OBJECT_NAME => 'QSECURITY'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER ;

The rows that are returned contain the following information.
ORDER
1
2
3

IASP
*SYSBAS
*SYSBAS
*SYSBAS

LIBRARY
QSYS
QSYS
(null)

TYPE
*SYSVAL
(null)
(null)

NAME
(null)
(null)
(null)

RESTRICTED
NO
YES
NO

REMOVABLE
NO
NO
NO

A row specific to the QSECURITY system value was not returned. The first row indicates that adding
system values in QSYS is not restricted. Since the first row matches the object type you want to add and
it is not restricted, a new rule for QSECURITY would be allowed.
The second row indicates that you cannot generally add a rule to an object in library QSYS. The third row
describes the default inclusion state for SYSBAS.
• Determine whether there is a RESTRICTED attribute that would prevent the addition of a new rule for
the QDATE system value.
SELECT DISTINCT PRECEDENCE_ORDER AS ORDER, IASP_NAME AS IASP,
LIBRARY_NAME AS LIBRARY, OBJECT_TYPE AS TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME AS NAME, RESTRICTED, REMOVABLE
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'QSYS',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*SYSVAL',
OBJECT_NAME => 'QDATE'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER ;

The rows that are returned contain the following information.
ORDER
1
2

IASP
*SYSBAS
*SYSBAS
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LIBRARY
QSYS
QSYS

TYPE
*SYSVAL
*SYSVAL

NAME
QDATE
(null)

RESTRICTED
YES
NO

REMOVABLE
NO
NO

3
4

*SYSBAS
*SYSBAS

QSYS
(null)

(null)
(null)

(null)
(null)

YES
NO

NO
NO

The first row indicates that a specific rule for the QDATE system value already exists. Since the first row
exactly matches the system value and the rule is restricted and cannot be removed, a new rule for
QDATE or any changes to the existing rule for QDATE would not be allowed.

PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure
The PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure handles a set of pending replication criteria
rules in the Replication Criteria List (RCL) by either changing the APPLY_STATE to ACTIVE or permanently
removing the pending entries for the specified apply-label.
When apply-action is set to COMMIT, the rules are evaluated to determine whether any objects are now
subject to replication. These identified objects are checked to ensure the replication action can be applied
to the object without encountering an error. The checks include verification that either the object only
exists on one node or, for objects that are eligible to exist on both nodes, that the objects are identical. If
any of the objects fail replication, the commit request fails. For more information about the cause of the
failure, you can use the QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function.
When committing a group of rules, a large number of objects might need to be replicated. Consider setting
the parallel degree value for your job before calling this procedure to allow multiple threads to be used for
the resynchronization portion of this operation. This value can be set using “CHANGE_MIRROR
procedure” on page 392.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA
iasp-name
IASP_NAME

(
,

=>

APPLY_ACTION

apply-action

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group for the apply-label. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rule is associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
apply-action
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the action to perform for the group of pending
replication criteria rules.
COMMIT
Each pending replication criteria rule with the specified apply-label for this iasp-name is applied
to the RCL to implement the rule as defined by calls to the ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA or
REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedures.
ROLLBACK
Each pending replication criteria rule with the specified apply-label for this iasp-name is
permanently removed from the list of pending replication criteria rules.
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the label associated with a group of pending
replication criteria rules.
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The apply-label identifies pending replication criteria rules that have been created by add or remove
requests with this label.
*GENERATE
Use the apply-label generated by the system for this job. The generated value is always the same
for a specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed
in PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
The name of the label to use.

Examples
• After verifying that the pending rules associated with label TESTGROUP2 have the intended effect,
promote the rules into production.
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => 'TESTGROUP2');

• Remove the set of pending rules associated with label TESTGROUP1.
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'ROLLBACK',
APPLY_LABEL => 'TESTGROUP1');

REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure
The REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure removes a replication criteria rule from the Replication
Criteria List (RCL). The rules are used to determine which objects are included or excluded from
replication through Db2 Mirror.
The replication criteria rule will be removed from the RCL when either of the following sets of parameters
on this procedure invocation exactly matches a rule that exists in the RCL.
• the combination of iasp-name, library-name, object-type, and object-name
• the combination of iasp-name and rule-identifier
If no replication criteria rule matches the input values, an error is returned.
A replication criteria rule is defined in either an active or pending state.
When apply is set to PENDING, the removal of a rule has no impact on active replication. The pending
state provides the ability to make multiple changes to the replication rules and evaluate the impact of
those rules before committing them into production. You can use the apply-label parameter to group
pending rules together.
When apply is set to ACTIVE and there are pending rules that match the apply-label for the same iaspname, both the new rule and any pending rules for the apply-label are committed.
When an active replication criteria rule with an INCLUSION_STATE value of EXCLUDE is removed from the
RCL with apply set to ACTIVE, the remaining rules are evaluated to determine whether any objects are
now subject to replication. These identified objects are checked to ensure the replication action can be
applied to the object without encountering an error. The checks include verification that either the object
only exists on one node or, for objects that are eligible to exist on both nodes, that the objects are
identical. If any of the objects would fail replication, the rule cannot be removed. For more information
about the cause of the failure, you can use the QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA
table function.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(

iasp-name
IASP_NAME

,

=>

library-name
LIBRARY_NAME

=>

,

object-type
OBJECT_TYPE

=>

,

object-name
OBJECT_NAME

=>

,

rule-identifier
RULE_IDENTIFIER

=>

,

apply
APPLY

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group used to locate the replication criteria rule. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The replication criteria rule is associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs
(ASPs 2-32).
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the library name used to locate the replication
criteria rule. When library-name is specified, rule-identifier cannot be specified. Either library-name or
rule-identifier must be specified.
object-type
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the object type used to locate the replication
criteria rule. When object-type is specified, library-name must also be specified.
Supported types are:
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable. library-name must be QSYS.
*FILE
Database file
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*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB
Library
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value. library-name must be QSYS.
*USRIDX
User index
*USRSPC
User space
If object-type is not specified, a matching replication criteria rule will be located using the values of
iasp-name and library-name.
object-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the object, system-level
environment variable, or system value used to locate the replication criteria rule. When object-name is
specified, object-type must also be specified.
If object-name is not specified, a matching replication criteria rule will be located using the values of
iasp-name, library-name, and object-type.
rule-identifier
A numeric value that identifies a specific replication criteria rule to remove. The value is defined in the
RULE_IDENTIFIER column of the REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view. When rule-identifier is
specified, library-name, object-type, and object-name cannot be specified. Either library-name or ruleidentifier must be specified.
When specifying rule-identifier:
• If apply is set to ACTIVE, the matching replication criteria rule will be removed immediately from the
RCL. The rule can be in an active or a pending state.
• If apply is set to PENDING, the matching active replication criteria rule will be used to define a new
PENDING REMOVE rule.
apply
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether this replication criteria rule should be
removed from the RCL immediately or placed in a pending state.
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ACTIVE
This replication criteria rule as well as all pending rules with the same apply-label will be applied.
This is the default.
PENDING
This replication criteria rule will be placed into a pending state identified by the apply-label.
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies a label to associate with this replication criteria
rule. It can be up to 26 characters long. The name cannot contain the blank or equal sign (=)
characters.
The apply-label is used to label a pending replication criteria rule so that it can be grouped with other
pending rules with the same apply-label for the same iasp-name. This set of rules can be applied to
the RCL in one operation when a rule with this apply-label and an apply value of ACTIVE is processed
or by using the PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure.
An apply-label can group pending rules together that are generated from calls to the
ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA and REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedures.
*GENERATE
An apply-label will be generated by the system. The generated value is always the same for a
specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed in
PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
The apply-label value that identifies this rule as a pending replication criteria rule or that identifies
the set of existing rules to commit.

Examples
• Remove a replication criteria rule from the RCL that was used to define the replication behavior for
objects in library APPLIB1 that have no object specific rule.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB1');

This is equivalent to the following procedure call.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME
=> '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'QSYS',
OBJECT_NAME => 'APPLIB1',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*LIB');

• Remove a fully qualified replication criteria rule from the RCL.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB1',
OBJECT_NAME => 'MYTABLE',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE');

• Update the RCL to initiate replication against all tables in library APPLIB1. Previously, one fully qualified
table in APPLIB1 was being actively replicated. This individual replication rule is no longer needed, so it
should be removed.
Performing the changes in the following way ensures that the fully qualified table remains mirrored,
avoiding unnecessary object resynchronization. This process makes use of the apply and apply-label
parameters on both the remove and add operations. The order in which these rules are defined is not
important. They will both be processed when APPLY => 'ACTIVE' is requested using the common
apply-label.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME=> 'APPLIB1',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'GROUP1');
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CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB1',
OBJECT_NAME => 'MYTABLE',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
APPLY => 'ACTIVE',
APPLY_LABEL => 'GROUP1');

• Remove a PENDING replication criteria rule from the RCL. The replication criteria rule as defined in
REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO has a RULE_IDENTIFIER value of 168 and an APPLY_STATE value of
PENDING ADD.
An existing replication criteria rule with a value of PENDING ADD or PENDING REMOVE in its
APPLY_STATE column can only be removed by using the rule-identifier parameter for that pending rule
and an apply parameter value of ACTIVE.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 168,
APPLY => 'ACTIVE',
APPLY_LABEL => 'CLEAR_RULE');

This procedure uses a unique apply-label rather than using *GENERATE to prevent any other pending
rule changes for this job from being affected.
• Remove the specific replication criteria rules from the RCL for all output queues in libraries APPLIB1
and APPLIB2. Suppose that the rules that enable replication of the output queues are identified by
RULE_IDENTIFIER values of 211 and 213 within the RCL.
Both methods of identifying existing replication criteria rules to be placed into a PENDING state are
illustrated in this example. The methods are equivalent and can be used interchangeably.
The first replication criteria rule for library APPLIB1 is identified through its rule-identifier value.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 211,
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => '*GENERATE');

The second replication criteria rule is identified through its library-name and object-type parameters. A
generated apply-label value is used to identify both PENDING changes.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB2',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => '*GENERATE');

These changes can be applied to the RCL by using the PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA
procedure specifying the generated apply-label value.
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => '*GENERATE');

REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view
The REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view returns the Db2 Mirror object replication rules. The view returns
one row for each rule in the Replication Criteria List (RCL). Each row describes a rule that determines
whether objects are included or excluded from replication.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/RCL_INFO.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is RCL_INFO. The schema is
QSYS2.
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Table 44. REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

RULE_IDENTIFIER

RULE_ID

BIGINT

A system-assigned value that identifies this RCL
rule.
Identical active rules can exist with
RULE_SOURCE values of SYSTEM and USER. These
will have the same rule identifier.

APPLY_STATE

STATE

VARCHAR(14)

The state of the replication criteria rule in the RCL.
ACTIVE
This replication criteria rule is used to
determine the inclusion state for objects.
PENDING ADD
This replication criteria rule is an addition to
the RCL that has not been committed. The
rule has no effect on determining the
inclusion state for objects during active
replication.
PENDING REMOVE
This replication criteria rule is a removal
from the RCL that has not been committed.
The rule has no effect on determining the
inclusion state for objects during active
replication.
TRACKED
This replication criteria rule is currently
active and is used on this partition to
determine the inclusion state for objects.
The rule was applied while the partition was
in tracked state and it must be reconciled
with the RCL on the other node when node
synchronization occurs.

INCLUSION_STATE

INC_STATE

VARCHAR(10)
Nullable

The replication inclusion state for this rule in the
RCL.
DEFINITION
Objects that best match this replication
criteria rule are replicated. Only the
definition of the object is replicated.
EXCLUDE
Objects that best match this replication
criteria rule are excluded from replication.
INCLUDE
Objects that best match this replication
criteria rule are replicated.
PROCESSING
This rule is currently being committed to the
RCL. Its final inclusion state has not been
determined.
Contains the null value when APPLY_STATE is
PENDING REMOVE.

APPLY_LABEL

LABEL

VARCHAR(26)
Nullable

The apply-label assigned to a pending rule. All
pending rules with the same label can be
processed as a group.
Contains the null value if APPLY_STATE is not
PENDING ADD or PENDING REMOVE.

IASP_NAME

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the independent ASP group associated
with the replication criteria rule. Contains either
the name of the ASP group or the following
special value:
*SYSBAS
This rule is associated with objects stored in
either the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic
user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).

LIBRARY_NAME

LIBRARY

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the library.

Nullable

Contains the null value if this replication criteria
rule does not use the library name in its definition.
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Table 44. REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_TYPE

TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Object type.

Nullable

*AUTL
Authorization list
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile
*USRSPC
User space
Contains the null value if this replication criteria
rule does not use the object type in its definition.

OBJECT_NAME

OBJECT

VARCHAR(128)
Nullable

RULE_SOURCE

SOURCE

VARCHAR(6)

System name of the object, system-level
environment variable, or system value.
Contains the null value if this replication criteria
rule does not use the object name in its definition.
Indicates the source of this replication criteria
rule.
SYSTEM
The rule was implicitly added by the IBM i
operating system.
USER
This rule was explicitly added by a user.

REMOVABLE

REMOVABLE

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether this replication criteria rule can
be removed by using the
QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA
procedure.
NO
YES
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The rule cannot be removed.
The rule can be removed.

Table 44. REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether this replication criteria rule
restricts the addition of other rules.
NO

YES
FAILURE_MESSAGE

FAILURE

VARCHAR(7)
Nullable

This rule does not restrict adding related
rules.
This rule restricts adding related rules.

The message identifier for the last failure that
occurred during an apply of this pending rule. This
rule is part of a group of rules identified by
APPLY_LABEL that encountered an error during
the apply. The error needs to be resolved before
the APPLY_LABEL group of rules can be
successfully applied to the RCL.
Contains the null value if the APPLY_STATE is
ACTIVE or TRACKED or if this is a pending rule
with no failure information.

Examples
• List all the active replication criteria rules for the node.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO
WHERE APPLY_STATE = 'ACTIVE'
ORDER BY IASP_NAME, LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

• List all the active replication criteria rules for files in library APPLIB1 where only the definition of the file
is being replicated.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO
WHERE APPLY_STATE IN ('ACTIVE', 'TRACKED') AND
LIBRARY_NAME = 'APPLIB1' AND
OBJECT_TYPE = '*FILE' AND
INCLUSION_STATE = 'DEFINITION';

• List all the pending rules.
SELECT APPLY_LABEL, P.*
FROM QSYS2.REPLICATION_CRITERIA_INFO P
WHERE APPLY_STATE IN ('PENDING ADD', 'PENDING REMOVE')
ORDER BY APPLY_LABEL;

VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
The VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function returns the set of Replication Criteria
List (RCL) rules that are affected by a given apply-label. The list of rules returned includes all pending
replication criteria rules that match the apply-label and any active rules that will be affected if the applylabel is committed.
Each row is either an active or a pending rule in the RCL. All pending rules are validated to ensure no
failures would occur if the apply-label group of pending rules is committed. If a failure is detected for a
pending rule, information about the error is returned in the SQLSTATE, MESSAGE_ID, MESSAGE_TEXT,
and MESSAGE_SECOND_LEVEL_TEXT columns for that rule. This failure detail can be used to understand
why a pending apply-label cannot be committed.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA

(
IASP_NAME

iasp-name

=>
)

,

apply-label
APPLY_LABEL

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
iasp-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the auxiliary storage pool (ASP)
group for the apply-label. Can contain the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The apply-label is associated with the system ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
apply-label
A character or graphic string expression that identifies a label associated with a group of pending
replication criteria rules.
The apply-label identifies pending replication criteria rules that have been created by add or remove
requests with this label.
*GENERATE
Use the apply-label generated by the system for this job. The generated value is always the same
for a specific job. This behavior allows multiple rule changes within a job to be added or removed
in PENDING state and then processed in a single operation. This is the default.
label-identifier
An apply-label value that identifies a set of pending rules.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.
Table 45. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

RULE_IDENTIFIER

BIGINT

A system-assigned value that identifies this RCL rule.
Identical active rules can exist with RULE_SOURCE values of SYSTEM
and USER. These will have the same rule identifier.

APPLY_STATE

VARCHAR(14)

The state of the replication criteria rule in the RCL.
ACTIVE
This replication criteria rule is used to determine the inclusion
state for objects.
PENDING ADD
This replication criteria rule is an addition to the RCL that has not
been committed. The rule has no effect on determining the
inclusion state for objects during active replication.
PENDING REMOVE
This replication criteria rule is a removal from the RCL that has
not been committed. The rule has no effect on determining the
inclusion state for objects during active replication.
TRACKED
This replication criteria rule is currently active and is used on this
partition to determine the inclusion state for objects. The rule
was applied while the partition was in tracked state so it must be
reconciled with the RCL on the other node when node
resynchronization occurs.
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Table 45. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

INCLUSION_STATE

VARCHAR(10)

The replication inclusion state for this rule in the RCL.
DEFINITION
Objects that best match this replication criteria rule will be
replicated. Only the definition of the object is replicated.
EXCLUDE
Objects that best match this replication criteria rule are excluded
from replication.
INCLUDE
Objects that best match this replication criteria rule are
replicated.
PROCESSING
This rule is currently being committed to the RCL. Its final
inclusion state has not been determined.
Contains the null value when APPLY_STATE is PENDING REMOVE.

PRECEDENCE_ORDER

SMALLINT

System generated value that indicates the relative order, in ascending
sequence, in which pending rules are applied. While all changes to the
RCL will occur simultaneously, the precedence order is used to
illustrate the logical steps any pending rule changes will be applied to
the RCL.
Identical rules can exist with RULE_SOURCE values of SYSTEM and
USER. These will have the same precedence order.

APPLY_LABEL

VARCHAR(26)

The apply-label assigned to a pending rule. All pending rules with the
same label will be applied as a group.
Contains the null value if APPLY_STATE is not PENDING ADD or
PENDING REMOVE.

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the independent ASP group associated with the replication
criteria rule. Contains either the name of the ASP group or the
following special value:
*SYSBAS
This rule is associated with objects stored in either the system
ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).

LIBRARY_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the library associated with the replication criteria rule.
Contains the null value if this replication criteria rule does not use the
library name in its definition.
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Table 45. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_TYPE

VARCHAR(8)

Object type associated with the replication criteria rule.
*AUTL
Authorization list
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile
*USRSPC
User space
Contains the null value if this replication criteria rule does not use the
object type in its definition.

OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(128)

System name of the object, system-level environment variable, or
system value associated with the replication criteria rule.
Contains the null value if this replication criteria rule does not use the
object name in its definition.

RULE_SOURCE

VARCHAR(6)

Indicates the source of this replication criteria rule.
SYSTEM
The rule was implicitly added by the IBM i operating system.
USER
This rule was explicitly added by a user.

REMOVABLE

VARCHAR(3)

Indicates whether this replication criteria rule can be removed by
using the QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA procedure.
NO
YES

RESTRICTED

VARCHAR(3)

The rule can be removed.

Indicates whether this replication criteria rule restricts the addition of
other rules. A value of YES can only occur when RULE_SOURCE is
SYSTEM.
NO
YES
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The rule cannot be removed.

This rule does not restrict adding related rules.
This rule restricts adding related rules.

Table 45. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

SQLSTATE

CHAR(5)

SQLSTATE value associated with the validation of this pending rule.
When no warning or exception conditions are detected for a pending
rule, SQLSTATE will have a value of '00000'. Otherwise, SQLSTATE will
contain the value that would be returned if an attempt is made to
commit this group of pending rules. Values that represent warnings
are of the form '01xxx'.

MESSAGE_ID

VARCHAR(7)

The message identifier for the warning or failure that was detected
during the validation of this pending rule.
This rule is part of a group of pending rules identified by the applylabel parameter that will encounter an error when any replication
service attempts to make use of this rule. The error must be resolved
before the apply-label group of rules can be successfully committed to
the RCL.
Contains the null value if the APPLY_STATE column is ACTIVE or
TRACKED or if this is a pending rule with no failure information.

MESSAGE_TEXT

MESSAGE_SECOND_LEVEL_TEXT

VARGRAPHIC(1024)

First level message text corresponding to MESSAGE_ID.

CCSID 1200

Contains the null value if MESSAGE_ID is null.

VARGRAPHIC(4096)

Second level message text corresponding to MESSAGE_ID.

CCSID 1200

Contains the null value if MESSAGE_ID is null.

Examples
• List all the active and pending replication criteria rules associated with apply-label TESTGROUP1.
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'TESTGROUP1'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER;

• Determine if any of the pending replication criteria rules associated with apply-label TESTGROUP2 will
prevent the rules from being committed because a warning or an exception condition is detected.
SELECT SQLSTATE, RULE_IDENTIFIER, LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE,
INCLUSION_STATE, MESSAGE_ID, MESSAGE_INFO, MESSAGE_INFO_TEXT
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'TESTGROUP2'))
WHERE SQLSTATE <> '00000'
ORDER BY RULE_IDENTIFIER;

Only pending replication criteria rules that have detected a warning or an exception condition will be
returned. These rules will prevent the group of pending replication criteria rules from being committed.

Additional replication examples
The following examples demonstrate additional concepts for working with the Replication Criteria List
(RCL).

Pending replication criteria examples

The following examples use pending replication criteria rules and a variety of replication services to
manipulate the RCL and the objects that it controls.

Populate the RCL
The following statements add a group of pending replication criteria rules to the RCL using an apply-label
of PRIME. The rules are committed to activate them.
-- Include library LIBX and subject all replication-eligible objects in
-- LIBX to replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
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IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');
-- Exclude all files in LIBX from replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');
-- Include file PF1 in LIBX in replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME => 'PF1',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');
-- Exclude all output queues in LIBX from replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');
-- Include output queue OUT1 in LIBX in replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
OBJECT_NAME => 'OUT1',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');
-- Exclude all data areas in LIBX from replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*DTAARA',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');
-- Commit all the rules we defined with the PRIME label to make them active rules.
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => 'PRIME');

Table 46 on page 456 illustrates the part of the RCL containing these rules after they have been
committed. Rule identifier 10 represents the default inclusion state for SYSBAS, which is set to EXCLUDE.
Table 46. Initial RCL
RULE_
IDENTIFIER

INCLUSION_
STATE

LIBRARY_
NAME

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

APPLY_
LABEL

10

EXCLUDE

-

-

-

ACTIVE

-

200

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

-

210

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

ACTIVE

-

220

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

ACTIVE

-

230

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

ACTIVE

-

240

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

ACTIVE

-

250

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*DTAARA

-

ACTIVE

-
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When the rules are committed, library LIBX and all the existing objects that qualify for replication with
these rules (PF1 and OUT1 in this example) are replicated to the other node.
After adding more objects to LIBX on the two nodes, Table 47 on page 457 shows the current objects in
LIBX on each node. PF1 and OUT1 are mirrored objects that were replicated when the rules were
committed. The other objects were added to LIBX after the library was replicated to the secondary node
and are not subject to replication according to the initial rules that we defined. These objects will be used
to illustrate modification of replication criteria rules.
Table 47. Initial contents of LIBX on both nodes
Primary node
LIBX

Secondary node
*LIB

PF1

*FILE

PF2

*FILE

PF3

*FILE

LIBX
PF1

Replicate
d object
*LIB

Yes

*FILE

Yes
No

PF3

*FILE

No

PF4

*FILE

No

PF5

*FILE

PF5

*FILE

No

OUT1

*OUTQ

OUT1

*OUTQ

Yes

OUT2

*OUTQ

OUT3

*OUTQ

OUT5

*OUTQ

No
OUT3

*OUTQ

No

OUT4

*OUTQ

No

OUT5

*OUTQ

No

Define a group of pending RCL rules
Suppose that after thinking about this replication design, we decide that a better choice would be to
exclude all objects in LIBX by default but include all files and all output queues in replication. It would be
possible to remove all replication rules and define a complete set of new rules, but since we are already
relying on replication for PF1 and OUT1, we don't want to disrupt this process.
We will define a group of pending replication criteria rules to make all the changes we need, evaluate the
impact of the changes, and then commit the new group of rules.
-- Remove the rule that excludes all files in LIBX from replication
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 210,
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');

Note that this rule could also be removed by specifying the identifier parts of the rule: IASP_NAME =>
'*SYSBAS', LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX', OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE'. Both methods generate an
identical PENDING REMOVE rule.
-- Add a rule to include all files in LIBX
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');
-- Add a rule to include all output queues in LIBX
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'INCLUDE',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
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APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');

We just added an output queue rule that is a duplicate of an existing active rule (a duplicate rule is one
with identical IASP name, library name, object type, and object name values) that has a different inclusion
state. This is not considered an error since the duplicate rule is a pending rule. The evaluation for conflicts
doesn't happen until the group of pending rules is validated explicitly, when attempting to commit the
apply-label group, or when using the apply-label group for any replication services.
-- Now we remember that we need to remove the old rule that excludes all output queues
-- in LIBX from replication.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');

Since we added a pending rule to remove the active RCL rule for output queues, we will not encounter an
error when the whole group is validated. The order of defining the add and remove requests is not
important since they are part of the same group. The remove operation will be processed before the add
operation.
-- Remove the explicit rule that includes PF1.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 220,
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');
-- Remove the explicit rule that includes OUT1.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 240,
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');
--Remove the rule that includes library LIBX and all replication-eligible
-- objects in LIBX by default.
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');
-- Add a rule that includes just the library LIBX in replication, but
-- excludes all replication-eligible objects in LIBX by default.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'DEFINITION',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');

We just added a library rule that will ensure that just the definition of the library object, LIBX, is included
in replication. This is required if we intend to have any replication-eligible objects included for replication
within this library. Note that this rule could also be added by specifying the fully qualified identifier parts
of the rule:
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'DEFINITION',
IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'QSYS',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*LIB',
OBJECT_NAME => 'LIBX',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');

Both methods generate an identical PENDING ADD rule.
After this group of pending rules has been defined, the RCL contains the entries shown in Table 48 on
page 459.
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Table 48. RCL with a group of pending entries
RULE_
IDENTIFIER

INCLUSION_
STATE

LIBRARY_
NAME

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

APPLY_
LABEL

10

EXCLUDE

-

-

-

ACTIVE

-

200

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

-

210

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

ACTIVE

-

220

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

ACTIVE

-

230

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

ACTIVE

-

240

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

ACTIVE

-

250

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*DTAARA

-

ACTIVE

-

260

-

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

270

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

280

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

290

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

300

-

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

310

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

320

-

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

330

DEFINITION

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

Show affected objects for a pending group
Now we will use the QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA table function to determine
which objects would be affected by committing the group of pending rules. This function returns all the
objects that would have their inclusion state changed if this pending group is committed. It does not
return information about objects whose inclusion state does not change.
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
COMPARE_OBJECTS => 'YES',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

The results are shown in Table 49 on page 460. When an object is found on both nodes, the objects are
compared. Any errors that are detected for an object are described in the OBJECT_INFO column.
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Descriptive text is returned in the OBJECT_INFO_TEXT column, but we are not showing that here due to
space limitations.
For this example, we will assume that objects PF3 and OUT3 that exist on both nodes are different in
some way and objects PF5 and OUT5 are identical.
Table 49. EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function output
LIBRARY
_
NAME

OBJECT
_
TYPE

OBJECT
_
NAME

PENDING_
INCLUSION
_
STATE

OBJECT OBJECT_
COMPARE
_
ON_
_
ON_
SECONDARY RESULT
PRIMAR
Y

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF2

INCLUDE

YES

NO

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF3

INCLUDE

YES

YES

INELIGIBL
E

201

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF4

INCLUDE

NO

YES

-

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF5

INCLUDE

YES

YES

INELIGIBL
E

201

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT2

INCLUDE

YES

NO

-

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT3

INCLUDE

YES

YES

DIFFEREN
T

203

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT4

INCLUDE

NO

YES

-

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT5

INCLUDE

YES

YES

IDENTICAL -

INCLUDE

QSYS

*LIB

LIBX

DEFINITION YES

YES

-

INCLUSION
_
STATE

OBJECT
_
INFO

101

These results show that there are nine objects that were found on either node that will be affected by the
replication criteria rules with an apply-label of ABC. You can also see that five of the objects exist on both
nodes, but three of them will prevent the pending replication criteria rules from being committed: PF3,
PF5, and OUT3. Object OUT5 was compared and all of its eligible attributes were identical. Library object
LIBX is not compared because its inclusion state is being changed from INCLUDE to DEFINITION, so all of
its replication-eligible attributes are already identical.
Let's consider one object that will prevent the pending rules from being committed, output queue OUT3.
The comparison determined that the object is different on the two nodes. An output queue can exist on
both nodes when it starts replication if the objects are identical. Since the contents are different,
removing the object on one of the nodes prior to attempting to commit the pending rules will resolve the
problem. You must decide which object to keep and use DLTOBJ to remove the other one.
Another way to resolve the difference is to use the QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function
against output queue OUT3 to identify the differences between the two nodes. If the differences are
trivial, it may be possible to simply change the object on one of the nodes to make it identical and resolve
the problem. Making the objects identical prior to starting replication for the object reduces the work
required when the pending rules are committed.
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT(OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_NAME => 'OUT3',
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES => 'YES',
COMPARE_DATA => 'NO'))
ORDER BY ATTRIBUTE_NAME;

The other two objects listed as problems in Table 49 on page 460, PF3 and PF5, are files which are not
eligible for comparison. Files are also one of the object types that are not allowed to exist on both nodes
when the object is added to replication. There are two ways to resolve this issue depending on what your
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replication design requires. The first is to eliminate one of the conflicting objects. The other is to
interrogate the pending replication rules to determine why this object is being replicated and make
changes to the pending rules to exclude this object. For this example, let's assume that we want PF5 to be
replicated but we do not want PF3 to be replicated.
To resolve the conflict for PF5, the object must be removed from one of the nodes before committing the
pending rules. The QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function can be used to compare and
identify the differences to both the replication-eligible attributes and data contained within the rows of
the file.
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT(OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_NAME => 'PF5',
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES => 'YES',
COMPARE_DATA => 'YES'))
ORDER BY ATTRIBUTE_NAME;

After careful examination to ensure there will be no loss of critical information, delete the file that is not
going to be the replicated version.
CL: DLTF FILE(LIBX/PF5);

For PF3, we need to determine which pending rules cause the object to be included in the list of objects
that would start replication when this group of rules is committed. This can be done by using of the
QSYS2.INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function against the file.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME => 'PF3',
APPLY_STATE => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER;

Table 50 on page 461 shows that the pending rule with rule identifier 270 has a precedence order of 1
which indicates that this is the rule that is causing the file to be included.
Table 50. INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA result for PF3
PRECEDENCE_ RULE_
ORDER
IDENTIFIE
R

INCLUSION_ LIBRARY_
STATE
NAME

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

APPLY_
LABEL

1

270

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

2

260

-

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

3

210

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

ACTIVE

-

4

330

DEFINITION

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

5

320

-

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

6

100

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

-

7

10

EXCLUDE

-

--

-

ACTIVE

-
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In this case we can add a fully qualified rule for the file to exclude it from replication.
-- Exclude PF3 in LIBX from replication.
CALL QSYS2.ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(INCLUSION_STATE => 'EXCLUDE',
IASP_NAME =>'*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME =>'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME =>'PF3',
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'LIBX',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
OBJECT_NAME => 'PF3',
APPLY_STATE => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER;

Now the result in Table 51 on page 462 shows that the specific rule to exclude PF3 from replication is
being used and has a precedence order of 1.
Table 51. INSPECT_REPLICATION_CRITERIA result for PF3 after adding an explicit rule
PRECEDENCE_ RULE_
ORDER
IDENTIFIE
R

INCLUSION_ LIBRARY_
STATE
NAME

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

APPLY_
LABEL

1

340

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF3

PENDING
ADD

ABC

2

270

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

3

260

-

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
REMOVE

ABC

4

210

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

ACTIVE

-

5

330

DEFINITION

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
ADD

ABC

6

320

-

LIBX

-

-

RENDING
REMOVE

ABC

7

200

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

-

8

10

EXCLUDE

-

-

-

ACTIVE

-

We handled the error situations from the previous invocation of
EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA by performing a MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT against
OUT3 and changing its attributes, a DLTF for one version of PF5, and a ADD_REPLICATION_CRITERIA to
exclude PF3. Now we can run the same query again to see whether the changes we made would allow
committing the rules to successfully start object replication.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
COMPARE_OBJECTS => 'YES',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY LIBRARY_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;
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Table 52. EVALUATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function output with errors resolved
LIBRARY
_
NAME

OBJECT
_
TYPE

OBJECT
_
NAME

PENDING_
INCLUSION
_
STATE

OBJECT OBJECT_
COMPARE
_
ON_
_
ON_
SECONDARY RESULT
PRIMAR
Y

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF2

INCLUDE

YES

NO

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF4

INCLUDE

NO

YES

-

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF5

INCLUDE

YES

NO

-

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT2

INCLUDE

YES

NO

-

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT3

INCLUDE

YES

YES

IDENTICAL -

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT4

INCLUDE

NO

YES

-

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT5

INCLUDE

YES

YES

IDENTICAL -

INCLUDE

QSYS`

*LIB

LIBX

DEFINITION YES

YES

-

INCLUSION
_
STATE

OBJECT
_
INFO

101

Now the list of objects with a pending replication change shows no errors. Since PF5 only exists on one
node now, it generated no error. OUT3 reports as identical on both nodes. There is no row returned for
PF3 since its inclusion state will not change when this set of rules is committed; it will remain excluded
from replication.
At this point we can commit the changes made using apply-label ABC to make them active rules.
-- Commit all the rules we defined with the ABC label to make them active rules.
CALL QSYS2.PROCESS_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_ACTION => 'COMMIT',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');

This will cause replication of several objects. The libraries on the two nodes should now look like this:
Table 53. Contents of LIBX on both nodes after commit
Primary node
LIBX

Secondary node
*LIB

LIBX
PF1

Replicate
d object
*LIB

Yes

*FILE

Yes

PF1

*FILE

PF2

*FILE

PF3

*FILE

PF3

*FILE

No

PF4

*FILE

PF4

*FILE

Yes

PF5

*FILE

PF5

*FILE

Yes

OUT1

*OUTQ

OUT1

*OUTQ

Yes

OUT2

*OUTQ

OUT3

*OUTQ

OUT3

*OUTQ

Yes

OUT4

*OUTQ

OUT4

*OUTQ

Yes

OUT5

*OUTQ

OUT5

*OUTQ

Yes

Yes

Yes

While both nodes have a PF3, it is a distinct file on each node and is not replicated.
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We can verify the replication status of all objects in LIBX with the following query:
WITH OBJECTS (OBJECT_NAME, OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_LIBRARY) AS (
SELECT OBJNAME, OBJTYPE, OBJLIB
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.OBJECT_STATISTICS('LIBX', '*ALL', '*ALLSIMPLE'))
UNION ALL
SELECT OBJNAME, OBJTYPE, OBJLIB
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.OBJECT_STATISTICS('QSYS', '*LIB',
'LIBX')))
SELECT OBJECT_NAME,
OBJECT_TYPE,
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
LIBRARY_NAME => OBJECT_LIBRARY,
OBJECT_TYPE => OBJECT_TYPE,
OBJECT_NAME => OBJECT_NAME) AS INCLUSION_STATE
FROM OBJECTS
ORDER BY OBJECT_TYPE, OBJECT_NAME;

The result of this query is shown in Table 54 on page 464. It confirms that PF3 is not included in
replication.
Table 54. Object replication status
OBJECT_NAME

OBJECT_TYPE

INCLUSION_STATE

PF1

*FILE

INCLUDED

PF2

*FILE

INCLUDED

PF3

*FILE

EXCLUDED

PF4

*FILE

INCLUDED

PF5

*FILE

INCLUDED

LIBX

*LIB

DEFINITION

OUT1

*OUTQ

INCLUDED

OUT2

*OUTQ

INCLUDED

OUT3

*OUTQ

INCLUDED

OUT4

*OUTQ

INCLUDED

OUT5

*OUTQ

INCLUDED

Validate pending replication criteria rules
We can validate a group of pending replication criteria rules, looking for rule conflicts, by using the
QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function. It gathers all the pending rules for a
group and includes any active rules that will be changed. Each pending rule will be evaluated. If any errors
are detected, information about the specific error is included in the result row describing the rule.
Validation processing occurs implicitly any time one of the replication services attempts to use a group of
pending rules for an operation. If a validation error is detected, the operation can fail without providing a
detailed reason for the failure. The VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function provides a
way to see the detailed information about any errors that would prevent an RCL operation from
proceeding.
The following example makes use of the RCL as described in Table 48 on page 459.
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER;
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As shown in Table 55 on page 465, no errors currently exist for any of the pending rules; all of the
SQLSTATE values are 00000. The rows generated by this function intermix the active and pending rules to
reflect the order in which the changes to the RCL will be processed.
Table 55. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA result
PRECEDENCE
_
ORDER

RULE_
IDENTIFIE
R

INCLUSION LIBRARY_
_
NAME
STATE

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

SQLSTATE

1

200

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

00000

1

320

-

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

2

330

DEFINITION LIBX

-

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

3

210

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

ACTIVE

00000

3

260

-

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

4

270

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

5

220

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

ACTIVE

00000

5

300

-

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

6

230

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

ACTIVE

00000

6

290

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

7

280

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

8

240

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

ACTIVE

00000

8

310

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

Notice that the precedence order value for a PENDING REMOVE rule always matches the precedence
order value for an ACTIVE rule. If there is no matching ACTIVE rule, the PENDING REMOVE rule would be
identified as being in error.
Also notice that the rule for *DTAARA objects (rule identifier 250) is not present in this result. This is
because none of the pending rule changes affected this active rule or any *DTAARA objects.
Now we will inject some errors in the group of pending replication criteria rules. We will first delete two
rules from the RCL and then run the VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function again.
-- Remove the active rule that excludes all files in LIBX from replication
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 210,
APPLY => 'ACTIVE');
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-- Remove the pending rule that would have removed rule 230 that
-- excludes all output queues from replication
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 290,
APPLY => 'ACTIVE');
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER, RULE_IDENTIFIER;

As shown in Table 56 on page 466, this query returns error information in the group of pending replication
rules for rule identifiers 260 and 280.
Table 56. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA result with errors
PRECEDENCE
_
ORDER

RULE_
IDENTIFIE
R

INCLUSION LIBRARY_
_
NAME
STATE

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

SQLSTATE

1

200

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

00000

1

320

-

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

2

330

DEFINITION LIBX

-

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

3

260

-

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
REMOVE

02000

4

270

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

5

220

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

ACTIVE

00000

5

300

-

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

6

230

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

ACTIVE

00000

7

280

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
ADD

23505

8

240

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

ACTIVE

00000

8

310

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

Since there are some errors, let's look at the additional columns that contain error information. This
information could have been returned by the prior query, but due to space we omitted some of these
columns.
SELECT RULE_IDENTIFIER, SQLSTATE, MESSAGE_ID, MESSAGE_TEXT
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
WHERE SQLSTATE <> '00000'
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER, RULE_IDENTIFIER;
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The diagnostic message that would be sent if detected by any replication service is listed in the result row
along with the SQLSTATE that would have been generated. The text description of the error can help
identify the type of failure.
Table 57. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA error information
RULE_IDENTIFIER

SQLSTATE

MESSAGE_ID

MESSAGE_TEXT

260

02000

CPFC913

Attempt to remove a non-existent active rule

280

23505

CPFC90D

Attempt to add a duplicate user rule.

With the error details from Table 57 on page 467, we can modify the pending group of rules to resolve the
errors. For rule identifier 260 where we attempt to remove a non-existent active rule, we will eliminate
the pending rule. This will allow rule identifier 270 to add the new pending rule without error.
-- Remove the pending rule that would remove the include rule for
-- all files in LIBX
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 260,
APPLY => 'ACTIVE');

To resolve the error for rule identifier 280 where we attempt to add a duplicate rule, we will insert a new
PENDING REMOVE rule to remove the active rule before the PENDING ADD.
-- Remove the active rule that excludes output queues in LIBX from replication
CALL QSYS2.REMOVE_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
RULE_IDENTIFIER => 230,
APPLY => 'PENDING',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC');
SELECT *
FROM TABLE(QSYS2.VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA(IASP_NAME => '*SYSBAS',
APPLY_LABEL => 'ABC'))
ORDER BY PRECEDENCE_ORDER, RULE_IDENTIFIER;

Now when VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA is used, the previous errors have been
eliminated and a new pending rule, with rule identifier 350, has been added to remove rule identifier 230.
Table 58. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA result with errors resolved
PRECEDENCE
_
ORDER

RULE_
IDENTIFIE
R

INCLUSION LIBRARY_
_
NAME
STATE

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

SQLSTATE

1

200

INCLUDE

LIBX

-

-

ACTIVE

00000

1

320

-

LIBX

-

-

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

2

330

DEFINITION LIBX

-

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

3

270

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

4

220

INCLUDE

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

ACTIVE

00000

4

300

-

LIBX

*FILE

PF1

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

5

230

EXCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

ACTIVE

00000
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Table 58. VALIDATE_PENDING_REPLICATION_CRITERIA result with errors resolved (continued)
PRECEDENCE
_
ORDER

RULE_
IDENTIFIE
R

INCLUSION LIBRARY_
_
NAME
STATE

OBJECT_
TYPE

OBJECT_
NAME

APPLY_
STATE

SQLSTATE

5

350

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

6

280

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

-

PENDING
ADD

00000

7

240

INCLUDE

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

ACTIVE

00000

7

310

-

LIBX

*OUTQ

OUT1

PENDING
REMOVE

00000

This set of pending rules could be committed now without encountering any conflicts.

Resynchronization services
These services allow you to configure and review details for Db2 Mirror resynchronization.
Table 59. Resynchronization services
Service

Description

“CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure” on
page 468

Removes or modifies entries for one or more objects in the
Object Tracking List (OTL).

“COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function” on
page 470

Compares the OTL on both nodes.

“RESYNC_STATUS view” on page 474

Returns information about objects in the OTL.

“SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure” on page
480

Sets a suggested priority to be used for resynchronizing one
or more objects.

CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure
The CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure deletes or defers entries in the Object Tracking List (OTL).
If no arguments are specified, all historical and error entries are removed from the tracking table.
Otherwise, entries for the specified objects are removed or modified in the OTL according to the resyncentries parameter value. If no entries for the specified object exist, an error is returned. Entries can be
examined with the QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS view. Historical entries have a RESYNC_ENDTIME column
value that is not null. Error entries have a FAILURE_MESSAGE column value that is not null.
CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES is not allowed while entries are currently being resynchronized in the OTL.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following1:
• For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
• Authorization to the QIBM_DB2_MIRROR function usage identifier.
• *EXECUTE authority on the QRECOVERY library.
• To remove a historical or error entry,
1

For each IASP, the QADBRSYSTS table exists in library QRCYnnnnnn; the authorization rules apply to these
tables as well.
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– *OBJOPR and *DLT authority on QRECOVERY/QADBRSYSTS.
• To defer an entry that is not a historical or error entry,
– *OBJOPR and *UPD authority on QRECOVERY/QADBRSYSTS.
CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES

(

system-object-schema
SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA

=>

,

system-object-name
SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME

=>

,

system-object-type
SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE

=>

,

resync-number
RESYNC_NUMBER

=>
)

,

resync-entries
RESYNC_ENTRIES

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
system-object-schema
A character or graphic string that identifies the library containing the objects whose entries will be
removed or modified. It must be a system schema name.
The special value of *ALL can be used to indicate all objects in any schema. *ALL is the default.
system-object-name
A character or graphic string that identifies the object whose entries will be removed or modified. It
must be a system object name.
The special value of *ALL can be used to indicate all objects of any name. *ALL is the default.
system-object-type
A character or graphic string that identifies the object type of the objects whose entries will be
removed or modified.
The special value of *ALL can be used to indicate objects of any object type. *ALL is the default.
resync-number
An integer value that identifies the resync number of the entries that will be removed or modified. The
resync number must be greater than zero. A null value indicates that entries with any resync number
will be changed.
resync-entries
An integer value that indicates which entries that will be removed or modified.
0

Historical entries, resync deferred entries, and non-recoverable error entries are removed. This is
the default.
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1

Historical entries, resync deferred entries, and all error entries are removed. All other entries will
have their RESYNC_DEFERRED column set to the value USER DEFERRED.
Warning: This option should be used with extreme caution as it will potentially cause entries that
should be processed to be removed from resynchronization consideration.

Example
Remove all historical and error entries from the OTL.
CALL QSYS2.CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES( );

COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function
The COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function compares the entries in the QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS
views on the primary and secondary nodes and returns any potentially conflicting entries from both
nodes. If potentially conflicting entries exist, the user must defer the conflicting entries on the secondary
node before resynchronization can be performed. For more information on deferring entries see the
QSYS2.CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following2:
• *USE authority on the QSYS2/CMPRSENT service program, or
• EXECUTE SQL privilege on the QSYS2.COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS function, and
• *EXECUTE authority on the QRECOVERY library, and
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on the QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS view.
COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS

(

)

The schema is QSYS2.
The RESYNC_STATUS view in the auxiliary storage pool (ASP) group of the current thread will be
compared on the source and target nodes.
Any deferred or historical entries are ignored.
Some entries that appear to conflict will not be included in the comparison:
• *USRPRF and *AUTL entries
Security has deeper attribute checking that is used to resolve differences.
• *SPLF entries
Spool file entries are unique on each system
• Database I/O entries
Any row that appears to have been changed on both the primary and secondary nodes will be changed
to the primary node's row value. Otherwise, row changes from both the primary and secondary nodes
will be replicated.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.

2

For each IASP, the QADBRSYSTS table exists in library QRCYnnnnnn; the authorization rules apply to these
tables as well.
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Table 60. COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

LOCATION

CHAR(6)

The location of the RESYNC_STATUS entry.
LOCAL
This is a RESYNC_STATUS entry from the local node.
MIRROR
This is a RESYNC_STATUS entry from the remote node.

SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA

CHAR(10)

The name of the library containing the object. For move requests, this is the new
library for the object.
Contains the null value if SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE is *SECATR or *FCNUSG.

SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME

VARCHAR(300)

The system name of the object to resynchronize. For rename requests, this is the
new name for the object.
Contains the null value if SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE is *SECATR.

SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE

CHAR(8)

The system type of the object to resynchronize.
Supported types are:
*AUTL
Authorization list
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB

Library

*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SECATR
Security attribute
*SPLF
Spooled file
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile
*USRSPC
User space
MEMBER_NAME

CHAR(10)

Member name to resynchronize if this is a database file.
Contains the null value if the entry is not for a specific member.
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Table 60. COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

SUGGESTED_PRIORITY

SMALLINT

Priority 0 is the highest priority.
For a tracked entry, during resynchronization preprocessing the suggested
priority is updated to leave a historical record of the priority that was in effect
when the resynchronization occurred.
Contains the null value if preprocessing has not identified a priority for this entry.

RESYNC_TYPE

VARCHAR(13)

The technology used to resynchronize this object.
CL COMMAND
A CL command will be used.
DB DDL
The mechanism for changing database object definitions will be used.
DB I/O
The mechanism for changing data in a database file will be used.
DTAARA CHANGE
The mechanism for changing data areas will be used.
PROGRAM CALL
A program will be called.
SAVE/RESTORE
The object will be saved and restored.
SQ DDL
The mechanism for changing SQL object definitions will be used.

RESYNC_TYPE_DESCRIPTION

VARCHAR(300)

Text description that further describes RESYNC_TYPE.

TRACKING_TIME

TIMESTAMP

Timestamp when the entry was added.

RESYNC_STARTTIME

TIMESTAMP

Timestamp when resynchronization started.
Contains the null value if resynchronization has not started.

RESYNC_ENDTIME

TIMESTAMP

Timestamp when resynchronization completed.
Contains the null value if resynchronization has not completed.

TRACKING_REASON

VARCHAR(19)

The reason this object is tracked:
CREATE MOVE RENAME
Replication for a create, move, or rename of this object is done using the
resynchronization process.
NORMAL REQUEST
Replication of this object is done using the resynchronization process.
RCL CHANGE
A change was made to the Replication Criteria List.
RCL CHANGE DDL ONLY
A change was made to the Replication Criteria List for object definition.
UNABLE TO MIRROR
The REPLICATION_STATE is not ACTIVE, so objects cannot be replicated.
UNEXPECTED ERROR
Replication failed unexpectedly. The object still needs to be replicated.

JOB_NAME

CHAR(28)

The qualified job name that added this tracking entry.

FAILURE_MESSAGE

CHAR(7)

Failure message ID for failed resynchronization.
Contains the null value if resynchronization has not failed.

RESYNC_GROUP
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INTEGER

Identifier for a group of one or more objects that are preprocessed together.

Table 60. COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS table function (continued)
Column Name

Data Type

Description

RESYNC_DEFERRED

VARCHAR(15)

Indicates whether this resynchronization entry will be processed immediately or
deferred.
DEFERRED
Replication is deferred until a complete set of operations has been defined.
IMMEDIATE
Not in tracking mode. Normal replication of this object uses the
resynchronization process.
NOT DEFERRED
In tracking mode. The resynchronization will happen when the nodes are
communicating again.
NOT RECOVERABLE
Unexpected problem occurred.
RCL DEFERRED
Object from Replication Criteria List is deferred.
RESYNC DEFERRED
The entry was deferred because another operation on the same object
made the operation unnecessary. For example, a CRTDTAARA followed by a
DLTDTAARA may make both operations unnecessary.
USER DEFERRED
A user deferred the entry using QSYS2.CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES.

RESYNC_CL_COMMAND

OLD_SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA

DBCLOB(32702)
CCSID 1200
CHAR(10)

The CL command for resynchronization.
Contains the null value if RESYNC_TYPE is not CL COMMAND.
Old library of object to resynchronize when this is a move or rename request.
Contains the null value if this is not a move or rename.

OLD_SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME

CHAR(10)

Old system name of object to resynchronize when this is a move or rename
request.
Contains the null value if this is not a move or rename.

OLD_MEMBER_NAME

CHAR(10)

Member name to resynchronize for a database file when this is rename of a
member.
Contains the null value if this is not a rename member.

PROGRAM_LIBRARY

CHAR(10)

Name of library of the program to call to resynchronize this entry.
Contains the null value if RESYNC_TYPE is not PROGRAM CALL.

PROGRAM_NAME

CHAR(10)

Name of program to call to resynchronize this entry.
Contains the null value if RESYNC_TYPE is not PROGRAM CALL.

RESYNC_NUMBER

INTEGER

Identifies a group of entries.

DEFERRED_NUMBER

INTEGER

If RESYNC_DEFERRED is RCL DEFERRED or DEFERRED, identifies the entries that
are processed together. For example, if a RSTOBJ restores five objects, all five
entries will contain the same DEFERRED_NUMBER.
Contains the null value if this is not a RCL DEFERRED or DEFERRED entry.

CHANGED_ROW_ESTIMATE

BIGINT

If RESYNC_TYPE is DB I/O, this indicated the estimated number of rows that
must be processed.
Contains the null value until resynchronization pre-processing completes.

RESYNC_DATA

BLOB(16M)

The data necessary to perform the resynchronization operation.
Contains the null value if additional information not needed for operation.

Example
• Show any conflicting entries in the RESYNC_STATUS views between the two nodes.
SELECT * FROM TABLE (QSYS2.COMPARE_RESYNC_STATUS () );
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RESYNC_STATUS view
The RESYNC_STATUS view returns information from the Object Tracking List (OTL).
The view returns three types of information:
1. Tracked entries that have not yet been processed, normally due to the other node not being available.
2. Historical entries that describe operations that have been processed by previous resynchronizations.
3. Priority entries that describe the suggested priority for an object or set of objects as defined by using
the QSYS2.SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following3:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QRECOVERY library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QRECOVERY/QADBRSYSTS.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is RESYNCSTS. The schema is
QSYS2.
Table 61. RESYNC_STATUS view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA

SYS_DNAME

CHAR(10)
Nullable

The name of the library containing the object. For
move requests, this is the new library for the
object.
Contains the null value if SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE
is *SECATR or *FCNUSG.

SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME

SYS_ONAME

VARCHAR(128)
Nullable

The system name of the object to resynchronize.
For rename requests, this is the new name for the
object.
For a suggested priority entry, can contain the
special value *ALL.
Contains the null value if SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE
is *SECATR.

3

For each IASP, the QADBRSYSTS table exists in library QRCYnnnnnn; the authorization rules apply to these
tables as well.
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Table 61. RESYNC_STATUS view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE

SYS_OTYPE

VARCHAR(8)

The system type of the object to resynchronize.
Supported types are:
*AUTL
Authorization list
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB

Library

*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SECATR
Security attribute
*SPLF
Spooled file
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile
*USRSPC
User space
For a suggested priority entry, can contain the
special value *ALL.
MEMBER_NAME

MBRNAME

CHAR(10)
Nullable

Member name to resynchronize if this is a
database file.
Contains the null value if the entry is not for a
specific member.
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Table 61. RESYNC_STATUS view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

SUGGESTED_PRIORITY

PRIORITY

SMALLINT
Nullable

Priority 0 is the highest priority.
For a user-specified priority entry, indicates the
priority set by using the
QSYS2.SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure to
influence the order in which resynchronization
will be performed.
For a tracked entry, during resynchronization
preprocessing the suggested priority is updated to
leave a historical record of the priority that was in
effect when the resynchronization occurred.
Db2 Mirror considers many factors when
determining the order of resynchronization,
including object dependencies and the suggested
priority.
Contains the null value if preprocessing has not
identified a priority for this entry.

RESYNC_TYPE

RESYNCTYP

VARCHAR(13)
Nullable

The technology used to resynchronize this object.
CL COMMAND
A CL command will be used.
DB DDL
The mechanism for changing database
object definitions will be used.
DB I/O
The mechanism for changing data in a
database file will be used.
DTAARA CHANGE
The mechanism for changing data areas will
be used.
PROGRAM CALL
A program will be called.
SAVE/RESTORE
The object will be saved and restored.
SQ DDL
The mechanism for changing SQL object
definitions will be used.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

RESYNC_TYPE_DESCRIPTION

RESYNCTX

VARCHAR(300)
Nullable

Text description that further describes
RESYNC_TYPE.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

TRACKING_TIME

TRACKTIME

TIMESTAMP(12)

Timestamp when the entry was added.

RESYNC_STARTTIME

STARTTIME

TIMESTAMP
Nullable

Timestamp when resynchronization started for
the entry.
Contains the null value if resynchronization has
not started or if the entry is a suggested priority
entry.

RESYNC_ENDTIME

ENDTIME

TIMESTAMP
Nullable

Timestamp when resynchronization completed
for the entry.
Contains the null value if resynchronization has
not completed or if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.
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Table 61. RESYNC_STATUS view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

TRACKING_REASON

REASON

VARCHAR(19)
Nullable

The reason this object is tracked:
CREATE MOVE RENAME
Replication for a create, move, or rename of
this object is done using the
resynchronization process.
NORMAL REQUEST
Replication of this object is done using the
resynchronization process.
RCL CHANGE
A change was made to the Replication
Criteria List.
RCL CHANGE DDL ONLY
A change was made to the Replication
Criteria List for object definition.
SOFTWARE RECLONE
This object was replicated or a change was
made to this object for a software reclone.
UNABLE TO MIRROR
The REPLICATION_STATE is not ACTIVE,
so objects cannot be replicated.
UNEXPECTED ERROR
Replication failed unexpectedly. The object
still needs to be replicated.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

JOB_NAME

JOB_NAME

CHAR(28)
Nullable

The qualified job name that added this tracking
entry.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

FAILURE_MESSAGE

FAILURE

CHAR(7)
Nullable

Failure message ID for failed resynchronization
for this entry.
Contains the null value if resynchronization has
not failed or if the entry is a suggested priority
entry.

RESYNC_GROUP

RESYNCGRP

INTEGER
Nullable

Identifier for a group of one or more objects that
are preprocessed together.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.
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Table 61. RESYNC_STATUS view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

RESYNC_DEFERRED

RESYNCDFR

VARCHAR(15)
Nullable

Indicates whether this resynchronization entry
will be processed immediately or deferred.
DEFERRED
Replication is deferred until a complete set
of operations has been defined.
IMMEDIATE
Not in tracking mode. Normal replication of
this object uses the resynchronization
process.
NOT DEFERRED
In tracking mode. The resynchronization will
happen when the nodes are communicating
again.
NOT RECOVERABLE
Unexpected problem occurred.
RCL DEFERRED
Object from Replication Criteria List is
deferred.
RESYNC DEFERRED
The entry was deferred because another
operation on the same object made the
operation unnecessary. For example, a
CRTDTAARA followed by a DLTDTAARA may
make both operations unnecessary.
USER DEFERRED
A user deferred the entry using
QSYS2.CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES. This
entry cannot be removed execpt by doing a
reclone.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

RESYNC_CL_COMMAND

OLD_SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA

RESYNCCL

OSYS_DNAME

DBCLOB(32702)
CCSID 1200
Nullable

CHAR(10)
Nullable

The CL command for resynchronization.
Contains the null value if RESYNC_TYPE is not CL
COMMAND or if the entry is a suggested priority
entry.
Old library of object to resynchronize when this is
a move or rename request.
Contains the null value if this is not a move or
rename, or if the entry is a suggested priority
entry.

OLD_SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME

OSYS_ONAME

CHAR(10)
Nullable

Old system name of object to resynchronize when
this is a move or rename request.
Contains the null value if this is not a move or
rename, or if the entry is a suggested priority
entry.

OLD_MEMBER_NAME

OMBRNAME

CHAR(10)
Nullable

Member name to resynchronize for a database file
when this is rename of a member.
Contains the null value if this is not a rename
member or if the entry is a suggested priority
entry.

PROGRAM_LIBRARY

PGM_LIB

CHAR(10)
Nullable

Name of library of the program to call to
resynchronize this entry.
Contains the null value if RESYNC_TYPE is not
PROGRAM CALL or if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

PROGRAM_NAME

PGM_NAME

CHAR(10)
Nullable

Name of program to call to resynchronize this
entry.
Contains the null value if RESYNC_TYPE is not
PROGRAM CALL or if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.
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Table 61. RESYNC_STATUS view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

RESYNC_NUMBER

RESYNCNBR

INTEGER
Nullable

Identifies a group of entries.
• When the replication state changes to
TRACKING, the resync number is incremented.
All entries generated while in TRACKING state
until the replication state changes to ACTIVE
have the same resync number. This indicates
the group of entries were or will be
resynchronized together.
• When the replication state changes to ACTIVE,
the resync number is incremented again.
All entries added while in ACTIVE state until
the replication state changes to TRACKING
have the same resync number. This indicates
the group of entries that were added for normal
replication.
This number can be used on the
CHANGE_RESYNC_ENTRIES procedure to change
all the entries that resynchronized together.
Contains the null value if the entry is a suggested
priority entry.

RESYNC_DEFERRED_GROUP

RESYNCDGRP

INTEGER
Nullable

If RESYNC_DEFERRED is RCL DEFERRED or
DEFERRED, identifies the entries that are
processed together during active replication. For
example, if a RSTOBJ restores five objects, all five
entries will contain the same
RESYNC_DEFERRED_GROUP value.
Contains the null value if this is not a RCL
DEFERRED or DEFERRED entry.

CHANGED_ROW_ESTIMATE

CHGROWEST

BIGINT
Nullable

If RESYNC_TYPE is DB I/O, this indicates the
estimated number of rows that must be
processed.
Contains the null value until resynchronization
pre-processing completes, or if the entry is a
suggested priority entry.

RESYNC_DATA

RESYNCDT

BLOB(16M)
Nullable

The data necessary to perform the
resynchronization operation.
Contains the null value if additional information
not needed for operation or if the entry is a
suggested priority entry.

Examples
• Show all the tracked entries that have not yet been processed.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS
WHERE RESYNC_TYPE IS NOT NULL AND ENDTIME IS NULL
ORDER BY TRACKING_TIME;

• Show all the historical entries for requests that have been processed.
SELECT * FROM QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS
WHERE RESYNC_TYPE IS NOT NULL AND ENDTIME IS NOT NULL
ORDER BY ENDTIME DESC;

• Show the entries that define user suggested priorities.
SELECT SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME, SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA, SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE, SUGGESTED_PRIORITY
FROM QSYS2.RESYNC_STATUS
WHERE RESYNC_TYPE IS NULL
ORDER BY SUGGESTED_PRIORITY;
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SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure
The SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES procedure sets a suggested priority for one or more objects that should be
considered when resynchronization is required in a Db2 Mirror environment. The specified objects do not
need to exist. The specified object or group of objects are associated with the current thread's Auxiliary
Storage Pool Group (ASPGRP).
The order in which objects are resynchronized is based on their object type and based on whether an
object is dependent on another object. The suggested priority will be considered when determining when
a specific object will be processed, but it is not an absolute priority. The default priority for objects is the
null value which indicates that there is no suggested priority.
SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES is allowed while entries are currently being resynchronized in the Object
Tracking List (OTL). However, the priority will not be taken into account once resync has started
processing the OTL entries.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following4:
• For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
• *EXECUTE authority on the QRECOVERY library.
• To add a priority,
– *OBJOPR and *ADD authority on QRECOVERY/QADBRSYSTS.
• To remove a priority,
– *OBJOPR and *DLT authority on QRECOVERY/QADBRSYSTS.
• To change a priority,
– *OBJOPR and *UPD authority on QRECOVERY/QADBRSYSTS.
SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES

(
SYSTEM_OBJECT_SCHEMA

system-object-schema

=>

,
SYSTEM_OBJECT_NAME

system-object-name

,
SYSTEM_OBJECT_TYPE

system-object-type

=>

=>

,

resync-priority
RESYNC_PRIORITY

)

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
system-object-schema
A character or graphic string that identifies the library for the specified priority. It must be a system
schema name.
system-object-name
A character or graphic string that identifies the object for the specified priority. It must be a system
object name.
The special value of *ALL can be used to specify a priority for all objects with the specified schema
name and object type.
system-object-type
A character or graphic string that identifies the system object type of the object for the specified
priority.
4

For each iASP, the QADBRSYSTS table exists in library QRCYnnnnnn; the authorization rules apply to these
tables as well.
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The supported object types are: *DTAARA, *FILE, *JOBD, *JOBQ, *OUTQ, *PGM, *SQLPKG, *SQLUDT,
*SQLXSR, and *SRVPGM.
The special value of *ALL can be used to specify a priority for all supported object types with the
specified schema and object name. If *ALL is specified for system-object-type, *ALL must also be
specified for system-object-name.
resync-priority
A non-negative integer value that specifies the resynchronization priority for the specified schema,
object, and object type. The highest priority is 0. The lowest priority is the null value. If the specified
resync-priority is the null value, any existing priority for the specified schema, object, and object type
is removed.

Examples
• Set the suggested priority for all objects in schema SALESLIB to 1 so that objects in SALESLIB are
considered for resynchronization before most other objects.
CALL QSYS2.SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES('SALESLIB', '*ALL', '*ALL', 1);

• Set the suggested priority for table SALES in schema SALESLIB to 0 so that it is considered for
resynchronization before the other objects in SALESLIB.
CALL QSYS2.SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES('SALESLIB', 'SALES', '*FILE', 0);

• Remove the suggested priority for table SALES in schema SALESLIB.
CALL QSYS2.SET_RESYNC_PRIORITIES('SALESLIB', 'SALES', '*FILE', NULL);

Serviceability services
These services can be used to configure and work with serviceability details for Db2 Mirror.
Table 62. Serviceability services
Service

Description

“MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY procedure” on
page 482

Returns differences for all eligible objects in a library
between the two nodes.

“MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE procedure” on page
487

Returns differences for all eligible objects in all libraries in
SYSBAS, the current IASP, or all IASPs between the two
nodes.

“MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function” on Returns differences for a single object between the two
page 490
nodes.
“MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL table function” on Returns formatted Db2 Mirror specific audit journal entries
page 494
along with other audit journal information.
“MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO view” on
page 496

Returns the current configuration of the Db2 Mirror Flight
Recorder.

“SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_ALL_LEVEL
S procedure” on page 498

Sets a single level for all logging categories within the Db2
Mirror Flight Recorder.

“SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO
procedure” on page 498

Sets configuration details for use by the Db2 Mirror Flight
Recorder.
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MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY procedure
The MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY procedure returns a result table and an optional result set containing
one or more rows for each object in the specified library on the source node that is different from the
same object on the target node. The library is included in the comparison.
The objects that are compared are those that return a value that is not EXCLUDE or INELIGIBLE from the
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function. For replication-eligible objects, comparison operations
can be performed for the definitional attributes of the object, the data contained in the object, or both.
Only *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ objects support data comparisons. A value of YES or
QUICK must be specified for at least one of the compare-attributes or compare-data parameters. For
more information about object comparisons, see “MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function” on page
490.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *USE authority on the QSYS2/MCOMP_LIB service program, or
• EXECUTE SQL privilege on the QSYS2.COMPARE_MIRROR_LIBRARY procedure
For objects that return information about content that is different (except for environment variables,
function usage, security attributes, and system values), to see the detailed content differences, the
privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include:
• *EXECUTE authority on the library containing the object, and
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority to the object
To see the content differences for audit system values (QAUDCTL, QAUDENDACN, QAUDFRCLVL,
QAUDLVL, QAUDLVL2, and QCRTOBJAUD, with object-type of *SYSVAL) or the audit values for an object or
a user profile, *ALLOBJ or *AUDIT special authority is required.
To specify a parallel degree value other than NONE, the privileges held by the authorization ID of the
statement must include *JOBCTL special authority or QIBM_DB_SQLADM function usage authority.
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MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY

(

library-name
LIBRARY_NAME

,

=>

compare-attributes
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES

=>

,

compare-data
COMPARE_DATA

=>

,

parallel-degree
PARALLEL_DEGREE

=>

,

parallel-jobs
PARALLEL_JOBS

=>

,

result-library
RESULT_LIBRARY

=>

,

result-file
RESULT_FILE

=>

,

verbose-log
VERBOSE_LOG

=>
)

,

result-set
RESULT_SET

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the library to compare.
The following object types in the library will be compared.
*DTAARA
Data area
*DTAQ
Data queue
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
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*LIB
Library
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program
*USRIDX
User index
*USRSPC
User space
If library-name is QSYS, only the following object types are compared:
*AUTL
Authorization list
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable
*FCNUSG
Function usage
*SECATR
Security attribute
*SYSVAL
System value
*USRPRF
User profile
compare-attributes
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the replication-eligible attributes are
compared for each object.
NO

The attributes are not compared for an object.

QUICK
The attributes are compared for an object until the first difference is found. Only a single row is
returned for an object if any differences are detected. This option is faster because a complete list
of differences for an object is not returned.
YES
All the attributes are compared for an object. A row is returned for each difference found. This is
the default.
compare-data
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the data is compared for *FILE,
*USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ objects. compare-data is ignored for all other objects.
NO

The data is not compared for an object.
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QUICK
The data is compared for *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ objects until the first
difference is found. Only a single row is returned if any differences are detected. This option is
faster because a complete list of differences for an object is not returned.
YES
All the data is compared for a *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ object. A row is
returned for each difference found. This is the default.
parallel-degree
A character or graphic string that specifies the maximum degree of parallelism to use for comparing
the object.
If the Db2 Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) feature is not installed, an error is issued if the value is
not NONE.
2-256
The maximum degree of parallelism to be used.
NONE
No parallelism will be used. This is the default.
parallel-jobs
An integer value that specifies the maximum number of jobs that can be run at one time to compare
individual objects in a library. The default is 1.
result-library
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the library to contain the details
from the compare. The library must exist. If this parameter is omitted, QTEMP is the default.
result-file
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the file to contain the
details from the compare. The result includes rows for miscompare details and any additional rows
returned when verbose-log has a value of YES. If this parameter is omitted, QIBM_MCOMP is the
default. If the file already exists, new rows are inserted into the file.
verbose-log
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether to return at least one row for each
object that is compared.
NO

Rows are returned only for objects that do not compare as identical. This is the default.

YES
A row is returned for every object that is compared.
result-set
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether result rows are returned to the caller
using a result set cursor.
NO

Only the result file identified by result-library and result-file is returned. This is the default.

YES
A result set cursor is returned in addition to the result file identified by result-library and result-file.
A result set is returned if there is at least one instance of a miscompare. The result set only
includes the rows added to the result file from this call to the MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY
procedure.
The table that is created and the result set that is returned contain the following columns:
Table 63. MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY result table
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

COMPARE_TIME

COMP_TIME

TIMESTAMP

The timestamp when this object was compared.

LIBRARY_NAME

LIBNAME

VARCHAR(10)

The library containing the object.
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Table 63. MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY result table (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

OBJECT_NAME

OBJNAME

VARCHAR(128)

The name of the object.

Nullable

Contains the null value when OBJECT_TYPE is
*SECATR or when COMPARE_RESULT is ERROR.

VARCHAR(8)

The system object type.

OBJECT_TYPE

OBJTYPE

Nullable
COMPARE_RESULT

RESULT

VARCHAR(9)

The result of the compare.
COMPARED
No difference is found and verbose-log is set to
YES.
DIFFERENT
The comparison identified differences between
the nodes. One or more rows are returned for a
single object depending on the type of compare
(YES or QUICK) that was requested. The
ATTRIBUTE_NAME, VALUE_ON_PRIMARY, and
VALUE_ON_SECONDARY columns contain details
about the difference.
ERROR
The comparison failed. One example of a failure
is when the object only exists on one node. The
COMPARE_SQLSTATE and
COMPARE_ERROR_TEXT columns contain
extended details about the failure.

ATTRIBUTE_NAME

ATTRIBUTE

VARGRAPHIC(512)
CCSID 1200
Nullable

VALUE_ON_PRIMARY

PRI_VALUE

The name of object attribute or the relative record
number (RRN) that is not identical.
Contains the null value when COMPARE_RESULT is
COMPARED or ERROR.

VARGRAPHIC(2048)

The value from the primary node.

CCSID 1200
Nullable

When a compare using the QUICK option detects a
difference, contains the value DIFFERENT.
Contains the null value when COMPARE_RESULT is
COMPARED or ERROR

VALUE_ON_SECONDARY

SEC_VALUE

VARGRAPHIC(2048)

The value from the secondary node.

CCSID 1200
Nullable

When a compare using the QUICK option detects a
difference, contains the value DIFFERENT.
Contains the null value when COMPARE_RESULT is
COMPARED or ERROR.

IASP_NAME

IASP_NAME

VARCHAR(10)
Nullable

Name of the independent ASP group where this
object is stored. Contains either the name of the ASP
group or the following special value:
*SYSBAS
The object is stored in the system ASP (ASP 1)
or any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
Contains the null value when COMPARE_RESULT is
ERROR.

COMPARE_SQLSTATE

COMP_STATE

CHAR(5)

The SQLSTATE value returned for this compare.

COMPARE_ERROR_TEXT

ERROR_TEXT

VARCHAR(2000)

Error information that is returned as part of a nonzero SQLSTATE.

Nullable

Contains the null value if no error information is
available.

Examples
• Compare the following replicated object types: *AUTL, *USRPRF, *SYSVAL, *ENVVAR, *FCNUSG,
*SECATR. They are requested by specifying the library name as QSYS.
CALL QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY(LIBRARY_NAME => 'QSYS',
RESULT_SET => 'YES',
RESULT_LIBRARY => 'DB2M_COMP',
RESULT_FILE => 'JUNE262018');
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• Compare all the objects in APPLIB, returning at least one row for each object. Do a complete attribute
compare and a quick data compare. If the data is mismatched, a deeper data compare can be requested
for the objects with differences.
CALL QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY(LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB',
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES => 'YES',
COMPARE_DATA => 'QUICK',
VERBOSE_LOG => 'YES',
RESULT_LIBRARY => 'DB2M_COMP',
RESULT_FILE => 'JULY112020');

MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE procedure
The MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE procedure populates a result table with one or more rows for each object
in every library on the source node that is different from the same object on the target node. The
compares can be made for all libraries in SYSBAS, for all libraries in the current IASP, or for all libraries in
SYSBAS and all active IASPs.
The objects that are compared are those that return a value that is not EXCLUDE or INELIGIBLE from the
QSYS2.CHECK_REPLICATION_CRITERIA function. For replication-eligible objects, comparison operations
can be performed for the definitional attributes of the object, the data contained in the object, or both.
Only *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ objects support data comparisons. A value of YES or
QUICK must be specified for at least one of the compare-attributes or compare-data parameters. For
more information about object comparisons, see “MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function” on page
490.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *USE authority on the QSYS2/MCOMP_NODE service program, or
• EXECUTE SQL privilege on the QSYS2.COMPARE_MIRROR_NODE procedure
For objects that return information about content that is different (except for environment variables,
function usage, security attributes, and system values), to see the detailed content differences, the
privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include.
• *EXECUTE authority on the library containing the object and
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority to the object.
To see the content differences for audit system values (QAUDCTL, QAUDENDACN, QAUDFRCLVL,
QAUDLVL, QAUDLVL2, and QCRTOBJAUD, with object-type of *SYSVAL) or the audit values for an object or
a user profile, *ALLOBJ or *AUDIT special authority is required.
To specify a parallel degree value other than NONE, the privileges held by the authorization ID of the
statement must include *JOBCTL special authority or QIBM_DB_SQLADM function usage authority.
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MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE

(

compare-scope
COMPARE_SCOPE

,

=>

compare-attributes
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES

=>

,

compare-data
COMPARE_DATA

=>

,

parallel-degree
PARALLEL_DEGREE

=>

,

parallel-jobs
PARALLEL_JOBS

=>

,

result-library
RESULT_LIBRARY

=>

,

result-file
RESULT_FILE

=>
)

,

verbose-log
VERBOSE_LOG

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
compare-scope
A character or graphic string expression that determined the scope of the comparisons.
ALL
The scope includes all libraries in SYSBAS and in all active and available IASPs on the primary
node.
This option submits multiple batch jobs with a job name of MCOMP_ALL to do the comparisons. A
result set is returned from the procedure that contains the list of all the jobs that were submitted.
When all the jobs are complete, result-file will contain information from all the compares.
IASP
The scope includes all libraries in the IASP namespace of the caller.
*SYSBAS
The scope includes all libraries in SYSBAS on the primary node.
compare-attributes
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the replication-eligible attributes are
compared for each object.
NO

The attributes are not compared for an object.
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QUICK
The attributes are compared for an object until the first difference is found. Only a single row is
returned for an object if any differences are detected. This option is faster because a complete list
of differences for an object is not returned.
YES
All the attributes are compared for an object. A row is returned for each difference found. This is
the default.
compare-data
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the data is compared for *FILE,
*USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ objects. compare-data is ignored for all other objects.
NO

The data is not compared for an object.

QUICK
The data is compared for *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ objects until the first
difference is found. Only a single row is returned if any differences are detected. This option is
faster because a complete list of differences for an object is not returned.
YES
All the data is compared for a *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ object. A row is
returned for each difference found. This is the default.
parallel-degree
A character or graphic string that specifies the maximum degree of parallelism to use for comparing
each object.
If the Db2 Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) feature is not installed, an error is issued if the value is
not NONE.
2-256
The maximum degree of parallelism to be used.
NONE
No parallelism will be used. This is the default.
parallel-jobs
An integer value that specifies the maximum number of jobs that can be run at one time to compare
individual objects in a library. The default is 1.
result-library
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the name of the library to contain the details
from the compare. The library must exist. When compare-scope is ALL, the result library cannot be
QTEMP. If this parameter is omitted, QTEMP is the default.
result-file
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the file to contain the
details from the compare. The result includes rows for miscompare details and any additional rows
returned when verbose-log has a value of YES. If this parameter is omitted, QIBM_MCOMP is the
default. If the file already exists, new rows are inserted into the file.
verbose-log
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether to return at least one row for each
object that is compared.
NO

Rows are returned only for objects that do not compare as identical. This is the default.

YES
A row is returned for every object that is compared.
The table that contains the result is identical to the table returned by
QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_LIBRARY. See Table 63 on page 485.

Example
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• Compare all the replicated objects that reside in SYSBAS.
CALL QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE(COMPARE_SCOPE =>'*SYSBAS',
RESULT_LIBRARY => 'DB2M_COMP',
RESULT_FILE => 'SYSBASCOMP');

• Compare all replicated objects in IASP33. At least one row will be returned for every object that is
compared.
-- Set your job to run in IASP33.
CALL QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE(COMPARE_SCOPE => 'IASP',
RESULT_LIBRARY => 'DB2M_COMP',
RESULT_FILE => 'IASP_COMP',
VERBOSE_LOG => 'YES');

• Compare all the replicated object types in SYSBAS and in all ASPs. A quick compare of both the object
attributes and the object data is used to identify the objects that might need a full compare. The result
is returned in COMPARES/COMP1. The COMPARES library must exist. The file will be created by the
procedure.
CALL QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_NODE(COMPARE_SCOPE => 'ALL',
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES => 'QUICK',
COMPARE_DATA => 'QUICK',
RESULT_LIBRARY => 'COMPARES',
RESULT_FILE => 'COMP1');

MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function
The MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function returns differences between the source and target nodes
for the object identified by object-type, library-name, and object-name. The object does not need to be a
currently replicated object.
For replication-eligible objects, comparison operations can be performed for the definitional attributes of
the object, the data contained in the object, or both. Only *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, and *OUTQ
objects support data comparisons. For the object being compared, a value of YES or QUICK must be
specified for at least one of the compare-attributes or compare-data parameters.
When compare-attributes is YES:
• One row is returned for each attribute that is different between the nodes.
• The value contained in a *DTAARA object is considered an attribute.
When compare-data is YES:
• For a *FILE object, one row is returned for each row of data that is different between the nodes. The
relative record number (RRN) is returned to identify the row.
– Files with active row or column access control, files with read triggers, and files in check pending
state are not eligible for data comparison. A result row will be returned to indicate that data
comparison was not performed.
– Files with multiple members, including partitioned tables and source physical files, where significant
differences are found in the definition are not eligible for data comparison. All the member names
must match. A result row will be returned to indicate that data comparison was not performed.
• For a *USRIDX object, one row is returned for each entry in the user index that is different between the
nodes.
• For a *USRSPC object, the row returned indicates whether the user space is different between the
nodes.
• For a *DTAQ object, one row is returned for each entry in the data queue that is different between the
nodes.
• For a *OUTQ object, one row is returned for each spooled file that is different between the nodes. The
comparison uses the information returned by the QSYS2.OUTPUT_QUEUE_ENTRIES_BASIC view. The
content of the spooled file is not compared.
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When compare-data or compare-attributes is QUICK:
• A single row is returned indicating that at least one difference exists for the object between nodes. No
additional details about the type of difference is included in the row returned.
If no differences are found, no rows are returned. If the object is not eligible to be compared, no rows are
returned along with a warning SQLSTATE of '01H53'. If the object does not exist on both nodes, no rows
are returned along with an error SQLSTATE of '42704'. If the nodes are not communicating, no rows are
returned along with an error SQLSTATE of '560DE'.
Authorization: For objects that return information about content that is different (except for environment
variables, function usage, security attributes, and system values), to see the detailed content differences,
the privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include:
• *EXECUTE authority on the library containing the object, and
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority to the object
To see the content differences for audit system values (QAUDCTL, QAUDENDACN, QAUDFRCLVL,
QAUDLVL, QAUDLVL2, and QCRTOBJAUD, with object-type of *SYSVAL) or the audit values for an object or
a user profile, *ALLOBJ or *AUDIT special authority is required.
For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
To specify a parallel degree value other than NONE, the privileges held by the authorization ID of the
statement must include *JOBCTL special authority or QIBM_DB_SQLADM, function usage authority.
MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT

(

object-type
OBJECT_TYPE

,

=>

library-name
LIBRARY_NAME

=>

,

object-name
OBJECT_NAME

=>

,

compare-attributes
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES

=>

,

compare-data
COMPARE_DATA

=>
)

,

parallel-degree
PARALLEL_DEGREE

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
object-type
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the object type.
Any system object type can be specified. However, only the following object types are instrumented
for comparison operations. All others will return no rows and a warning SQLSTATE of '01H53'.
*AUTL
Authorization list. library-name must be QSYS or must be omitted.
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*DTAARA
Data area, including SQL sequence attributes
*DTAQ
Data queue
*ENVVAR
System-level environment variable. library-name must be QSYS or must be omitted.
*FCNUSG
Function usage. library-name must be QSYS or must be omitted.
*FILE
Database file
*JOBD
Job description
*JOBQ
Job queue
*JRN
Journal
*LIB
Library
*OUTQ
Output queue
*PGM
Program, including SQL routine attributes
*SECATR
Security attribute. library-name must be QSYS or must be omitted. object-name must be null or
must be omitted.
*SQLPKG
SQL package
*SQLUDT
SQL user-defined type
*SQLXSR
SQL XML schema repository
*SRVPGM
Service program, including SQL routine attributes
*SYSVAL
System value. library-name must be QSYS or must be omitted.
*USRIDX
User index
*USRPRF
User profile. library-name must be QSYS or must be omitted.
*USRSPC
User space
library-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the library name for the object. If this
parameter is omitted, QSYS is the default.
object-name
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the system name of the object to compare. For
*FCNUSG, the name is the Function ID. An object-name is required for all object types except
*SECATR; object-name is ignored for the *SECATR object type. If this parameter is omitted, null is the
default.
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compare-attributes
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the replication-eligible attributes are
compared for the object. Object type other than *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ must
specify YES or QUICK.
NO

The attributes are not compared for the object.

QUICK
The attributes are compared for the object until the first difference is found. Only a single row is
returned if any differences are detected. This option is faster because a complete list of
differences is not returned.
YES
All the attributes are compared for the object. A row is returned for each difference found. This is
the default.
compare-data
A character or graphic string expression that indicates whether the data is compared for a *FILE,
*USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ object. compare-data is ignored when object-type is not *FILE,
*USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ.
NO

The data is not compared for the object.

QUICK
The data is compared for a *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ object until the first
difference is found. Only a single row is returned if any differences are detected. This option is
faster because a complete list of differences is not returned.
YES
All the data is compared for a *FILE, *USRIDX, *USRSPC, *DTAQ, or *OUTQ object. A row is
returned for each difference found. This is the default.
parallel-degree
A character or graphic string that specifies the maximum degree of parallelism to use for comparing
the object.
If the Db2 Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) feature is not installed, an error is issued if the value is
not NONE.
2-256
The maximum degree of parallelism to be used.
NONE
No parallelism will be used. This is the default.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.
Table 64. MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

ATTRIBUTE_NAME

VARGRAPHIC(512)

The name of object attribute or the relative record number (RRN) that
is not identical.

CCSID 1200
VALUE_ON_PRIMARY

VALUE_ON_SECONDARY

VARGRAPHIC(2048)

The value from the primary node.

CCSID 1200

When a compare using the QUICK option detects a difference,
contains the value DIFFERENT.

VARGRAPHIC(2048)

The value from the secondary node.

CCSID 1200

When a compare using the QUICK option detects a difference,
contains the value DIFFERENT.

Examples
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• List all the replication-eligible attributes that are different between the two nodes for output queue
MYOUTQ in library APPLIB1. The content of the spooled files in the output queue will not be compared.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT(
OBJECT_TYPE => '*OUTQ',
LIBRARY_NAME => 'APPLIB1',
OBJECT_NAME => 'MYOUTQ',
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES => 'YES',
COMPARE_DATA => 'NO'))
ORDER BY ATTRIBUTE_NAME;

• For file TEST_TABLE in library TESTLIB, find all the data rows that are different between the two nodes.
The file attributes will not be compared.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.MIRROR_COMPARE_OBJECT(
LIBRARY_NAME => 'TESTLIB',
OBJECT_NAME => 'TEST_TABLE',
OBJECT_TYPE => '*FILE',
COMPARE_DATA => 'YES',
COMPARE_ATTRIBUTES => 'NO'));

MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL table function
The MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL table function formats Db2 Mirror specific audit journal entries as well
as returning typical audit journal information.
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include *AUDIT special
authority. For the authority needed to use this function, see “Authorization” on page 372.
MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL

(
starting-date
STARTING_DATE

,

=>

ending-date
ENDING_DATE

=>

,

user-profile
USER_PROFILE

=>
)

,

journal-entry-types
JOURNAL_ENTRY_TYPES

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
starting-date
A date expression that specifies the starting date to use. If no starting date is specified, CURRENT
DATE - 1 DAY is used.
ending-date
A date expression that specifies the ending date to use. If no ending date is specified, CURRENT DATE
is used.
user-profile
A character or graphic string expression that identifies the user profile name for the current user of
the job. If user-profile is not specified, *ALL is used.
journal-entry-types
A character or graphic string expression that lists the journal entry types to return. The supported
journal-entry-types are: M0, M6, M7, M8, and M9. Multiple entry types can be requested for a single
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invocation by separating the entry type values with a blank or a comma. For example: 'M6', 'M0, M9',
or 'M7 M8 M9'. See Layout of audit journal entries for detailed information about these journal entries.
If no journal-entry-types are provided, all Db2 Mirror journal entry types are returned.
The result of the function is a table containing rows with the format shown in the following table. All
columns are nullable.
Table 65. MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL table function
Column Name

Data Type

Description

ENTRY_TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP

The system date and time when the audit journal entry was added to
the journal receiver.

ACTION

VARCHAR(100)

Description of this journal entry.

DETAIL

VARCHAR(200)

The details from the audit journal entry. In some cases it includes
information formatted as topic = value.

TARGET

VARCHAR(10)

Name of the independent ASP group associated with this audit journal
entry. Contains either the name of the ASP group or the following
special value
*SYSBAS
This rule is associated with objects stored in either the system
ASP (ASP 1) and any basic user ASPs (ASPs 2-32).
Target describes whether the entry pertains to *SYSBAS, or a specific
IASP.

REASON

VARCHAR(100)

The cause of the action, if available.

SEQUENCE_NUMBER

DECIMAL(21,0)

A number assigned by the system to each journal entry.

CURRENT_USER

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the effective user profile under which the job was running
when the entry was created.

JOB_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the job that added the entry.

JOB_USER

VARCHAR(10)

The user profile name of the user that started the job.

JOB_NUMBER

VARCHAR(6)

The job number of the job that added the entry.

PROGRAM_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the program that added the entry.

PROGRAM_LIBRARY

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the library that contains the program that added the
journal entry.

PROGRAM_LIBRARY_ASP_DEVICE

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the ASP device that contains the program.

PROGRAM_LIBRARY_ASP_NUMBER

INTEGER

The number for the auxiliary storage pool that contains the program
that added the journal entry.

REMOTE_PORT

INTEGER

The port number of the remote address associated with this journal
entry.

REMOTE_ADDRESS

VARCHAR(46)

The remote address associated with the journal entry.

SYSTEM_NAME

VARCHAR(8)

The name of the system on which the entry is being retrieved.

SYSTEM_SEQUENCE_NUMBER

DECIMAL(21,0)

The system sequence number indicates the relative sequence of when
this journal entry was deposited into the journal.

RECEIVER_NAME

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the receiver holding the journal entry.

RECEIVER_LIBRARY

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the library containing the receiver holding the journal
entry.

RECEIVER_ASP_DEVICE

VARCHAR(10)

The name of the ASP device containing the receiver holding the journal
entry.

RECEIVER_ASP_NUMBER

INTEGER

The number for the auxiliary storage pool containing the receiver
holding the journal entry.

JOURNAL_CODE

CHAR(1)

The primary category of the journal entry.

JOURNAL_ENTRY_TYPE

CHAR(2)

Further identifies the type of user-created or system-created entry.

ARM_NUMBER

INTEGER

The number of the disk arm that contains the journal entry.

Examples
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• Review all Db2 Mirror audit journal entries from yesterday and today.
SELECT * FROM TABLE(QSYS2.MIRROR_DISPLAY_JOURNAL())
ORDER BY ENTRY_TIMESTAMP DESC;

MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO view
The MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO view returns a single row of data containing information about
the configuration and status of the Db2 Mirror Flight Recorder. The flight recorder contains categories
which can be uniquely configured to produce different levels of detail related to on-going Db2 Mirror
operations.
The Db2 Mirror Flight Recorder is a time based log of operating system activity that can be used to enable
product serviceability.
The log contains many components which each have a unique role. Every component can be configured to
contribute anywhere from no detail to a verbose level of detail.
The Db2 Mirror Flight Recorder detail is archived in files named QUSRSYS/
DB2_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_JulianDate. Archived logs are retained for the number of days
indicated by the ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT column
Authorization: The privileges held by the authorization ID of the statement must include the following:
• *EXECUTE authority on the QSYS2 library.
• *OBJOPR and *READ authority on QSYS2/MLOG_INFO.
• For the authority needed to use this view, see “Authorization” on page 372.
The following table describes the columns in the view. The system name is MLOG_INFO. The schema is
QSYS2.
For each xxx_LOGGING_LEVEL column, the following values can be returned.
NONE
No log entries are generated.
ERROR
Log entries are generated for run time errors and unexpected conditions.
WARNING
Log entries for the ERROR level are generated, plus entries for errors or other run time situations that
are unexpected or unusual but not necessarily wrong.
INFO
Log entries for the WARNING level are generated, plus interesting run time events.
DEBUG
All log entries for the INFO level are generated, plus debug information.
Table 66. MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO view
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY
_COUNT

ARCH_DAYS

INTEGER

The number of days that flight recorder logs are
retained.

MAX_SYSBAS_PERCENTAGE

MAX_SYSBAS

DECIMAL(5,3)

The maximum percentage of SYSBAS storage that the
flight recorder can consume for active and archived
information.

ENQUEUE_ERROR_COUNT

ENQ_ERRORS

BIGINT

The number of flight recorder messages that could not
be sent to the flight recorder job.

DEQUEUE_ERROR_COUNT

DEQ_ERRORS

BIGINT

The number of flight recorder messages that could not
be received by the flight recorder job.

LOGGING_ERROR_COUNT

LOG_ERRORS

BIGINT

The number of incorrectly formatted messages where
there was no attempt to enqueue the message.

FLIGHT_RECORDER_LOGGING
_LEVEL

LOG_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the flight recorder.
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Table 66. MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO view (continued)
Column Name

System Column Name

Data Type

Description

ENGINE_CONTROLLER_LOGGING
_LEVEL

ECTRL_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the engine controller.

OBJECT_REPLICATION_MANAGER
_LOGGING_LEVEL

ORM_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the object replication
manager.

OBJECT_RECEIVER_LOGGING_LEVEL

ORCVR_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the object receiver.

ENGINE_COMMUNICATION
_LOGGING_LEVEL

ECOMM_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for engine communications.

ENGINE_STATE_LOGGING_LEVEL

ESTATE_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the engine state.

ENGINE_JOB_LOGGING_LEVEL

EJOB_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the engine job.

LOGGER_TESTING_LOGGING_LEVEL

LOGTST_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for logger testing.

CONFIGURATION_PROCESSING
_LOGGING_LEVEL

CONFIG_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for configuration processing.

RCL_LOGGING_LEVEL

RCL_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the replication criteria
list.

SECURITY_OBJECT_LOGGING
_LEVEL

SEC_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the security object
handler.

NRG_LOGGING_LEVEL

NRG_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for network redundancy
groups.

OBJECT_REGISTRY_LOGGING_LEVEL

OREG_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the object registry.

OBJECT_SYNCHRONIZATION
_LOGGING_LEVEL

OSYNC_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the system
synchronization job.

SPOOL_LOGGING_LEVEL

SPOOL_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the spooled file handler.

OUTPUT_AND_JOB_QUEUE
_LOGGING_LEVEL

OUTQ_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for output queue and job
queue processing.

DATA_QUEUE_LOGGING_LEVEL

DTAQ_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the data queue handler.

WORK_MANAGEMENT_LOGGING
_LEVEL

WRKMGT_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for work management.

VARY_IASP_LOGGING_LEVEL

VARY_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for vary iASP processing

DATABASE_LOGGING_LEVEL

DB_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for database processing.

UTILITIES_LOGGING_LEVEL

UTILS_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for utilities processing.

SAVE_RESTORE_LOGGING_LEVEL

SAVRST_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for save/restore processing.

DB_CONNECTION_LOGGING_LEVEL

DBCONN_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the database connection.

ENGINE_CONNECTION_LOGGING
_LEVEL

ECONN_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the engine connection.

IFS_CONNECTION_LOGGING_LEVEL

IFCONN_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the IFS connection.

OBJECT_CONNECTION_LOGGING
_LEVEL

OBCONN_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the object connection.

QUORUM_SERVER_LOGGING_LEVEL

QUORUM_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the quorum server node.

RESYNC_LOGGING_LEVEL

RESYNC_LVL

VARCHAR(25)

The current level of logging for the resynchronization
process.

Example
• Review the number of days of flight recorder detail that will be retained.
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SELECT ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT FROM QSYS2.MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO;

SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_ALL_LEVELS procedure
The SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO_ALL_LEVELS procedure sets a single level for all logging
categories within the Db2 Mirror flight recorder.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_ALL_LEVELS

(
LOGGING_LEVEL

logging-level

=>

)

The schema is QSYS2.
logging-level
The level of logging to set for all Db2 Mirror categories.
The shipped default level varies for each category. The values should only be changed if directed by
IBM i Service.
NONE
No log entries are generated.
ERROR
Log entries are generated for run time errors and unexpected conditions.
WARNING
Log entries for the ERROR level are generated, plus entries for errors or other run time situations
that are unexpected or unusual but not necessarily wrong.
INFO
Log entries for the WARNING level are generated, plus interesting run time events.
DEBUG
All log entries for the INFO level are generated, plus debug information.
SYSTEM
Set the shipped default level for each category.

Example
• Configure the Db2 Mirror flight recorder to gather error level of detail for all registered components.
CALL QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_ALL_LEVELS('ERROR');

SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO procedure
The SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO procedure sets values that are used for the Db2 Mirror
flight recorder.
Authorization: For the authority needed to use this procedure, see “Authorization” on page 372.
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SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO

(

archive-retention-day-count
ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT

=>

,

max-sysbas-percentage
MAX_SYSBAS_PERCENTAGE

=>

,

flight-recorder-logging-level
FLIGHT_RECORDER_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

engine-controller-logging-level

,
ENGINE_CONTROLLER_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

object-replication-manager-logging-level
OBJECT_REPLICATION_MANAGER_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

object-receiver-logging-level
OBJECT_RECEIVER_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

engine-communication-logging-level
ENGINE_COMMUNICATION_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

engine-state-logging-level
ENGINE_STATE_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

engine-job-logging-level
ENGINE_JOB_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

logger-testing-logging-level
LOGGER_TESTING_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

configuration-processing-logging-level
CONFIGURATION_PROCESSING_LOGGING_LEVEL

,

=>

rcl-logging-level
RCL_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

security-object-logging-level
SECURITY_OBJECT_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

nrg-logging-level
NRG_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

object-registry-logging-level
OBJECT_REGISTRY_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

object-synchronization-logging-level
OBJECT_SYNCHRONIZATION_LOGGING_LEVEL

,

=>

spool-logging-level
SPOOL_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

output-and-job-queue-logging-level
OUTPUT_AND_JOB_QUEUE_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

data-queue-logging-level
DATA_QUEUE_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

work-management-logging-level
WORK_MANAGEMENT_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

vary-iasp-logging-level
VARY_IASP_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

DATABASE_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

database-logging-level

,

utilities-logging-level
UTILITIES_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

save-restore-logging-level
SAVE_RESTORE_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

db-connection-logging-level
DB_CONNECTION_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

engine-connection-logging-level
ENGINE_CONNECTION_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

ifs-connection-logging-level
IFS_CONNECTION_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

object-connection-logging-level
OBJECT_CONNECTION_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

quorum-server-logging-level
QUORUM_SERVER_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>

,

resync-logging-level
RESYNC_LOGGING_LEVEL

=>
)

,

action
ACTION

=>

The schema is QSYS2.
archive-retention-day-count
The number of days flight recorder logs are retained. The value cannot exceed 100.
Logs will never be saved more than 100 days. The shipped default for this parameter is 10 days.
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max-sysbas-percentage
The maximum percentage of SYSBAS storage that the flight recorder can consume for active and
archived information. Valid values are 1 to 10.
The shipped default for this parameter is 5, indicating 5%.
xxx-logging-level
A logging level can be defined for each distinct category of Db2 Mirror functionality.
The shipped default level varies for each category. The levels should only be changed if directed by
IBM i Service.
NONE
No log entries are generated.
ERROR
Log entries are generated for run time errors and unexpected conditions.
WARNING
Log entries for the ERROR level are generated, plus entries for errors or other run time situations
that are unexpected or unusual but not necessarily wrong.
INFO
Log entries for the WARNING level are generated, plus interesting run time events.
DEBUG
All log entries for the INFO level are generated, plus debug information.
action
The action to perform.
ENDJOB
End the QMRDBLOGR job.
While the QMRDBLOGR job is not active the generation of new log entries may be suspended.
STARTJOB
Start the QMRDBLOGR job.
SUSPEND
Suspend generation of new log entries in the flight recorder.
RESUME
Resume generation of new log entries in the flight recorder.

Example
Configure the Db2 Mirror Flight recorder to capture full details for RCL operations, with at most 3 days of
detail retained and consuming at most 5% of *SYSBAS storage.
CALL QSYS2.SET_MIRROR_FLIGHT_RECORDER_INFO(
ARCHIVE_RETENTION_DAY_COUNT => 3,
MAX_SYSBAS_PERCENTAGE
=> 5.0,
RCL_LOGGING_LEVEL
=> 'DEBUG');
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